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Preface.

The present work, of which the first peirt (cf. Table of Con-

teMits) is now submitted to the public, aims at giving an exposi-

tion, chiefly from an etymological point of view, of the Scandi-

navian place-nomenclature which came into existence in Old and

Middle English times in England east and north of Watling

Street. A detailed description of the counties which belong to

that area, and which I have comprehended under the term Scand.

England, will be found in Ch. IV of the Introduction. When
applying the attribute 'Scandinavian' to place-names occurring

within the area in question, I have included thereunder all nam-

es that contain one or more members of Scand. origin. But in

addition to these I have also incidentally dealt with names ob-

viously native in origin but subsequently Scandinavianized. Eor the

name-material I have drawn on those official and private records

of the periods that proved the most fertile for my purpose, from

the earliest Old English charters to 15th century sources. Spell-

ings dating from early New English times have been occasion-

ally adduced, especially when calculated to confirm or illustrate

an etymology that would be less recognizable only from the

Middle English spellings on record, or, at times, when serving to

bridge the gap between the M.E. forms and some unexpected

N.E. development. When early M.E. spellings of a name exist

in numbers sufficient to establish the etymology, and the name

has not undergone any material alterations in subsequent times, I

have not always adduced all the forms to be found in late M.E,

(15th cent.) records, especially those edited by the Record Com-

mission. Nor have I, as a rule, exhausted the materials of these latter

records when an appropriate number of spellings are afforded

by other records edited with greater accuracy. Only in a few

cases have I had recourse to MSS., as may be seen from the

Bibliography. The early spellings are arranged chronologically,

and the present-day names are subjoined, as far as it has been possible

for me — with the reference w^orks and maps at my disposal —
LiiiiUoist: Middle-English place-names etc. I
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to identify the early name-forms. I have attempted to fix the

dates of these latter as exactly as possible without going into

such details as would carry me beyond the scope of my work. For

full particulars as to the age of the records the reader is referred

to the introductory notes and statements of their editors.

On account of the arrangement of the material under pho-

nological headings, it has been deemed most methodical, with

regard to compounds, to explain in foot-notes the remaining mem-
ber or members, which present no phonetical criterion of the

kind dealt with in the particular chapter. Such a manner of

disposition has been adopted more especially as it has been con-

ducive to economizing space in the case of the numerous com-

pounds that, apart from their test-members, contain words of min-

or interest and importance for the point in question. This rule

has been adhered to except when the nature of the test-member

rendered it desirable that the whole name should be treated in

one place. — Within the chapters the names are arranged alpha-

betically. Only when we are confronted with a large number of

names embodying one and the same word, have they — if this

w^as thought to facilitate their surveyability — been arranged all

in the same place and preceded by some introductory remarks,

with the necessary explanations in each particular case given in

foot-notes. Such groups of names are those containing O.W.Scand.

(leill (p. 30 f.), heimr (58 {.), pveit (96 f.), sMli (189 f.), wrd (197 f.),

myrr (205 f.), and toft (208 f.). — Within square brackets are

placed a number of names: i) some that do not appear until N.E.

times, 2) very doubtful cases, among which those in Ch. i par-

ticularly are to be received with caution, 3) a very few names that

have been wrongly assigned by previous writers to the category

concerned.

In the Introduction I have tried to give a general background

to the subsequent detailed exposition of the names, and also, though

only in part, to state some leading principles with regard to their

character and distribution. Cf. end of the Table of Contents.

The historical outlines given in Ch. I— II are only a brief sum-

mary of the most indispensable information that we possess of the

Scand. settlement in Scand. England, as far as this is recorded

in ancient writers.

Prom the title of the present work it would appear that only

names recorded in M.E. literature were dealt with. But that is not
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the case; such Scaiid. names as occur already in O.E. and a few

early N.E. ones have also been included, though not many of

them belong to the categories that are contained in the first part.

Since, however, these names are few and far between, if com-

pared with those found in M.E,, I have adapted the title of the

book to the main portion of its material.

This material comprises place-names which designate places

and localities of many sorts and descriptions. When it is found

necessary to refer to a particular category by name, I make use

of some special terms in accordance with the following general

classification of Place-names:

I. Hahitative names: names denoting human habitations,

including divisions of land (hundreds, parishes, &c.).

II. Cultivation names or field-names: names of cultivated

fields and clearings.

III. Communication names: names of roads, streets, and

bridges.

IV. Nature names: names of meadows, woods, valleys, hills

and mountains, rivers, brooks and streams, fords, lakes, bays and

inlets, islands, promontories, fens and marshes, &c.

For the names that fall under heads II—IV small type

has been employed. But it must be admitted that, in a very

large number of cases, it has been found extremely difficult, or

even impossible, to decide with certainty whether, at the time of

our records, the place indicated by some particular name was in-

habited or not. When there is any uncertainty on this point

the names in question have been given in small type. It is pos-

sible that some few inconsistencies in this respect have escaped

my attention, for, in treating with such a host of names, this would

hardly be avoidable, and for such slips I would tender my apolo-

gies.

The present work claims to be the first attempt ever made
at classifying phonologically and analysing etymologically the valu-

able linguistic material deposited in the ancient Scand. place-

nomenclature in England. The difficulties in the way of such a

first attempt have been very considerable, and may be pleaded

for possible shortcomings in the work. Of scholars who have

bestowed some attention on minor portions of the subject should

be mentioned, in the first place, G. S. Streatfeild, and Isaac

Taylor, in whose works the reader will find garnered an anything
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but insignificant store of facts and quotatoins, but whose ety-

mologies as a rule do not stand the test of exact scientific exam-

ination. The recent investigations of Moorman and of Wyld &
Hirst have led to more reliable results — at any rate those of

the former. Since the main portion of my work was in the

press when their books reached me, I have not often been able

to enter into a criticism of their explanations on the numerous

points where I am inclined to differ from them.

It is my pleasant duty to acknowledge the obligation I am
under to Professor Axel Erdmann, who has been my teacher of

English throughout my university studies, and who, with the kind-

est interest and sympathy, has done everything to facilitate my
work, which was begun under his auspices. My thanks are fur-

ther due to Prof. E. Bjorkman, under whom it has been complet-

ed in its present form, and whose valuable and suggestive advice

has always been at my disposal. I also want to express my
gratitude to Prof. L. Morsbach, of the University of Gottingen,

under whom I studied Middle English preparatory to these resear-

ches. For local information of various kinds I am indebted -to

several members of the English clergy, who have answered my in-

quiries on such points with the most obliging kindness. From Prof.

E. Staaff and Dr. S. Lampa I have received some useful infor-

mation in connection with problems in French and Scandinavian

philology respectively. Last but not least I would record the gen-

erous assistance of Mr. S. Charleston, M.A., Lector at the University

of Upsala, who has revised my proofs from a stylistic point of

view.

Upsala, April 19 12.

Harald Liiidkvisf.
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I. Old & Middle English, and Old Scandinavian sources.

A. Manuscripts.

For Part 1. but a few Middle English MSS. in the British Museum
have been consulted; see p. 139 n. 2 and Appendix A., p. 225 f.

B. Printed editions of records, documents, and historical

works.

i) Old and Middle English.

A. Plac. = Placitorum in domo capit. Westmonast. ksservatorum

abbreviatio. Temp, regum Rich. I— Edw. II. Record Com. London
1811.

•

Ags. Chron. — See under Thorpe.

Baildon = Notes on the Religious and Secular Houses of York-
shire, extracted from the public records. I. By W. P. Baildon. Yorksh.

Archaeol. Soc, Record ser., XVII. London 1895.
Beverley Ch.A.B. = The Chapter Act Book of the Collegiate Church

of S. John of Beverley, A. D. 12 86- 1347, ed. A. F. Leach. Surtees

Soc. Durham 1 898-1 903.
BoB. = Boldon buke: a survey of the possessions of the see of

Durham made by order of Bishop Hugh Pudsey in 1183, with a trans-

lation, ed. W, Greenwell. Surtees Soc. 1852.

Bracton = Bracton's note book: a collection of cases decided in

the King's Courts during the reign of Henry III., annotated by . . .

Henry of Bratton; ed. F. W. Maitland. London 1887.

Brinkburn Ch. = The Chartulary of Brinkburn priory, ed. William

Page. Surtees Soc. 1893.

Br.Mus. = Index to the Charters and Rolls in the Department of

Manuscripts British Museum. Edited by H. J.
Ellis and F. B. Bickley.

Vol. I: Index locorum. London 1900.

Bury St. Edmunds ivills Wills and inventories from the registers

of the commissary of Bury St. Edmunds and the archdeacon of Sud-

bury (1370- 1 650), ed. Samuel Tymms. Camden Soc. London 1850.

Derh. fines = A calendar of the fines in the county of Derby

(i 196-1324), ed. W. H. Hart and Charles Kerry. Derbysh. Archaeol.

and Nat. Hist. Soc, Journal VII— XVIII. London 1885-96.
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DoB. = Domesday Book seu Liber censualis Wilhelmi Primi regis

Angliae, ed. Abraham Farley. 2 vols. London 1783. — Vols. III-IV,

ed. Henry Ellis, Record Com., London 18 16 (Vol. Ill contains Indexes

and general introduction, vol. IV Additamenta: Exon Domesday, In-

quisitio Eliensis, Liber Winton, Boldon Book).

Durh. Account R. = Extracts from the Account Rolls of the yVbbey

of Durham, ed. J. T. Fowler. Surtees Soc. 1898-1 901.

F.A. = Inquisitions and Assessments relating to Feudal Aids, etc.

1 2 84- 1 43 1, prepared under the superintendence of the Deputy Keeper
of the Records. Vols. I-V Bedford— Worcester. London 1899- 1908.

Feet of fines = Feet of fines, 1182-99. Pipe Roll Soc. 4 vols.

London 1894- 1900.

Feod. mil. Eh. = Feoda militum in Com. Ebor. (Knights' Fees in

Yorkshire 31st Edward I.), ed. R. H. Skaife. Surtees Soc, Publ. 49,
Durham 1867.

Florentii Wigorniensis Monachi Chronicon ex Chronicis, ed. B.

Thorpe. London 1848-49.

FPD. = Feodarium Prioratus Dunelmensis. A survey of the estates

of the Prior & Convent of Durham compiled in the 15th cent., ed. W.
Greenwell. Surtees Soc. 1872.

Finchale ch. = The charters of endowment, inventories, and account

rolls, of the Priory of Finchale in the county of Durham (c. 11 43-

1535), ed. J.
Raine. Surtees Soc. 1837.

Fountains Mem. or Fount. Mem. = Memorials of the Abbey of St.

Mary of Fountains, ed. J. R. Walbran. Surtees Soc. 1863-78.

Furness Ch. = The Coucher book of Furness Abbey, ed. J. C.

Atkinson. Chetham Soc. Manchester 1886-88.

Geld-roU = The Northamptonshire geld roll, 1066-75; see Round,

J. H., Feudal England pp. 147-56, and cf. Vict. Hist. North. I. p.

296 f.

Giffard's Reg. = The Register of Walter Giffard, Lord Archbishop

of York 1266-79. Surtees Soc. 1904.

Gray's Reg. = The Register, or Rolls, of Walter Gray, Lord Arch-

bishop of York (1225-55), ^'^^^^ illustrative documents, ed. James Raine.

Surtees Soc. 1872.

Guisbr. Ch. or Guisbrough Ch. = Cartularium Prioratus de Gyseburne

(Guisbrough) . . . ordinis S. Augustini, ed. W. Brown. Surtees Soc.

1889-94.
Henry of Huntingdon: Historia Anglorum, ed. Thomas Arnold.

Rolls Series, London 1879.

Hexham ch. = The Priory of Hexham, its chroniclers, endowments,

and annals. Vol. II: The Priory of Hexham, its title-deeds, black

book, etc. Ed. J.
Raine. Surtees Soc. 1864-65.

Hodgson's ch. = Ancient charters respecting property in Cumberland

and other counties in the north of England, ed. John Hodgson. — Soc.

of Antiq. of Newcastle, Archaeologia ^Eliana II, 381-411. Newcastle

1832.
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Houi. Eh. = A list of homages rendered to the archbishops of

York for lands held of the see; printed in Yo. doc, q. v.

H. Pipe B. = 1. Magnum Rotulum Scaccarii, vel Magnum Rot.

Pipae, 31 Hen. I., ed. J. Hunter, Record Com. 1833.

2. The Great Rolls of the Pipe, 2-4 Hen. H., ed. J. Hunter,

Record Com. 1844.

3. The Great Roll of the Pipe, i Rich. I., ed. J. Hunter, Record
Com. 1844.

I.N. = Nonarum Inquisitiones . . . Temp, regis Edwardi HI. Re-
cord Com. 1807.

Inq. El. = Inquisitio Eliensis in the edition of Domesday book
printed by the Record Com. See DoB.

Ipswich tvills — Calendar of wills at Ipswich, 1444- 1600. Compiled

by F. A. Crisp. London 1895.

Jeayes' Cat. (misprinted as Jeaye's Cat. in one or two places in

the text) = Descriptive Catalogue of Derbyshire Charters in public and
private Libraries and Muniment Rooms, compiled by L H. Jeayes.

London 1906.

Cal. fin. = A short calendar of the Feet of Fines for Norfolk

(Rich. L— Rich. HL), ed. W. Rye. Norwich 1885-86.

Calendar of the Freemen of Norwich, 131 7-1603. By John
L'Estrange, ed. Walter Rye. London 1888.

C.Inq. — Calendar of Liquisitions post mortem and other analogous

documents, prepared under the superintendence of the Deputy Keeper
of the Records. Hen. HL—Edw. IH., Hen. VH. London 1898, &c.

Cal. Inq. = Calendarium Inquisitionum post Mortem sive Escaetarum

(Hen. HL— Rich. HL). Record Com. London 1806-28.

Cal. inq, da. = Calendarium . . . inquisitionum ad quod damnum
(1307 -1 461); see Cal. Rot. Ch.

Cal. inq. Lane. = Ducatus Lancastriae I : Calendarium Liquisitionum

post Mortem, Edw. I.—Charles L Record Com. 1823.

Cal. Plead. = Ducatus Lancastriae H : Calendar to the Pleadings,

&c. . . . Hen. VH.— Mary. Record Com. 1827.

Cal. Rot. = Calendarium Rotulonim Chartarum (i 199-1483)

et inquisitionum ad quod damnum (1307-1461). Record Com. 1803.

Calv. ch. = The Calverley charters presented to the Brit. Mus.

Thoresby Soc, Publ. VI, i. Leeds 1904.

Cat. A.D. - A Descriptive Catalogue of Ancient Deeds, preserved

in the Public Record Office, prep, under the superint. of the Dep.

Keeper of the Records. I-V. London 1890- 1906.

CD. - Kemble, J. M. Codex Diplomaticus JEvi Saxonici, I-VI.

London 1839-48.

Kemble. — See CD.
Ch. R. = Calendar of the Charter Rolls (1226- 1326), prepared

under the superintendence of the Deputy Keeper of the Records.

London 1903-08.

Chartul. of St. John of Pontefract. — See Pontefr. Ch.
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CAr. Petrob., or Chron. Petrob, = Chronicon Petroburgense, ed.

Thomas Stapleton. Camden Soc. London 1849.

Kirkhy = The Survey of the County of York, taken by John de
Kirkby, commonly called Kirkby's Inquest. Ed. R. H. Skaife, Surtees

Soc. Publ. 49, Durham 1867. — The portions of the Inquest relating

to other counties are printed in F.A., and quoted as 1284 F.A.

Kirkstall Ch. = The Coucher book of the Cist. Abbey of Kirkstall.

Thoresby Soc, Publ. VIII. Leeds 1904.

CI. R. = Calendar of the Close Rolls, prepared under the super-

intendence of the Deputy Keeper of the Records (i 227-1354). London
1892, &c.

Cluni ch. = Charters and records among the archives of the abbey
of Cluni, 1077- 1534, illustrative of the acts of some of our early kings,

and all the abbey's English foundations, ed. G. F. Ducket. Lewes 1888.

Cockers. Ch., or Cockersand Ch. = The Chartulary of Cockersand

Abbey, of the Premonstratensian order, ed. William Farrer. Chetham
Soc. Manchester 1898- 1909.

Coldingham ch. = The correspondence, inventories, account rolls,

and law proceedings of the Priory of Coldingham, ed. James Raine.

Surtees Soc. 1841.

Colchester Ch. = Cartularium monasterii S. Johannis Baptiste de

Colecestria, ed. S. A. Moore. Roxburghe Club. London 1897.

Crahhoiise Reg. = The Register of Crabhouse nunnery, ed. Mary
Bateson, Norfolk and Norwich Archaeol. Soc, Norfolk Archaeology XL
Norwich 1892.

Crawford ch. = Napier, A.S., and Stevenson, W.H. The Crawford

collection of early charters and documents now in the Bodleian library.

Anecdota Oxon., Media3val & Mod. series VII. Oxford 1895.

C.S. = Birch, W. de Gray. Cartularium Saxonicum: a collection

of charters relating to Anglo-Saxon history. Vols. I-III, A.D. 430-975.
London 1885-93. — Index 1899.

Climb, ch. — See Hodgson's ch.

Lane. Assize R. = A Calendar of the Lancashire Assize Rolls,

preserved in the Public Record Office, ed. J. Parker. Record Soc for

Lane and Chesh. London 1904 -1905.
Lane. doc. = Three Lancashire documents of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, ed. John Harland. Chetham Soc Manchester 1868.

Ljanc. Fin. Cone. = Final Concords of the County of Lancaster

(A.D. II 96-
1 509), ed. W. Farrer. Record Soc. for Lane and Chesh.

1899-1905.
Lane. Inq. = Lancashire Inquests, Extents and Feudal aids 1205-

1333, ed. W. Farrer. Record Soc for Lane & Chesh. 1903-07.

Lane. inq. = Abstracts of inquisitions post mortem, extracted from

MSS. at Towneley, ed. W. Langton. Chetham Soc Manchester 1875-76.

Lane. ch. = Lancaster charters, in * Materials for the history of the

church of Lancaster', ed. W. O. Roper. Chetham Soc. Manchester

1892-1906.
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Lane. Court E. = Some Court Rolls ... of Thomas, Earl of Lan-
caster, in the County of Lancaster (1323-24), ed. W. Farrer. Record
Soc. for Lane, and Chesh. 1901.

Lane. Priv. deeds = Duchy of Lancaster (records): Calendar of

ancient charters or grants (private deeds, Hen. L — 5 Edw. IV.). Deputy
Keeper's Reports XXXV-XXXVII. London 1874-76.

Lane. rec. = Lancashire and Cheshire records preserved in the

Public Record Office, London, ed. W. D. Selby. Record Soc. for Lane,

and Chesh., 1882-83.

Lane. Subs. R. = Lancashire Lay Subsidies: an examination of the

lay subsidy rolls, Hen. HI.— Charles IL, ed. J. A. C. Vincent. Vol. L
12 16-1307. Record Soc. for Lane, and Chesh. 1893.

1332 Lane. Subs. R. = The Exchequer Lay Subsidy Roll of Ro-
bert de Shireburn and John de Radcliffe, Taxers and Collectors in the

County of Lancaster, A.D. 1332, ed. J. P. Rylands. Record Soc. for

Lane, and Chesh., Miscellanies H. London 1896.

Lane. Surv. = The Lancashire Survey (of manors) 1320-46, printed

in Lane. doe.. See above.

Le. doc. = Documents relating to Leicestershire preserved in the

episcopal registers at Lincoln, ed. W. G. D. Fletcher. Associated Ar-

chitect. Soc, Reports and Papers XXI-XXH. Lincoln 1892-94.
Le. fines = Some unpublished documents relating to Leicestershire

preserved in the Public Record Office, ed. W. G. D. Fletcher. Associated

x\rchitect. Societies, Reports and Papers XXHI, XXIV. Lincoln

1895-97.

Le. rec. = Records of the borough of Leicester, ed. M. Bateson.

I, II (A.D. 1 103-1509). Cambridge 1899 f.

Le. Subs. R. = The earliest Leicestershire Lay Subsidy Roll, 1327,
ed. W. G. D. Fletcher. Associated Archit. Societies, Reports and Papers

XIX, XX. Lincoln 1888-89.

Le. Survey = The Leicestershire Survey (1124-29), ed. J. H. Round,

Feudal England, 197-203. London 1895.

Liber rub. = Liber rubeus de scaccario: the red book of the ex-

chequer, ed. H. Hall. Rolls Series. London 1896.

Liebermann, F. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle 1903, &c.

Li. rec. - Lincolnshire records: abstracts of final concords. Rich.

I.—Hen. VII., ed. W. O. Massingberd. London 1896- 1905.

Li. ivills^ = Early Lincoln wills: an abstract of all the wills recorded

in the episcopal registers of the old diocese of Lincoln, 12 80- 1547.

By A. Gibbons. Lincoln 1888.

Li. wilW^ = Calendars of Lincoln wills, ed. C. W. Foster. Vol. I

(1320- 1 600). The Index Library, vol. 28. 1902.

List of ^Ifric's festermen = The oldest known list of Scandinavian

names. Published by J.
Stefansson in Saga-Book of the Viking Club,

vol. IV, 2, p. 294-311.

L. Niger S.F. = Liber Niger Monasterii S. Petri de Burgo, printed

in Chr. Petrob.
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LVD. = Liber Vitse Ecclesiae Dunelmensis, ed. J. Stevenson. Surtees

Soc. 1 84 1.

Maitland, Court R. = Three Rolls of the King's Court, 1194-95,
ed. F. W. Maitland. Pipe Roll Soc. London 1891.

Mon. - Dugdale, William. Monasticon Anglicanum. New ed. by J.

Caley, H. Ellis, and B. Bandinel. I-VIII. London 1846.

Monumenta historica Britannica I. Ed. by H. Petrie. London
1848.

Newminster Ch. = Chartularium Abbathiae de Novo Monasterio

ordinis Cisterciensis, ed. J. T. Fowler. Surtees Soc. 1876.

Nhh. Ass. R. = Three early Assize Rolls for the county of Nor-
thumberland, ed. W. Page. Surtees Soc. 1890.

Mb. Pipe R. = The Pipe Rolls for Northumberland (127.3-84), in

continuation of the series printed in Hodgson's history of the county,

with a translation and notes, ed. W. Dickson. Newcastle 1854-60.

N.C. wills = North Country Wills, being abstracts of wills rel. to

the counties of York, Nottingham, Northumberland, Cumberland, and
Westmorland, 13 83- 1558, ed. J.

W. Clay. Surtees Soc. 1908.

N.Reg. = Historical papers and letters from the northern registers

(1265- 14 1 5), ed.
J.

Raine. Rolls series. London 1873.

Norf. Aid - (Extracts from Liber niger, and) the account of the

aid taken 20 Edward IIL, ed. J.
R. Daniel Tyssen. Norfolk Antiq.

Miscellany I. Norwich 1877.

Norf. Ass. = Assessment of Norfolk for tenths and fifteenths in

1334, with the deductions made in 1449, ed. W. Hudson. Norfolk

and Norwich Archaeol. Soc, Norf. Archaeology XH. Norwich 1895.

Norf. Ped. fin. = See Ped. fin. Norf.

Norwich wills = Extracts from early wills in the Norwich registries

(1370-15 11). By H. Harrod. Norfolk and Norwich Archseol. Soc,

Norf. Archaeology IV. Norwich 1855.

Nott. rec. = Records of the borough of Nottingham : extracts from

the archives of the corporation (i 155-1625, with a translation), ed.

W. H. Stevenson. I-IV. London 1882-89.

No. vill. = The Nomina Villarum for Yorkshire 9th Edward H.

Edited by R. H. Skaife in Surtees Soc. Publ. 49, Durham 1867. —
The Nomina villarum of the other counties are quoted from the edition

in F.A., under the contraction 13 16 F.A.

Pat. R. - Calendar of the Patent Rolls, prepared under the su-

perintendence of the Deputy Keeper of the Records, 12 16-1485. Lon-

don 1 89 1, &:c. — In some cases reference has been made to the calen-

dars of patent rolls that have been published in the Reports of the

Deputy Keeper, cf. Gross No. 2093.
Ped. fin. = Fines, sive Pedes Finium . . . 11 95-12 14, ed. J. Hunter.

Record Com. 1835-44.

Ped. fin. Eh. = Pedes finium Ebor. tempore Ricardi I. (i 191-09),

ed. W. Brown. Yorksh. Archaeol. and Topog. Assoc., Journal XI,

174-88. London, 1891. — Pedes finium Ebor. regnante Johanne, ed.

W. Brown. Surtees Soc. Durham 1897.
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Fed. fin. Norf. = Pedes finium relating to Norfolk (abstracts), 3

Richard I; to the end of the reign of John, ed. Walter Rye. Norf.

and Norwich Archaeol. Soc. Norwich 1881.

Pipe E. = The Great Roll of the Pipe for the 5th year of Henry II.,

&c. (A.D. 1158-80). Pipe Roll Soc. London 1884-1910. — The Pipe

Rolls included in the Victoria Hist, are quoted as Pipe R., V.H.

P. Pipe R. = The Pipe Rolls of Cumberland and Westmoreland
1222-60, ed. by F. H. M. Parker. Cumb. & Westm. Antiq. & Arch.

Soc, Extra Series: vol. XII. Kendal 1905.

Plac. Warr. = Placita de quo warranto, temp. Edw. I. — Edw.
III. Record Com., London 181 8. — Quotations without date in-

dicated are from the reign of Edw. I.

Poll-tax = Rotuli collectorum subsidii regi a laicis anno secundo

concessi in Westrythyngo (poll-tax, 2 Richard II.). Yorksh. Archaaol.

and Topog. Assoc., Journal V-VII, IX. London 1879-86.

Pontefr. Ch. = Chartulary of St. John of Pontefract, ed. R. Hol-

mes. Yorksh. Archaeol. Soc, Record Series 25, 30. Leeds 1899- 1902.

Ramsey Ch. = Cartularium monasterii de Rameseia, ed. W. H.
Hart and P. A. Lyons. Rolls Series. London 1884-93.

Ribston Ch. = Ribston and the knights templars, ed. R. V. Taylor.

Yorksh. Archaeol. and Topog. Assoc., Journal VII-IX. London 1882-86.

Richmond Reg. - Registrum honoris de Richmond, ed. Roger Gale.

London 1722.

Rievaiilx Ch. = Cartularium abbathiae de Rievalle ordinis Cisterci-

encis, ed. J. C. Atkinson. Surtees Soc. 1889.

Ripon Ch. Acts = Acts of chapter of the collegiate church of SS.

Peter and Wilfrid, Ripon, 1452- 1506, ed. J. T. Fowler. Surtees Soc
1875-

.

Ripon Mem. = Memorials of the church of SS. Peter and Wilfrid

I-IV, ed. J. T. Fowler. Surtees Soc Durham 1882- 1908.

Roche ch. = Cartae XVI ad abbatig.m Rupensem spectantes: XVI
charters of Roche abbey, ed. S. O. Addy. Sheffield 1878.

Rot. fin. exc. = Excerpta e Rotulis Finium . . ., A. D. 1216-72, ed.

Charles Roberts. Record Com. 1835-36.

Rot. H. = Rotuli hundredorum, temp. Hen. III. et Edw. I. Re-
cord Com. 1812-18.

Rot. Hug. - Dioecesis Lincolnensis: Rotuli Hugonis de Welles. Ed.

by the Canterbury & York Society. London 1906, &c?
Rot. Cane. = Rotulus Cancellarii, vel Antigraphum magni Rotuli

Pipae, 3 John. Record Com. 1833.

Rot. Ch. = Rotuli Chartarum in Turri Londinensi asservati (1199-
12 16), ed. T. D. Hardy. Record Com. 1837.

Rot. Cur. = Rotuli Curiae Regis (Rich. 1. — John), ed. F. Pal-

grave. Record Com. 1835.

R. Ohlat. = Rotuli de Oblatis et Finibus . . ., temp, regis Johannis,

ed. T. D. Hardy. Record Com. 1835.

R. Orig. — See Rot. Orig.
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Rot. Orig. = Rotuloriini originalium in curia scaccarii abbreviatio,

temp. Hen. III. — Edw. III. Record Com. 1805-10.
B. Pat. = Calendarium Rotulomm Patentium (3 John — 23 Ed-

ward IV.). Record Com. 1802.

Bound, Ancient ch. = Ancient charters, royal and private, prior to

1200 (1095-1200), ed. J. H. Round. Pipe Roll Soc. London 1888.

Selhij Ch. = Coucher book of Selby. ed. J. T. Fowler. Yorksh.
Archaeol. and Topog. Assoc., Record Series, vols. X, XIII. Durham
1891-93.

Sempr. ch. = Charters relating to the priory of Sempringham, ed.

E. ^I. Poynton. Genealogist, new series, XV-XVII. London 1899 f.

Simeon of Burliam. Opera et collectanea, ed. J. H. Hinde. Vol.

L Surtees Soc. Durham 1868. — Opera omnia, ed. Thomas Arnold.

Rolls series. London 1882-85.

Scarisbrick ch. = Ancient charters preserved at Scarisbrick Hall

(c. 1 1 80-
1 705). Abstracted by Edw. Powell. Historic Soc. of Lane,

and Chesh. Trans. 48-49. Liverpool 1897-98.
Skijrack Subs. = Two Subsidv Rolls of Skyrack (temp. Edw. IIL),

ed. J. Stansfeld. Thoresby Soc, Miscellanea I. Leeds 1891.

,S'^. Andreufs ch. = Charters of St. Andrew's priory in the parish

of Marigg (Marrick, Hen. II. — Hen. VIII.). Collectanea Topog. et

Genealogica (No. 820), V. — London 1838.

S. Thomas Ch. = Chartulary of the priory of S. Thomas the ^lar-

tvr, near Stafford, ed. F. Parker. Wm. Salt Archaeol. Soc, Collections

VIII. London 1888.

Staff. Plea B. = Extracts from Plea Rolls (Rich. I. — Hen. VI.).

Translated by George Wrotteslev. Wm. Salt Archaeol. Soc, Collec-

tions Ill-XVil. London 1883-96.

Subs. B. — See Le. Subs. B.

Suff. fities = Rye, W. A Calendar of the feet of fines for Suffolk.

Ipswich 1900.

Suff. Poll-tax = Powell, E. : The rising in East Anglia in 1381;
with an appendix containing the Suffolk poll-tax Hsts for that year.

Cambridge 1896.

Suff. Tax B. = Great Domesdav book of Ipswich, liber sextus, ed.

C. H. E. White. Ipswich 1885.

Surv. Ills = The Lincolnshire survey, temp. Hen. I. (facsimile of

the whole text, with a translation), ed. J.
Greenstreet. London 1884.

Surv. Hen. I. = The Northamptonshire survey, Hen. I. — Hen.

II., see Round, F. H., Feudal England pp. 215-24, and cf. Vict. Hist.

North. 1.

Tax. eccl. = Taxatio ecclesiastica Angliae et Walliae auctoritate P.

Nicholai IV. circa A.D. 1291. Record Com. London 1802.

T.N. = Testa de Nevill, sive Liber feodonim . . . temp. Hen. III.

et Edw. I. Record Com. London 1807.

Test. Eb. = Testamenta Eboracensia or wills registered at York

(from the year 1300 downwards), ed. J.
Raine. Surtees Soc. 1836, d:c.
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Test. Karl. = Testamenta Karleolensia: the series of wills from the

prae-Reformation registers of the bishops of Carlisle, 1353-86, ed. R. S.

Ferguson. Cumber!, and Westm. Antiq. and Archseol. Soc. Carlisle 1893.
Test. Leod. = Testamenta Leodiensia (1391-1524), ed. W. Brigg.

Thoresby Soc, Miscellanea, I-II. Leeds 1891-95.

Thorpe^ Dipl. = Thorpe, Benjamin. Diplomatarium Anglicum ^vi
Saxonici: a collection of English charters, from A.D. 605 to William

the Conqueror. London 1865.

Thorpe, B. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, I-IL London 1861. [Ags.

Chron.]

Wakefield Court R. = Court Rolls of the manor of Wakefield, A.D.

1 274- 1309, ed. W. Paley Baildon. Yo. Archseol. Soc, Record Series

29, 36 (1901-06).

Wells' Vic. book = Liber antiquus de ordinationibus vicariarum

tempore Hugonis Wells Lincolniensis episcopi, 1209- 1235, ed. Alfred

Gibbons. Lincoln 1888.

Wetherhal Beg. = Register of the priory of Wetherhal, ed. J. E. Pres-

cott. Cumb. & Westm. Antiq. and Archseol. Soc London 1897.

Whalley Ch. = The coucher book, or chartulary, of Whalley abbey,

ed. W. A. Hulton. Chetham Soc Manchester 1847-49.

Whithy Ch. = Cartularium Abbathise de Whiteby Ordinis S. Bene-
dicti fundatse anno 1078, ed. J. C. Atkinson. Surtees Soc. 1879-81.

Wickwane's Reg. = The Register of William Wickwane, Lord Arch-

bishop of York 1279-1285. Surtees Soc. 1907.

Yo. deeds = Abstracts of old deeds: Yorkshire deeds. By A. S.

Ellis. Yorksh. Archseol. and Topog. Assoc., Journal XII, XIII. Lon-
don 1893-95.

Yo. doc. = Appendix of Illustrative Documents, in Skaife's ed. of

Kirkby's Inquest, etc, Surtees Soc. Publ. 49, Durham 1867.

Yo. inq. = Yorkshire inquisitions (1241-95), ed. W. Brown. Yorksh.

Archseol. and Topog. Assoc., Record Series, vols. XII, XXIII. Worksop
1892-98.

Yo. old deeds = Abstracts of old deeds. By Charles Jackson. Yorksh.

Archseol. & Topog. Assoc., Journal VL London 1881.

Yo. Subs. — Yorkshire lay subsidy, being a ninth collected in 25

Edward I., 1297, ed. W. Brown. Yorksh. Archseol. Soc, Record Series,

vol. XVI. London 1894.

Yo. Subs. = Yorkshire lay subsidy, being a fifteenth collected 30
Edward I., 1301, ed. W. Brown. Yorksh. Archseol. Soc, Record Series,

vol. XXI. Leeds 1897.

York Hist. - The Historians of the Church of York and its Arch-

bi.shop.s, ed. J.
Raine. Rolls Series. London 1879-94.

2) Old Scandinavian.

B.J. = Aslak Bolts Jordebog, udg. af P. A. Munc h. Christiania

' 1852. — Compiled about A.D. 1440.

BK. = Bjorgynjar Kalfskinn, ed. P. A. Munch. Christiania 1843.

— Written about the middle of the 14th century.
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D.A. = Diplomatarium Arna-Magnseanum, ed. G. J. Thorkelin.
Havniae, &c. 1786.

D. Arch. = De seldste danske Archivregistraturer, ed. T. A. Becker.

I-IV. Kjobenhavn 1854-85.
D.I. = Diplomatarium Islandicum. Islenzkt Fornbrefasafn. Gefid

ut af Hinu Islenzka Bokmentafelagi. I-VIII. Kaupmannahofn, &c.

1857-1908.
D.N. = Diplomatarium Norwegicum, ed. Chr. C. A. Lange, Carl

R. Unger, etc. I-XIX. Christiania 1847- 19 10.

E. J. = Biskop Eysteins Jordebog. Fortegnelse over det geistlige

Gods i Oslo Bispedomme omkring Aar 1400; udgiven ved H. I. Huit-

feldt. Christiania 1879.

Heimskringla. Udg. ved F. Jonsson, Kobenhavn 1 893-1 901.

La. = Landnamabok. I-III. Hauksbok, Sturlubok, Meiabok m. m.
Udg. af Det Kong. nord. Oldskrift-Selskab. Kobenhavn 1900.

LCD. = Liber Census Danise. Kong Valdemar den Andens Jorde-

bog, udg. af O. Nielsen. K0benhavn 1873.

Orkneyinga saga, ed. G. Vigfusson. Rolls Series. London 1887-94.

S.D. = Svenskt Diplomatarium, vols. I-VI, &c. ed. by J. G. Lilje-

gren, B. E. Hildebrand, and K. H. Karlsson, &c. Stockholm 1829-

19 10. — Ny serie, ed. C. Silfverstolpe. Stockholm 1875, &c.

SRD. Scriptores Rerum Danicarum Medii ^vi, ed. J. Langebek.

I-IX. Hafni^ 1772-1878.

II. Other authorities consulted.

(Papers published in periodicals to which full references are given

in the text are not included, nor are some generally known and widely

used dictionaries and other works of reference).

Arch. = Archiv ftir das Studium der neueren Sprachen.

Ark. = Arkiv for nordisk filologi.

Aasen, Ivar. Norsk Ordbog, med dansk Forklaring. Christiania

1873-

Baedeker, K. Great Britain. Handbook for Travellers. 6th ed.

Leipzig 1906.

Bardsley, Ch. W. A Dictionary of English and Welsh Surnames.

London 1901. [Bardsley].

Bartholomew, J. Gazetteer of the British Isles. Edinburgh 1887.

Baum^ann, Ida. Die Sprache der Urkunden aus Yorkshire im 15.

Jahrhundert. Anglist. Forschungen, Heft 11. Heidelberg 1902.

Behrens, D. Beitrage zur Geschichte der franzos. Sprache in

England. Franzosische Studien V, 2. Heilbronn 1886.

Bjorkman, Erik. Scandmavian Loan-words in Middle English. Halle

1900-02. [Loan-words].
— — Nordische Personennamen in England in Alt- und Friihmittel-

Englischer Zeit. Halle 1910. [Personennamen].
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Bjorkman, Erik. Zur dialektischen Provenienz der nordischen Lehn-
worter im Englischen. Sprakvetenskapliga Sallskapets forhandlingar, Up-
sala i8g8-iQoi. [Provenienz].

Bosw. Toller = An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, based on the manu-
script collections of the late J. Bosworth; ed. by T. N. Toller. Oxford

1882-98.

Bourciez, E. Precis Historique de Phonetique Fran9aise. Paris

1900.

Browne, Walter R. On the distribution of English place-names.

In Transactions of the Philological Society, 1880-81.

Bugge, A. Vikingerne. Kristiania 1904-06.
— — Vesterlandenes indflydelse paa nordboernes og sserlig nord-

maendenes ydre kultur, levesset og samfundsforhold i vikingetiden.

Kristiania 1905.

Biilbring, K. D. Altenglisches Elementarbuch. I. Teil: Lautlehre.

Heidelberg 1902.

Camden's Britannia, ed. Edmund Gibson. London 1695. — 2nd ed.

I-II, London 1722. [Camden].

Cassel's Gazetteer of Great Britain & Ireland. London 1893.

Collingwood, W. G. Scandinavian Britain. With Chapters intro-

ductory to the Subject by the late F. York Powell. London 1908.

Denton, John. An account of the most considerable estates and
families in the county of Cumberland. Ed. R. S. Ferguson, Cumb. &
Westmoreland Ant. & Archseol. Society, Tract series no. 2, 1887. —
John Denton of Cardew died in 161 7; his book was written about 16 10,

during his imprisonment in the Tower of London.

E.D.D. = The English Dialect Dictionary, ed. by J.
Wright. 1-6.

London 1898- 1905. — Vol. 6 includes The English Dialect Grammar,
by J. Wright; quoted as E.D.D. gr.

Ekwall, E. Shakspere's Vocabulary. 1. Upsala Univ. Arsskrift 1902.

Ellis, Henry. General introduction to Domesday book. Record
Com, London 1833.

Eyton, R. W. Domesday studies; analysis and digest of the Staf-

fordshire survey. London 1881.

Fabricius, A. Danske Minder i Normandiet. Kobenhavn 1897.

[Fabricius]

.

Falk, H. S. & Torp, A. Norwegisch-Danisches Etymologisches

Worterbuch. Heidelberg 19 10.

Falkman, A. Ortnamnen i Sk&ne. Lund 1877. [Falkman].

Ferguson, Robert. The Northmen in Cumberland & Westmore-
land. London & Carlisle 1856. Now out of print.

Fick, A. Vergleichendes Worterbuch der Indogermanischen Spra-

chen. 4. Aufl. III. Teil: Wortschatz der Germanischen Spracheinheit.

G()ttingen 1909.

Fleming, Daniel. A Survey of Cumberland. Cumb. &: West-

morel. Ant. & Archseol. Soc, Tract series no. 3, i88g. — Sir Daniel

F. belonged to one of the most ancient families in Westmoreland, and

wrote this work, together with a description of his own county, in 167 i.
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Forstemann, E. Altdeutsches namenbuch. I. Personennamen. 2.

Aufl. Bonn 1900.
— — II. Ortsnamen. Nordhausen 1859.
Freeman, E. A. The History of the Norman Conquest of Eng-

land. Oxford 1867 f. [Freeman].
Fries, E. Kritisk Ordbok ofver Svenska Vaxtnamnen. Stockholm

1880.

Fries, Th. M. Svenska Vaxtnamn. Arkiv for Botanik, Band 3.

Stockholm 1904.

Fritzner,
J. Ordbog over Det gamle norske Sprog. I-III. Kris-

tiania 1886-96. [Fritzner].

Green,
J. R. The Conquest of England. London 1899.

Grimm,
J. und W. Deutsches Worterbuch. Leipzig 1854, &c.

Gross, Ch. The sources and literature of English History, from

the earliest times to about 1485. London 1900. [Gross].

Gu6mundsson, Valt^^r. Privatboligen p§. Island i Sagatiden. K0-
benhavn 1889.

Haff, K. Die danischen Gemeinderechte. Leipzig 1909.

Hammershaimb, V. U. Faerosk anthologi . . . Kobenhavn 1886-91.

Hansen^ A. Landnam i Norge. Kristiania 1904.

Harrison, H. The place-names of the Liverpool district. London
1898.

Hellquist, E. Studier ofver de svenska sjonamnen. In 'Bidrag

till kannedom om de svenska landsmalen^, &c. Stockholm 1903-06.

Quoted as Hellquist, Sjonamnen.
— — Om de svenska ortnamnen pa -inge, -unge, ock -unga.

Goteborgs Hogskolas Arsskrift 11 (1905). Quoted as Hellquist.

Henderson, G. The Norse influence on Celtic Scotland. Glasgow

19 10.

Hertzberg's Glossary &c. = Norges Gamle Love indtil 1387. Bind

V: Supplement & Glossarium, udg. ved Gustav Storm og Ebbe Hertz-

berg. Christiania 1895.

Hildebrand, F. Uber das franzosische Sprachelement im Liber

Censualis Wilhelms I. von England. Zts. f. Rom. Phil. VIII (1884),

p. 321-62. [Hildebrand].

Hodkin, Th. The History of England from the earliest times to

the Norman Conquest. London 1906. [Hodkin].

Holderness, Thomas. Some Place-names of the East Riding of

Yorkshire. A paper read before the Hull Literary Club, March 28th,

1881.

Hope, R. Ch. A Glossary of Dialectal Place-nomenclature. Lon-
don 1883. — Quoted as Hope.

Index to the parishes, townships, hamlets, and places contained

within the districts of the several county courts in England and Wales.

Fifth ed. London 1907.

Index vill. = Index Villaris or An exact Register, alphabetically

digested, of all the cities, market-towns, parishes, villages etc. of each

county. London 1690.
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Jakobsen, J. Shetlands0ernes Stednavne. In Aarb0ger for Nordisk

Oldkyndighed og Historie, II. Rgekke, i6. Bind. Kjobenhavn 1901.

Jessen, E. Dansk Etymologisk Ordbog. Kjobenhavn 1893. [Jessen].

Johnston, J.
B. Place-names of Scotland. 2nd cd. Edinburgh

1903.
^

Jonsson, Finnur. Tilnavne i den Islandske Oldlitteratur. In Aar-

boger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie, 11. Rsekke, 22. Bind.

Kjobenhavn 1907, [Tilnavne].

Joret, Charles. Des caracteres et de I'extension du Patois Nor-

mand. Paris 1883. [Joret]

Kahle, B. Die altwestnordischen Beinamen bis etwa zum Jahre

1400. In Arkiv for Nordisk Filologi XXVI, N.F. XXII. 1909-10.

Kalkar, O. Ordbog til Det JE\dre Danske Sprog (1300- 1700).

Kobenhavn 1 881- 1907. [Kalkar].

Kluge, F. Nominale Stammbildungslehre der Altgermanischen Dia-

lekte. 2. Aufl. Halle 1899.
— — Etymologisches Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache. 6. Aufl.

Strassburg 1905.

K&hmd, P. E. K. Bidrag til en historisk-topografisk Beskrivelse

af Island. Kj0benhavn 1877-82. [K^lund].

Liljegren,
J, G. Run-Urkunder. Stockholm 1833.

Lind, E. H. Norsk-islandska dopnamn ock fingerade namn fr§,n

medeltiden. Upsala 1905 f. [Lind].

Luhmann, A. Die Ueberlieferung von La^^amons Brut. Nebst

einer Darstellung der betonten Vokale und Diphthonge. Halle 1906.

Lund, G. F. V. Det seldste danske skriftsprogs ordforr^d. Ordbog
til de gamle danske landskabslove ... (c. 1200- 1300). Kobenhavn

1877. [Lund].

Lundgren, M. F. [Svenska] Personnamn fr§,n medeltiden. Stock-

holm 1892 f. [Lundgren].

— — Spr^kliga intyg om hednisk gudatro i Sverige. Goteborg

1878. In ""Goteborgs Kongl. Vetenskaps- och Vitterhetssamhalles hand-

lingar'.

— — Sp^r af hednisk tro och kult i fornsvenska personnamn.

Uppsala 1880.

Madsen, E. Sjaelandske Stednavne. Annaler for Nord. Oldkyn-

dighed og Historie, Kjobenhavn 1863. [Madsen].

Middendorf, H. Altenglisches Flurnamenbuch. Halle 1902. [Mid-

dendorfj.

Moore, A. W. Manx names, or the surnames and place-names

of the isle of Man. Cheap edition, revised. London 1906.

Moorman, F. W. The place-names of the West Riding of York-

shire. Publ. of the Thoresby Soc. 18. Leeds 19 10. [Moorman].

Morris, J. E. The West Riding of Yorkshire. London 191 1.

Morsbach, Lorenz. Mittelenglische Grammatik I. Halle 1896.

Muller, R. Untersuchungen iiber die Namen des nordhumbrischen

Liber Vitae. Palaestra IX. Berlin 1901.

Lindkvist: Middle-English place-names etc. II
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Munch, P. A. Norrone Gude- og Helte-Sagn. Christiania 1880.

Munford, G. An Attempt to ascertain the true derivation of the

names of towns and villages ... of the County of Norfolk. London
1870. [Munford].

N.E.D. = A New English Dictionary on historical principles. Oxford
1888, &c.

N.G. = See below under Rygh.

Nielsen, O. Olddanske Personnavne. Kjobenhavn 1883. [Nielsen].

Noreen, Adolf. Altislandische und Altnorwegische Grammatik. 3.

Auflage. Halle 1903. — [Altisl. Gram, or Gr.].

— — Altschwedische Grammatik mit Einschluss des Altgutnischen.

Halle 1 897- 1 904. [Altschwed. Gram, or Gr.].

Norrby, R. Ydre Harads GMnamn. Stockholm 1905.
Nyrop, Kr. Grammaire historique de la langue Fran^aise I.

Copenhague 1899.

Oman, Ch. England before the Norman Coaquest. 2nd ed.

London 19 10. [Oman].

Partington, S. W. The Danes in Lancashire and Yorkshire. Lon-
don 1909. [Partington].

PauVs Gr. = Paul, H. Grundriss der Germanischen Philologie. 2.

Aufl. Strassburg 1901-09.
' Rathmann, F. Die lautliche Gestaltung englischer Personennamen

in Geffrei Gaimars Reimchronik »L'Estorie des Engles». Diss. Kiel 1906.

Rhamm, K. Die Grosshufen der Nordgermanen. Braunschweig

1905. [Rhamm].
Rietz, J. E. Ordbok ofver Svenska Allmoge-spr§,ket. Lund 1867.

Ross, H. Norsk Ordbog. Christiania 1895. [Ross].

Rvgh, O. Norske Gaardnavne: Forord og Indledning. Kristiania

1898.
'

[Rygh, Indl.].

— — Norske Gaardnavne. Kristiania 1897, &c. In progress.

[N.G.].
— — Norske Elvenavne. Kristiania 1904. [Elvenavne].

— — Gamle Personnavne i Norske Stedsnavne. Kristiania 1901.

[Personnavne].

Schade, O. Altdeutsches Worterbuch. 2. Aufl. Halle 1872-82.

[Schade].

Searle, W. G. Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum. Cambridge 1897.

[Searle].

Sephton, J. Notes on the South Lancashire Place-names in Domes-
day Book. Otia Merseiana, IV. London 1904.

Sievers, E. Angelsiichsische Grammatik. Dritte Auflage. Halle 1898.

Skeat, W. The Place-names of Bedfordshire. Cambridge Anti-

quarian Soc. Octavo Publ, no. XLII. Cambridge 1906.

— — The Place-names of Cambridgeshire. lb. no. XXXVI. Cam-
bridge 1 90 1

.

— — The Place-names of Hertfordshire. East Herts. Archaeol.

Soc. 1904.
— — The Place-names of Huntingdonshire. Cambr. Antiq. Soc.

Proceedings X. 1902.
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Skeat, W. A Concise Etymological Dictionary of the English Langu-

age. New ed. Oxford 1901.

— — The Proverbs of Alfred. Transact, of the Philol. Soc.

1895-98, pp. 399-418. London 1898.

Sproglige og Historiske afhandlinger viede Sophus Bugges minde.

Kristiania 1908.

Stark, F. Die Kosenamen der Germanen. Wien 1868.

Steenstrup, J. De Danske Stednavne. Kobenhavn 1908 [= Da.

Stednavne].
•— — Indledende Studier over de aeldste Danske Stednavnes

Bygning. Kobenhavn 1909.
— — Normannerne I-IV. Kjobenhavn 1876-82. Part IV: Danelag.

Stolze, Max. Zur Lautlehre der altenglischen Ortsnamen im Do-
mesday Book. Berlin 1902. [Stolze].

Stratmann, F. H. and Bradley, H. A Middle-English Dictionary.

Oxford 1 89 1.

Streatfeild, G. S. Lincolnshire and the Danes. London 1884.

[Streatfeild].

Styffe, C. G. Skandinavien under Unionstiden. 2. uppl. Stock-

holm 1880. [Styffej.

Sunden, K. F. On the origin of the hypocoristic suffix -y (-ie, -ey)

in English. In 'Sertum philologicum Carolo Ferdinando Johansson obla-

tum'. Goteborg 19 10.

Svenska Akad. Ordbok = Ordbok ofver Svenska Spr§,ket, utgifven

av Svenska Akademien. Lund 1898, &c. In progress.

Sveriges Ortnamn : Ortnamnen i Alvsborgs Ian. P§. offentligt upp-

drag utgivna av Kungl. Ortnamnskommitten. Stockholm 1906, &c. In

progress.

Sweet, H. The Student's Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon. Oxford

1897.

Soderwall, K. F. Ordbok ofver Svenska Medeltids-sprS,ket. Lund
1884, &c. In progress. [Soderwall].

Tamm, F. Etymologisk svensk ordbok. i. (A-Ka.) Upsala 1890-

1905.
Taylor, Isaac. Names and their histories. A handbook of histo-

rical geography and topographical nomenclature. London 1898.
— — Words and Places. London 1885.

Uppsalastudier, tillegnade Sophus Bugge p§, hans 60-ara fodelse-

dag. Uppsala 1892.

Vict. Hist. = The Victoria History of the counties of England.

London 1900, &c.

Vigf. = An Icelandic-English Dictionary, based on the MS. collec-

tions of the late R. Cleasbv, enlarged ... by G. Vigfusson. Oxford

1874.

Wimmer, L. De Danske Runemindesmserker. I-IV. Kobenhavn
1895, (S:c. Part IV, 2: Register, &c. [Wimmer].

Vinogradoff, P. Villainage in England. Oxford 1892.
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Introduction.

Chapter I.

Outlines of the history of the earliest Scandinavian settlement

in the Danelaw.

The earliest evidence of a Scand. settlement in England we
find in the year 876. Nearly a whole century had then elapsed

since the time when, according to the Ags. Chron., the Vikings

first set foot on English soil. During that period, except for the last

ten years of it, the Vikings had generally appeared in small isolated

bands, which confined themselves to occasional raids and attacks on

places situated w^ithin easy reach of the coast and their ships.

But in the course of the years c. 865-76 the earlier scattered

bands were replaced by great armies, often in co-operation and com-

manded b)^ prominent leaders whose chief aim was often the conquest

of larger or smaller parts of the country. As the first important

event of these years is to be noted the expedition to Northum-

bria (867) which led to the occupation of York. The attempts

of the native levies to reconquer the city were frustrated, and for

several 3^ears York was, with very short intervals, their headquar-

ters and base of operations, soon to become in a sense the centre

of the Scand. colonization in England. The next few years witness

various ravaging expeditions of the Vikings to Mercia and East

Anglia. All eastern England being then practically in the hands

of the invaders, they proceeded to reap the fruit of their labours-

In 875 Halfdene marched with an army to Yorkshire which he

now brought entirely under his dominion. From Yorkshire he

pushed his way beyond the river Tees into the old kingdom of

Bernicia, which he cruelly devastated; he even extended his cam-

paign as far as to Cumberland and the adjoining districts, which

formed the British kingdom of Strathcl3^de. It has been suggested

by Green (Conquest of England I, iiq) that the object of his

enterprise was mainly plunder. But it seems likely enough
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from the events of the next year that he had a greater aim in

view, and that his devastations of all the country bordering on

Yorkshire were calculated to ensure the undisturbed progress of

the colonization he was about to undertake in this county.

For in A.D. 876, the Chronicle says, ^Halfdene NordanJiymhra

land gedcelde, pcet hie syppan ergende and heora tilgende ivceron .

An official division of the land is thus carried out, in consequence

of which a large proportion of the former enemies and pirates

settle down as peaceful agriculturists.^ From the scanty evidence

supplied by our sources it is hard to decide the geographical

limits of this earliest settlement. But it seems presumable that

it comprised chiefly parts of northern and eastern Yorkshire —
the most fertile and approachable regions. That it cannot have

extended far beyond the Tees may be gathered from what is

told above of Halfdene's ravages there.

The example thus set by the Vikings in the north was soon

followed by their tribesmen south of the Humber. Already in

the next year (877) an army marched mto^Miercna lond, and hit

gedceldon sum, and sum Ceoliuulfe saldon. Mercia was thus divided

into two parts, one still governed by the native king, and

another populated and ruled by the new settlers. Judging from

the distribution of the place-names, the nucleus of the latter part

may have been the bulk of Lincolnshire, to which were added,

in course of time, the adjacent counties (Nott. Derb. Le. &c).

While these social and political upheavals were in progress

in central and northern England, the attacks and ravages of the

Vikings were still being visited upon the south, where in the mean-

time Alfred had ascended the throne of Wessex. The heroic efforts

of Alfred in the face of the greatest hardships and his ultimate

victories put an end to the war in 878; by the Peace of Wed-
more, Gujrum, the leader of the invaders, bound himself to re-

ceive baptism and to evacuate the kingdom of Wessex. The for-

mal treaty, which dates from one of the next few years, is still

extant (see Liebermann, Gesetze der Angelsachsen T, p. 127).

It contained certain provisions for the legal position of English-

man and Dane within the two kingdoms, and fixed their bound-

^ About the method employed in the case of a similar division of

land, which was made by the Vikings in Normandy, there is some in-

formation in Dudo's Norman chronicle, written c. 1000. See Steenstrup,

Normannerne I, 297 &c.
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aries. The common boundary line was to run from the mouth

of the Thames to the river Lea, along the Lea to Bedford, from

where it followed the river Ouse to Watling Street. All the

country east of this line, i. e. the Danelaw, was left in the hands

of the Scandinavians.

Only two years later there is an entry in the Chronicle

^ to the effect that in 880 ^for se here of Cyrenceastre on East-

engle, and gescet fjcet land, and hit gedMde\ Gufjrum then became

the first Scand. king of East Anglia (see Henry of Huntingdon,

Hist. Anglorum V, 9). The heart of his kingdom was probably

formed by Norfolk; further belonged to it Suffolk, Essex, and,

though apparently more loosely connected with the rest, portions

of the adjacent counties in the west.^ From this time there existed

three separate Scand. dominions in England within the boundaries

indicated in the treaty : Northumbria (Yorkshire), East Anglia, and,

between them, Scand. Mercia, of whose political government

and general state little is known. This was the district of the

Five Boroughs (Lincoln, Stamford, Leicester, Derby, and Nott-

ingham), each of which seems to have had a Jarl and an army

of its own; together they may have formed some kind of con-

federacy (see Florence of Worcester A.D. 919, the poem appear-

ing under the year 942 in Ags. Chron., and Green, Conquest &c-

I, p. 137). B}^ far the mightiest stronghold of the Scandinavians

was Northumbria, where, as we have seen, the settlement started,

and where it must have reached its culmen.

The reconquest of the Danelaw was begun by Alfred's son

Eadweard, who, by the building of fortresses on a systematic plan,

first of all strengthened his own frontiers, whereupon he proceeded

to annex, one after another, the neighbouring Scand. districts,

the possession of which was ensured by new lines of fortifications.

In this manner he managed by degrees to subject East Anglia and

Scand. Mercia with the Five Boroughs to his sway, and shortly

before his death he was ^chosen as father and lord' by the North-

umbrian peoples, whether English, Danish, or Norwegian (ealle

Jje on Norphynibrum hugeap, cegper ge Englisce ge Denisce^ ge

Norpmen, ge opre' . . . Ags. Chron. 924) and by the Scots and

Strathclyde Welsh. His life's work was carried on and completed

by his son and successor ^thelstan (925-40). The details of this

^ Ags. Chron. A.D. 921 speaks about^ folc . . . cegder ge on Easteng-

lum ge on Eastseaxuin, p)e cer under Dena anivalde wees'.
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reconquest need not be discussed here (see the works of Freeman,

Green, and Collingwood, Scand. Britain), but a few brief re-

marks may be made in illustration of what is said in Ch. IV of the

Scand. local nomenclature in the southern parts of the Danelaw.

What first of all strikes us about the reconquest of the Da-

nelaw under Eadweard and ^thelstan isj the comparatively weak
resistance offered by the southernmost counties of that territory,

and the rapidit}^ with which they seem to have been re-angHcized.

This applies more particularly to the 'Danish' regions of Mid-

dlesex and Buckinghamshire, to Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, Essex,

and to the southern portion at least of Suffolk. When, in 921,

the joint forces of Huntingdon and northern East Anglia made
an attack on Bedford, the population of the latter district kept quiet,

and the garrison of the fortress drove off the enemy. It is a

significant fact that on the conquest of Nottingham (922) Eadweard
garrisoned the fortress there with 'Danes' as well as Englishmen.

The Scand. element of the population in the counties just men-

tioned and in those still further north must have been of minor

strength and importance and likely before long to be merged in

the native majority. This probability is borne out, moreover, by the

relative paucity of the evidence of the Scand. influence there

that has been left on record in the form of social institutions,

place-names, and (at least in some counties) personal names.

Much the same conclusion may be drawn from subsequent events.

B}^ the princes and Danish kings who in the period 988-1016

repeatedly attacked England, East Angha and the neighbouring

districts were clearly looked upon as vital parts of Wessex,

and were in consequence mercilessly ravaged. Thus during

the raid of Guthmund, Justin and Olaf Tryggweson in 991

(cf. Freeman I, p. 296) Ipswich was sacked, and large stret-

ches of Suffolk and Essex were harried. In 1004 Swein, King
of Denmark, sailed with a fleet up the Yare, seized and plundered

Norwich, the chief port on the coast, and then he marched

inland and ravaged the whole district, in spite of the gallant re-

sistance of the ruler of E. Anglia, Ulfcytel, whose name attests

his Scand. extraction. In fact, a survey of the Scand. attacks on

England during the said period shows that — of the Danelaw — E.

Anglia, Essex, Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Bucking-

hamshire, Huntingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, and Northamptonshire

had suffered more or less (Ags. Chron. A.D. loii). Hence we
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cannot be surprised that, when England was ultimately (1016) di-

vided between Cnut, King of Denmark, and Eadmund of Wessex,

all E. Anglia (together with Essex and English Mercia) was assigned

to the J latter (cf. Oman, p. 581). Throughout the Scand. period

it seems to have been more English than Scand. with regard to

its population, local institutions, and general state of things.

Quite different was the position of Northumbria during all

this time. Though formally under the suzerainty of Wessex, it

was up to c. 950 governed at short intervals by Scand. kings

who resided in York; some of them seem to have belonged to

the Norwegian Viking colony in Dublin. After the expulsion of

Eirik, in 954, Northumbria was ruled by its own earls, whose de-

pendence on Wessex can have been little more than nominal.

Together with the northern part of Mercia it seems at one time

to have formed an almost exclusively Scand. country. The history of

the above-mentioned period (988-1016) tells us of hardly any Scand.

expeditions against these regions (save for the raid in 993, Ags.

Chron.). In 10 13, when Swein of Denmark landed with his army

at Gainsborough with a view to conquering the whole country,

he was immediately acknowledged b}^ Earl Uhtred of Northumbria

and by all Lindsey. The conspicuously Scand. character of this

northern part of the Danelaw manifests itself in its political iso-

lation \rom the rest of England, its own administrative, judicial

and social institutions and the prevalence of the Scand. element

in its population, whose military strength often saved them from

being exposed to the attacks from which their countrymen in the

south had to suffer. Indeed, the centre of gravity, so to speak,

of the Scand. influence in England, in all its phases, is to be

looked for here, in the counties on the Humber and thereabouts.

We shall soon meet with some further facts bearing upon this, in

Ch. IV and V.

Chapter II.

Geographical extent of the Danelaw according to existing do-

cumentary evidence. — Outlines of the history of the Scand.

settlement in north-western England.

With regard to the extent of the territory which has been

called the Danelaw, the information supplied by early records is

very limited. Its southern boundary had been determined by
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the treaty of Wedmore (see prec. chapter), but the document in

question does not tell us anything about how far it stretched to

the north. Of some value, therefore, are two passages in the

laws of Edward the Confessor, of which one (No. 30 in Ges. der

Angelsachsen, ed. Liebermann) defines the district which was un-

der * Danish' law and in which the ivapentac — an O.E. term of

doubtless Scand. origin — constituted the first administrative and

judicial unit of the shire or county. Under Danish' law are here

stated to be Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicester-

shire, and Northamptonshire, ^usque ad WatUngestret, et VIII
miliaria ultra Watlingastret, suh lege Angloritm\ The last phrase

should evidently be emended to suh lege Danorum, as was first

proposed by R. Schmid (cf. Steenstrup, Danelag p. 45.) Now
the area extending from the counties just named down to Watlirig

Street (usque ad W.') is not otherwise specified, but seems to

have included the counties of Derb3^shire, Staffordshire, and Che-

shire, which are situated, completely or for the most part, on the

'Danish' side of Watling Street, if the latter is followed as far to

the north-west as Shrewsbury. We are further informed by the

same passage that in the counties particularized the wapentagimn

existed as divisional unit, answering to the hundredum of other

counties. This statement is not quite accurate, for even Derby-

shire was divided into w^apentakes, as may be seen from the Do-

mesday returns for this county; that it was not specified here

among the others may be due to some inadvertency. Steenstrup

(o. c. p. 86) thinks Northamptonshire has been written by mistake

for Derbyshire, since, according to Domesday, there were in the

former county onh^ two wapentakes, otherwise hundreds.

The second passage in the laws now under consideration

(No. 33) says: ^Erat etiam lex Banorum Northfolc S Suthfolc S
Grantehriggescire . .

.' The distinction thus made between two

sections of the Danelaw is most remarkable. But still more re-

markable is the entire omission of the six counties that lie to the

east of Watling Street — and thus on 'Danish' territory — in the

south, viz. the counties of Essex, Hertford, Bedford, Huntingdon,

and, at any rate, the adjoining portions of Buckingham and Mid-

dlesex. That this omission should have been only accidental cannot

very well be assumed. It seems far more likely that, by the

time of the Confessor, or even long before, the last-named counties

were re-anglicized so far that they were no longer looked upon
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as forming part of the Danelaw in the same sense as the rest.

And this looks fairly certain when regarded in the light of those

historic facts concerning the internal state of these counties during

the loth century that were touched upon in the preceding chapter;

compare also the distribution of the Scand. place-names in these

parts, for which see in Ch. IV.

A testimony pointing in much the same direction is afforded b}^

a Cotton MS. (see Stenstrup, ib. p. 36), which gives as belonging to

the Danelaw, in the south, Suff., Norf., and Cambr.; in the north,

Li., Nott, Derb., Yo., Staff., Chs. and Shrop. Nothing is said of

the afore-mentioned six inland counties west and south of East

Anglia. On the other hand it should be noticed that they all

occur in an account of the ecclesiastical and political divisions of

England, dating from the time of Henry II. (1154-89) — insert-

ed among various extracts in the Cambridge MS. of Simeon of

Durham's Historia Dunelmensis Ecclesiae; see further the ed. of

Surtees Soc, Append. 220 f. — and in two other post-Conquest

documents, for which see Steenstrup, o. c. They re-appear in a

summary description of the shires and hundreds of England which

is contained in a 13th cent. Jesus Coll. MS. (printed in Morris,

An Old English Miscellany, p. 145 f.). The list given there in-

cludes the following fifteen shires as belonging to ^Dene lawe:

York, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Leicester, Norfolk, Suffolk,

Cambridge, Northampton, Huntingdon, Hertford, Buckingham,

Bedford, Middlesex, and Essex. But Staffordshire and Cheshire

(and wShropshire) are here ranged under ^Mercene lawe.

From the somewhat conflicting evidence thus presented by our

sources, the following conclusions may be drawn : Within the Dane-

law, as far as its development is recognizable in the century following

upon the millennium, we have to distinguish two sections, one in

the north and one in the south. The northern one was made up

of the counties of Yorkshire, Lincolnshire (including Rutlandshire),

Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Leicestershire, and, possibly, North-

amptonshire. The southern one comprised Norfolk, Suffolk,

and Cambridgeshire. To the former section seem once to have

belonged also Staffordshire and Cheshire, which, however, were

borderland; hence their position within the Danelaw and their

relations to the remainder of it may have been rather vague, and

when the great wave of native reaction reached them from the

south, the Scand. influence in them must have declined at a
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comparatively early date. This certainly applies, in a much higher

degree, to the six inland counties of Huntingdonshire, Hertford-

shire, Bedfordshire, Essex, Buckinghamshire and Middlesex, which

once made up the rest of the southern section, and, in conse-

quence of their position, were bound earliest of all to be re-embo-

died in their original political and social sphere.

Before proceeding to enumerate the different shires of the

Danelaw the aforesaid Jesus Coll. MS. says: ^Norphumhre is

tvip-vtan . And loden . and tvestmara-lond . and Cumherlond,' &c.

'Norphumbre must have signified the greater part, or all, of nor-

thern England outside the Danelaw that was not expressly named,

viz. the present Northumberland and Durham, perhaps also Lan-

cashire, which would otherwise have been left out altogether. In

these counties, more particularly in Westmoreland, Cumberland

and Lancashire, there are numerous traces of a Scand. coloniza-

tion, which, in some parts, must have reached a degree of activity

which rivals that of the most Scandinavianized districts of the Da-

nelaw. And their local nomenclature, as far as it originates from

the Scandinavians, possesses several features of the greatest in-

terest; in the present work it is treated together with that of the

remainder of Scand. England. I now pass on to give some brief

historical outlines of the Scand. settlement in these northern

counties.

It was observed in Ch. I that the earliest Scand. coloniza-

tion north of the Humber seems to have been confined chiefly to

the present Yorkshire. This district previously formed the main

part of the old kingdom of Deira, to which probably belonged

also the eastern portion of Westmoreland and perhaps part of

Cumberland. North of Deira lay the kingdom of Bernicia, which,

at the outset of the Scand. period, was reduced to the present

Northumberland.^ Contemporaneously the remainder of Cumber-

land and Westmoreland, together with the adjoining regions in the

north, formed the kingdom of Strathclyde, the remainder of

the old Welsh dominion of the same name. In 875 came Half-

^ The land between the rivers Tees and Tyne {- the present

county of Durham) appears for a long time to have formed a natural

boundary belt between Deira and Bernicia. In the 7 th century it was still

a wild, inhospitable forest-land under no rule whatsoever; cf. the de-

scription of this region given in Vita S. Oswaldi, which is printed in

Arnold's edition of Simeon of Durham I, 339-
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dene's raid on Bernicia and Strathclyde (see above in Ch. I). But, as

far as I can judge, this did not lead to any permanent occupation

of these regions, as has been assumed by Ferguson (The

Northmen &c. pp. 7, 14). Bernicia seems in fact during the next

two centuries to have remained Enghsh, though united at inter-

vals with Deira under the same earl. The history of the north-

western districts is wrapped in obscurity for the following fifty

years. We only notice that the reconquest of the Danelaw,

which proceeded gradually during the first quarter of the loth

cent., was crowned by the submission of all Northumbria to Ead-

weard of Wessex (above p. XXV). It is true this state of things

did not last very long, and already under Eadweard's successor

yEthelstan, who for a short time governed nearly all England, it

seems that Strathclyde, and perhaps Bernicia, enjoyed their inde-

pendence. But of more importance is the fact that, from the

beginning of the same centur}^, the history of north-western Eng-

land was closely connected with that of Ireland, or, more exactly,

the Viking colonies in Ireland. These had been founded at dif-

ferent dates, mostty by Norwegians, during the latter half of the

gth cent. (cf. Bugge, Vikingerne I p. i39f.), and had been rapidly

increasing in power and vitality. From there the Vikings under-

took frequent expeditions to the coasts of northern England. On
the violent attacks w^hich were made on Cheshire and Lancashire

during the reconquest of the Danelaw^ and for details of which we
have to depend chiefh^ on O.Irish chronicles, see Steenstrup, Nor-

mannerne III p. 55, &c. In the course of the early half of the loth

cent, a large number of Scandinavians seem to have settled in these

parts (cf. end of this chapter) ; the beginning may have been made
on their defeat and temporary expulsion from Ireland, which took

place about qoi according to Steenstrup ib. II, p. 144 f. In 937

the Ags. Chron. records the forming of the dangerous confederacy

against ^thelstan of Constantine, King of Scots, Eugenius, King

of Strathclyde (Cumbria), and the Scandinavians of Northumbria

and Ireland. On the final overthrow of the allies in the famous

battle of Brunnanburh, whose site is disputed, reference may be

made to Hodkin, p. 333 f.

The year 945 of the Ags. Chron. marks a turning-point in

the history of north-western England. In that year, says the

Chronicle, King Eadmund ravaged ^eall Cumbraland\ and gave

it all up to Malcolm, King of Scots, on the condition that he
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should be 'his co-operator both on sea and on land'.^ Cumhra-

land seems then to have comprised most of the territory occupied

by the old kingdom of Strathclyde, at least south of the Solway;

from this date it remained for 150 years in possession of the

royal family of Scotland, In the year 1000 we have to note an

enterprise of great importance, which has been differently ac-

counted for by the historians who deal with the subject (cf. Free-

man I p. 328 f.). From among our sources we may quote Henry of

Huntingdon, whose statement in all its briefness is the most ex-

plicit, and there is no reason to disbelieve it: ^JExinde rex Edel-

red ivit in Cumherland cum exercitu gravissimo, ubi maxima
mansio Dacorum erat; vicitque Dacos hello maximo, totamque fere

Cumherland prcedando vastavif. This expedition, undertaken at

a moment when there was a temporary flag in the attacks of

the Vikings on southern England, was doubtless intended to be

a death-blow against the Scandinavians of the district. We may
then establish the existence of a Scand. settlement in these re-

gions, which by 1000 seems to have reached considerable pro-

portions. The new settlers possibl)^ formed the preponderant ele-

ment of the population; at all events their growing influence

meant an imminent danger to the realm of Wessex which had

to be averted in time. Even the Isle of Man, then a stronghold

of the Vikings, was harried by ^thelred's fleet. There is no

means of knowing how far ^thelred succeeded in checking the

progress of the Scandinavian settlement; however, the change

possibly brought about in the state of things must have been

merely temporary and cannot have materially affected the subse-

quent development of the district.

The end of the first millennium thus constitutes a terminus ad

quem for the earliest stages of the Scand. colonization in north-

western England. Again the terminus a quo is not easily found.

R. Ferguson (The Northmen &c. p. 1 1 f.) has advanced the opinion

that between 945 and 1000 large numbers of Norwegians emigrated

from Ireland, and, using the Isle of Man as a stepping-stone, spread

themselves over the opposite parts of England. This view seems

^ There is an unconfirmed popular tradition according to which

the Cumbrians fought a decisive battle, in which their King, Dunmail,

was killed. A cairn was erected in his memory near the alleged battle-

field on the border between Cumberland and Westmoreland, which still

preserves the name of Dunmail Raise. Cf. Ferguson, r. s. A history

of Cumberland p 134.
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to have beeri universally accepted. It is needless to point out

that the meagre items of information afforded on this head by

our early authorities do not allow of any conclusive inferences even

though combined with what may be gathered from the abundant

Scand. place-nomenclature that is found in these regions. But from

the facts that we do know with some certainty it is obvious

that this Scand. colonization was essentially different from the

one that had taken place in Deira and East Anglia. The latter

was preceded by a military occupation of large districts^ which

were divided in a systematic manner among his followers by

the leader in chief; that same leader became the ruler of the

land thus acquired and, at least in Deira, founded a dynasty. In

the case of north-western England the matter is totally different.

The colonization which was an accomplished fact by A.D. looomust

have been a gradual process that probably covered the greater

part of the loth cent, and was continued in the next. The
colonists, apparently in the main Norwegians, may have been

recruited partty from home, partly from the Vikings who had

settled down more or less permanently in Ireland, the Isle of

Man, and the Atlantic groups of islands. There is no evidence

whatever of any organized military conquest, but the immigrants

ma}^ have arrived in small parties and been suffered to dwell

amidst the native Welsh and Anglian population, which probably

counted on their assistance in repelling further attacks of the

Vikings. The first stage of the settlement on the north-western

coast seems to have fallen very early in the said century (cf. p.

XXXI), and possibly comprised parts of Cheshire and, more partir

cularly, Lancashire (Amounderness).^ Again, as was observed

^ In the Chronicle of the Archbishops of York, a 1 2th century

work (printed in York Hist.) we are told that King /Ethelstan granted

to the Cathedral Church of York the whole of Amounderness which he

had bought from the heathens: "totam Agmundernes, quam a paganis

emerat'. The same statement appears in the 14th cent, metrical Chronicle

of the Church of York (see ib.). Moreover, the royal letter which con-

firmed this grant is extant (printed in York Hist. Ill, also by Kemble,
and Gray Birch); it dates from A.D. 930. Kemble stars the charter

as spurious. But I do not know of any reason to doubt the veracity

of the statement in itself. The ^heathens' from whom the land was
acquired must have been Scandinavians ; this assumption is quite con-

cordant with the known history of these parts. A still earlier royal

grant to Scandinavians of land near Chester is quoted from Irish

annals by Collinciwood, Scand. Britain p. 191 f.

Lindkrist : Middle-English place-names etc. jjl
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above, it does not seem probable that the previous raid of Half-

dene on Strathctyde, in 875, was followed by any settlement.

When Eadweard seized and fortified Thelwall and Manchester

in 923 (see Ags. Chron.), these places were evidently intended

as bulwarks against the threatening danger in the north-west.

Also the military expedition of Eadmund to Cumberland in

945 (cf. p. XXXI), and that to Westmoreland in 966, at the head

of which latter King Eadgar had placed ^Pored Gunneres siinu

(Ags. Chron.), a Scandinavian, were without doubt occasioned by
the growing Scand. influence in the same parts. So was the

delivering up of Cumhraland to the King of Scots — a diplomatic

move calculated to shift to other shoulders the troublesome task

of resisting the progress of the Scandinavians, settlers and pirates.

How little this aim was reached is proved by the subsequent

course of events.

Chapter III.

Principal Old and Middle English sources of the Scand.

place-names in England.

The immediate linguistic consequence of the Scandinavian

settlement in England was the production of a copious Scand.

place-nomenclature in the districts concerned.

It was pointed out above that the earliest stages of this

settlement belong to the end of the 9th cent, in eastern and north-

eastern England, and to the beginning of the loth, as it seems,

in the north-west. Under such circumstances we cannot expect

to meet with any place-names of this description in literature until

the I St half of the loth cent., at the earliest. Such is indeed the

case: I have not found a single reliable instance on record be-

fore that time. The sources we have to draw upon for the O.E.

period are confined to the public and private instruments which

are known under the general name of charters. As to the printed

collections of O.E. charters utilized in the present work see

Bibliograph}^ The material offered by them is, however, often

of relatively small value, seeing that these records are not seldom

either copies of later date going back to originals of untraceable

age, or even mere forgeries. Add to this that the most compre-

hensive printed editions of them that have hitherto been published
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are very imperfect, sometimes inaccurate, and for the most part

without any attempt at a critical commentary, and it will be reaHzed

that as a rule these sources yield but little in the way of exact

information. Of some interest are several charters dating from

the 1 1 th century, which appear to be genuine. They contain not

a few place-names with Scand. elements, most of which belong

to East Anglia (esp. Norfolk) and Lincolnshire with the contiguous

counties. See Kemble CD. IV-VI, and Thorpe, Dipl. With regard

to the remainder of the O.E. literature, much of which dates

from pre-Scandinavian times, it is, as far as I have been able to

ascertain, of no help in the present investigation.

Thus if O.E. literature contributes very little in the way of

materials to our subject, things are, however, entirely different as

soon as we turn to the M.E. period, which displays an almost

unlimited suppty of the evidence desired. To the transitional

period between O.E. and M.E. belong the Northamptonshire Geld

Roll of A.D. 1066-75, which has been published by J. H. Round
in 'Feudal England', and further the original of the Domesda}^

Book, the great surve}^ of the Conqueror. It was compiled, chiefly

for fiscal purposes, by royal commissioners, and was apparentl}^

finished in 1086. But it should be noticed that none of the ori-

ginal returns of the commission have been preserved.^ In them

the material seems to have been dealt with topographically, hun-

dred bv hundred, while in the compilation embodied in the two

volumes which form the so-called Exchequer Domesday, it has

been re-arranged and digested, county b}^ county, under the

tenants-in-chief. This system of arrangement often renders it a

very difficult task to identify the place-names'^, more particularly

when the same name is borne by two or more different places

in one and the same county, or when place-names are entered

under counties other than those to which they really belong.

Domesday contains a vast number of place-names, of which not

^ The three records known as Inquisitio Comitatus Cantabrigiensis,

Inquisitio Eliensis, and the Exon Domesday are considered to be later

copies or digests of the returns of the commissioners.
^ Sometimes two or more tenants-in-chief could hold possessions

within one and the same locality, the name of which was accordingly

given in the survey under all the persons in question; it was then not

seldom differently spelt. This has occasionally made students of Do-
mesday (as e. g. A. BuGGE in Vikingerne) mistake the two or more
instances of the plac e-name for designations of as many different places.
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a small percentage are of Scandinavian origin. The larger por-

tion of Scand. England is included in the surve}^, but some of

the districts belonging to it are not at all, or only partialty, dealt

with. Northumberland and Durham were left unsurveyed, seeing

that, as part of them had been laid waste by the Conqueror and

probably the rest by the Scots, they were of no value in the eyes of

the commissioners. ^ Nor do we find there the bulk of Cumberland

and Westmoreland, which counties were held by the King of

Scots till in 1092, when they were incorporated into England

by William Rufus (cf. above p. XXXI). Only the small southern

(Deiran) portions of them were taken with Lancashire north of the

Ribble and subjoined to the West Riding of Yorkshire. Lanca-

shire south of this river was included in Cheshire under the title

of (the land) 'between the Ribble and the Mersey'. The present

Rutlandshire was partly surveyed under Lincolnshire and North-

amptonshire.

On the character and value, from a philological point of

view, of the varied place-nomenclature which is accumulated in

Domesday, some short comments may be made. It should be

borne in mind, first of all, that we have here before us a body

of mainly English or Scandinavian names entered in an almost

exclusively Latin record, which was composed and written by

French or Norman scribes. P^or the compilation of the survey the

names were obtained, together with the other information required,

from local juries and put down by the commissioners or their scribes

in a form adapted to the resources of their French orthography.

How far the various spellings were altered in the subsequent

process of re-arrangement and repeated copying, cannot be told,

but the alterations undergone must have been considerable,^ For

^ Simeon of Durham says there was 'inter Ehoracum et Dunel-

mnm nusquam villa inhahitata (Historia Regum § 154).
2 The age of the Domesday (Exchequer) MSS. has lately been

inquired into by Zachrisson (Anglo-Norman Influence &c.), who, on

the evidence of various palseographical and phonological criteria, assigns

their date to the 12th cent. They certainly do not seem to have been

written early in that century; cf. what is said below, p. XXXVII. For

other details of the plan and contents of this record, see J. H. Round,
Feudal England (London 1895), and F. W. Maitland, Domesday
Book and beyond (Cambr. 1897). Very instructive are, moreover, the

introductory analyses prefixed to the Domesday extracts for the resp.

counties in the Victoria History.
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otherwise it cannot be explained why the place-name spellings of

DoB. so frequently disagree with those which may be adduced

from records of about the same date or one not much later. In fact,

the spellings in several other 12th cent, records frequently exhibit

forms of a much older character, which, besides, are obviously

rendered with more accuracy. Hence it will be clearly seen that

when, in the case of a place-name, there is a marked discrepancy

between the forms of DoB. and those of other early M.E. re-

cords, the original etymology cannot be established on the mere

evidence of DoB. unless the spelling in the latter leaves no room

for any doubt, which, under the circumstances, does not occur

very often. It is certainly true that in a few cases DoB. has

preserved the original form of a name which was re-modelled,

entirely or in part, during the interval between DoB. and the

next record in which the name again appears; see, e. g. Altcar

p. 2, Rogerthorpe and Scorbrough p. 15. But, on the whole, the

place-nomenclature of DoB. can be utilized for etymological pur-

poses only if seen and judged in the light of the spellings of

other similar, chiefly M.E., sources.^

From the 12th cent., or more exactly the reign of Henry I.

(1100—35), da-te three surveys of as many, partly conterminous,

counties, namely the Lincolnshire survey c. 1 1 o i -
1 9, the Leicester-

shire one c. 1124-29, and the Northamptonshire one, all drawn up

by hundreds or wapentakes, as seems to have been the case with

the earliest returns from which the Exchequer Domesday was com-

piled. These records are of great value in many respects;

their place-name forms are represented with far greater minute-

ness than those of the DoB. copies, and often convey the im-

pression of being older. Other 12 th cent, records indispensable to

our purpose are the Pipe Rolls (from 1130 onwards) which con-

tain the yearly accounts of the sheriffs; they are of particular

^ The place-names of DoB. have been investigated by Stolze

(see Bibliography), whose identifications and derivations of the names
are, however, often incorrect, the latter ones being based exclusively

on the material of DoB. and the O.E. records. — I cannot enter here into

any details regarding the principles of orthography traceable in the

DoB. Several of the most interesting problems have been solved, with

great mgenuity, by Zachrisson, o. c. In the following exposition of tlie

place-names I have occasionally dwelt upon some orthographical pheno-

mena, of which an elucidation was desirable in support of my own
etymological explanations.
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interest as offering much local information and local spellings of

the place-names. The same holds good of the monastic chartu-

laries, registers and coucher books, the earliest portions of which

fall within the century under notice; in several cases their stocks

of charters and other documents cover nearly the whole of the

Middle Ages. As inestimable store-houses, to which the present

work owes a great deal of its most interesting material, should

be especially pointed out the chartularies of some northern mo-
nasteries, viz. those of Whitby, Rievaulx, Guisbrough, and Selby

in Yorkshire, Cockersand and Furness in Lancashire, and We-
therhal in Cumberland.^ Valuable, from the same point of view,

are also many of the charters printed in Dugdale's Monasticon

Anglicanum,^ and those reproduced in the letters of Inspeximus of

the next few centuries (printed in Ch.R., and Pat.R.). The begin-

ning of the 13th cent, brings with it an infinite number of official

records of various descriptions; very instructive are the episcopal

registers of York and Lincoln, the Pipe Rolls, Charter Rolls,

Patent Rolls, Close Rolls, Hundred Rolls, Inquests post mortem,

Kirkby's Inquest (1284-85), and Taxatio ecclesiastica (1291). The
Patent and other rolls continue during the next few centuries; the

most important record of the 14th is the Nomina villarum, which

gives complete accounts of the cities, boroughs and townships

which, in 13 16, were found in each hundred or wapentake,

and their lords. From the 15th cent, may be mentioned especi-

ally several collections of wills, the Subsidy Rolls (printed in

F.A.), Patent Rolls, Inquests post mortem, &c. Over nearly all

the literary period down to N.E. times extend the rolls and char-

ters in the British Museum of which an Index locorum, one of

the most fertile sources of the present work, has been pub-

lished. — For further details I must content myself with referring

the reader to the Bibliography, and the Introductions to the re-

spective editions.

^ It should be observed that it is all but impossible to fix the

date of many a charter mserted in these collections. The dates I have

tried to suggest, in the etymological part of my work, for spellings

quoted from such sources, are, therefore, in many cases only approxi-

mate, or uncertain.
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Chapter IV.

A short survey of the distribution of the Scand. place-names

in the various counties of Scand. England.

In Ch. I— II the extent of the Scandinavian settlement in

England east and north of Watling Street was outlined, as far

as this is possible from the imperfect historical materials at our

command. Attention was called to the fact that, broadly speaking,

this settlement was started successively, although at short intervals,

in four separate quarters : in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, East Anglia,

and the North-West. It is needless to emphasize that due allow-

ance has to be made for the possibility that, in each case, also

the neighbouring counties were involved in this process of colo-

nization at its earliest stages. The following paragraphs will

contain an exposition of the distribution and relative frequency

of the Scand. place-nomenclature enclosed within the boundaries

of all the territory in question. In order to render the material

better surveyable, from such a point of view, it has proved advis-

able to examine it under the heads of four divisions: The East

Anglian, the Midland, the North-Western, and the North-Eastern.

The arrangement suggests itself from the situation and special

historical development of each of these divisons, as well as from

the general character and distribution of the place-names contained

in each of them.

i) The East Anglian division. It embraces the southern

portion of the Danelaw, under which we may include the counties

of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire,

Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, and parts of Buckinghamshire and

Middlesex. The nucleus is Norfolk, where, judging from the local

nomenclature, the settlement in this division culminated and where

the Scand. element maintained itself longest. Such a state of

things was no doubt conditioned, to some extent, by the situation

of the county, hemmed in as it was by natural boundaries on

almost all sides, being skirted on the north by the sea and the

marshlands of Freebridge and Holland Elloe, on the west by the

Cambridgeshire Fens, and on the east by the sea. There are some

particular hundreds conspicuous by their large proportion of Scand.

names: first of all East and West Flegg, between the river eBur
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and the sea. The Nomina Villarum (A.D. 1316) gives here 13

names terminating in -hy, all of unquestionably Scand. origin and

representing more than one half of the total number of place-

names in these hundreds (according to the said record). It should

be mentioned, in passing, that the remarkably great percentage of

small freeholders recorded in the Domesday entries for the same

hundreds may be another proof of the strong Scand. influence

there. South of the Flegg hundreds, and separated from them

by the marshes of Walsham, we find the hundreds of Blofield,

Loddon, and Clavering, which also exhibit not a few Scand. place-

names; a third region of the same kind is formed by the hundreds

of North and South Erpingham, (Eynesford) and Gallow, which

stretch like a belt from east to w^est. Very many Scand. names,

which occur in the M.E records relating to the county, have in

course of time disappeared and cannot be located with certainty.

This applies especially to the Scand. field-names found in the

early M.E. feet of fines; a fairly large number are inchided in

the valuable list of Norfolk field-names given by Rye in his In-

troduction to Ped. fin. Norf. ^

The remaining hundreds contain as a rule only a few scatt-

ered Scand. place-names each. Passing on to Suffolk we come

across some in the adjacent northern and eastern hundreds, more

particularly in Hartismere and the parts to the east of it, but not

'chiefly near the coast', as is asserted by Taylor (Words and Places

p. 1 1 o). As for the rest of the county very few traces were

left on its place-nomenclature by the new settlers. This is the

more noteworthy as there seems once to have been a not in-

considerable Scand. admixture in the population, if we may infer

as much from the many Scand. pers. names which were in use

here in early M.E. times (see DoB., and Suff. fines). The same

may be said of Essex, but the Scand. element of the local

nomenclature is still scantier there than in Suffolk, and must, in

fact, be considered exceedingly small, in spite of what is stated

to the contrary by Taylor (I.e.). T. attributes Scand. origin to

the names terminating in -ford, -ness, -tvell, and -tvich, which,

however, as far as I can see from early spellings, only excep-

* To the strength of the Scand. element testify, moreover, the

numerous Scand. pers. names that are known to have existed here in

early M.E. times on the evidence of especially DoB. and the Norfolk

feet of fines.
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tionally seem to embody elements of possibl}^ Scand. origin. If

thus the intensity of this process of settlement seems to have been

steadily diminishing along a radius running from Norfolk south-

wards, this is still more the case along the corresponding south-

western radius, round which are grouped the counties of Cam-
bridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Middle-

sex, and Buckinghamshire. A very few more or less reliable

Scand. place-names in the first-named three counties, and perhaps

one or two in each of the last-named three, are all that can be

gleaned from our records, as far as my investigations go. Com-
pare the works by Skeat on the place-names of Cambr., Hunt.,

Hertf., and Bedf. On the other hand, Scand. pers. names did

occur here as may be learned from DoB. The conclusions to be

drawn from such facts, as far as these counties are concerned,

point in the same direction as those founded on our historical

materials, which were set forth above pp. XXVI —XXX. While

all the counties belonging to this division received within their

precincts a larger or smaller number of Scand. settlers, coloniza-

tion of an}^ importance and permanence seems only to have taken

place in Norfolk and the neighbouring portion of Suffolk; in the

other counties the settlers must have been manifoldly outnum-

bered from the outset by the native population, and after the

speedy reconquest of these parts of the Danelaw liable soon to

be amalgamated with the native majority.

2) The Midland division (the land of the Five Boroughs)

comprises the counties of Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, Nottingham-

shire, Northamptonshire, Rutlandshire, Derbyshire and Stafford-

shire — this being their relative order according to the frequency

of the Scand. place-names in each of them. The scene of the

earliest Scand. settlement in this division may, with some amount

of probability, be assigned to Lincolnshire (cf. in Ch. I); here and

in the conterminous Leicestershire the settlement seems to have

been thickest and spread from them over the neighbouring coun-

ties, decreasing in strength in the same measure as it drew near

Watling Street. About the millennium, and for a long period on-

wards, Lincolnshire must have been practically a Scand. country.

The Scand. proportion of its M.E. local nomenclature is remarkably

large; in several wapentakes it represents 50 "/o — in some even

more than 75 ^/o — of the total number of names on record. In-

stances are to be found in abundance in every wapentake, though

only a few in the southmost one, Holland Elloe, the extensive
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fens of which made it less accessible and probably less attractive

to the immigrants. But the statement of Taylor (Words and

Places p. Ill) that a line drawn from east to west, about eleven

miles to the north of Boston, marks the southern limit of the

^purely Danish, as distinguished from the Anglian settlement',

is inaccurate. First of all we cannot speak about a purely Scand.

settlement in any wapentake, although in some the Scand. place-

names are predominant in number. Moreover, it should be borne

in mind that south of the line indicated b}^ Taylor there is rather

a large area occupied by the waps. of Beltisloe, Aswardhurn, and

Aveland, which, judging by its place-names, was once one of the

most Scand. parts of the county. — Four pre-eminentty Scand.

districts, where the Scand. names comprise 50 "/o or more of the

total nomenclature, may be distinguished in the county: a) one

in the north, stretching along the river Humber and its affluent

the Trent, and including the wapentakes of Bradley, Yarborough,

Manley, and Corringham — all of them easily accessible from the

sea. Here we find Scand. place-names in great numbers and of

all descriptions, amongst them a good many field-names (esp.

in Manley and Yarborough; our best source with regard to these

names is the Coucher Book of Selby, cf. in Ch. V), which indicate

the deep roots the colonization had struck in these parts. ^) One
central, constituted by the waps. of Walshcroft and Lawress,

immediately to the north of the city of Lincoln. The latter

was one of the Five Boroughs, being favourably situated in a

lofty position on the river Witham and the Roman Ermine Street,

which runs through it northwards to the Humber. y) One eastern,

chiefly along the North Sea, and consisting of the waps. of Cal-

ceworth, Candleshoe, Hill, Bolingbroke, Horncastle, Gartree, and

Louth-Eske. The Scand. place-names are focused in the first three,

amounting to about 75 — 80 ^/o of the total nomenclature. The

figures are based mainly on the material supplied by the Nomina

Villarum A.D. 13 16. S) One southern, comprising the above-

mentioned waps. of Beltisloe, Aswardhurn, Aveland, and part of

Kirton, more exactly Swineshead and the surrounding region. On
the basis of the present place-nomenclature Streatfeild (p. 12 f.)

maintains that, in the Fen District, except between Boston and

Butterwick, the Scand. place-names are 'comparatively rare'. This

does certainly not hold good of the state of things there in M.E.

times; at any rate we must except the w^ap. of Kirton, where in
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and round the parishes of Swineshead and Wigtoft there were
in the early 14th cent, man}^ Scand. names, esp. field-names ter-

minating in -toft and -deil (cf. the royal confirmation of charters

relating to Swineshead abbey in Ch. R. III). Only in Holland

Elloe they were few and far between.

Characteristic features of the Scand. place-nomenclature in

mediaeval Lincolnshire are the man}^ names terminating in -by,

of which no less than c. 220 are recorded in the Nomina Villa-

rum, and those in -porp; further many field-names in -deil, -toft,

(see pp. 30, 208), and not a few in -pveit (see p. 96). Several of

the names of the wapentakes contain O.Scand. elements; of these

may be quoted from the said No. Vill. (13 16): Calsetvath, Wrag-
hou, Gayrtree, Haivardeshou, Skirheck, Aselachoii, Avelund, As-
ivardhirn, Botliehy, Kirheton.

With regard to its local nomenclature the contiguous county

of Leicestershire presents much the same general aspect as Lin-

colnshire. In the northern half, occupied by the two waps. of

Framland and Goscote, which border upon Li., Nott., and Derb.,

the Scand. place-names are densest, representing about 50 'Vo of

the total nomenclature; in the southern waps. of Gartree and

Guthlaxton, along the boundaries of Warw. and North., they only

amount to about 25 ^, 0. (For this calculation the material offered

by the Subsid}^ Roll of A.D. 1327 has been utilized^ since No,

vill. for Le. is incomplete.) Nearty one half of them are names

terminating in -hy, of which a large number may be seen on the

map clustering in and near the basin of the river Wreak. It

would seem that the new settlers spread from Le. to the adja-

cent Northamptonshire, which was accordingly colonized from the

north, if we are justified in drawing that conclusion from the

distribution of its Scand. place-names. For the bulk of them are

in the northern half of the county — in other words in the hun-

dreds of Corb}^ Rothwell (both the names are Scand. in form),

Guilsborough, Fawsley and Nobottle Grove, most of which abut

on Le., while in the southern hundreds, along the outskirts of

the East Anglian division, the}^ are very scarce. The extent of

the Scand. settlement in North., as far as it is traceable from

the place-names, has been greatly exaggerated b}^ previous stu-

dents of the subject, esp. Taylor, whose assertion (Words and

Places p. 112) that in North, (as well as Le. Rutl. and Yo.) the

'Danish names preponderate over those of the Anglo-Saxon t3^pe'
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is untenable. With regard to the frequency of the Scand. place-

nomenclature North, stands in much the same relation to Le. as

Suffolk does to Norfolk (cf. above). Turning to the small county

of Rutlandshire we find among its place-names not a few due

to the Scandinavians; of some interest are half a score of names
terminating in -porp. Of more importance, from the same point

of view, is Nottinghamshire, which extends along the western

boundary of Lincolnshire; and it is in the waps. of Bassetlaw,

Thurgarton, and Newark, which abut on the latter county, that

w^e find the majority of the Scand. names. Still not a few out-

lying instances occur in the south-western part, among them some

pveit-ndimes. The adjoining county of Derbyshire contains con-

siderably fewer names of Scand. extraction than Nott.; they be-

long, as a rule, to the eastern w^apentakes, viz. Scarsdale, conter-

minous with Nott. and south Yo., and Repton and Morleston,

which stretch along the boundaries of Le. and Nott. Seeing that

the western portion of Derb. shows such insignificant traces of

a Scand. settlement, it is not surprising that Staffordshire, west

of it, presents hardly any at all, perhaps with the exception of

the NE. corner, the hundred of Totmanslow, which contains some

place-names possibly due to Scandinavian influence. In this county

we find ourselves in a region where Scand. immigrants probably

settled, though apparently in very small numbers. The Stafford-

shire land-holders in the time of the Confessor who, according to

DoB., bore Scand. names, are exceedingly few when compared

with those living in Derb. and Nott.

3) The North-Eastern division embraces Yorkshire, Dur-

ham and Northumberland. It need hardly be said that the first-

named county constitutes the nucleus, whereas the two others are

of minor importance from our point of view, and may be passed

over more rapidly. As was shown in Ch. I, Yorkshire was the

scene of the earliest permanent Scand. settlement in England, as

far as we can trust the evidence of our sources. Together with

Lincolnshire it formed the heart of Scand. England; like this county

it must have remained for centuries an essentially Scand. country,

where the Scandinavians, being in most parts probably even in

numerical superiority, formed the predominant element of the po-

pulation.^ The original stock of Scand. settlers here in the late

' We are told as much by the Icelandic historian Snorri Sturlu-

son (f 1 241), who says iu one of his sagas; Nordimhraland var mest
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9th cent, must have been considerably reinforced through additio-

nal immigration of their countrymen during the next two cen-

turies. It seems fairly certain that also other parts of Scand.

England then received larger or smaller numbers of such later

immigrants^ but the main stream must have gone to Yorkshire.

Many of these may have come direct from Scandinavia, others

frpm the Norwegian colonies in the West, or, more especially,

from Ireland, with whose Viking colonies Yorkshire appears to

have had a lively intercourse, at all events during the loth cen-

tury. That the NW. portion of the county was partly populated

and settled from the west, from Lancashire and Westmoreland,

is likely enough, even to judge from the distribution of the place-

names over the region in question.

The great gateway of the Scandinavians to northern Eng-

land was the Humber. From the Humber they would be able

to proceed by water in two main directions: southwards down
the Trent through Lincolnshire, and northwards up the Ouse

to York. Or they might prefer going by land, southwards from

Barton or Ferriby along the Roman Ermine Street to Lincoln,

Huntingdon and further on; northwards by the likewise Roman (?)

road that led from the opposite shore to York and as far as

to Hadrian's Wall. This accessibility, together with its situation

in one of the widest and most fertile plains in England, must

from the very beginning have rendered York, and then the

surrounding district, particularly desirable in the eyes of the

Scandinavians. Throughout the Scand. period we find the city

of York -- the Eoforwlc of the Ags. Chron., the Jorvih of the

O.Icel. sagas — as the most important administrative, ecclesiasti-

cal, and commercial centre in the north. As the seat of the

Scand. kings and earls of Northumbria it must have sheltered

within its walls a large proportion of people of Scand. descent.

This is well illustrated by the numerous Scand. personal names

that occur in early M.E. records connected with the city; see

hyggt Nordmgnnum^ siban er Lodhrokar-synir unnu landit, . . . Mg^-g

heiti landzins eru par gefin d noroena tungu, Grimsboer ok Hauksfljot

ok mgrg gnnur: 'the country of the Northumbrians was mostly inhabited

by Northmen since Lo6brok's sons acquired the country . . . Many place-

names are given there in the Scandinavian tongue: Grimsby (in Li.),

and Hauksfljot (not identifiable ; as I suppose, a subsequently lost town

on the Humber), and many others'. See Heimskringla I p. 170, ed.

F. JoNSSON, Kol)enhavn 18 93-1 901.
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e. g. the early nth cent, list of ^Ifric's bondsmen, whereabout

two thirds of the names recorded are Scand. in form, most of

the bearers being apparently residents of York or its vicinity.

Further testimony to the same effect is borne by the many
street-names of the same orimn to be found in mediaeval York
for which see in Ch. V. Even long after northern England had

been brought under the sceptre of the Norman kings there seems

to have been a brisk trade between York and Scandinavia.^ Such

being the state and position of the capital, w^e cannot wonder that

the local nomenclature of the surrounding county should be

greatly influenced by the Scandinavians and, accordingly, reflect

a Scand. settlement the proportions of which are not equalled

anywhere else in England.^ This is true, above all, with regard

to the North Riding, of whose M.E. place-nomenclature much
has been preserved, even in detail, in the valuable, or rather

invaluable, monastic chartularies of Whitby, Guisbrough, and

Rievaulx. Scandinavian names abound all over this Riding, being

in a great majority especially in the waps. of Langbaurgh with

Whitby Strand (on this see Ch. V, at the end), Birdforth and

Hang. But even the East Riding teems with such names, which

in the wap. of Buckrose amount to more than 50 ^/o of the total

number; in the waps. of Dickering, Harthill, and Howden, too,

their percentage is very great, as may be seen from the Nomina
Villarum (1316) and the returns of the Poll-tax 1378.^ Of less

importance, in this respect, is the West Riding, more particularly

the southmost portion, w^hereas in the wap. of Ewcross, along

' About the year 1000 York was, according to Vita Oswaldi

archiepiscopi Ebor. (see York Hist. I p. 454), '^metropolis totius gentis

Nortlimiimhrorniu ^ and mercatorum gazis locupletata, qui undique adve-

niuntf maxime ex Danorum gente."

^ This Scand. local nomenclature is parallelled in Yo. by a per-

sonal one of the same nationality which is more numerous and varied

than that of any other county. Only in Yo. have I met with instances

of the well-known very usual O.Scand. type consisting of a prcnenomen

+ a patronymic compound ending in -son^ -sun, as, e. g. Arngtnmr Gud-

mimdarsvn in La. 1 have noted the following partly anglicized instances:

Arne Grimsune 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; Gamel Grimessuna, TJlf For-

nessunciy Uctred Ulfessuna 1189 (Inspex. 1308) Ch. R. Compare also

pored Gunneres simii (p. xxxiv) and Jmrfo?'6 Bolfes sune (p. 171).

The calculations of Taylor (Words and places, p. 122) as

to the frequency of the Scand. place-names in the various counties do

not nearly square with the results obtained from an examination of the

M.E. material. T. h^s used only the modern map.
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the pre-eminently Scand. hundred of Lonsdale in Lane,, and the

adjoining Staincliffe, besides in Osgoldcross, along the southern

side of the river Air, the Scand. place-nomenclature is anything

but inconsiderable.

A few remarks may be added about the general features of

the Scand. place-nomenclature in the county. In almost every part

of it we find numerous compounds with the Scand. hyr (cf. p. 3 n.),

fors (p. 60 n. 3), sMli (p. 189), tvrcl (p. 197); also compounds with

^orp (p. 4 n. 3), and toft (p. 208) are frequently met with, esp. in

the East Riding. Characteristic of the woody, mountainous regions

of the North and West Ridings are the many names terminating

in J)veit (see p. 96 f.), gil (p. 19 n.), vidr (p. 179 n. 2). With
regard to the abundance and variety of its Scand. nature- and

cultivation-names Yorkshire is not surpassed by any other county

in England, though it is true the most Scand. districts of Lanca-

shire, Cumberland, and I>incolnshire vie with it in this respect.

Passing on to Durham and Northumberland we find a place-

nomenclature that exhibits comparatively few traces of the Scan-

dinavians. Llere the Scand. names do not occur in patches,

as was often the case south of the Tees, but are scattered all

over the two counties, and are, generally speaking, of little in-

terest. As was to be expected the}^ are most frequent in the

southern half of Durham, near the Yorkshire border. Conspicuous

are the man}" instances of the M.E. name Newehiggyng (N.E.

Newbigging), from O.W. Scand. hygging 'building', which name

is certainly found in most north. Engl, counties but nowhere so

frequently as here. Judging by the place-names, the Scand.

settlement in the two counties seems to have been only sporadic

in character. Much of it was probably swept away through the

incessant ravages of the Scots that these parts had to endure

in early M.E. times.

4) The North-Wester n division includes the present

counties of Lancashire, Cheshire, Cumberland, and Westmoreland.

As to Lancashire it may be said, broadly speaking, to be made

up of one Scandinavian and one English portion. The former

comprises the hundreds of West Derby, Amounderness and Lons-

dale, where Scand. place-names abound, the latter the remaining

three southern hundreds in the interior (bordering on Cheshire and

West Yorkshire; cf. the nomenclature contained on the Exchequer

Lay vSubsidy Roll, A.D. 1332), in which comparatively few are

found. To Amounderness (and Cheshire) as having been the site
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of the earliest recorded Scand. settlement in this division reference

has been made above, p. XXXIII. In this hundred, as well as north

of it, in Lonsdale, there was in M.E. times a Scand. local nomenclature

which was almost equal in extent to that of the most Scandinavian-

ized parts of Yorkshire. Nearly every type of place-name is repre-

sented here, from the tun (cf. p. 7 n.), heimr (p. 58 f.), and hyr

(p. 3 n.) of the mostly level coastal region, to the gil (cf. p. 19 n.),

sMgr (p. 15), vidr (p. 179 n. 2), M.E. /'e?^<O.W.Scand. fjall^moun'

tain'), ivrd (p. 197), diwd pveit (p. 96 f.), &c. of the hilly upland which

covers the greater part of these hundreds. Noticeable are here

the many designations of patches of reclaimed land, and especi-

ally pasture-land, which are to be found among the hills, valle3^s,

rivers and becks in the interior. The fact that the names of the

latter kind are so very numerous is easily conceivable when we
remember that, of the total area now under cultivation in this

county, nearly three fourths is in permanent pasture, and about

92000 acres under hill pasturage (see Encyclop. Brit.).^ Particularly

^ Conspicuous are here, as in all the counties of the north-

western division, a good many place-names terminating in -ergh, -argh,

which very often have an O.W.Scand. man's name for ist member,
e. g. Grimesm'ge DoB. (now Grimsargh; O.W.Scand. Grimr), Kelgrimes-

arge 1212-46 Cockers. Ch. (now Kellamergh ; from an unrecorded

O.W.Scand. ^Kelgrimr < "^Ketilgrhnr), Oddisharie 1213-19 ib. (O.W.Scand.

Oddr), S^iellesherghe 1240-67 ib. (perhaps from O.W.Scand. Sniallr,

cf. BjORKMAN, Personennamen p. 125), Anlauesmyh 1224 Lane. Fin.

Cone, (now Anglezark, from O.W.Scand. Anlaf, see Bjorkman, o.c,

p. 4), &c. This argh, ergh, must be identical with the word erg *a sum-

mer pasture, dairy farm',, which enters into the place-name Asgrims-erg

Orkneyinga Saga 113 (now Askary, in Caithness); the same source

affords the information: '^erg . . . pat kgllu ver setr . The word is of

Celtic origin and goes back to Gaelic ae^^g, airigh, airidh, early Irish

ah-ge < arge; for these forms see Henderson, Norse Influence on

Celtic Scotland p. 164, who also quotes not a few Scottish place-names

in which the same word occurs. In the case of the north. Engl, ergh-

names it seems probable that we have to regard ergh as a deposit of

the language of the ancient Celtic population in these parts. The same
word is found as a place-name element in Shetland and the Hebrides

(see Jakobsen, Shetl. Stednavne p. 225) and, sporadically, in Yorkshire,

where it may have been introduced by Scandinavians coming from

Celtic countries. It should be added that the above-mentioned north.

Engl, names are not to be explained from O.W.Scand. hgrgr or O.E.

hearg lieathen temple, place of worship', which view is held by Taylor
(Names and their Histories p. 390), and has been recently revived by
Wyld 6c Hirst.
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interesting, from all points of view, is the place-nomenclature of

the Furness district, with its many remarkable Scand. nature and

cultivation names. A considerable number of them, as well as

of those falling within both the hundreds under notice, are pre-

served in the chartularies of Cockersand and Furness abbeys.

The Scand. place-names in Cheshire are rather few and far

between; most of them are concentrated in Wirral, the small

peninsula which projects into the sea between the mouths of the

Dee and the Mersey. Nearly at the centre of it we find the two

most interesting names: Thingwall (see p. i6) and Raby (p.

i88).

The two remaining counties, Cumberland and Westmore-

land, present an exceedingly rich and varied Scand. place-nomen-

clature, esp. the former, where Scand. names occur in great

numbers in all the different wards into which it was formerly

divided. They attain their highest degree of frequency, perhaps

in the southern wards, Allerdale and Leath. ^

Peculiar to the great Cumberland plain, which surrounds the

cit}^ of Carlisle and the valley of the Eden, are a fairly large

number of names terminating in -hy, on which some comments

are given in Ch. V. Somewhat further south, in the Inglewood

^ I take the opportunity of offering some remarks on the etymology

of the name Allerdale. In all the M.E. records I have consulted I

have found only such spellings as Allerdale 1285 C. Inq., Alredal 13 15
ib., c. 1250 Br.Mus., which point to O.E. alor, air, M.E. aler^ aller

\n alder-tree', Alnus. But in a late iith cent, charter of Earl Gos-
patric of Northumberland (see below p. 14 n. i) occurs the spelling

Alnerdall. Now Allerdale is traversed by the river Ellen, near the

mouth of which lies the township of Ellenborough, spelt Alinhurh 1308
C. Inq. It seems most probable that the later form Alredal &c. is

due to popular association with M.E. aler. The earliest form Alner-

dall contains the genitive of the original name of the river Ellen, i. e. M.E.

"^Aln — represented by Alin- in Alinhurh. This ^Aln is etymologically

identical with the O.W.Scand. river-name "^Qln {^Alna), which is known
from several localities and seems to be the same word as O.W.Scand. gin,

alin ^the arm from the elbow to the end of the middle finger; an ell'.

This "^Qln enters into the O.Norw. place-name Alnaros, and the present

Alnedal; for further details see Fritzner, under alin, and Rygh, Elve-

navne, with references. There is a river in Nhb., called Alne, which

name may be of the same origin; it has given its name to several

places, as Alnwick [Alnewic 1262 C. Inq.), Alnmouth, Alnham. Cf. too,

the river Aln in Warw., in the case of which, however, I can quote no

early forms.

L'nidkrist; Mitldle-Englisli place-names etc. IV
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forest, there were in M.E. times a great man}^ Scand. cultivation

names, esp. compounds with -pveit. This place-name elem.ent

forms a leading feature in the local nomenclature of all the sou-

thern half of the county, where the great variation in the topo-

graphical conditions gave rise to the production of a place-no-

menclature almost as diversified, in some respects, as that of

Yorkshire. In these chiefly rugged regions, which are largely

covered by hills, moorlands, pasturelands, woodlands and high

mountains, varied by fertile valleys, lakes, and rivers, we meet

again with the same Scand. name-types as we have seen before

in North Lane, (which presents about the same natural aspect)

:

M.E. fell^ feme (< O.W.Scand. tjgrn, cf. p. 67 n.), gill, &c. see

above under Lane. — Much the same remarks are applicable to

the Scand. place-nomenclature of Westmoreland. Most of these

names belong to the southern and western parts of the county,

which border on north Lane, and Cumb.; dotted with Scand.

names are, above all, the Kendal area of undulating hilly low-

lands and the south-eastern part adjoining the North Riding of

Yorkshire. Of less importance, again, in the same respect, is the

great upland tract in the north-east (along the boundary of Dur-

ham), the wild moorlands of which are not likely to have attracted

many of the immigrants, and whose M.E. local nomenclature, as

far as can be judged from the records we have, was, in general,

very meagre.^

If we take a general view of the three north-western coun-

ties (Lane. Cumb. Wm.) with regard to their Scand. place-nomen-

clature, it cannot fail to strike us how many features they possess

in common with Yorkshire. It goes without saying that this

similarity of place-names was conditioned, to a very large extent,

by that of the natural scenery. But not only the many name-

elements that refer to natural characteristics correspond. There

are, besides, not a few names which preserve elements of other

kinds, for instance pers. names and words relating to religious

worship, social customs and institutions, which are to be found

only here and nowhere else in Scand. England. In several cases

these names are of a distinctively O.W.Scand. shape. These points

will be discussed more fully in Part II of the present work.

^ The place-names of these counties have been dealt with, at

some length, by R. Ferguson (The Northmen in Westmorel. & Cumb.),

but his etymological explanations, which are based entirely on the modern
forms of the names, are generally to be distrusted, in consequence, and

may be said to be of little or no use in scientific place-name research.
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Chapter V.

Some general remarks on the Scand. place-nomenclature in

England in Old and Middle English times

(see also Table of Contents).

The influence of the Scandinavians on the place-nomenclature

of England (within the territorial limits before indicated) exhibits

itself first of all in the production or introduction of names en-

tirely Scand. in form, as well as in the coining of names embody-

ing native and Scand. elements — in other words hybrid forma-

tions. But also the native names that existed in the country

when the new settlers arrived, or may have come into existence

during the succeeding period of amalgamation, were not seldom

subject to more or less radical changes and alterations. Occa-

sionally a place with a native name was re-named by the Scan-

dinavians, as, e. g., when the ancient Nortliivorthige of the Anglo-

Saxons was changed to Deorahy (now Derby), ^ the spelling of the

Ags. Chron., A.D. 917 onwards. Another similar case is represent-

ed by the O.K. place-name Streanceshalch, Strenceshalc, recorded

under those forms in Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica (see ed. Plum-

mer), but subsequently superseded by the Scand. Prestebi and Witehi

(now Whitby), if we may trust a passage in the opening 1 2th cent,

document of the Whitby Chartulary, which describes the newly-

founded abbey there as situated 'in loco qui olim Streoneshalc

vocahatur, deinde Prestehi appeUabatiir, nunc vero Witehi vocatur.

Of incomparably more frequent occurrence is the phenomenon that

a native name was, wholly or in part, Scandinavianized. The
best-known example of this kind is the name of the city of York,

the O.E. form of which was Eoforivlc; this became Jorvik in the

tongue of the new settlers, and the latter form soon took prece-

dence (cf. Zachrisson p. 63). Other striking instances which

deserve attention here, are Skyrack (see p. 78), perhaps Snaith

(p. 80), and, especially, many of the M.E. names apparently con-

taining O.W.vScand. steinn (see p. 83) and Jieimr (p. 62 f.).

When speaking above of the introduction of Scand. place-

names into England I had in my mind the possibility that com-

^
. . locum qui Northivorthige nuncupatur, jiixta aiitem Danaam

linguam Deoraby\ Chronicles of Ethelwerd, Mon. Hist. Britannica I

P- 513-
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plete names, perhaps sometimes of a type that was no longer

productive in Scandinavia, were transplanted to English soil in

their fixed traditional Scand. form by immigrants to whom they

were familiar of old. It is very likely that such an assumption

is sound in the case of many of the Scand. names in England

to which exact parallels may be adduced from Scandinavia; see,

e. g. Beckermonds p. 6, Borrowdale p. 7, Litherland p. 12, Aig-

burth p. 37, Raby p. 188, many names terminating in -pveit pp.

96-128, &c. Whether at the time of the Scand. settlement in Eng-

land O.W.Scand. Jieimr was productive as a place-name element

has been disputed (see p. 58). Judging by the M.E. heim-nsLmes

it did survive at that time though it was very rare. Under such

circumstances it would seem that the most remarkable M.E. heim-

names, such as the present Fosham, Hollym, Askham, each of

which had several doubles in ancient Norway, were imported

stereotyped name-material of the kind now under consideration.

That a Scand. importation of names, in this sense, may have taken

place appears all the more probable when we turn for parallels

to other countries, e. g. England and its colonies, and consider

how many English names were directly transplanted into North

America by the English immigrants in the 17th century and

onwards.

When dealing with the Scand. place-names in England we
are in a position to draw up, with some exactness, the chro-

nological limits for the production of a large proportion of them,

namely those recorded in Domesday. From the history of the

settlement, as it was briefly sketched above in Ch. I-II, it is patent

that the terminus a quo must be put at about 900; Domes-

day professes to have been finished in 1086 (cf. Ellis, Introd.

I, 4), which year, accordingly, marks the terminus ad quem, and

gives us a period of c. 180 years from which must date the

Scand. place-nomenclature of the record. In Domesday, as far

as the range of the survey goes, we find all, or most of, the

well-known names terminating in -by (cf. p. 3 n.), -thorp (cf. p. 4 n.)^

those in -tun that are to be regarded as Scand. (cf. p. 7 n. i), further

those in -heim (p. 58 f.), generally anglicized to -ham. All these

belong then to the earliest strata of the Scand. nomenclature in this

country. But very few thweit- and toft-na.mes appear in the same

record, and not one containing wra or shale; the places subse-

quently designated by them must at the time of the great survey

have been waste and uninhabited, perhaps depopulated, or of little
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or no importance. It is interesting is to notice that the &?/-names

are often to be found in the most fertile districts, especially when
these are easily accessible from the sea or some river. See, by

way of illustration, the many names of this kind that group them-

selves in the Leicestershire plain round the river Wreak (cf. p.

XLIII), in the pre-eminently Scand. parts of Lincolnshire (wapen-

take of Calceworth &c., see p. XLII), in the Flegg hundreds in

Norfolk (p. XL), and in the great Cumberland plain round the

course of the river Eden (p. XLIX). In such regions we meet

with the most genuine instances of these names, as a rule com-

pounds with a pers. name as ist member, such as in the Flegg

hundreds (quoted from DoB.): Alabei (seep. 1 68), Maltehy (O.Dan.

Maltiy pers. name), Ormeshy (O.W.Scand. Ormr, pers. name),

Scroiitehei (p. 164), Ileimeshei (p. 63), &c.

However, it should be expressly understood that the place-

name terminal -by, as well as several others of Scand. origin,

e. g. -thorp, -toft, -tJiiveit, cannot in every single case be looked

upon as bestowed direct by Scand. settlers, and, consequently,

as affording in themselves evidence of a Scand. settlement. For

these place-name elements had no doubt been soon incorporated

into the general stock of words which was current in the Scand.

districts, and w^ould therefore be employed by natives, or even

by immigrants of other nationalities, in the course of progressive

clearing and reclaiming of land, and settlement. Striking spe-

cimens belonging to such a younger stratum of names are found

among the hy-na.mes in Cumberland, on which we may dwell a

while. x\mong these we notice, first of all, some entirely Scand.

instances: Crossehy 1323 Ch.R. (now Crosb}^; from O.W.Scand.

kross ^a cross', cf. O.Norw. Kroshy E.J.), Shalehy (see p. 191),

Hiikenianneshi (see p. LVII), &c. There are, further, some that

have a native word for ist member: Neiihy 1290 Ch. R. (now

Newb}^ in Irthington ; from M.E. neive ^new'), Walbye 1354 Cal.

Inq. (now Walby, from M.E. tval "^a wall'; the place is situated

by the Roman Wall; cf. p. 88 n. 3.). But a very large percen-

tage of the by-nsLmes here are made up of such as contain as

ist member a Norman or Flemish pers. name. We have now to

call to mind that Cumberland did not become English until in

1092 (cf. above p. XXXVI), when William Rufus marched an

army on Cadisle and added the whole district to his own king-

dom. To the desolate country he sent English and Flemish colo-

nists; see on this Freeman V, 119. As may be seen from the

I
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Pipe Rolls (Vict. Hist.) for Cumberland during the 12th cent,

there were in fact, among the land-holders there, many bearers

of Flemish as well as Norman names. Fleming, properly one

who comes from Planders, occurs several times as a surname in

the said records, and hence we cannot be astonished when we
meet with the place-name Flemingehy 1200 Cal. Rot. Ch., now
Flimby. Lanihynby 1306 Pat. R., &c. (now Lamonby) is from

M.E. Lamhin, cl pet-form of the Flemish man's name Lamhert^

Lambrecht (cf. this name in Bardsley). The M. Du. pers. name
Huhrecht seems to enter into Hobrihtehi 1163-64 f. Pipe R.

(written Hiibhryttehy 1287 C. Inq., now Upperby); its O.E. equi-

valent was Hy^ebeorht, OHG. Hugubert. If we now glance at the

Cumberland &?/-names that embody Norman pers. names, we note

Agliinby c. 1225 Wetherhal Reg. &c. (now Aglionby), so called

from the Norman family of Aguilh/n (cf. BicJiard A. 1227 Ch. R.),

who held possessions there; see Wetherhal Reg. pp. 38, 83.

Bardsley thinks the present surname Allenby is 'doubtless a

modification of Aglionby', but this is an error, since Allenby

must be identical with Allonby in Cumb., which is spelt Alanby

1306, Aleynby 1307 Ch. R., from the Norman pers. name Alan,

Aleyn (cf. Aleinetoften p. 212). The present Ponsonby was P^^w-

cuneby 1240-47 Lane. Priv. deeds, Punsunby 1300 Cl. R.; a cer-

tain John, son of Puncun, Funziin, occurs 1178 f. Pipe R. (Cumb.),

and this latter name, which must be of Norman origin, is iden-

tical with the I St member of the place-name. From the Norman
pers. name Bochard (cf. Bouchard^ Bochart in Nouveau Larousse

Illustre) is the plcLce-mime BoscJiardebi 11 92 f. Pipe Bochardby

1272 f. C. Inq., now Botcherby.^ To the Normans who settled

in England, by as a place-name element cannot have been un-

familiar, seeing that it occurred sporadically in the old place-

nomenclature of Normandy (see Fabricius p. 290, Joret p. 43).

It is obvious, then, that we are not justified in calling to our

assistance all the English by-mimes when trying to form exact

conclusions as to the intensity of the vScand. settlement in the

various counties, at any rate not in the same degree as has been

done by Worsaae, Taylor, and Browne, in their statistical

calculations. The same may be said of the other categories of

^ All these names will be given in full, together with other similar

cases, in Part XL
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Scand. names mentioned above. We will, in this place, devote

our attention only to the numerous M.E. names terminating in

-tliorp. With regard to them I do not agree with Wyld & Hirst,

who maintain (p. 393) that this word when it occurs in place-

names in England is ^a thoroughly sound O.E. word'. Moorman's

statement that it is met with chiefly in those districts where there

are Scand. settlements — the truth of which has been called into

question by the above-named scholars — is certainly correct as far

as my knowledge goes. It is rare in the north-western counties of

Scand. England, but very common in the most Scandinavianized

districts of the Danelaw, especially in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and

Rutlandshire. Now it is true that a native word j^orp did exist

in the O.E. language; the word must indeed have been Common
Teutonic as is practically proved by its appearance in the va-

rious Teutonic languages (cf. Falk & Torp, Etym. Worterb.).

But whether it was ever used as a place-name element in Eng-

land previous to the Scand. period is, at least, most uncertain. I

have found no undoubted instances on record before that time. On
the other hand it was of frequent occurrence in place-names in

Scandinavia, as well as on the Continent. So when, in char-

ters of the loth and nth centuries, some scattered ^orj9-names

present themselves in Scand. England, it is more than probable

that we have before us the Scand. word. (It is of course

possible that owing to the influence of the Scand. p07^p its na-

tive equivalent began to be employed in the same function.)

For its Scand. origin speaks, moreover, the circumstance that,

in the case of the earliest ^or^-names on record, viz. those found

in O.E. charters and DoB., by far the majority of the compounds

show Scand. w^ords — often pers. names — as first members. Not a

few are uncompounded, which applies also to very many ^or^j-names

in Scandinavia. Some instances of a distinctively Scand. cast may
be quoted from DoB.: Barchertorp (see p. 4), Lundertorp (p.

12), Aiulftorp (p. 131); Coningestorp, Conngestorp Yo. (from

O.W.Scand. hommgr 'king'); Gameltorp Yo (O.W.Scand. Gamall,

pers. name); Lopintorp (p. 148); Biscoptorp Li. (now Bisca-

thorpe, from O.W.Scand. hishup 'bishop'); Alatorp (p. 169), &c.

With reference to the many names that appear in DoB. and

other early M.E. records simply as Torp, we notice that, when
they re-appear one or two centuries later, they have often some

qualifying word attached to them, as a rule the name of some

prominent land-holder, or lord of the manor, on the spot, as, e. g.
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Torp Yo. DoB., Thorp Wylehy 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., now Thorpe

Willoughby; about the middle of the 13. cent, (see Yo. doc. p. 383)

RoherhiS de Wilhehy is returned as holding one knight's fee in

Stiveton et Thorp (Steeton and Thorpe W.). Compare further Tor^^

Yo. DoB., Thorp) Salvayn No. vill., now Thorpe Salvin; in No. vill.

Anketinus Salvayn is certified as one of the lords of the place.

In other cases such originally uncompounded names turn up sub-

sequently with some distinguishing word or another place-name

prefixed to them, in the latter case the name of a larger territorial

unit to which the place in question pertained and by whose owners

it had perhaps once been brought under cultivation as an out-lying

farm. Here belong e. g. Torp Yo. DoB., Paddocthorp Kirkby (from

M.E. paddoJi 'a frog, toad'), now Pallethorpe; Thorp Norf. DoB., Gey-

thorp 1346, Geytonthorp 1401 F.A., now Gayton Thorpe, near Gay

-

ton; Thorp Norf. 1302 f., Schuldham Thorp 1428 F.A.^ now Should-

ham Thorpe, near Shouldham. — Only a very few of the early M.E.

thorp-name^ contain as ist members non-Scandinavian words, as

e. g. Baconstorp Norf. DoB. (from the M.E. nickname Bacon, for

which see Bardsley), Ditrandestorp Derb. DoB. (from the Norman
man's name Burand, recorded in DoB.), but their number is con-

siderably increased in the course of the M.E. period. Many of

the instances belonging to all these last-named groups were cer-

tainly of later date than the above-mentioned entirely Scand. thorp-

mimes, which appear to be almost equal in age to the old />?/-names.

It was intimated above that it is a conspicuous feature about

the many entirely Scand. by- and ^/^or^J-names in England that

the I St member is very frequently a personal name. This

applies also to the M.E. ttin-na.mes, as far as they have Scand.

words for ist members. The place-names of the former two

categories agree, in that respect, with the O.Norw. names of the

same description, while the Danish hy-na.mes hardly ever contain

a pers. name, the j5or^9-names as a rule do (see on this P.

Lauridsen, Den gamle Danske landsby, in Aarbog for Dansk

Kulturhistorie 1899). But it is worthy of attention, with regard

to the above-mentioned Scand. place-names in England, that in

strikingly many cases the ist member is a surname or nickname,

perhaps more often, proportionally, than in the mother countries

in the same period. It may suffice, here, to refer the reader to

BlaiJcestun p. 25, Broclaushi p. 139, Feizhi p. 43, Greynesby p. 55,

perhaps Kexby p. 65, Causeby p. 147, Maidestuna p. 73, Ugil-
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hardehi p. LXTI, Scroutehi p. 164. Some more instances may be

added: BrunesJcmnestorp' Le. 1233 CI. R., BrunshynistJiorp 1283

Br. Mus. (now Bromkinsthorpe; from O.W.Scand. "^'brunasMnn

'brown complexion', a formation of the same kind as the surname

hvUaledr 'white complexion', for which see F. Jonsson, Tilnavne);

Hundemanehi Yo. DoB. (now Hunmanby; from O.W.Scand. ^^hun-

damadr, perhaps = hundasveinn 'a dog-keeper'; cf. O.W.Scand.

hestamabr and hestasveinn 'a horse boy'); further HuJcemanneshi,

HuJcemannehi Cumb. 1 191-94 Pipe R., V.H. (now Upmanby in

Allhallows; from O.W.Scand. "^huhmadr, which is to be connect-

ed with the verb huka 'to sit on one's hams', and may have

had much the same meaning as the recorded nicknames hukr,

holvinn (see F. Jonsson, Tilnavne) 'bent forward and weak in the

knees, &c.'). Thus when the earliest Scand. place-names in Eng-

land are composed, in such numbers, with a pers. name as first

member, this seems to indicate that at the earliest stage of the

Scand. settlement in this country the primary social unit was the

single family household (single farm) — as in Norway and Ice-

land — and not the village community. That many of the places

in the East Riding of Yo. which bear names in -thorpe are to

this day farms, not villages, is stated by Holderness, Place-names

of the East Riding p. 21. I hope to offer some details bearing

upon this problem in another place on some future occasion.

The Scand. place-nomenclature in mediaeval England com-

prised not only the names of those spots where the new settlers

built their farms. It included, besides, the names of all sorts of

localities that existed within the regions populated by them; first

of all the fields they cultivated, and the meadows and pastures

where they grazed their cattle. A triangular piece of land in ge-

neral was termed a geiri (for the names containing this word see p.

46 f.). Designations of meadow land and shares in turbaries^ were

often composed with the word deill (see p. 30).^ A 13th cent, charter

^ In a 12th cent. (?) deed, included in Selby Ch. 11, a land-holder

in Stallingborough, Li. grants to Selby Abbey "dimidiam de prato salso . .

in Fiiythmarisco, et unam perticatam turbarice de daila sua in molle ex

occidentali parte, et unam perticatam turbarice in Biker , &c. Notice

here the portion 'm molle^, i. e. in the soft part of the turbary.

' To the names of this kind given on pp. 32-35 may be added
the following ones, which occur in charters of the 12th and 13th cent,

in Selby Ch. (they all belong to Li.): Kyrkedailes (in Stallingborough

;

from O.W.Scand. kirkia or north. M.E. kirke 'church'); louetdayle (in
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in Selbj Ch. makes mention of purpreshiram quce vocatur Intalc',

jn Eastoft, Li., another, dated 1352, of le Intalidihe, in Ludding-

ton, Li. We have here O.W.Scand. imitaha (O.Swed. mtaha, cf.

Dan. indtoegt in Kalkar; see Rhamm, p. 483 f.) 'a piece of land

taken in from the wood and enclosed'. It may be mentioned

parenthetically that the same word occurs, practically glossed, in

one of the Ministers^ Accounts of A.D. 1540-47 which are given

in Whitby Ch.; here we read of . . . clausi nuper de vasto ...

inclusi voc. le Intak, and in another place ib. we find le Newe

Intak (near Whitby). Sporadic instances of this word are still to

be seen on the Ordnance Maps of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire;

there is, to take one typical example, a place called New Intake

in Belton, Li. near Derrythorpe Common. The word survives in

N.E. dial, (chiefly northern) as intake ^a piece of land enclosed

from a moor, common, or road ; a fell-side pasture ; land reclaimed

from a tidal river or the sea' (see E.D.D.). Numerous other Scand.

field-names will be found among the material given in the ety-

mological part of the present work, especially among the names

terminating in -J)veit p. 96 f., and toft p. 208 f. Compare, more-

over, such noteworthy instances as Noutegange, &c. p. 149 ;

Oonnildesland Ess. 1227-43 Br. Mus. (in Eastwood; from the

O.W.Scand. female name Gunnhildr, for which see p. iion.); Shiig-

dale Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch. (in Barnaby; from O.W.Scand.

slvuggi ^a shade, shadow.' See, further, this name in Part II);

DansJcelandes Yo. 13. cent." EUerton ch., Mon. VI,2 (in Aughton
near Ellerton; from O.W.Scand. danshr, Dan. dansh, O.Swed. dan-

sher "^Danish').

North Carlton; from O.E. eofot "a debt, crime'? On the spelling lo- cf.

ZachriSson p. 65 n.); Baihildaijle (ib.; perhaps from a lost O.W.Scand.
female name "^Rddhildr, OHG. Badohilt, Rathild?); Kiikedailes (in Stall-

ingborough; perhaps from the same word as the O.W.Scand. nickname
kuk7', for which see Kahle, Altwestnord. Beinamen p. 244, or an in-

verted spelling of ]M.E, coke 'cock', or coke " cook'); Holandaile (in Eastoft;

from a place-name *Hola?td, perhaps Scand., cf. p. 225 n. i). Further we
note Heveddingdeil Li. 131 6 Ch R. (near Asperton; from M.E. het^ed "^head^

(cf. p. 129 n.) + ing ''meadow'?); Reddideyl ib. (cf. Reddeiles p. 34);

Scovedaile Li. 1268 Ch. R. (in Upton near Gainsborough; possibly from

the same word as Icel. skof (Vigf.) 'the singed crust or scraps at the

bottom of a pan or kettle', Norw. dial, skova, Swed. skovor, plur., allied

to O.W.Scand. skafa \o scrape'. Cf. Scrapthimit p. 122, and in Part

II under sk).
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Of M.E. nature names which contain Scand. elements there

is an almost endless host preserved in our charters and other re-

cords of a more local character. . Among them we meet with

names of woods and groves, hills and mountains, valleys, bays

and inlets, fens and marshes, fords, &c. Relatively few in num-
ber are the names of lakes and rivers. Examples of the former

kind are Thurstainestvater (p. g6), and several north. Engl, names

terminating in M.E. -terne, e. g. Blaterne (see p. 178). Most of

the river-names in England seem to be very ancient and of Celtic

origin, and they were not discarded either by the Anglo-Saxon

or the Scandinavian invaders. For some instances of Scand.

origin see Braitha p. 27, Boudha p. 161, Crayh p. 69, and

p. XLIX n. Many of the north. M.E. names of streams and

brooks which terminate in -beck without doubt embody O.W.Scand.

helvJcr and not the native hech (cf. this word in Bjorkman, Loan-

words p. 144), more particularly when the preceding member is

a Scand. word, as in Stainbec p. 89, Ormesbeh Li. 1238 Li. rec.

(O.W.Scand. Ormr, pers. name), Skaytcbec p. 135, Uhiebec Lane.

1. 12th cent. Cockers. Ch. (in Forton; from O.W.Scand. ulfr ^wolf),

Skirebec Li. 1202 Li. rec. (see in Part II under Scand. sk). There

is no reason for doubting the Scand. origin of such a name as

a whole.

Scandinavian w^ere further names of roads, paths, and brid-

ges: ThurcJiilesti Yo. 12. cent. Rievaulx Ch. (O.W.Scand. Porkell,

O.Dan. Thiirkil, pers. name, + O.W.Scand. stigr^ stigr or stigi

'path'; cf. Ainsty p. 42); the names ending in O.W.Scand. gata

(see next page), e. g. Haresteinegate p. 56. The bridge-names are

often compounded with pers. names: Ormesbricge [ubi artifices

faciebant pontem trans Dertventum] Yo. a. 11 80 Whitby Ch. (on

the river Derwent; from O.W.Scand. Ormr, pers. name); Siveines-

brig p. 92; Gunildebrigge Lane, uncertain date, Purness Ch.

(O.W.Scand. Gunnhildr &c., female name, see p. 110 n.). Cf. also

Stainbrigge p. 89.

Space does not permit of my entering into all the additional

groups of similar nature- and communication-names that might be

adduced here; specimens of such names are found almost every-

w^here in the material of the etymological part below. I will

conclude this chapter by devoting some attention to two sets of

names which occur, the one in the most Scand. town in Eng-

land, the other in the most Scand. district of this country.
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York, as having been for a long period practically a Scan-

dinavian town, has been mentioned above on p. XLV f. Of

outstanding interest are several old street-names in the city which

are of Scand. origin, and must be among the earliest Scand. names

of this kind on record, whether in the Scand. mother countries or

in their colonies. With two exceptions they all have O.W.Scand.,

O.Swed. gata, O.Dan, gatce 'road, street', as last member. Most

of them are still in use, and will be easily located on any plan

within the oldest part of the city; for the purpose of identifying

them I have consulted the plan given in Baedeker's Great Bri-

tain. The following instances may be worthy of note^:

Bleihestrete, see p. 25.

Fisheregate c. ii^o Whitby Ch., Fishergate c. 1146 Papal

confirm, ib., Fischergate a. 11 80 ib., &c. now Fishergate; the

earliest spelling contains O.Swed. fishare, O.Dan. /i5Zj<«r 'a fisher-

man'. An O.W.Scand. "^fishari does not seem to be recorded.

Gotheriimgat c. 1240 York Hist, Gotherumgate 1275 Pet.,

Goodromgate 1397 Pat. R., now Goodramgate; from a man's

name "^Gotheriim, modified from O.W.Scand. Godormr, Gudormr,

on which see Bjorkman, Personennamen p. 49.

Hertergate 1413-22 Leon.; possibly (?) from Hiartar, gen. of

the O.W.Scand. man's name Higrtr, for which see Lind.

Haymangergate 12-]^ Pet.; from O.W.Scand. *het/-mangari^

or M.E. *Jiei-mangere 'a hay-salesman'.

Ketmangeregate 1194 Y^ork Hist. (Papal confirm.), Ketman-

gergate 1413-22 Leon.; from O.W.Scand kjgt-mangari, O.Swed.

Iciotmangare, O.Dan. h0d7nangere 'a fleshmonger', = O.E. fl(£sc-

mangere.

Kergate 141^22 Leon.; from M.E. Jeer < O.W.Scand. hjarr

*copsewood, a marsh', N.E. dial. car.

Conyngstrete 1413-22 Leon., now Coney Street; from

O.W.Scand. konungr ""king'.

Goppergate 1413-22 Leon., now Coppergate; from O.W.Scand.

hoppari, O.Swed. Jcoppare^a, turner, joiner', recorded also in O.Norw-

^ The early spellings above marked with Pet. are taken from a

document relating to the Cathedral of St. Peter, York, dated 1275 (see

Mon. VI,3). Those marked with Leon, are from The Registrum Carta-

rum et Munimentorum Hospitalis St. Leonardi Ebor., in the Cottonian

vol. Nero D. Ill; MS. apparently written about the time of Henry V.

(1413-22). See Mon. VI,2.
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and O.Swed. place-names, on which see Fritzner, and Soder-

WALL.

Mihelgat 1230 York Hist, Mylcylgate 1399 Pat. R., Mihel-

gate 1413-22 Leon., now Micklegate; from O.W.Scand. mihill,

O.Swed. mylcil, O.Dan, mykcel, or M.E. mikel ^great_, large'.

Flousivayngate 1413-22 Leon.; from O.W.Scand. "^plogsveinn,

presumably = jjlogharVB. ploughman'; here perhaps used as surname.

Sceldergate, Skeldergata 12. cent. Whitby Ch., Skyldergate

1399 Pat. R., Skeldergate 1413-22 Leon., now Skeldergate; from

O.W.Scand. skjaldari ^a shield-maker'.

Steingate, see p. 89.

Not a few additional names in -gate existed, according to the

same records, and do still exist in the city, but as they all seem

to contain a native M.E. word for ist member they are of minor

interest in this connection, and I content myself with referring the

curious reader to the records in question. It may be observed

that street-names ending in -gate are to be found in several other

towns in Scand. England, from Peterborough up to Carlisle; but

the remaining M.E. instances I have met with have proved to

be less worthy of note here than those quoted above. For some

similar modern names which occur in towns in Lancashire, see

Partington, p. 54.

We need not go very far from York to find, in the same

county, a region which, as far as the evidence of its place-names

goes, might be appropriately described as the most Scandinavia-

nized part of England (cf. p. XLVI). I am referring to the Whitby
district — in this case the country lying within a semi-circle of a 6

or 7 mile radius, counting from Whitby as centre. Most of the

ground under cultivation is very fertile, which circumstance in

itself may have sufficed to attract the new settlers; to this must

be added the favourable situation on the sea-coast, which offers

good natural harbours or anchorages in sundry places. Within

the limits just indicated, almost every place-name seems in early

M.E. times to have been Scand. in form, and, as a rule, West
Scandinavian. Many of the names occurring here are explained

in the etymological part below, Ch. i— 7, and the rest will be

in Part 11. But in order that the reader may form an idea of

the aspect presented, with regard to local names, by a thoroughly

Scand. district in England in the early Middle Ages, I have held

it expedient here to draw up a survey of those names, with some
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very brief etymological notes in cases of such instances as are not

included in Ch. i— 7. An exhaustive list of all the names recorded

here in the course of the M.E. period would cover many pages,

and the compilation of it would at present involve some practi-

cal difficulties which would be out of all proportion to the re-

sults. I will, therefore, confine myself to giving the certainly

very considerable number of most interesting instances which

are preserved in one of our earliest and most instructive docu-

ments, the so-called Memorial of Foundation in the Whitby

Chartulary. According to the Editor of the chartulary this docu-

ment is 'certainly of earlier date than 11 80'. It contains the

following Scand. place-names belonging to the district:

Witehi; O.W.Scand. hvitr 'white^ hyr 'farm'.

Prestebi; » prestr "a priest', bp- 'farm'.

Overhi; » ofarr 'above, higher up', hijr 'farm'.

Nedhrehi; » ^etor 'lower, farther down', 6?/r 'farm'.

Steinsecher ; see p. 81.

Thingwala; see p. 16.

Leirpel; see p. 71.

[Helredale; (?) O.W.Scand. hellir 'a cave' (in rocks), dalr

'valley'.
J

Gnip; cf. O.W.Scand. gnipa 'a steep rock or peak with a beet-

ling upper part'.

Hauchesgard; see p. 143.

Normanehi; perhaps from O.W.Scand. Nordmadr 'a North-

man, Norwegian' (cf. Bjorkman, Personennamen p. 98 f.).

Bertwait; see p. 103.

Setwait; see p. 121.

Snetune; from O.W.Scand. sneer, snjdr 'snow'?

Hugelhardehi, Ugilhardehi (written Uglehardehi, Uggelhardehi

in other 12. cent, charters ib., DoB. has Ugleherdesbi, now Uggle-

barnby); from an O.W.Scand. nickname ""Ugluhardi or -hardr

'owl-bearded'. Cf. the compounds given by F. Jonsson, Tilnavne

p. 207 f.

Sourehi; see p. 163.

Bisewarp; O.W.Scand. hris 'shrubs, brushwood', and varp,

recorded in several applications (see Fritzner, and Rygh, Indl.),

here like Norw. dial, varp^ in the general sense of 'something

thrown together, amassed.' The name would thus properly signify

a piled-up heap of brushwood.
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Stacheshi; from O.W.Scand. staMr ^sl stack' (of hay or peat),

&c.; or from the same word used as a surname (cf. Kahle, Alt-

westn. Beinamen p. i8o).

Baldehi; O.W.Scand. Baldi, pers. name, hyr, ^farm'.

Breccha ; » hrekka 'a sloped

Flore; » florr ^a cow-stair (see Fritzner).

Eschedale; from Eslce, the name of the river Esk, possibly iden-

tical in origin with the O.Norw. river-name ""Eskja (see Rygh,

Elvenavne); dalr Valley'.

Mulegrif; O.W.Scand. miili 'a jutting rock' (between two

dales, &c.); see further p. 85 n. 3.

Agge-milne; from O.W.vScand. ""Aggi (O.Dan. Aggi, O.Swed.

Agge), a short form of Agmundr, Agvaldr, or perhaps from the

same word as Swed. dial, agg 'a contrary current, backwater in

a river, esp. by the bank' (cf. Norw. dial, ag "^surging of waves');

mylna 'a mill.'

Fielingam, Fielinga (in other 12. cent, deeds ih. Figelingam,

Figelinge); perhaps plur. forms of an O. Scand. patronymic "^Fyg-

lingr, derived from O.W.Scand., O.Dan. Fugl, O.Swed. Fughle;

cf. the O.Swed. place-name F0glilinge^ Hellquist p. 32.

Hachanesse; O.W.Scand. Hahi, pers. name, nes ^a ness pro-

jecting into the sea'.

Bales; perhaps from O.W. Scand. dalr Valley.'

Silfhoii; from the O.Dan, man's name Sylve or the feminine

Sylfa, Silfa (see Wimmer), and O.W.Scand. haugr 'mound, cairn'.

Gaitelei; identical with Gaytelaye, for which see p. 53.

Stoupe; see p. 165.

Kesehec; from O.W.Scand. hesja 'a spear' = spjot^ and bekkr

^a stream'. The name may indicate the course of the beck as

being straight; cf. the Norw. stream-names Elena and Spjota in

Rygh, Elvenavne.

Bilroche (for "^'Bilrothe; a Papal confirm, dating from c. 1146

ib. has Bilrod); perhaps from O.W.Scand. Bili, pers. name, and

rjodr or rud ^a clearing in a wood'?

Asulvehi; see p. 175.
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Ch. I. Names containing distinctively O.Scand.

inflexional forms.

I)nrin|L>- the period (c. 900— c. 1100) to which belonged the

principal part of the making <of the Scand, l<)(\'il nonKMK^latnre in

England, the O.Scand. infUwional systcMii presented not a few

marked differences from the O, P^nglish Some of these diffe-

rences, which depended on divergcmt lines of phonetic develop-

ment as well as on the gr(\at(n- infkunice of analogy in th(^ latter

language, are reflected in the Scand. place-names that cam(^ into

exist(Mice in England during the course of the period just m(Mi-

tioned. All the instances to be taken into consid(M-ation belong

to the inflexions of nouns. We find here the g'en. vSing. ending

-ar (as a rule reduced to -er) of various masc. and fem. stems, the

acc. (nom.) plur. endings -err {-cr) and -er of fem. vro- and i- stems

resp., etc. (Cf. the exposition of the O.W.Scand. de(^lensions in

NoRKEN, Altisl. Gr.'^). None of these case-endings occurrcnl in

O.E. The names in question, which thus afford a ver}^ reliiible

crit(Tion of their origin, arc as follows:

Aghemundernes Lane. 930 York ITist.*; AgcwuiiHrmcsse

DoB.; Agninnderncs i2thc. Chron. of the Archb. of York" (in York

Flist.); Aumiindernes 1190 Cockersand Ch., 1216 — 22 I.anc. Inq,,

* Charter of King /Ethclstan, also printed in C.S. 703 (A. D.

934) and CD. 352 (starred by Kemiu.k), both of which gi\-c the

spelling Agem undernes .

^ MS. B. (14th c.) has Aimimdernes, MS. G. (15th c.) Aiimimdernes.

LhulkviM : Middle-English place-names etc.
j
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1252 C. Inq.; Aumunclernesse iigg— 1243 Cockers. Ch., 1207 R.
Oblat, 1 281 Wickwane's Reg.; Ah)mndernies 1206, Agmondernesse

121^1, Augmondcrness 1226 Lane. Inq.; Augmodernesse 1243 Pat.

R.; Aiimondernes 1244 C. Inq.; Anmndernesse 1252 Ch. R., t. Edw.
I. Plac. Warr., Tax. eccl.; Amoimderness 1257 C. Inq.; Amtmderness

1267-76 N. Reg.; Aundrenesse 1291 Pat. R.; Amimdernese 1296

Cal. Inq.; Aumtmderneys 1297 Lane. Inq.; Ai}iondernesse 1327 C.

Inq., 1438 f. Pat. R.; Amundrenes I. N., 14th e. Metr. Chron. of

the Church of York (York Hist.); Aundernes 1443 Pat. R.; now
Amounderness (wap).

The ist member is a normal form Agmundar, gen. of the

0.W.Scand. pers. name Agmundr or Qgmundr (La.), O.Swed.

Aghmunder etc. (see Lundgren) In the form Ag(e)mund this

name appears several times in late O.E, records, esp. those of

the nth cent., moreover, we find Agamund, Thorpe, Dipl. p.

325 (1032); see fm'ther Searle, On., and Napier & Stevenson in

Anect. Oxon. Med. and Mod. Ser. VII pp. 63, 149. In O.E.

texts, previous to the Scandinavian invasion, no corresponding

native name is recorded, apart from the noteworthy Agesmundi

(gen.) C.S. 96 (697), the former part of which still retains the

original -s of the suffix (cf. Goth, agis 'fear'). — Cf. in ancient

Norway Ogmundagarde D.N. 9 (1375) and other, later instances,

cited by Rygh (Personnavne, p. 284).

Acrer Lane. DoB. ; AUeJmr 1251 Lane. Fin. Cone; t. Edw,

1. Plac. Warn; now Altcar^.

The form in DoB. represents O.W.Scand aJcrar, nom. plur.

of akr (O.E.Scand. aher), corresponding to O.E. cecer, ceceras.

Plural forms of ahr were not seldom used as place-names in

Norway, e. g. '^ Ahrtun D.N. 4 (1363), etc., cf. Rygh, N.G. II,

245; in Iceland we meet with ^at Oclwuin, Attkriun La. and the

present Alcrar, mentioned by Kalund. The same etymology is

suggested b}^ J. Sephton (in Notes on the South. Lane, place-

names in Domesday Book, Otia Merseiana IV, p. 73), w^ho points

out that the name agrees well with 'the low-lying fields of Great

Altcar, near the Scand. Fornebei'.

' 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. nes 'headland, neck of land' = O.E.

ncess, O.Swed. 7ids.

^ Local pronunciation 'Akker', according to Septhon,
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The 2nd instance given above cannot represent the original

form of the name. It seems that in the course of time either

the place was re-named, or the earhest name was, b}^ popular

etvmology, altered so as to reflect other conspicuous features of

the localitv. It obviously took its new name from the river

Alt, being enclosed on three sides b}^ that river and its affluents;

the 2nd member may be O.W.Scancl. Marr 'marshy ground'

(M.E. l^er, see Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 142).^ Camden has the

form AUer.

Asmundrebi, Haslmndehi Yo. DoB.; Asmunderhy 1189, 1198

Fountains Mem., c. 1210 f. Ripon Mem., t. Edw. L Plac. Warr.,

Kirkby, 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 13 14 C. Inq., No. vill., 1338 Pat. R.,

1344 CI. R., 1378 Poll-tax, 1393 Ripon Mem., 1452 f. Ripon Ch.

Acts; AsmiCdby, Assmiidehy T.N.; Asmonderhy 1303 Pat. R.,

1352 f. Cal. Inq.; Asmondrchy 131 1 Ch. R.; now Aismunderb}^ ^

The ist mem. is normally O.W.Scancl Asnmndar, gen. of

the common pers. name Asmundr (La., etc.). O.Swed. Asmnn-

der; O Dan. Asimmd^ etc., recorded as early as on a Runic

stone of the 8th c, see Noreen, Altisl. Gr.,^ p. 344. In England

this name is seldom met with in its Scand. form; the only in-

stance I have come across is As)irund in the list of ^Ifric's fester-

men (earl}^ nth cent.). The name was apparently often angli-

cized owing to the influence of the native Osmund, which seems

to have been in frequent use throughout the O.E. period (cf.

further the other O.Scand. pers. names compounded with As-

which are dealt with below, Ch. 5). O.W.Scancl Asnuindr is

found in comparatively late O.Norw. place-names, e. g. AsDiun-

darudh D.N. i (1449); see Rygh, Personnavne, p. 18 f.

Asmundrelac Yo. DoB.; Osmunderlay 1174 York Hist;

H[os]muderh'y 1257 Pat. R.; Osnmndehy Kirkby; Osemunderlfey]

1280 CI. R.; OsirnvnderJey Tax. eccl, 1301 Yo. Subs., 131 1 f.,

1408 Pat. R., 13 16 No. vill; Osmunderlaie 13 19 CI R. ; Os-

^ Cf. map and Harrison, Place-names of the Liverpool District,

p. 34. According to H. 'car is a common word in this part of Lane,

for moss-land.'
^ The township of A.-with-Bondgate, south of Ripon. Cf. Skaife

in Yo. doc, p. 435 n. — 2nd mem. is O.W.Scancl. Ixf'r, hyr m, (O.

Swed. hyr, O.Dan, hy) 'farm-buildings, a farm, abode, the farm-yard

and buildings'. Cf. Fritzner. See also Introd. Ch. V.
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mnnderleye 1340 Pat. R.; Osmondirlay 1 398 Pat. R, ; now Osmo-
therty.

ist mem. as in prec. name.'

Asemunderlawe Lane. 1245 Lane. Assize R. ; Asmunderlowe

i2gg, Asmumlrelau 1330 ^^ciuc. Inq^.; Asmunderlaw 14 eent. Fur-

ness Ch.; Asmondirlmve 131 1 Lane. Fin. Cone.; Asmondrela ive

1344, Asmonderley 1357 Cal. Inq.; now Osmotherly.

ist mem. as in pree. name. ^

Barchertorp, Barchetorp Yo. DoB.; Barlesthorj) 1208 Ped.

fin. Eb.
;
BarketJwrp Kirkb}^ 1297 Yo. Subs., 1302 Feed. mil. Eb.,

No. vill., 1343 f. Ca]. Inq., 1346 Cat.A.D.
;
Barldhorpe 1302 Cal.

Inq.; Barhertorp t. Edw. III. Cat.A.D.; BarMhorp 1422 Cal. Inq.;

now Barthorpe or B. Bottoms.

ist mem. appears originally to have been harJcar, gen. sing,

of O.W.Seand. bgrkr m. (O.Dan, hark, O.Swed. harher) 'cortex',

or the same case of the common O.W.Seand. pers. name BgrJcr,

which is recorded as earty as La. and is ver}^ difficult to distin-

guish from the appellative in compound place-names. ^ Cf. the

O.W.Seand. place-name V/' BarliarsiQdmn
,
given by Lind, and

the next name.

[Barkedale Yo. 11 15 Bardney ch., Mon. I; BorchcrdaJe 12 15

Cal, Rot. Ch. ; BarlcdaJe c. 1270 Giffard's Reg., 1297 Yo. Subs.,

1302 Feod. mil. Eb., No. vill.; Bcrliildale Kirkby; Barheldale 1302

Yo. inq., 1309 CI. R.; now Bartindale (Farm).

Though nothing can be said with any degree of certaint}^

I am inclined to consider this name to be an equivalent of the O.

Norw. place-name BarJcardale D.N. 5 (13 17), the ist mem. of

which is the same as in prec. name.* See above. The substitu-

^ 2nd mem. M.E. leye (O.E. leak) "^meadow, pasture'. The spelling

lac is well instanced in DoB. and seems to depend on Norman somid-

substitution ; see further Zachrisson, p. 15 1 f.

^ 2nd mem., in its earliest form, seems to be M.E. Imi (O.E.

hldiv) 'a hill, esp. one more or less romid or conicar; the word belongs

to the northern counties (see N.E.D.). In the 14th cent, it was replaced,

in this name, by M.E. leye. Cf. prec. name.
^ 2nd mem. O.Scand. porp ^a farm; hamlet, village'. See further

Introd., Ch. V, and Fritzner.
* 2nd mem. O.W.Seand. dalr (O.E.Scand. dal)\^?i\\&y = O.^. dcel.
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tion of I for r in Barlcel- etc. seems to depend on a kind of

dissimilation from the r of the stem syllable, facilitated by the

existence of the I in the 2nd member, and is probably due to

Anglo-Norman influence. As analogous cases ma}^ be considered

M.E. marhle < marher, lorel < lorer, laurer etc.\ as also the early

M.E. spelhngs of the place-names Herdelhi < "^Herderhi, Lundel-

torp < Lundertorp, which are dealt with further on in this chapter.

Some other, South Engl, instances found in DoB., are adduced

by Zachrisson, p. 142 f., where the problems involved are dis-

cussed at length.^]

Bechelinge Li. DoB.; Bccheringa Surv. 11 18; Bechering t.

Hen. II, Br. Mus.; Bclwr'Duj 1165 f. Br. Mus., 11 70— 71 Pipe R.,

1234 Li. rec, 1271 C. Inq., 1296 A.Plac, 13 16 f. F.A., 1387

C^d. Inq.; Belvfringc 1290 CI. R., 1396, 1415 Cal. Inq.
;
BeJcering,

Beherig Rot.H.; BeJicryng 1343 CI. R., 141 5 f. Cal. Inq., 1442

Pat. R.; Bekeringes, Bcherings 1425 Cal. Inq.; Byherijnge 1489

C. Inq.; now Beckering (par. of Holton).

This name represents an O.W.Scand. compound ^^behkiar-eng

or -engia (gen. plur.), the ist mem. being gen. sing of bekJcr

^ See further Behrens, Beitr. zur Geschichte der franzos. Spr. in

England I, p. 195. — Such a dissimilation was not miknown in O.W.
Scand. See e. g. the O.Norw. place-name '^a Borgalstadoni D.N. 5

(14 13), etc. < *Borgarsfa(Hr. Rygh, N.G. Ill p. 178.

The same gen. form barkar, or possibly M.E. barkare ^a tan-

ner', which can perhaps also be taken into consideration in the case

of the above compounds, constitutes the ist mem. of Barkerhals Cumb.
1298 Cal. Inq., 1300 Pat. R. ; the 2nd mem. is probably M.E. hals

'collum', a narrow neck of land, etc. See N.E.D. hals, hause. From
a formal point of view O.W.Scand. hallr 'slope, hill', and M.E. hale

(O.E. hdlh) 'corner, nook', should also be considered. Here belongs

further Barkerclos Cumb. 1363 Rot. Orig., the 2nd mem. of which is

explained by the context: \ . . de uno clauso vocato B.^ — M.E. bark

is not recorded until c. 1300 in Cursor M. The next instances given

by N.E.D. occur in texts, the vocabularies of which contain numerous

traces of Scand. influence. Apart from the place-names discussed above

there are not a few M.E. place-names that show as the ist element

Bark-, Barke(s)-, the -a- being, as far as I have been able to ascertain,

original. (These names will be dealt with further on, in due order.)

All of them belong to Scandinavian England, more exactly to the

following counties : Nhb, Yo., Li., Derb., Chs., Le., Suff., Ess. These facts

taken into consideration, the Scand. origin of M.E. bark can hardly

be doubted. Bjorkman, Loan-words p. 230, gives the word as possibly

borrowed from Scand.
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stream' (O.Swed. IxBldccr, X.E. beck). As shown by the i-inch

map of the Ordnance Surve}^, the parish of Beckering is situated

between two streams, which join at Rand, somewhat more than

a mile to the southwest.^ — In the speUing of DoB. the original

r has been replaced by /, which in this case is without doubt a

purely Anglo-Xorman feature. The interchange of r and 1 in

this position is a phenomenon by no means rare in place-names

occurring in e.M.E. records. For some other instances taken

from DoB., see Zachrissox, p. 140 f.

Bekirmet Cumb. 1189 H. Pipe R. ; Bihtruid 1104 Pipe R.

(V. H.); Bechennet, Bechirmet 1262 Cakler Reg., ]\Ion. V; Bcc-

hermet i26j — -j6 X.Reg., 132 1 Ca.L Inq., 1322 CI. R. ; BecJicr-

metJi 1 29 1 Tax. eccl. : Becldnnd 1294 CI. R. ; Belermct Furness

Ch., 1334 Cal. Inq., 1338 CI. R.; Bchermetf 1363, BccJvermothe

1386 Cal. Inq.; Beliarmcnf 1534 A'alor eccles. of Calder Abbey,

Alon. V; now Beckermet.

i.st mem. as in prec. name.

^

Beckermote Yo. 12th. c. Fountains Reg., Alon. V; Btke-

resmotes 1241 Tanc. Fin. Cone; BcMrmontis 1408 Pat. R. ; now
Beckermonds.

To be explained as is the preceding name. ^ Camden has

Beggermans.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. e?ig f. or e?tge n. (Noreex, x\ltisl. Gr.^

§§ 362, 372) 'meadow.'
^ 2nd mem. appears originally to have been O.W.Scand. mot

n. = O.E. mot ""a meeting: junctivni' (JNIiddexdorf). The place is in

fact situated not far from the jmiction of two streams. Thus this place-

name is a parallel to the O^Norw. Bekkiarmote E. J.
However, the

constantly recurring spelling -met with the e-vowel is conspicuous and

calls for some explanation. It is most likely that the e was introduced,

by way of popular etymology, from the related native words, viz. ^I.E.

meteti, O.E. f^ejuieta/i 'to meet', and tlie xerbal derivative M.E. methig,

O.E. [gejmeting, 'finding, meeting; a meeting oi roads." It may be added

that X.E. meeting is recorded since the i6th cent, in the sense of

'joining, junction, confluence of rivers^ See X.E.D. Camden gives

the form Bekeruiet. Of some interest is the comment of a 17th cent,

writer, Sir Daniel Fleming (in his Surve}' of Cumberland), on this place-

name: 'Beckermet — writ anciently Beckermond, it being placed near

the mouth of the ri\-er Kirkbie . Cf. note to the next name.
^ 2nd mem., in its earliest form, as in prec. name. In late J\1.E.

time the Xorman mont, mond 'mountain' seems to ha\-e been intro-
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Bernertone Staff. DoB. Not identified (of. Eyton, Domes-

day Studies, pp. 35, 72). The ist mem. cannot be traced to any

native word. On the other hand it might be derived from an

O.W.Scand. normal form biarnar, gen. sing, of hiorn 'a bear',

frequently used as a personal name (see J.ind) ' O.Dan, hiorn,

hion; O.Swed. hiorn, hiorn. Cf. in ancient Iceland the place-

names Biarnardid, Biarnaruest La.; in Denmark Biorncethorp,

Biorncctliorp LCD.

Borgherdal Wm. 1247 Ch. R.; now Borrowdale.

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. horgar, gen. sing, of hory f. ^for-

tified place' ((xoth. hanrys, O.E. hurh). According to Oollinc;-

wooD (The Vikings in Lakeland, Saga-Book I, 182—96) the

tw'o valleys were named so after the old Roman forts situated

in th(M-n.- Cf. in Iceland the place-name BorgardaV La. and several

other similar compounds; in Norwa}^ 'J Borgardale E.J.

Borcherdale Cumb. 1209 — 10 Lane. Priv. deeds; Borchere-

dalc i2{)2, Boradale 1336, Borodalc 1421 ¥\vcness Ch..; Boroivdale

1536— 38 Lane, rec; now Borrow^Uile.

Etymolog}' as in the preceding name. Camden gives Borro-

dalc.

Boutherdalbeck, Bcnthcrdalhecl' Cumb. 1322 CI. R.; Bouth-

dale; Ovcrhouthcrdale hek 1338 CI. R. (p. 477); now^ Bowtherdale

(Beck).

The ist component^ is the place-name *Bout7ierdal, which

contains as the ist mem. O.W.Scand. hudar, gen. sing, of had

f. 'a temporary hut, shed or building'. O.Swed. hop, O.Dan.

hod.' The name is distinctly West Scand. in form. In Iceland

we find exactly the same name: Budardal, *Biidardalsd La.; cf.

in Norwa}^ Biidcerdale E.J.

duced on the analogy of M.E. place-iiames of Norman origin which

contained this word, such as e. g. JRichmond Yo. No. vill. ; Beaumond
Beawnont Ess. 1303 F.A., etc. Cf. Zachrisson p. 62.

^ 2nd mem. O. Scand. tun ^a hedged or fenced plot, enclosure

within which a house is built, the farm-house with its buildings, a home-
stead', etc. = O.E. tu)L Further details about this word when occur-

ring in JM.E. place-names of more or less certain Scand. origin, will

be given in Part II. Cf. also Introd. Ch. V.

2nd mem. as in Burl-edide, see above.
^ 2nd component is jM.E. heck stream", O.W.Scand. hekkr. Cf.

BjORKMAx, Loan-words, p. 144.
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Burtunstather, Bnrtonstathcr, Burfonsfarer IJ. Rot.H.;

Biirfon-Stafher izgg Cal. Inq.
;
Burtonstathc, Burton Stafhrc Xo.

vilL; Burton Stathcr 13 14 Ch. R., 1329 f., 1342 Pat. R.; Burton-

stathre 13 18 Pat. R.; Burtonstathe 1326, Burtonestather 1336

Pat. R.; Burton cii Statlier 1340 I.X.; Burton Stathcre 1342

Pat. R.; Burtonstater 1350 Cal. Inq.; Burtonstather 1423 f. Pat.

R., 143 1 F.A.; now Burton Stather.

The 2nd component is acc. (nom.) plur., normal!}^ stQduar.

of O.W.Scand. stgd f. 'a landinor-place, berth, harbour'. Accor-

ding to ViGF. the word was used especially in plural. This et3:-

mology is suggested by the site of the place on the river Trent,

not far from the Humber. Nearly half a mile from Burton Sta-

ther, higher up on the 'Cliff hills (JJncoln Heights), lies Burton [upon

Stather], to which two or three of the above M.E. instances can

possibly refer. This name, which seems to be of native origin (written

Burtona t. Rich. I. Br.Mus., Burton 1401 f. F.A., etc.), enters

as the ist component into Burton Stather. Hence we may be

justified in concluding that in bygone days the latter place be-

longed to Burton and served as the landing-place of its residents.

About I '/2 miles south of Burton [upon Stather], on the same

range of hills, we find the present township of Flixborough and,

about half a mile below it on the Trent, its old landing-place Flix-

borough Stather. Cf. this name below. Several equivalents of

these two names exist on O.Norw. territory. One instance may
be adduced by way of illustration. In the so-called Trondhjem

district stands, not far from a river, the farm of Hove (spelt

Hofue B.J.); below, on the river-bank, there is another farm

called Hofstad (spelt Hofstadhom B.J.), evidently the ancient

landing-place of the former. See Rygh, N.G. XV, 36; for

additional instances cf. ibd. I, 215; III, 1 64, etc.
^

^ In O.W.Scand. stgd, stoduar the original a of the stem has

undergone ^^J-mutation : this phenomenon is, however, never reflected in

the Scand. loan-words adopted into M.E., see Bjorkman, Loan-words

p. 289 f. The absence of any symbol for the -iv-, even in the ear-

liest M.E. spelHngs af B. Stather, cannot be due to O.W.Scand.

sound-development, nor can it be proved to result from any analogical

influence, as far as that language is concerned. It seems, however, that

of the O.Scand. wa- (and tvo-) stems that occur in M.E., no forms

are recorded which have preserved the -iv-. In the present case, the

consonant-combination -dtv- was possibly felt to be unfamiliar to the na-

tive ear, which may have contributed towards the loss of the latter sound.
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Dailderhou Yo. e. 13111 c. Whitlw Ch.

1st meni. is ( ).W.Scand. deildar^ gen. sing, of deild, f.: ijdcahng,

distribution, division 2) a share, allotment, portion.^ See Fritzx1':r.

Cf. in ancient Iceland the names (til) Deilldar (jils, Deilldar hialla,

etc. La. — The same form of this word, with its diphthong anglicized

to a, enters into: .

Dalderby Li. c. 1220 Rot. Hug., t. ILdw. 1. Plac Warn, Tax.

eccl., I2Q2, 13 15 f. CI. R., 1316, 1428 F.A., 1327 f. Pat. R.,

1334 C. Inq., LN , 1380 Cal. Liq.; Daldijrhy 143 1 F.A.; now
Dalderby. 2

Dalderton Yo. iig; A. Plac. Not identifiable.

1st mem. perhaps as in prec. name.^

Echeringe, Ecrinfje Nott. DoB., etc.; see in Ch. 2.

Aimundrebi, Edniundrehia Yo. DoB.; Ai/niundcrhij 1255 Yo.

inq., 1309 f. Pat. R., No. vill., 1323 Cal. Inq.; Eymiinderhii 1274

Y^o. inq., Kirkb}-; Aymondcrhy 1301 Yo. Subs., 1359 f. Cal. Inq.;

Aymondrehy 1303 Rot. Orig.; Aynmndreshy 1308 Pat. R.; Aynion-

derley 1315 Cal. inq. da.; Anionderhy 13 17 Pat. R.; now Amo-
therby.

I St mem. is the gen. (normally in -err) of the O.W.Scand.

pers. name Eytniindr (recorded in La.: Eirihr Eymundar son,

King of Sweden). See further Lind, and Rygh, Personnavne.

O.Swed. Emundcer. In one of the spelhngs of DoB. there cip-

pears quite a different name, O.E. Eadu/niui which must be

due to some error on the part of the scribe, seeing that the form

still shows the Scand. genitive ending.^

Flixburghstather Li. 1298 Cal. Inq.; now Flixborough

Stather.

^ 2nd mem. a]:)parently O.W.Scand. haugr, O.Swed. IwgJier, O.Dan.

}i0i 'hill, mound, cairn'.

- 2nd mem. as above in Asmiindrehi.

^ 2nd mem. as above in Beniertone.

Local pronunciation 'Amerb}', Emmerb}'' (Hope); \\merby" (Tay-

lor, Names etc., p 351).
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With regard to the 2nd component see above under Burton

Stather. •

Herdrebi, Hcrdchi Nott. DoB.
;
Hcrthchij t. Hen. 1. (inspex.

Edw. 11.) Wirkesop ch., Alon. VI, 1290 Cal. Rot. Ch. ; Uerddhi

1202 Rot. cane.; Hordchij 1302 F.A.; Herdehij 126J— 76 N.

Reg., 1316 F. A., 1378 Pat. R.; Hardcby 138,5 Pat. R., 1382 f.

Cal. Inq.
;
Hardhy 1490 C. Inq. ; now Harby.

ist mem. may be an original O.W.Scand. hjardar, gen.

sing, of lijord 'a herd of cattle', fem. /-stem. O.Dan. hiorJ>, O.

Swed. /liorj), JiiordJwr m. Cf. in Iceland the place-names ' / iaT/ar-

darholUr, 'a Hiardarnesi\ etc. La. On the other hand, the O.W.
Scand. pers. name Hcrrpdr (in the gen. case, normally in -ar)

should be taken into consideration; see Lind. As for the A.N.

rendering of Teut. d with d cf. Stolze, § 38, and Zachrisson,

p. 95 f. The spelling Herdelhi is dealt with above, under Barkedcde. ^

Herdertorp, Herdetorp Li. DoB.; Hardestlwrp t Edw. 1.

Plac. Warr.
;
Hardlistorp T.N.

ist mem. perhaps as in Herdrehi. The name Herdertorp etc.

seems to have disappeared about the middle of the M.E. period.

The locality designated by it must have been in the Wap. of

Calceworth, near Hogsthorpe or Addlethorpe. It is noteworthy

that some M.E. spellings of the latter name do not differ very

much from those of Herdertorp^ which may have led to occasio-

nal confusion of the two names and renders all attempts at identi-

fication ver}^ difficult.^

Hildreuuelle, Ildrcaiielle Yo. DoB.; Hilderwelle c. 1146

(Papal confirm.), a. 11 80 f. Whitby Ch.; Hilderirel 1202, Hilder-

well, Hylderwell 13th c. Guisbr. Ch.; HUderweU 1226 Gray's Reg.,

Kirkby, 1286 Pat. R., Tax. eccl., 13 14 C. Inq., No. vill., 1332 f.

Pat. R., 133Q f. Cal. Inq., 1475 Pat. R.; Hilder/velle 1302 P'eod.

mil. Eb. ; Hildreivell 13 14 C. Inq., 1347 Pat. B^.; Hy Ides iveil I.IS^.;

Hilierwell 1344 Cal. Inq.; HylderiveUa 1394/95 Whitby Ch.; Hil-

^ ist component i.s the name of the adjoining villaL^e of Flixborough

(written Flichesburc Surv. 11 18, Flykeshonc 1303 F.A., etc.). Ety-

mology obscure. See further in Part II.

^ 2nd mem. as above m Asnimidrehi.

2nd mem. as in Bardicrtorp, sec above.
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derswell i;t74. Iff/ldcrivdl 1375 Cal. Inq.; Hijitdcrircll 1490 C. Tnq.;

now Hindorwcll.

I St mom. can be the genitive — normally Ilildar — of the

O.W.Scand. female name Jlildr, which, according to I.ind, was
in frequent use during the Viking .\go. * It is found in several

O.Norw. place-names, e. g. HiUlcs-tiin D.N. 6 (1385), lltlldar

land (see further Lind). X parallel to the former name, on Eng-

lish territory, is perhaps

Hildertona, Hildreton Nhb. 12th c, Rievaulx Ch.
;
Htldcrton,

IldertoiL 1255 Nhb. Ass. R.
; Hildertou, YIdcrfoiie 1278 ibid.;

Hildirton T. N.; Hildrrfon, Hillrrfoii, lldrrhni i ^46 ¥. A.: IJdcr-

ton t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr., 1307 Ch. R., 1335 Pat. R., 1428 E.

A.; Ildj/rtoii 1465 Pat. R. ; now Ilclerton."

iChirchedele Lane. DoB.; Kirkedale 12 12 f. Lane. Inq., t.

Edw. I. Plac.Warr
,
etc.; KirJcedal 1241 Lane. Fin. Cone; KyrJce-

dal LN.; Kyrhodale 1526 Cal. Plead.; now Kirkdale.

As may be seen from the latest instance above, the ist mem.
can represent a normal form Icyrldu, gen. sing, of O.Scand.

Itjrkia, kirhia, etc. = O.E. cyrice, N.E. church.^ That the full

final vowel of this genitive should be found as late as the be-

ginning of the 1 6th cent., while in all earlier spellings it has been

reduced to -e is most surprising and is probably due to ortho-

graphical error. Cf. on O.W.Scand. territory Kirkiuhy D.N. 1

1

(1376), Kirkmhollt D. 1. 3 (1358); in Denmark Kyrkyhy, Kyrkchy

LCD. On other English place-names compounded with O.Scand.

kyrkia, see under Scand. k, in Part. IL]

[Cleterhe Cumb. 1201— 30 Lane. Priv. deeds; Cider Tax.

eccl., 1322 CI. R., 1363 Cal. Liq., 1534 Valor eccl. (Calder Abbey,

Mon. V); Cletcrne 132 1 Cal. Inq., 1322 CI. R.; Cletergh 1334 C.

Inq.; Cletergh, Clef 1338 CI. R.; Cletter 1490 C. Inq.; now Cleator

(also Camdex's form).

Perhcips best to be explained from O.W.Scand. kletfar,

nom. piur. of klettr 'a rock, cliff (< Teut. ''diUntaz). O.Swed.

^ 2ncl mem. M.E. loelle 'a .spring, fount' = N.E. well.

^ 2nd mem. as aliox e in Bcrtierfoiie. — ( ).W. Scand. Hddr etc.

seems to enter, mnreo\cr. into the placc-iiinui' IIdd/'escJirlf\ lldcrsclidf

Yo. DoB.; HUdreskelf iiC)6— (37 Pipe U.; nu^<\ Hinderskelf. This

name will be dealt with in Part II, under Scand. sk.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barkedale, see above.
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Idiuter ; Dan. Mint, Idit. The word was not seldom used as

a place-name in Norway, e. g. Kletta (acc. pliir.) EJ., \tf

KlcBttoni BJ.^ In the 14th cent, the final -er of Gletcr seems
to have been associated with and occasionally superseded by -erg,

the Scandinavianized form of Gael, airidh 'an outlying pasture',

etc. (see further Introd., Ch. IV, under Lane, and Wm). ]

Liderlant, Literland Lane. DoB.; Liderlant c. 11 24 Lane.

Inq.; Litherlanda 1176 Lane. Subs. R.; Liderlanda 11 76— 77

Pipe R.; Lithirlond, Litherlonde 1200— 46 Cockersand Ch.; Li-

iherlande 1202 Lane. Fin. Cone; Litlierlond 1256 Lane. Fin.

Cone, 1388 Lane, inq.; Litherland T.N., 1318 Scarisbrick ch.,

1324 Lane. Inq.; Uplytlierlond i2qj Lane. Inq.; Bounlitherlond

13 17, Lythyrlond 1384 Lane. Fin. Cone; Lytherland 1340 I.N.;

Vpelitherlonde, Up Litherlonde, Doun- litherlande Lane. Surv. 1320

— 46; Lythirlond 1322, Uplitherlonde 1324 Lane. Inq.; Boune-

lithirlond 1392 Lane. Fin. Cone; Boivn Lytherlond 1369, Up-

litlierlond 1405 Scarisbr. eh.; Lytherlond 1322 f. Lane Fin. Cone,

1332 Lane Subs. R., 1434 P^-t- now Up Litherland (Aughton)

and Down L. (in Sefton).

ist mem. w^as originally hlidar-, gen. sing of ().W Scand. hlid

f. (O.Swed. Udh, O.Dan. li[d]): a slope, hill- or mountainside.

In ancient Norway we find exactly the same name: Lidarland

D.N. 12 (1329) and Lidharland ibid. (1427).'^ On the A.N. mode
of rendering intervocalic () by c7, t see Zachrissuk, p. 115. —
The natural aspect of the locality is in keeping with this etymo-

logy. Cf. in Vict. Hist. Lane III, p. 284 f . : 'The north-western

slope of the hill is properly Litherland, formerly a separate manor'.

Lundertorp, Lundetorp Li. DoB.; Lundtliorpe 1150—60,

Luiidertorp t. Hen. II. Br.Mus.
;
Lundirtorp ii8q Rot. Cur.;

Lindertorpe c. 1200 Liber rub.; Ljundrethorp 1200— 01, Lunde-

thorp 12^2 Li. ree; Ljundthorj) 1227 Ch. R.
;
LundeUorp) Rot.

Hug., T.N.; Lunderthorp t. Edw. I. Plae Warn, Rot H., 1286,

1303 Rot. Orig., T.N., 1303 f., 1346 F.A., 1306 f. Pat. R.,

1347, 1480 Cal. Inq.; Lundalthorpe 1333 Pat. R.; Londerthorp 1392

Pat. R.; now Londonthorpe.

^ Cf. Scot. dial, det 'a rock or cliff in the sea, broken off from

the adjoining rocks on the shore' (E.D.D.).

^ 2nd mem. O. Scand. land "land, country' - O.E. land.
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ist mem. is gen. sing., normally hmdar, of O.W.Scand.

lunclr m. 'a grove'. O.Swed. hinder, O.Dan, lund. As to the

spelling Lundcl-, recorded twice, cf. what is said above under

Barhedcde. The same case of the word occurs in the O.Norw.

Limderhcey D.N. 5 (1346), Lundarhy D.N. 2 (1474) and the

Icelandic ^at Lvndar hrcchv La.; cf. O.Dan. Limdhy LCD. —
The name of Londonthorpe owes its present form to some popular

association with London, which is clearty shown by the successive

spellings Londerthorp 1392 (see above), Londenthorp 1695 (Cam-

den), and London Tliorpe 1726 — 31 (Cox, Magna Britannia).^

Lunderberge Li. 11 99 Cal. Rot. Ch. Not identifiable.

ist mem. apparently as in prec. name, q. v. ^ Cf. the O.

Norw. LiindcehcerglKEv D.N. 4 (1359) < Liindarbergar, according

to Rygh, N.G. II, p. 355.

[Malmerbi Yo. DoB.; Mehncrhy 1198 P'ountains Mem. (1.

15th or 1 6th cent. MS.); Mnlmerhy 1243 Ch. R.
; Melmorhy

Kirkb}^ 1301 Yo. Subs, 13 14 Pat. R., No. vill., 13 19 CI. R.,

1327 f. Cal. Inq., 1353 Fount. Mem.; Mclmorehy, Mellcmorhy

1353 Fount. Mem.; Mchnorhy, Mclmorehy 1437 Cal. Inq.; Mel-

merhy 1439— 40, Melmyrby 1459 Ripon Mem.; now Melmerby.

1st mem. of ver}^ obscure origin. Perhaps it is a hypothetic

gen. sing, '^mdlmar (cf. Noreen, Altisl. Gr. ^
§ 348, 2) of O.W.

Scand. mdlmr m. in its ancient sense of 'sand}^ field or ground',

in which the word seems to occur, according to Rygh (Incll. p.

67), in several Norw. place-names; moreover O.Swed. malmher

is recorded in the same sense. Cf. Goth, malma 'sand', and O.

E. mealm 'sand, chalk' (see Bosw. Toller). In the course of the

13th cent, the original ist.. mem. was exchanged for the Celtic

pars, name Melmor, probably introduced into Yo. b}^ Scandinavians

' The spelling quoted from Magna Brit, is given on the authority

of Zachrisson (p. 144), since I have not had access to this work

myself. Local pronunciation 'Lunnunthorp' (Hope). — O.W.Scand.

lundr, etc., enters into a great number of M.E. compound place-names

and often occurs uncompounded ; it belongs chiefly to Li. and the Scand.

counties south of Li. Further details will be given in Part. IL — 2nd

mem. in Limdertorp as in BarcJiertorp, sec al)(»ve.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. berg (O.Swed. bwrgli. Dan. bjergj 'a moun-
tain, rock, elevated rocky ground'. O.E hporli.
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coming from N. W. England or Ireland.^ It enters into the place-

name Melmerbi Yo. DoB., etc., now Melmerby (nr. Coverham), and

Melnwrhy Cumb. 1279 Wickwane's Reg., etc., now Melmerb}^-

Malmerton (al. Maliierfon) Derb. t. Hen. III. Br. Mus.;

Malnicrfov t. Hen. III. or Edw. 1., Malmarfon 1303, i345 jea3^e's

Cat.; Minvmcrton 1481 Cal. Inq.; Mahnerfon i6go Index vill.;

now Mamerton (in Eongford).

Etymology perhaps as in prec. name. Very doubtful.^]

Martrebi Yo. DoB.; 3IarfJierhy Kirkby; Mafherhy t. Edw.

I. Piac. Warr., No. vill ; now Marderby.

ist mem. normally mardar gen. of O.W.Scand. mordr 'a

marten' (O.Swed. marper, O.Dan, mard ; cf. O.E. mearp), here;

evidently used as pers. name. ^ In the O.W.Scand literature

Mordr is recorded merely in this function (Fritzner); it was

ver}^ common in Iceland as early as the loth cent, (see Rygh,

Pers. navne).^ O.Dan. Marth; O.Swed. Mardh (Lundgren).

Romundrebi, Bomundehi Yo. DoB.; Bonnivdchy 12. cent.

Rievaulx Ch., 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.
;
Bomundcshy 1282, lio-

mntidchji, Ilomondchy 1283, JRomnndhy, Bomondhy 1201 Yo. inq.;

Ilcynuiudchy, Bcvmndehy Kirkb}^; Bomondhy 13 16 No. vill.; Fio-

iDomhhy 1348 Cal. Inq.; Bonwnhy 1398 Pat. R.; now Romanby.
According to the former spelling of DoB. the 1st mem. was

originally gen. (in -ar) of the O.W.Scand. pers. name Hro-

mundr (La., etc.), earlier Hrodmundr (on the O.W.Scand. loss

of () before m in this name see Noreen, Altisl. Gr.^ § 282), as

shown by the form of the name in O. Irish annals: Buadlimand

^ 111 a letter of Earl Go.spatric of Northumberland, dating from

the 2nd half of the iith cent., we find a certain Melmor among some
Cumbrian land-owners, mentioned there as living 'in Eadread's days'

(not King Eadred of Wessex 946-55 ?). The letter is printed, with an

introduction, in Scottish Hist. Review I (1904), p. bz f.; cf. W. G.

CoLLiNGWOOD in Saga-Book III p. 300 f.

- 2nd mem. as above in Asmimdrehi.
^ 2nd mem. as above in Bernertone.

From the as yet unpublished materials for "Nor.sk-Islandska Dop-
namn' Dr. E. H. Lind has kindly allowed me to extract the following

0.W.Scand. place-names which contain this name: Mardargmipr D.

1. 2 (1318) f., Mardareyr D.I. 5 (1458), both in Iceland; perhaps

also MardesfadJioni D.N. 3 (1425), in Jamtland.
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Ruamand (in Cogadh Gaedhel re Gallaibh, see Whitley Stokes'

list of 'Old Norse names in the Irish annals', printed in The Aca-

dem}' 1890, nr. 959).^ Cf. the O.W.Scand. place-name Romun-

dar puceit, mentioned by Lind, q. v. O.Swed. Romnnd.

Rugartorp Yo. DoB.; Rogerthorp 1328 Yo. deeds, 1345 Br.

Mus.; now Rogerthorpe (in Badsworth).

I St mem. appears primarily to have been rugar, gen. of

O.W.Scand. rugr m. = O.E. ry^e, N.E. rye (O.Swed. rugher,

rogher, O.Dan, rug),^ in process of time evident^ supplanted

by the Norman pers. name Roger, which name was, in the 13th

cent., 'exceedingly common all over the country' (Bardsley). Cf.

Ruthwaite under fjveit, Ch. 2.

Scogerbud Yo DoB.; Scorlmrgh 1304 f. Beverley Ch. A. B.,

1320 f. CI. R., 1335 f. Pat. R., 1367, 1 413 Cab Inq.; Scorhurgh^

ScJiorhurgh 13 14 C. Inq.; Scorch} trgli^ Sco^irchttrgh, No. vill.; Skour-

hurgh, ShoiirhfirgJf, 1320, Scovrchnrgli. 1323 f. CI. R.; Scoiirhurgh,

Skorhurghc, Scorhurgh 1331 C\ Inq.; Scordclmrgh 1336 ibid.;

Scorchnrgh 1350 Pat. R., 1432 Cal. Inq.; Scourhonrgh 1352 Pat.

R,; now Scorbrough.

From O.W.Scand. sl^ogarhfid 'a booth built in the wood',

which compound is recorded in O.Norw. laws (see Fritzner and

ViGF.). I St mem. is gen. sing, of O.W.Scand. slwgr m. (O.

Swed. skogher, O.Dan, skogli) 'wood'.^

Stanger Cumb. 1322 Cal. Inq., 1323 CI. R.
;
Stangra, 1550

Cal. Plead. ; now Stangrah.

As may be seen from the eeirliest spelling on record, this

name represents a normal form stangir, acc. (nom.) plur. of O.

AV.Scand. stpng, fem. «-stem, 'a pole, stake'. O.Swed. stang

;

^ 2nd mem. as above in Asimindrebi.
^ 2nd mem. as in Barchertorp, see above.
^ O. W. Scand. skogr etc. enters into not a few M. E. local names

fomid in the northern counties, which will be given in Part II, under

Scand. sk. — 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. hitd 'booth' (O.Dan, both^ Swed.

bod), in course of time replaced by M.E. bicrh 'fortified place, castle'.

In the beginning of the 14th cent, the place was m the possession of

the Hotham family. It seems that in post-Domesday times a castle was

erected on the spot — the moat is still visible — which brought about

the change in the 2nd mem. of the name. Cf. SKxMFE in Feod. mil.

Eb., p. 250 n. and Holderness, Place-names of the E. Riding of Yo.
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cf. O.E. steng, for which see Middendorf, O.W.Scand. stong

is frequently found in O.Norw. place-names, when uncompounded
not seldom in plural, e. g. Stanger, 'a Sfangiiin E.J., etc.

^

Stangrewath Wm. 1340 Pat. R.; now Stangerthwaite(?).

ist mem. probably stangar, gen. sing, of O.W.Scand. stong;

see prec. name. ^ The word occurs in the same case in the O.

Norw. place-names Stangarholte B.J.; cf. Stangances EJ. (<

'Stangarnes, see Rygh, N-G. Ill, p. 222) and Stangahy E.J.

(Rygh, N.G. VI, p. 245).

Tingwella Lane. 1176 Lane. Subs. R.
;
TingivcUe 1210—12

Liber rub.; Thingtvell 1226 f., 1298 Lane. Inq.; TJiingirell, Thing-

ivalacres 1228 CI. R.; Tliingwalle 1212 Lane. Inq., T. N.; Tliyng-

wall \T)22 f. Lane. Inq.; ThingeiraU 1320—46 Lane. Surv.; Tyng-

wall I.N. ; now Thingwall.

This is an Anglo-Scandinavian parallel to the O. Icelandic

fnng-vollr (masc. w-stem) 'the parliament field, the place where a

ping sat' (Vigf.). As to the earlier instances of the Lancashire

name they all represent the dat. sii:io-. case with i-mutated vowel.

In this respect they agree with those forms of the Icelandic name
that are recorded in La : 'a pingvcllt, ^ vm pingvclV (the latter

spelling emendated to -voll).^

The same name occurs also in two other English counties,

from which I can give only the following instances:

Tinguelle Chs. DoB.; Thinghull 1306 Pat. R. ; now Thingwall

;

Tingwal Yo. c. 1146 Whitby Ch. (Papal confirm.); Thingwain

a. 1 1 80 ibid.

^ The word stang occur.s in some English compound place-names,

all of which are apparently of Scand. origin; they are confined to the

northern counties (chiefly Wm., Lane, Yo.). See further in Part II. —
M.E. stang in Gaw. 1014, considered by Bjorkman (Loan-words, p.

255) to be probably native', was no doubt borrowed from the Scandi-

navians, since no corresponding O.E. word is recorded and the evi-

dence of the pla.ce-names favours such a supposition. Cf. E.D.D. stang.

^ 2nd mem. originally O.W.Scand. vad^^ ford'. The place is situated

on the river Lune, provided the identification above proposed is correct.

^ Worthy of note is, besides, a similar O.Swed. place-name:

Tliingirallom (in the province of Vermland), quoted from a MS. of

A. D. 141 1 in Styffe, p. 153.
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The place cannot be identified but must be clos(" to Whitby;

see J. C. Atkinson in his Introduction to Whitby Ch., p. XXII f.*

Upelider Yo. DoB.; Upliiim, Uplyum e. 12. cent, f., 13. c.

Guisbrough Ch. ;
Uplithom 12. cent, ibid.; Uppelyom 12. cent.

Whitby Ch.; Uj^lnim a. 11 80 f. Whitb}' Ch., 1182 Guisbr. Ch.,

1204 Ped. fin. Eb.; Uplion 1206 Ped. fin. Eb.; Uppelitlaim, Ux)-

lithom 13. c. Guisbr. Ch.; Uplifhum a. 1181, 1308 Whitby Ch.,

c. 1271 C. Inq., 1280 Ch. R., t. Edw. 1. Plac. Warr., 1280 Cat.

A.D., 1367 Cal. Inq.; Lyum 1257 f. Ch. R.; Ux^lethum, Lethum^

Lythum Kirkby; Uplythome 12Q4 Yo. inq.; UplitJiom 1301 Yo.

Subs.; Lythum 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.; Oppelidiin 13 12 Whitby Ch.;

Uplythum 13 14 C. Inq., 13 15 CI. R., 132 1 Pat. R.; Lithmn 1326

Pat. R., 1382 Cal. Inq.; now Upleatham.

The spelling of DoB. represents a normal O.W.Scand.

form ' Upp-hlidir, composed of i) the adv. iqjp 'up, above, on

high'. 2) acc. (nom.) of Mid f. 'a slope, hill- or mountain -side' (O.E.

IdiJ); cf. further abo\'e, under Liderlant). DoB. alone has pre-

served this form; all the subsequent instances on record show
the dat. plur. in -urn, out of which the present spelling has de-

veloped, the substitution of the more familiar English place-

name terminal -ham being the erroneous result of a reconstruc-

tive tendency on the part of some scribes or public officials.

This substitution appears to be of comparatively recent date;

even Camden (1695) has VpletJnim.'^ — O.W.Scand. Mod was

^ For further details about this highly interesting name, of which

additional instances are to be found in Scotland, the Isle of Man,
and the Shetland and Orkney Islands, I content myself with refer-

ring the reader to Johnston, Place-names of Scotland^, Introd. p.

LXXIII f.; MooRE;, Manx Names'"*, p. 188 f.; Jakobsen, Shetlandsoernes

Stednavne, p. 173 f.; J. C. Atkinson in Cartularium Prior, de Gyse-

burne II, p. 2Qt n., Steenstrup, Normannerne IV, p. 17Q with refe-

rences^ and A. C. Nicholson in Saga-Book II, p. 267.

^ The usual local pronunciation of Upleatham is [^pli'dsm] as the

Rev. R. Roberts, Vicar of U., kindh^ informs me. The current South

Engl, pronunciation with a stop [t] instead of the etymological spirant

[d] is a mere spelling pronunciation. Zachrisson, in "A Contribution

to the Study of Anglo-Norman Influence on English Place-Names', p.

142, thinks -er in the Upelider of DoB. to stand for an earlier en <
cm < ham, which development he ascribes to the influence of Anglo-

Norman sound-laws. But the above-quoted successive forms, several

of which occur in records whose places of origin were closely connected

Liwlkvist: Middle-English place-uames etc. 2
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of frequent use in O.Norw. place-names; it often occurs un-

compounded, e. g. '/ Lidoni D.N. 5 (1393), written lAjder ibd.

I (1442); Lider ibd. 2 (1461); on Hlidir, Lidmn recorded as the

name of a hundred see Rygh, N.G. V., p. 307.

Wallerthwayt Yo,, see under Scand. fweit, Ch. 2.

[Westcoterby Cumb. 1325 Cal. Inq ; now lost on the map.

Under the presumption that we are not concerned here

merety with an erroneous spelling of the copyist, the following

conjecture may be offered by w^ay of an explanation. The origi-

nal form was perhaps Westl ofar, the 2nd mem. being the O.W.
Scand. fem. plur. kofar, which belonged to lot n. 'a cottage, small

farm' (O.E. cot, cote with about the same meaning, cf. Skeat,

Concise Etym. Diet.) In O.Norw. records there are not a few

instances of the word being used as a place-name, e. g. Kotar E.J.

(cf. Rygh, N.G. L 362). \j Kotuin D.N. 8 (1378), Kotarud E.J.

In Scand. England the word is not infrequently found in place-

names, though in most cases it cannot be distinguished from its

native equivalent. Thus we meet with Ostcotuu Yo. 1179-80

Pipe R. (see further below^ in Ch. 4); Estcote, 1208, and Westkota,

125 1, Br.Mus. both in North.; Cotom, North coiiton Yo. 11 98

Fountains Mem., and man^" others; see further the Indexes of F.A.

and Br.Mus. The last element, Scand ht/^ was possibly appended at

a relatively latt^ date, when the origin^il form and meaning of the

compound was no longer intelligible, at any rate to the scribe.]

Wikerthorp Yo. 1237 GrcaA^'s Reg. Cannot be identified.

Judging by the spelling the ist mem. seems to be gt^n. sing,

(normally vihr) of O.W.Scand. vik i. 'a small creek, inlet, ba}^'.

O.Swed. vili, O.Dan, viig.'^ An analogous formation is the O.

Norw. place-name 'a Wihcerhw D.N. 13 (1344).

Wymundergil Yo. 1267-76 N. Reg. (Decan. de Richemund).

Site unknown.

with Upleatham in the IMiddle Ages, unambiguously point to a different

explanation. The one given above corresponds well with the site of

the locality. Directly to the west of U. we find the parish of Kirk-

leatham (written Westlidun, WestUde, Westlid DoB.; Lyum I2th^ 13 th

cents., Lithum 13th c. Guisbrough Ch.; Kirklytiium 1352 Cal. Inq., etc.),

which name contains the same subst.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barchertorj), see abo\'e.
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ist mem. is the genitive case, normalty 'Vif/mttnclar, of a

man's name, O.W Scand. "" Vigmuudr (see Rygh, Personnavne),

O.Swed. VihminfR, Vihmuntr, gen. Vihmuntar on Runic stones

in the province of Uppland, see Liljegren, Run-Urkunder 292,

499.^ The final g in Wig- can have been lost sporadicall}^ accord-

inof to the sound-law, oriven, with some hesitation, by Noreen,

Altisl. Gram. § 283,3, or through the influence of the native O.E.

WigniunrI, Winmnd DoB., etc.; cf. in Searle the other compounds

beginning with Wig-.

Ch. 2. Names containing O.W.Scand. ei (O.E.Scand. e).

The different development Teut. ai underwent in O.E. and

O.Scand. (constitutes one of the chief divergences of the two

languages. In the former the diphthong was contracted into a;

in the latter it was modified into ei, mi on W.Scand. territory,

while in O.E.Scand. it was generally monophthongized into a close

("-sound. Thus O.Scand. ei, e as opposed to O.E. a (M.E. q)

in words of the same origin is, as a rule, a very trustworthy cri-

terion of loan, when appearing in O.E. and M.E. words. Further

details are discussed bv BjcmKiMAN, Toan-words, p. 36 f., Prove-

nienz. p. 11 f , and need not be reccipitulated here.

A \'er)' great number of M.E. place-names show the O.W.
Scand. diphthong, written in various ways: ei (ey), ai (ay); on the

Anglo-Fr(^nch sporadic rendering of ei by oi in DoB. see below

under Facebv. Of the O.E.Scand. monophthongization into e

instances are found in the place-names, but thev are few and

far between. Most of them belong to the counties of Li., Le.

and Norf. It is surprising that only such insignificant traces of

this sound-transition should have been left, not only in the

proper names, but also in the general stock of Scand. loan-words

found in M.E. literature. Eor it should be borne in mind that in

O.Dan, the contraction into e had taken place in pre-literar}'

times, before 1050; in O. Swed. it seems to have been in progress

at the same date, though it was probably not complete until

two centuries later. Now the Danish influence in England

from a political and social point of view culminated during the

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. gil 'a cleft, fissure, narrow valley or glen'.

M.E. gill, sec BjoRkmax, Loan-words, p. 153,
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earlier half of the iith cent. Add to this that the commercial

intercourse between the two peoples attained considerable propor-

tions in this centurv and in the next, and it might be inferred

that during the same period man}^ Danish words found their way
into the English language. Among them instances of the sound-

change under notice were probabh^ far from rare. The fact that,

in spite of such circumstances, only a few instances of this kind

are traceable in M.E. has been accounted for bv assuming that

the diphthong had not been contracted at the time when the words

were adopted into M.E. See Bj()rk,a[an, Loan-words, p. 37.

But if the chronological limits pointed out above are to be taken

into account, this explanation can hardh' hold good in the case

of all the borrowings after the millennium. I think the all but

invariable preservation of the diphthong is due, to some extent, to

the archaic tendencies of the dialect which was spoken in Scand.

England, and whose conservative character manifests itself in

several directions. Supposing that, in the iith cent, and later,

vsome isolated words containing the monophthongized sound were

incidentally introduced into the language of those parts, they would

naturallv be liable soon to be altered into conformity with the

corresponding or allied words that were in current use, whether

in the almost pureh' Scand. dialect of certain districts or in the

more or less anglicized language of others.

The following place-name material falls under the heading

of this chapter:

Algereby Li. 1231 Li. rec; Al(/erLi/rh, Algerl-er c. 1279 C.

Inq.; Algerkirk 1281 f. Cal. Liq., 13 16 Ch. R., 13 17 f. Pat. R.;

Algerhyrk Tax. eccl.; Ah/rrlirkc t. Edw. L Plac. Warr., 13 16

F.A., 1 39 1 f. Cal. Liq.; DalgerLirle 1341 Br.Mus.
;
Algarhirlc 1331

Pat. R., 1346 E.xA, 1394 f. Cal. Inq.; Algerhyrhe t. Edw. III.,

see Hosp. Innocentium, Mon. VI, 2; 1380 f. Br.Mus., 1494 C. Inq.;

now Algarkirk. ^

^ To the above M.E. instances of the name may be added the

forms Algarkirke, Algarkirk^ Algarkyrke in the so-called Ingulfs Hist.

Croylandensis, where they occur in some spurious charters, which pre-

tend to date from the time 833— 68. For further details about this

record see Appendix A. — In its earliest reliable form on record this

place-name exhibits as 2nd mem. Scand -by (see Asmundrebi, p. 3),

later on superseded by the Anglo-Scand. equivalent of O.Scand. kyrkia

"church'. The /»''s of Algerkyt'k etc. are distinctly Scand., seeing that the

place belongs to a Scand. district far south of the 'palatalisation-limit\
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ist mom. is most likel}' the O.Dan, man's name Alyer (().

W.Scand. Alfgeirr). It appears under the Latinized form of

Algeriis in DoB. (Norf. Suff. Ess.). O.E. ^Ifgar. In the DoB.

of Lincolnshire, there occurs a place designation (in) Alfgare,

which may possibly be identical with the present Algarkirk. See

further Appendix A. If this be so, the subsequent spellings Alge-

rebji -and' Algerl^yrk represent Scandinavianized forms of an origi-

nally native name. — On Alger cf. Bjorkman, Personennamen, p. 2.

Algerthorp Nott. 1292 A. Plac, 1329 Cal. Inq.; Algarthorp

1302 Derb. fines; AlgortJiorp date unknown Cat.A.D. 1.

This name seems to have vanished from the modern map,

but Camden (1695) gives Algerthorp nr. Radford, istmem., asit

seems, originally as in preceding name, the Scand. form being in

the course of time supplanted by the native one. - Cf. the Dan.

place-name Algestorp, quoted by Nielsen, and the O.Norw.

Algceirs forp E.J.

Alfgerridding Vo. 12th cent. Drax ch. Mon. VI, i., the name
of a pk)t of land in the neighbourhood of Drax or Airmin. ist mem.
as in preceding names.

Algerhage Cnemus^) Li. 1189 Vaudey ch. Mon. V. Probably

near Edenham, South Li. The name appears in the midst of a mar-

kedly Scand. local nomenclature, ist mem. as in preceding names. ^

Alurestain, Alurestan, Aluestune Yo. DoB.; Alvestain 12th

cent. f. Rievaulx Ch.; Aluestein, -stain 1166-67 Pipe R.; Alve-

stein 1 160, 1332 Riev. Ch., 1233 CI. R.; Alverstain a. 1180, Alver-

stane 13th c. Whitby Ch.; Alvestaine [hec] 1201 Rot. Ch.; Alve-

steyn 1226 Bracton, 1228 Riev. Ch.; Alverstein i2/\.y CI. R.; Alvi-

stein 1267 Giffard's Reg.; AUverstayn, Alvestyn t. Edw\ I. Plac.

Warr.; Alverstain^ -stan Rot.H.; Allerstane Kirkby (late MS.);

A.listan No. vill; Alverstan 1327 Cab Inq.; now. Allerston.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. steinn (O.E, Scand. sten) 'a stone,

rock' (O.E. stem). What this word referred to in the case of

^ 2nd mem. as in Barchertorp^ p. 5.

^ 2nd mem. is O.E- hnjding f. "^a clearing, patch of cleared land'

(Bosw. Toller); cf. N.E. dial, riding, ridding with the same meaning.
^ 2nd mem. can be O.E.Scand. haghi 'enclosm-e, (enclosed) pasture-

ground', O.W.Scand. hagi 'a hedged field, pasture', or M.E. hage,

hatve (O.E. ha^a) hedge, enclosme, meadow'.
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the present name ciinnot be ascertained. Cf, under the names
compounded with Stein- which are treated below. ^

Erengermeles Lane. DoB.; Argeremelis 1213-ig Cockers.

Ch., 1242-43 Lane. Inq.; Algerpieles 1245 Lane. Assize R.; Ar-

garmel 1248 C. Inq.; Argarmeles 1254 C. Inq., 1249, 1311-12

Lane. Inq.; 1346 F.A., 1361 Cal. Inq., 1472 f. Lane, inq.; Arkmell

1330 Lane. Inq.; mod. Argarmeols ('a township partly lost in the

sea and partly involved in Birkdale'. Vict. Hist. Lane. I, p. 284).

Explained b}^ Harrison (p. 62) from O.W.Scand. eyrr

'gravelbank' + engiar 'meadows' + melr 'sand-hill, -bank'. This

derivation of the ist mem. is inadmissible for formal reasons, —
first of all because the diphthong ey, if occurring in a S3dlable

which had the main stress, would undoubtedly have been reflected

in the spellings of post-Domesda}^ local records. I am inclined to

agree with Sephton (Notes on the South Lime, place-names in

DoB., p. 71) and to regard 1st mem. as O.W.Scand. Arngeirr

(O. Swed. "^Arnger, Anger; O.Dan. Arngcriis, Argeriis), a pers.

name, although even this explanation is not altogether satisfactory.

Among the persons holding land in Yo. in the reign of Edward
the Confessor, DoB. mentions a certain Arnenger, which name is

evidently identical with Arngeirr, etc. The spelling Eren- in the

place-name seems to be due to association with pers. names be-

ginning with this phonem, such as Erenheald, Erenburg DoB.,

Eremhald 1158 Cumb. Pipe R. V.H., etc.^

Arnestein Wm. 119O Feet of fines. Not identifiable (in Faw-

cett Forest, nr. Selside). 2nd mem. as above in Alurestaln, q. v,
^

^ The etymology of the ist mem. is hard to decide in view of

the early interchange of spellings with and without the r-symbol. Per-

haps from the O.W.Scand. pers. name Qlvir (Rygh, Personnavne),

O.Swed. Alver, O.Dan. Alwcer- or the pers. name Alfarr (Lind).

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. melr, as rightly suggested by Harrison.
On the natural aspect of Birkdale may be quoted the following extract

from the Vict. Hist. Lane. Ill, p. 236: 'The greater part of the area

of this township . . . consists oi a broad band of sand-hills, fringing

the sea-coast and raising the surface of the land to some fifty feet

above sea- level'. Adjoining Birkdale, in the north, we find the town-

ship of North Meols, in DoB. Otegrimele, Otringemele, which name pre-

sents the same word as 2nd mem.
^ ist mem. can be the common O.W.Scand. personal name Ami

(O.Dan. Arni^ O.Swed. Arne) or O.W.Scand. Qrn (gen. arnar) 'eagle'.
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Asgerebi Li. DoB.; 1229 CI. R.; Asgerbi 1202 A.Plac, T.

N.; Asegerby Rot.H.; Asgerhy Tax, eccl., t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.,

1302 Cal. Inq., 1303 f. F.A
, 1322 A.Plac, 1329 CI. R.; Asherby

1303 Cal. Inq., 1332 Br.Mus.; Asgarby 1289 Br.Mus., t. Edw. I.

Plac. WajT., 1298 A.Plac, I.N., 1383 Li. wills^ 1428 F.A.;

bye 1339 Cal. Inq.; Asgardby 1396, 1425 Cal. Inq., 1484 C. Inq.;

now Asgarby.

I St mem. is the O.E.Scand. pers. name Asger, O.W.Scand.

Asgeirr.^ Cf. Bjorkman, Personennamen, p. 13.

Asgarsthorp Norf. 1279 Cal. Inq.; Asgasthorp, AsgastJiorp

1314 C. Inq.; Asgersthorp 1315 CI. R.; Thorp 1346, 1401 F.A.;

Asgeresthorp 137 1 Cal. Inq.; now Algarsthorpe (in Great Melton).

I St mem. as in preceding name.^ In the earliest spellings

the original e of the 2nd syllable has been anglicized to a.

Asgereshill Norf. c. i20o(?) in Rye's list of field-names, Fed.

fin. Norf. Nut identifiable. ist mem. as in preceding name. ^

Bakestanbrec Yo. c. i2 0o(?), Bakestaynbrek, Bacstainbrec 13th

cent., Blakestaijnbrek e. 14th cent. Guisbr. Ch. Nr. Guisbrough.

The latter part of the name can represent an O.W.Scand, com-
pound ^siem-brekka 'a stony or rocky slope' (cf. the Scottish place-

name Staonibrig, which is derived from this word by Henderson, The
Norse influence on Celtic Scotland, p. 354).^ But formally it is equally

plausible that O.W.Scand. brekka 'slope"* constitutes the 2nd mem.,

and that the ist was criginally a M.E. man's name ^Bahstan < O.E.

Beahstan, Beagstan (Searle), which here appears in a Scandinavianized

form. The name, which has been explained from O.E. beag "^armilla'

(MiiLLER, Palaestra IX), is recorded in the field-name Bachestaneswang

Rutl. 1 1 63— 81 Ch. R. Ill (inspex. 13 16), in Casterton Bridge.^

^ 2nd mem. as in Asmundrebi, p. 3.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barchertorp, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. hul^ Ml (O.E. hylT) 'hill\

* It may be added that this explanation leaves .the exact significa-

tion of the ist mem. somewhat obscure. Perhaps it is O.W.Scand. bakki

"^bank, ridge, eminence"; or it may be O.W.Scand. bak 'tergum' (
=

O.E. fed^c), possibly used here to intimate that the slope under notice

formed the back or farther side of an eminence, etc., in relation to

some more conspicuous place in the neighbourhood. Worthy of atten-

tion is, besides, the fact that this word is found in some Norw. place-

names of a similar kind, in which Rygh assumes it to indicate that the

slope is 'turned from the sun'. See e. g. N.G. V, 85.

In this connection should be mentioned the name Bakestaineforde,

Bakestaneforde c. 1200 Guisbr. Ch. (nr. Kirk Levington), the ist mem.
of which might be looked upon in the same light.
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Bainwitlith Yo. 1. 12th or e. 13th cent., Bainivithlithe 1223
Guisbrough Ch.; now Beanley Bank (nr. Danby).

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. bein-vidr "the Common Holly', Ilex Aqui-
folimn. ^ The former part of this word is O.W.Scand. bein "^bone'.

Norw. dial, hemvid; cf. 0,Swed. henwidh (see Fries, Svenska Vaxtnamn,
Ark. for Botanik, Band 3), Swed. dial, henved, used of several species

of bushes (cf. Svenska Akad. Ordbok), Dan. henved.

Beiskebrec Lane. 1227—33, 1225—35 Cockers. Ch. (Nr.Stodday ?).

I St mem. is apparently O.W.Scand. beisk?- ''bitter, harsh' (O.Swed.

besker, e. Dan. besk); in which sense it was applied here is very un-

certain. ^ The word is recorded in M.E. as be^^sk, baiske (see Bjork-
MAN, Loan-words, p. 40), in N.E. dial. (Sc.. Cumb.) as bask i) of

fruit: sharp, bitter, rough to the taste 2) of weather: very dry. It is

at least open to surmise that in the present name heiskr was employed
to denote the dry, arid, barren soil which may have characterized the

spot. On the other hand nothing forbids the alternative conjecture

that we are here concerned with the adjecti\e used in the gen. masc.

case of the weak declension and as the surname of a person. Cf.

F. JoNSSON, Tilnavne, p. 259. No similar O.Scand. place-name seems

to be known that might give us any guidance. On the derivation of

the word see. Tamm, Etym. Ordbok (Swed. be>ik)\ cf. Kluge, Nominale
Stammbildungslehre § 209.

In the same sense beiskr seems, moreover, to enter into the culti-

vation name Beskerode Yo. 1332 Pat. R. (in Thornes nr. Wakefield).^

The monophthongization of the diphthong ei in this case can be

explained according to Noreen, Altisl. Or. § 123, or by assuming

O.E.Scand. influence.

Baitland Lane. c. 1320 Lane. Inq. (in Bolton le Sands).

1st mem. is O.W.Scand. belt f. 'pasturage, grazing'.* O.Swed. bet^

Dan. bed. On M.E. baite 'bait, food', adopted from Scand., see Bjork-

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. Jdlr) 'slope, mountain-side'. — To the

Rev. G. Bird, of Danb\' Grosmont, I am indebted in no small degree

for some valuable information about the natural features of the place

in question, of which he writes inter alia: 'The holly is very common
in this localit}-. There is a wood composed almost entirely of hollies.

There is a farm called Holly Lodge and another Hollin Top. Con-

sequently I should say you are correct in } our supposition .

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. brekka slope, hill-side'.

^ 2nd mem. can. be M.E. rod, rode (O.E. rod) 'a superficial measure

of land, etc. (see further N.E.D.), a plot of land oi this size'; or pos-

sibly O.W.Scand. rud 'a clearing, open space in a forest .

* 2nd mem. O.W. Scand. land 'land'. Cf. the compound beitar-

land 'a pasture land', given by Vigf. — I have no means of ascer-

taining whether this locality is identical with Baitland 1. 13th cent.

Richmond Reg., which, however, seems to be the case.
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MAN, Loan-words, p. 41. Cf. N.E. dial, bait "^food, a meal; for men
and horses', etc. Beit is fomid in some O.Norw. place-names, among
which may be mentioned \/ Bceitanese ,

^J Bceithagha E.J.

x\nother interesting instance of the word is preserved in a Not-

tingham record, where we find a place defined as "2->cistiiram vocatam

le Beitli 14 16 Nott. rec.

Baitingstid Wm. 1293 Inspex., see Hosp. of St. Leonard, York,

Mon. VI,2. In Kendal.

1st mem. is O.W.Scand. belting f. 'grazing'. Norw. dial, heiting}

Blaichestun Durh. 1093 {?), Blaihestun, Bleichestonam, Ble-

cestimam t. Hen. L, Blechestona t. }len. 11., Blecheston' 1203 FPD.;

Blaihestoii 13. cent. Brinkburn Ch.; Blekestonc 1203 Cal. Rot. Ch.;

Blayheston 1389 Piit. R.; Blaxstou 1430, Blakeston 1464 FPD.;

no\w Blakeston.

1st mem. is the O.W.Scand. adj. hieikr 'pale, white' (O.Swed.

bleker, Dan. hleg; O.E. hide), in this case obviously applied as

surname to a settler on the spot.'^ It may be pointed out here,

in passing, that a person called Alaniis Bleik appears in the

Coucher book of Selby abbey (13th cent.?). The forms hieikr^

[liinn] bleiki are recorded, again as surnames, on O.W.Scand.

territory, see the instances adduced by Kahle, Die altwestnord.

Beinamen, Ark. XXVI, p. 170; F. Jonsson, Tilnavne,. p. 209.

The same word seems to occur in the O.W.Scand. place-names

Bleiksmyrardal D.I. 3 (1403), etc.; V Blceikastadhoin E.J. (cf.

Rygh, N.G. II, 339). Moreover, in O.Swed. we find Blecher as

a man's name (Lundgren); it enters into the O.Swed. place-name

Bleekstorp, see Norrby, Ydre harads gardnamn, p. 87.

Bleikestrete Yo. a. 11 80, Blaicastret 12th cent. Whitby Ch.;

Blakestret 1275 St. Peter doc. Mon. VI,3; Blaijkestrete e. 15th cent.

Reg. Hosp. St. Leonardi Ebor. Mon. VI,2; now Blake Street (in the

city of York; cf. the plan of York in Baedeker's Great Britain, 6th

ed., Leipzig 1906).

I St mem. O.W.Scand. bleikr, see preceding name. It is not quite

clear to which distinguishing feature of the road or street this word
referred; it ma}- have been to the colour of the ground^. Cf. what is

said on the next liame. The form of the adj. can also represent the

masc. gen. sing, of the weak declension, the word then being used here

as a surname.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. stede (O.E. stede, styde) ^stead, place\

2 2nd mem. as in Bernertone, p. 7.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. strete (O.E. street) 'road, street'.
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Blaykethwayt Cumb. 1349 Rot. Grig., etc., see under Scand.

pveit at the end of this chapter. 1

Brai{)atun Yo. e. i ith cent. List of ^Ifric's festermen; Breiton,

Bretone DoB.; BreiUme 1189, Bray ton 1292 Selby ch. Mon. Ill;

Bretton T.N.; Braton 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.; Braiton No. vilL;

Brayton t. Edw. 1. f. Plac. Warr., 1334 Pat. R., 147 1, 1479 Cal.

Inq.; now Bra3^ton.

ist mem. O.W.Scand. hreidr (O.Swed. hreper, Dan. hred;0.'E.

hrtid) ' broad*. ^ This adjective is also recorded in the following

M.E. place-names:

Braithlau Wm. 1282 Cal. Inq.; Brathlaiv 1283 Lane. Inq.;

Braithlagh 1323, BratJdaghe 1344, 1348 Cal. Inq.; Brathelagh 1345,

1349 CI. R.; Brathelay 1380, Brathelaye 1404 Cal. Inq.; now
Braithlaw (nr. Kendal) according to the Editor of Lane. Inq.^

Braythestanes Cumb. 1294, Breithstancs 1300 CI. R.; now
Braystones (par of St. Bees).^

Breietoft, Bretoft Li. DoB.; Breitoft Surv. 11 18; Braitoft

1170-71 Pipe R.; Breintoft, Braytoff 1222 Bracton; Braitoft

1256 f. Brit. Mus., T.N.; Braytoft 1281 Cal. Inq., Rot. H., T.N.,

Tax. eccl.; Braytofte 1296, 1383 Cal. Inq.; Braystoft t. Edw. 1.

Plac. Warr.; Bretoft, Breythoft^ Braytoft 1303 F.A.; Braitofte

1307 f. Cal. Inq.; Breitofte 13 16 Cal. Inq.; Braytoft 1303 f. Cal.

Inq., 1314 Ch. R., 1333 f., 1400 Pat. R., 1346, 1428, 1431 F.A.,

1422, 1475 Cal. Inq., 1494 C. Inq.; now Bratoft.*

^ 2nd mem. as in Bernertone p. 7. Cf. the O.Norw. place-name

Brmidaho E.J., properly "^the broad farm'.

^ As I have not been able to identify the place myself, I cannot

suggest any satisfactory explanation of the 2nd mem. Judging by the

spellings it can be M.E. lage^ ley (O.E. la^ii, see N.E.D.) *^a pool, lake',

or the O.W.Scand. equivalent iQgr: 1) water, any liquid 2) a water-

course, lake, river, etc. Also M.E. laii, for which see under Asemun-
derlawe, p. 4, should be taken into consideration.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. stem ""stone", probably substituted for O.W.Scand.

steinn. Cf. the O.Norw. place-name Brceidcesteim E.J.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. toft 'a piece of ground, messuage, home-
stead'; O.Dan, toft, O.Swed. tomt. For additional details concerning

this word see Ch. 7.
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Braythawayt Cumb. 13 17 Pat. R., etc., sec under Scemcl.

pve'd, at the end of this chapter.

Braythwath Yo. 1301 Yo. Subs.; Bracwharth {\) No. vill.

(the ortliography is very corrupt in this part of the record); now
Brawith (par. of Leake).

^

Bradeuuelle Yo. DoB.; Braithwell 1232 Ch. R.; Braythwell

1260 Yo. inq., 1287 A. Plac, Tax. eccl.; Braythetvell Tax. eccl.,

1297 Yo. Subs.; Braideivcll t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Breythewclle 131

1

Pat. R.; Braifhetrdle 13 if) f. Pat. R., 1310 f. CI. R., 1327 C.

Tnq.; Braithwell 1338 Roche ch.; Braythetvell No. vill., 13 19 f.,

1383 Pat. R., I.N., 1323 f., 145Q Cal. Inq.; BraichetvelP 1326 Rot.

Orig.; Bratthetrell 132(1 Pat. R.; Brayirell 1336 Pat. R., Rot.

Orig.; Braythefcel 1345 Cal. Inq.; Braythirdl 1393 Pat. R.,

Bratheivell 1396, 14(39 Pat. R.; Braiwcll 14 15 Br.Mus., Cal. Inq.;

now Braithwell.'^

Brayza L^mc. t. Hen. II. Fumcss Ch.; Braitlia i k^j Lauc. Fin.

Cone; now the Rixer Bratha\- in North Lane, along the boundary of

Westmoreland.

Breitheflet, Brat/theflei/f. Breikefieii, Bradeflel, Bredped \o. 13th

cent. Guisbr. Ch. Nr. Kirkleatiiani."''

Braitheford, Braideford (aqua) Li. t. Edw. I. Rut. H. Not
identifiable. Nr. Tattershall ?^

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. vad, O.Swed. vap, O.Dan, vath 'a ford'.

The place is situated on the Cod Beck, a tributary of the Swale. Cf.

N.E. dial, ivath with the same meaning; the word occurs only in the

Scand. counties of Northern England (see E.D.D.) and is apparently

Scand. loan.

^ ch obviously miswritten for th, the t and c being much alike in

the handwriting of the MS.
^ 2nd mem. M.E. welle 'a spring, fount'; N.E. well.

^ 2nd mem. O.Scand. a (O.E. ed) 'a stream' (cf. Aby. Ch. 5).

The name is identical in form with the Icelandic river-name Breidd

{Breid a La.): several other instances exist in Norwa\', see Rygh,
Elvenavne, p. 22.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. fleot *a place where water flows; an arm of the

sea, a creek, inlet, run of water^
^ 2nd mem. M.E. ford, N.E. ford. Cf. Braythwath.
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Braithekeld Yo. 1202 Ped. fin. Eb. A spring nr. Hutton
Conyers.^

Breitheland Yo. 1202 Ped. fin. P:b.''^

Braithland Li. 1281 Cal. Inq.; Braijthelond 1287 ^- 1^4-;

Braylond 1425 Cal. Inq. Nuw lost? Seems to have been nr. Broughton
on Brant, or Leadenham.^

Braythemere Yo. 1330, Braithmere 1342, Braythemer 1348
Pat. R. Not identifiable. Probably on Hatfield Moor (W.R.).^

Braythemyre Cumb. etc., see under O.W.Scand. myrr, Ch. 6.'*

Breizbi, Brczbi Li. DoB.; Brancebi 1207, 1234, Brekeby
1 23 1 Li. rec; Breyceby, Brayceby t. Edw. L Rot. H.; Braceby

t. Edw. 1. Plac. Warr.; Breitebi T.N.; Bryceby 1303, Brayceby

1316, 1346 E.A.; Braceby 1391 Cal. Liq.; now Braceby.

1st mem. is the gen. case of the O.W.Scand. personal name
Breidr, recorded as early as the loth cent, (see Lind). O.Dan.

Breth, O.Swed. Bredh.

In the DoB. spellings of this name the A.N. graphical sym-

bol ^ is employed to render the sound combination [ts] (on the

O.W.Scand. transition ds > ts cf. Noreen, Altisl. Gram. § 230,

2 d); other DoB. instances of this mode of spelling, which is not

^ 2nd mem. M.E. keld (in place-names), N.E. dial, keld, kell (Nhb.

Cumb. Yo. Lane.) "a fountain, spring', most probably from O.W.Scand.
kelda (O.Swed. kalda, O.Dan, kyceldce) with the same meaning. Fre-

quent in North Engl, place-names.
^ 2nd mem. as in Liderlant, p. 12.

^ 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. mere *^a sheet of standing water; a lake,

pond; marsh, fen, an arm of the sea'. N.E. dial. mere.
* It is possible that O.W.Scand. breidr also enters into the name

Breidegate Lane. 1208 Lane. Fin. Cone. (nr. Cartmel) 'the broad road'

(O.W.Scand. gata 'road'). If so, the d was probably introduced from

the native hrCid 'broad'. — The present name Bradley Ash Derb.,

which is of native origin, appears in DoB. as Bradelei, Bredelawe,

Braidelei. The diphthong ai of the last form seems to depend on

Scand. influence. In the spelling Bredelawe, as well as the subsequent

Bredlowe 1251 Ch. R., Bredlawe 1280 Pat. R., the e-vowel can be

due to association with the corresponding subst., M.E. hrcede, hrede

'breadth'. Apart from these instances, forms with a seem to prevail.
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mentioned by Stolze, are e. g, Gernezhi Yo. Gervids-), FeizJn,

FeM Yo. ( < '"^Feits-), see further on in this Ch.; AsgoM Yo.

(< ''A sgmtfs-j see in Ch. 4), Branshi Yo. (< ''Brants- < -'Brands-),

etc. In the subsequent records we find the symbol c (see above),

Avhich can have the same vakie [ts] or that of [s] < [ss]. Cf.

MoRSBACH, M.E. Grcun. § 16 Anm. i. On the M.E. assimilation

of ts > ss see Kluge in Paul's Gr., p. 1012.'

Bregestuna Norf. DoB.: Breytlieston 1239 Cal. fin., Rot.H.;

Breyclieston, Breideston Rot.H.; Breydeston [252 Ch. R.. Rot.

H., 1286 Cal. fin., t. Edw. 1. Plac. Warn, 1302 f., 1401 F.A.,

1422 Br.Mus.; Breydistone 13 16 P^.A.; Breideston 1334 Norf.

Ass.; Breydestone 134O Norf. Aid; Braydeston 1428 F.A.; Brey-

ston 1483 Cat.A.D.; now Bradeston.

ist mem., in its original form, as in preceding name, but

seems at an earh' period to have been partly anglicized, in so

far as the stop [d] of the native equivalent (O.E. l)r(ld 'broad';

cf. Brada, a man's name), was substituted for the Scand. spirant.

On the other hand, this substitution might be due to A.N. in-

fluence (cf. Zachrisson p. 97 f.). On the loss of d in the spelling

of DoB. see Zachrisson, p. 90 f.
^

Bruneskayth Cumb. 1253 P. Pipe R.; Brunshayt 1290 C.

Inq.; Brunschayt, Bruniscliayi t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; Brunscayth

1300 Cal. Inq.; Brymscayth 1302 CI. R.; Brunscaith 13 12 C. Inq.;

Briinstath 1374 Test. Karl.; Brunscathe 1380, Bronscath 141

7

Cal. Inq.; now Brunstock (nr. Carlisle).

2nd mem. O.W.Scand. sl^eid, recorded in several meanings,

of which the following ma}^ be quoted from Fritzner: i) a race-

cour.se 2) a portion, piece 3) a ridge of earth or sand that

forms a natural transit from one place to another 4) a cart-road

between the corn-fields of a farm. Which of these meanings

^ 2nd mem. as in iVismunderljy, p. 3.

^ 2nd mem. as in Benierloue^ P- 7- A similar anglicized form of

(!).W.Scand. Breidr (jccuis, perlia})s, in tiie place-names Breidesthorpe

Li. r.S. 22 (A.D. 664! see note to (Jsgodby Li. in Ch. 4), Breides-

torp 1125-28 L. Niger S.P., now Birthorpe(?), and Braidestune, -tone,

Bradestone Derb. DoB.; Breideston 1233-53 Jeave's Cat., 1223, 135

1

Pat. R.; 1300 Derb. fines, 1335 f. Cal. Inq., 1350 CI. R.; Breydiston

1284-8^) F.A., T.N.; Breydeston 12-]^ Derb. fines, T.N., 1428 F.A.;

11ow Breaston.
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should be assiornod to shpid in the present ease is uneertain.^ For

further partieulars see below under Hesketh and [Wiekham] Skeith.

Dailderhou, see above, p. 9.

D.W.Scand. deill in M.E. field-names.

In some M.E. records previous to the middle of the 14th cent.,

especially those deahng with grants of land and royal charters of con-

firmation, there occurs not a small number of field-names terminating

in -deil, -dail, etc. The terminal is evidently identical with O.W.Scand.

deill (( ).Swed. del, e. Dan. deel) "^a share, allotment, portion of land'.

But this word does not seem to have been much in use in O.W.Scand.;

Fritzner gives only one instance, D.N. 3 (136Q). None are found

among the Norwegian place-names included in the hitherto published

volumes of Rygh, N.G. In \S\ enska Akademiens ( )rdbok', where some
attention is devoted to the subject in connection with Swed. del, it is

stated that the W(_)rd, which seems to have been common to all Teu-

t(^nic languages, apparently fell iiUo disuse at an earh' period in O.Scand.

It was probabl}' su})erseded b\- the common O.W.Scand. deild (O.E.Scand.

deld), originallv a \'erbal al)stract (< Teut. "^dailipo) meaning a division

(cf. OHG. teilida Vlivisio', Schade), which word had developed the

same sense; it enters into O.W.Scand. place-names and is also recorded

on M.E. territory; see above p. 9. The modern Swed., Dan. word del

is assumed to be a comparativelv recent formation or a l(^an from

MLG. (Cf. Tamm, Etym. Ordb.).

However that mav be, it is clearly beyond all doubt that in the

M.E. names under notice we are actually concerned with O.W.Scand.

deill. In the aforesaid records the word occurs several times as appella-

tive. Thus in a noteworthy and valuable confirmation of Edward III.,

which is preserved in the Chartulary of Rie\'aulx K.D. 1332, we come
across a donation de una dailla prati . . . siq)er moram de Leysthorpe\

In this Latinized form the spelling with the doul)le consonant may point

directly to the corresponding sound of the Scand. word deill < *dailR

< *dailaz, cf. Noreen, Altisl. Gr. ^ 267. Other Latinized forms daila^

dayla are recorded in the confirmation of the grants to the Abbey of

Louth Park Li. 13 14 Ch. R., further daylam 1291 Ch. R. II, 400,

and dailm prati in a deed of grant and confirmation of c. 1285 Yo.,

see Whitby Ch, I, 114 n. It is a significant fact that all these in-

stances occur in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire records, whereas in those

^ If we may trust an old tradition, ist mem. is (le) Brun, de

Brim., the name of a family who were the possessors of several estates

in North Cumberland near Carlisle and appear shortly after the Nor-

man Conquest; see Denton's Estates and families in the Co. of Cum-
berland. According to Denton (f i6i7)''Gamel the son of Brun' came
into possession of Bothel in the time of Hen. I. (iioo—35) and his

'l~)osteritv enjoved the same in the issue male . But D. makes no

suggestion as to the relation of the family Brunstock.
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pertaining- to other connties the native e([uivalent M.E. dal(e) ddl, is

alone to be found, e. g. dalis (plur.) Suff. 1270 Ch. R. II, 145, dolani

Le. i2qo ibd., p. 381, etc.

The same holds good also of the field-names to be taken into

consideration, which all belong to the most Scandinavian regions of Li.

and Yo. As far as can be gathered from the c(^ntext in which these

names occur, the\- were as a rule designations of meadows or patches

of meadow-land. ( )nly MosedeiJe and perhaps Cornfendeile seem to

represent pieces of moor-land, probably- turbaries (see below p. 33,
n. 8,13); another exception is Wandaile (p. 3 5) q. v. Now in M.E. times

the meadow-land of the community \^•as di\ided into a number of

scattered strij^s, which were distributed, l)y lot or by rotation, among
the lord and his tenants, as in the prc-feudal period they had been

apportioned in like manner to the different villagers. The dayla, -deil^

etc., of our records may (jriginall}- ha\e been a]oplied to such a strip,

assigned to one household and corres] londing to the selion of the

arable land. But there are other (ases which require a different ex-

planation. When, e. g., we read about tlie grant of a 'c^^j'iYa' of meadow
ill Hemmiingdaila (cf. below), the appellatixe in this and similar entries

seems to refer to a single strip of land, but as the latter member of

the name the same word must have signified either a compact plot

of land, possibly owned in severalt\-, or a number of strips lying side

by side and occupied l)y one householder. Such formations did exist

in the case of the arable land. acc()rding to ViNOCiRADOFF, English

Society in the iith cent., p. 275, csi)eciall\' in Scand. counties; and
it is a well-known fact that the treatment of the arable land was, in

several respects, analogous to that of the meadow. Cf. the same
author, Villainage in England, p. 259 f.

The nearest equivalent, on O.Scand. territorx-, of the Anglo-Scand.

deil seems to have been (J.Swed., O.Dan, deld, \\hich was applied to

a share of a common culti\ated field (cf. LI'Nd and Soderwall); it

naturallv cannot have been used in the case of the communal meadow-
land, inasmuch as this seems to have remained undi\ided throughout

the Middle Ages. Cf. Haff, Die drniischen ( /emeindereclite II, p. 14 f.

As to the ([uestion whether the con rspi tiiding ( ).W.Scand. deild was

employed in a similar function, the inatcrial afforded 1)\ the dictionaries

and other available authorities ()n the })oinl is too s( ant\- to allow of any

definite Lxmclu.si(m. However, it might be mentioned in addition to what

has been said on the word above that it enters into not a few field-

names in Shetland in the sense of a portion of land (Jakobsen, p. 87),

and in the dialect of the Farr)es we find deilur 'i^ortion^, deild portion,

spec, of land (HAiM.MERSHAntB, Fierosk Anthologi). It would seem, there-

fore, that in the begimhng of literary times in Scandinavia the word deil,

in the sense specified aljoxe, \\as confined to Scand. England, where it

owed its existence to the agrarian arrangements which had developed

there on the basis of the open-field s\ stem. From this the conclusion

is easilv arrived at, viz. that the survival of (,).Scand. deill on Anglo-

Scandinavian territory was principally due to the existence and influence

of the cognate native words above referred to. As for these the
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O.E.language possessed i) ddl (< *dailaz) 'part, portion, division, allot-

ment, dealing, dole' 2) d(xl (< '"dailiz) ''a. part or division of a whole'.

The latter appears in M.E. as del, N.E. deal; in the sense of a

pc^rtion or share of land it does not occur until the early Mod.E.
period (1600). The former gives M.E. dale (North E.) 'a portion

or share of land; spec, a share <^f a common field or portion of an

undivided field indicated by landmarks but not divided off'; earliest

quotation in N.E.D. c. 1241. Further we find M.E. dal(e)^ dol (South

E.; N.E. dole) which meant, inter alia, "a portion of a common or un-

divided field'; earliest quotation in N.E.D. 1523. Cf. the earlier refe-

rence given by me above. The exact range of meaning of these M.E.

words has not yet been satisfactorily elucidated^ but, if the general

statements of N.E.D. are to be trusted, the remarks just given on

Anglo-Scand. deil in this respect may be applicable to the native equi-

valents. This is borne out, to some extent, by the fact that the last-

named words occur in many similar field-names from different parts of

England; of ])articular interest are those c(~»ntained in the Register of

Crabhouse iiunnery in Norfolk, where in the 15th cent, we meet with

such instances as Haraldchildredole, Be^jnerchildredale
^

Northdole, Beles-

dole^ Seynt Edmiindesdol, etc.

O.W.Scand. deill is found in the following M.E. field-names

:

Adeldayles'^ Li. 1291 Ch. R. II, 400; in Glentham.

AlumdayW^ 1291 Ch. R. II, 393; in Stainton by Langworth.

Barndele^ Li 1208 Li. rec; in Gainsthorpe.

Buledailes^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Huttoft.

Dalhidaila'* Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Huttoft.

Eskedmjle^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Raventhorpe.

Fordeiles^ Fordailes'^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Alvingham.

Fredegestdayle, Fredgestdaile^ ibd.; in Grimoldby.

Gosetunedaile^ Li. 1189 Ch. R. Ill, 386 (inspex. 13 18), Goseton

Daylle 1301 Ch. R.; in Killingholme.

^ From M.E. adel{e) (O.E, adela) "stinking urine, or other liquid

filth; mire'. Or, perhaps rather, O.W.Scand. adal: (i) nature disposi-

tion), 2) in compounds: chief, head-, e. g. adal-kelda Vhief well, an

excellent well'. Cf. the other compounds given by P^ritzner.
^ From the pers. name Alun (Searle)? Very doubtful.

^ Perhaps O.W.Scand. hmm 'child', recorded as a surname in

O.W.Scand. (see F. Jonsson, Tilnavne) and in DoB.; see further Bjork-

MAN, Personennamen.
* M.E. hide < O.Dan, hid (O.W.Scand. holi) 'a bull'; cf. Bjorkman,

Loan-words, p. 286.
^ From an obsolete Scand. place-name "^Dalby?

^ O.W.Scand. eski 'ash-trees, ashen wood'.
' O.W.Scand. for 'a drain, ditch', or the prefix for- (O.E. fore)

'before, above'. Cf. for-berg 'a projecting rock'.

^ O.E. Frithugist, a man's name. DoB. has the forms Fredgist Li.,

Y(^., Fregist North.
^ From a })lace-name "^Gosetim, of native origin.
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Hemtmjngdalla^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Grimoldby.

Hovedecdeil'^ Li. 12th cent. Cotun Reg. Mon. V; nr. Habrough?
Humbe?'daile'^ Yo. 13th cent. Guisbroiigh Cli.; in Hessle.

llledeile'^ Li. 1208 Li. rec; in Gainsthorpe.

Kelsdail^ Li. 1238 Li. rec.

Kerdaile^ Li. 1268 Ch. R.; in Goxhill.

Kirnedaile^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Saltfleetby.

Cornfendeile^ Li. 12 18 Li. rec; in Wainfleet Fen.

Crokdaila, Crockedayle^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Huttoft.

Langedayle^^ Yo. 13th cent., 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; m Stittenham.

Mickeldayle^^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Saltfleetby.

Mikkledmjle^^ Li. 1291 Ch. R. II; in Sudbrook.

Milnedeyle^^ Li. 1268 Ch. R. II; in Dunstall (Corringham).

Mosedeile^'^ Li, 12 18 Li. rec; in Wainfleet Fen.

Musliolmdeyle^^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; nr. Huttoft.

NiwedeiW^^ Yo. 1204 Fed. fin. Eb.; in Upleatham.

^ O.W.Scand. Hemmingr, Hemingr, O.Dan. Heming, Hemming, a

man's name; see further Bjorkman, Personennamen.
^ Very obscure. From O.Dan, hovceth, O.Swed. hovup, O.W.Scand.

hgfud 'head'? Cf. F. Jonsson, Tilnavne, p. 192.
^ The river Humber (M.E. Htmibre,) near which the place is

situated.

* Probabl}' O.W.Scand. Ulr (O.Swed. ilder, e. Dan. ild) 'bad,

worthless', here possibly used as a surname: illi, see Kahle, Awestnord.

Beinamen, p. 187, and F. Jonsson, Tilnavne, p. 259.
^ From the O.E.Scand. man^s name Keel, O.W.Scand. Keld, etc.

< resp. O.Swed. Kcetil, O.Dan. Ketil, O.W.Scand. Ketill. The mono-
syllabic forms are recorded in E.Scand. from the 14th, in W\Scand. from

the 15th cent, onwards. In compounds, however, e. g. porkell^ -kell

occurs as early as the nth cent.; see Noreen, Altisl. Gram. § 349,2.
^ M.E. ker < O.W.Scand. kiarr 'copsewood, a marsh'.
' O.W.Scand. kirna (M.E. kirne) 'churn'. Cf. Bjorkman, Loan-

words, p. 143.
^ Perhaps from a proper name "^Corn-fen 'a fen or tract of low

land where corn is grown".
^ M.E. crok 'crook, hook' <- O.W.Scand. krokr, O.Swed. kroker^

Dan. krog. Cf. Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 248.

O.W.Scand. langr, O.Swed. langer, O.Dan, lang, or M.E. lang

'long'.

O.W.Scand. mikill, mykill, O.Swed. tnykil, O.Dan, mykcel; or

M.E. niikely muchel 'great, large'.

O.W.Scand., O.Swed. mylna, O.Dan, myhtcs, or M.E. milne

(O.E. myln) 'mill.'

O.W.Scand., O.Swed. mosi (O.Dan> mosce) 'moss, moorland, bog'

= M.E. mos.

From an obsolete place-name "^Musholm?

M.E. neive^ nttve (O.E. neoive, niwe) 'new'.

Lindkvist: Middle-English place-uames etc.
3
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Northdayle^ Li. 1249 (1268 mspex.) Ch. R.; in Upton nr. Gains-
borough.

No7'twdedeile^ Li. 1208 Li. rec; in Gainsthorpe.

Nunnemandeyl'^ Li. 130 1 Ch, R.; in Killingholme.

Reddeiles^ Li. 122 1 Li. rec; in Leake.

Sanwandeiles^ Yo. 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; in Wombleton.
Simundedeile^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Covenham.
Scoriedeil'^ Li. 1208 Li. rec; in Gainsthorpe.

Stokedaile^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; nr. Sahfleetby.

Surdeile^ Li. 1208 Li. rec; in Gainsthorpe.

Suthdeiles^^ Yo. 1332 Riev. Ch.; nr. Flotmanby.

Suthdayle^^ Li. 1249 (1268 inspex.) Ch. R.; in Upton nr. Gains-

borough.

Thwerdeil^^ Li. 1238 Li. rec.

Waterelesdayle^^ Li. 13 12 Ch. R.; in Grainthorpe.

WestdeiW^'^ Li. 1249 (1268 inspex.) Ch. R.; in Upton nr. Gains-

borough.

Wisdomdeile^^ Li. 1208 Li. rec; in Gainsthorpe.

Withewelle daiW^^ Li 13 14 Ch. R.; nr. Kelstern.

^ O.W.Scand. nordr^ O.Swed. nordh, etc, = M.E. nord "^north."

"'^ From an unrecorded place-name "^Nord-ivude 'Northwood'.
^ The same document alludes to a certain Michael Nuneman as

possessing land in Killingholme. His surname constitutes the ist mem.
of the field-name under notice.

* ME. red (O.E. read) ^red', or red (O.E. hreod) ^reed, reedbed'?
^ Perhaps from O.W.Scand. sandr, O.Swed. sander, etc = M.E.

sand ''sand'; for the rest of the name see below, p. 35 n. 2.

^ O.E. Sigemund, Simund, a man's name, or O.Dan. Sigmundiis,

Simundus, etc, see further Bjorkman, Personennamen, p. 120.

^ M.E. schort (O.E. sceort) ^short^

^ O.W.Scand. stokkr^ O.Swed. siokker^ O.Dan, stok, or M.E. stoc

stock, trunk'.

^ O.W.Scand. sw'r, O.Swed. sur = M.E, sur "sour'. In Norw.

dial, sur is sometimes used of soil : bitter, full of acrid liquid substan-

ces; moreover, in N.E. dial, we find sour ""of land: cold, wet, unfertile;

boggy, swampy'. One of these meanings might be assigned to the

word in the present case.

O.W.Scand. sudr^ O.Swed. sudher, e. Dan. sud = M.E. sud 'south."

^' O.W.Scand. pverr adj. "^athwart, across, transverse'. O.Swed.

pvdr, O.Dan, thwcer. Cf. the O.Norw. place-name pum'dale E.J.

I St mem. M.E. water-les < O.E. wceter-leas Without water, dry'.

O.W.Scand. vest-, in compounds, = M.E. west Vest'.

From M.E. wisdom, or O.W.Scand. vis-domr ""knowledge, intelli-

gence, wisdom'?
^•^ From a place-name Withewelle, probably of native origin. M.E.

tvidi withy, willow'.
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Wrengledeiles ^ Li. 122 1 Li. rec; in Leake.

Wandailes'^ Yo. 12th cent. Whitby Ch.; nr. Middlesbrough.

JVendeiles^ Yo. 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; nr. Driffield.

Wandayl, Wayndale"^ 1231 Guisbr. Ch.; in Coatham.
Wandale, Waijndayl^ c. 1300 Guisbr. Ch.; in Rotsea.

Wandaile Yo. 1332^ Riev. Ch.; in Allerston.

^ Seeing that only one instance of the name is recorded, I ven-

ture the following explanation with some reserve, ist mem. may be

O.W.Scand. "^[ivjrengla (<Teut *wrangildn) in the sense of ''a small space,

or piece of ground, of a crooked shape'. Etymologically the same
word would be the later Icel. reiigla f. ""a crooked thin twig' (Vigf.).

The word is apparently a denominative formation, from the same base

as O.W.Scand. rangr "crooked, not straight', O.Swed. vranger, O.Dan.

vrang, allied to O.W.Scand. rd "^corner, nook' (see further in Ch. 5),

and O.E. ivringan (M.E. wringe, N.E. wring) ""to twist, squeeze out';

cf. FiCK, Vergl. Worterb. Ill, 416, Bjorkman, Provenienz, p. 23 with

references. On some similar formations developed in the Scand. lang-

uages see Hellqvist, Nominalbildning, Ark. 7, 147 f.

^ On the etymology of this noticeable name some remarks may
be appropriate. In Whitby Ch., p. 114 n., Canon Atkinson calls atten-

tion to two or three instances of the word, as it seems in appellative

use (the last instance above can also be the appellative). He explains

it from O.E. icang ""field' and ddl "^part or share' and assumes the

compound to have signified *^a single division, share or 'deal' of the

large open arable land of any given township'. See further 1. c. The
word seems to have survived in N.E. times; E.D.D. gives wandale N.Yo.,

obsolete, with the same definition. But the native origin of the word
might be questioned. First of all the Scand. form of nearly all in-

stances on record should be taken into consideration. All of them
belong to pre-eminently Scandinavian regions in the East and North
Ridings of Yo. Furthermore it must be kept in mind that O.E. wang
was, according to Bosw. Toller, almost confined to poetry; in the

numerous O.E. field-names investigated by Middendorf it is conspi-

cuous by its absence. N.E. dial, wang is known exclusively from

Scand. England (Yo. Nott. Li. Le. North, e. Angl.), and two place-

names that are presumed by Jellinghaus (Anglia XX) to contain the

O.E. word belong to Yo. and Suff. Hence it may be inferred that in

the M.E. place-names of the counties just mentioned wang probably

represents O.W.Scand. vangr 'campus' and O.Dan, vang. The latter

word is recorded in the specialized sense of "^a cultivated field in which

all the villagers hold shares' (Lund; cf. O.Swed. vanger ^ Qndosed field').

This goes well with the meaning of wandail, which term would thus,

in its entirety, be of Scand. origin. Unlike the foregoing compounds
with deil^ wandail seems always to have been used of arable land; in

the Ramsey Ch. wong is actually employed by the side of the native

furlong to denote a communal field under tillage (see Rhamm, die

Grosshufen der Nordgermanen, p. 289).
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Eyk Suff. 1271, 1313 f. C. Inq., 1301, 1339 CI. R., 1316 f.

Suff. fines, LN., 1350 f. Rot. Orig., 135 1 Pat. R., 13Q9 Cal. Inq.;

Eych Tax. eccL; EyTis 1362 Cal. inq. da.; Eyke No. vilL, 1381

Cal. Inq., c. 1450 Ipswich wills, 1453 Suff. Tax R., 1493 C. Inq.;

Eik 1432 Cal. Inq.; now Eyke.

From O.W.Scand. eik (O.Swed. ek, O.Dan, eg) 'oak'. The
word is not seldom found as a place-name in Norw^ay, e. g. ^ik
D.N. 3 (1388), E.J., etc. — - The native equivalent, O.E. ac, was

also employed as a place-name, e. g. Ach Yo. DoB., now Aike

(par. of Lockington), of which sporadic Scandinavianized forms

occur about the close of the 13th cent.: Eyk Rot.H., Ayk Kirkby,

1303 Pat.R.
;

apart from these, only spellings with a are re-

corded.

Echeringe, Ecringe Nott. DoB.; Eikeringe ii^b, Eicringe t.

Hen. II, Eycring, Eicliring, Heykering 1. 12th cent., Br.Mus.;

Eicheringa 11 65 Pipe R.; Ekeringes 1166 Liber rub.; Aikering

i22g, Eigring 1. 12th cent, Aikring t. John Br.Mus.; Eykeryyig,

Eykering, Eycring e. J3th cent. — t. Hen. III., Aykring, Eykring

t. Hen. III. — Edw. I., Br.Mus.; Eykering 1235 Gray's Reg.,

1269 f. Giffard's Reg., 1285 Ch. R., 1288 C. Inq., 1290! CI. R.,

1298 Br.Mus., etc.; Eykringe 12^6, Ekering 1259 Br.Mus.
;
J.?/

ing Rot. H., 1341 Br.Mus.; Ekeringe 1280 Wickwane's Reg.;

Eycring, Eykringk Tax. eccl.; Eykring 1302 F.A., 13 17 Br.Mus.;

Aygring 13 16 Ch. R.; Ekering 1322 CI. R.; Eykeryng, Ayker-

yng t. Edw. III. Plac. Warr.
;
Akeryng 1325 Pat. R.

;
Ekeringe

1306 Ch. R., 1414 Cal. Inq.; Eykering 1338, 1415 Cal. Inq.;

Ekeryng 1346, 1428 F.A., 1349, 1409 f. Pat. R.
;
Hekeringe 1330

Br.Mus.; Eikeryng 1340 Pat. R.
;
Aykeryng 14.28 F.A.; Eykeryng

143 1 f. Pat. R.; Ekryng 1444 ibd.; now Eakring.

Probably from O.W.Scand. ^Eikareng, ist mem. being then

gen. sing, of eik ^oak\ ^ Cf. preceding name. The same case

of the word is sometimes found in O.Norw. place-names, e. g.

jEikarcey D.N. 4 (1347), ^ykrin ibd. 2 (1279), etc.

Besides eik the O.W.Scand. language possessed also a pa-

rallel form eiki (< *aikia-; O.Swed. eke, O.Dan, eki), a collective

formation, meaning ^oak-timber; an oak-wood, place covered with

oaks'. Both these nouns entered into a great many O.Scand. com-

pound place-names, in which they cannot always be properly di-

^ 2nd mem. O.Scand. eng 'a meadow"* = O.E. ing.
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stinguished from each other. The same holds good of a number

of M.E. place-names, in which they seem to occur. I now proceed

to give a list of the instances that are worthy of consideration.

Aykeberh Lane. 1190— 1206, 1212—40 f-, Aikeherhe 1190

—

1220 c, Aikeberh, Eikeherhe 12^0— ^o, Ayberg 125 1 —60, Cockers.

Ch.
;
Aykehenve Tax. eccl.; Aihehergh 1328 Whalley Ch., Ai'ke-

hiirgh ibd. unknown date; Eikehergh 1448 Cockers. Ch. ; now
Aigburth (in Garston). ^

Aykebergh Yo. 1289 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Aykebergh^ AyJceherg

t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.
;
Aykbergh vel Dykbergh 1342 Cal. Inq.

;

now Akebar.^

Aykeby Yo. 11 83 Richmond Reg., identical with(?) Ay-

Icesby 1289 ibid. Cannot be traced on the modern map.^

Aykehefd Cumb. 1285 C. Inq.; Aikheved 1365, Aykeheved,

Aykheved 1366 Cal. Inq.; now Akehead (in Wigton par.).^

Aycle Li. DoB. ; Aide 1199 Rot. Ch., Wells' Vic. book;

Aide, Aede Rot. Hug.; Eydes, Heide 1236 CI. R.; Heyde 1284

F.A.; Eijkil, Eykel Rot. H.; Eyde 1236, 1312 CI. R., Tax. eccl.,

T.N., 13 12 f. Pat. R., 13 16 RA, 1365 f. Cal. Inq.; Eide 13 12 f.

CI. R.; Aykel 13 12 Rot. Orig.; Eykil, Aykyl 13 13 Pat. R.
;
Ayde

1312, 1344 CI. R.; Aykil 1384, Ede 1402, Egle 14.42, Egyll 1472

Pat. R.; now Eagle.*

Echescard Yo. DoB.; Aikeskerth 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; Ay-

kesgarde t. Hen. III. Cal. Inq.; Aykesgard, Arkesgard 1269 C.

Inq.; Aykescharth 1282 C. Inq., 1286 Richmond Reg., 13 13 Cat.

A.D.; Aykescarth Kirkby, Tax. eccl., 1. 13th cent. Ch. R. (inspex.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. berg "mountain^ rock"* (cf, p. 13, n. 2).

The same name is frequently met with in Scandinavia, e. g. Eikeberg

D.N. I (1402), etc.; Ekcebiargh LCD., Ekebcergha Styffe (1395).
^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. Cf. in Norway JEikabyy

D.N. 2 (1448}, in Sweden ekiby S.D. II (1299), etc.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. hefd, hefed (O.E. heafod) N.E. head. I have

not been able to ascertain what the word signifies in this particular

case. In M.E. it meant inter alia: a) the top, summit, upper end of

an eminence, etc. b) the upper end of something on a slope or so

regarded, e. g. the higher end of a valley, etc. N.E. head is used,

besides, of a projecting pomt of a rock or sandbank, as was also O.W.
Scand. hpfud. See N.E.D.

* The etymology of 2nd mem. is not clear. Perhaps from M.E.

leiy lee (O.E. leak) 'a meadow, pasture', or M.E. lee (O.E. Jileo) "shel-

ter, protection"*, if this word could be used in place-names, as is stated

by MiDDENDORF.
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1307); Ayhesharth 1296 Pat R., 1301 Yo. Subs., 1390 Cat.A.D.;

Aykesgarth 1297, 1388 Cal. Inq., 13th cent.(?) Furness Ch., I.N.;

AykscJiarch No. vill.
;
Aykscarth 13 17 Ch. R.

;
Aikesgarthe 1367 f.

Cal. Inq.; Ayhesharth 1395, 142 1 ibd.; Aysharth 1400 Pat. R.,

1403 Cal. Inq.; Ayhescarth 1458 Cal. Inq., 1475 Pat. R.; now
Aysgarth. ^

Echescol Yo. DoB.
;

Ayhischoive 11 83 Richmond Reg.;

Ayhescoel 1251 Ch. R.
;
Aykescouh t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.

;
^v/s-

cough Kirkby, 1387 Cal. Inq.; Ayhesheygh 1301 Yo. Subs.; Di-

scogJi (MSS. A. and F. Aiscogh) No. vill.; Ayhescogh 1359 Cal.

Inq.; now Aiskew*-^.

Aykescof Lane. 11 90— 12 12 Cookers. Ch.
;
Eyheschou c. 1260

Scarisbrick ch.; Exsco, Ayhesho 1285 C. Inq.; Ayhescogh 1323

Burscough ch. Mon. VI, i; 1366 see App. B. to Lane. Subs. R.

1332; now Ayscough (m Kirkham par.).^

Ectone Cumb. DoB.; Ayheton 1246 f., 1335 C. Inq., 1272,

1335 f. Rot. Orig., Tax. eccL, 1309 CI. R., 1348 f., 1429 Pat.

R., 1322 f., 1424 Cal. Inq., 1485 C. Inq., etc.; Hayheton 1287

C. Inq.; Ayhton 1466 Cal. Inq.; Ayhtone 1484 Br.Mus.; now
Aikton.^

Aitone Yo. DoB.; Ayheston 1250 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Ayheton

T. N., t. Edw. I. Plac. Warn; Ayheton, Aheton 1302 Feod. mil.

Eb.
;
Byheton ISlo. vill.; Aiheton 1352 Cal. Inq.; Ayhton 1386 Cal.

Inq. ; now Ackton (par. of Featherstone). ^

Aikedale Yo. 1208 Ped. fin, Eb. ; now Oakdale (in Thimbleby). *

Eykedal Yo. 1339 Pat. R. ; in Whorlton. *

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. shard 'a notch, chink in the edge of a

thing, hence a gap, mountain-pass', Germ. Felsenscharte. Frequent in

North Engl, place-names of Scand. origin (further instances will be given

in Part II, under Scand. sh). O.Swed. shardh 'score, notch, lessening',

O.Dan, sharth ""lessening', O.E. sceard gap, notch'; cf. Bjorkman, Loan-
words, p. 122. In the spellings of the present name shard has been

repeatedly confused with O.W.Scand. garbr^ a common place-name

terminal in the North of England, which word in modern times ultimately

prevailed. Camden has Ashorth.
^ The name is identical with the O.W.Scand. appellative eiki-

shogr (O.Swed. eheshogher) 'an oak-wood'. As for the 2nd mem. cf.

Scorbrough p. 15. On the remarkable spelling with -I in DoB. and

Ch. R. see under Oldehi, Ch. 4.

^ 2nd mem. as in Bernertone p., 7.

^ 2nd mem. as in Bartindale, p. 4. Cf. the O.Norw. place-name

Eihidale E. J.
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Aykegil Cumb. 12th cent.(?) Holm Cultram Reg. Mon. V.^

Aikelid Yo. 13 12 Pat. R.; nr. Rainton ?
^

Aiclund ( Boscum), Heikelundhill North. 11 99 Feet of fines.
^

Aykelund (wood) Nott 13 16 Ch. R. Nr. Grimesmoor in Wood-
borough^.

[Aykescoghe Wm. 1359 Cal. Inq. Nr. Dufton.]*

Aicwath Yo. 12th cent. Rievaulx Ch.; nr. Kirkby Moorside.^

Andretesbie, Endrehie Le. DoB.; Andredebi 11 89 H. Pipe

R.; Endredehy e. Hen. III. Br.Mus., 1229 CI. R., 1253 Le. rec.,

1284 F.A.; Endirdehy 1286 Br.Mus.; Enderdehy i^zj Le. Subs.

R., 1337 Br.Mus.; Enderhy Tax. eccL, 1409 f. Cal. Inq., 1428

F.A. ; now Enderby.

I St mem. is the gen. case of the O.Swed. man's name
Endridhi (O.Dan. *Endrithi, Nielsen) or of the O.W.Scand.

Eindridi. If it is the latter form, the diphthong ei has shor-

tened to e before the consonant group, in accordance with the

sound-law given by Noreen, Altisl. Gr. § 123. The initial a-

vowel of two of the earliest spellings on record (see above) can

depend on native Engl, influence. But another explanation might

also be suggested. There was in O.W.Scand. a pers. name
Andridr, of which Lind knows only two instances. This is pro-

babty a parallel form to Eindridr, the diphthong of which would

be contracted'; into a, when the stress was shifted on to the

next syllable, which may sometimes have been the case. Cf. the

examples adduced by Noreen, Altisl. Gr. § 54, 3; Altschwed.

Gr. § 80, 4. In the same way the name Eindridi may in old

times have possessed a by-form "^Andridi. It is possible that the

spellings of DoB. and the Pipe rolls reflect this very old inter-

change of phonetical variants of the same name, Eindridi and

*Andridi (or Andribr). Cf Bjorkman, Personennamen, p. 34. ^.

O.W.Scand. Eindridi enters into three Yorkshire place-names,

terminating in the Scand. hy; the monophthongized (probably

O.E. Scand.) form perhaps into three similar Lincolnshire ones,

which follow in due order:

^ 2nd mem. as in Wymimdergil, p. 18.

2nd mem. O.W.Scand. hlid ^slope'; cf. Litherland, p. 12.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. lundr, etc., *^a gTOve"*; see further under

Londonthorpe, p. 13. Cf. the Norw. place-name Eikelund, Rygh,
N.G. IV 2, p. 72.

* 2nd mem. as in Aiskew and Ayscough, p. 38.
^ 2nd mem. as in Brawith, p. 27, n. i.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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Eindrebi, Andrehi Yo. DoB., Enderdehy, Aynderhy t. Edw.
I. C. Inq.; Eyenderhy^ Ayenderhy, Aynderhy c. 1283 Wickwane's

Reg.; Enderhy 1281 Yo. inq.; Aynderhy izyg f. Yo. inq., Tax.

eccL, 1 30 1 Yo. Subs., I.N., 1392, 1435 f. Cal. Inq.; Aynderhy Four-

neux Kirkby; A. wyth Stepil No. vill.; A. Wythesteple 13 18 Pat.

R.; Ainderhy Furneis 1405 Cal. Inq.; Aynderhy, Anderhy with

the Stepill 1424 Pat. R.; Aynderhy imth the Steple 1437 Cal.

Inq.; 1498 Cat.A.D., etc.; now Ainderby Steeple.^

Endrebi Yo. DoB.; Enderdehy, Aynderhy t. Edw. I. C. Inq.;

Enderdehy 1281 Yo. inq.; Aynderhy Kirkby; Anderhy No. vill.;

Ainderhy 1340 Cal. Inq.; Aynderhy in le Myre 1498 Cat.A.D.;

now Ainderby Myers. ^

Aiendrebi, Andrehi Yo. DoB.; Enderhy, Ainderhy 1208 Ped.

fin. Eb.; Aynderhy-vecunt t. Hen. Ill, Anderhyvesconte 1281 Yo.

inq.; Aynderhy Kirkby, No. vill.; now Ainderby Quernhowe.

Endrebi Li. DoB., Surv. 11 18; Eynderhy t. Edw. I. Plac.

Warr.; Enderhy Tax. eccl., 13 16 F.A., 1331 f. Cal. Inq.; Enderhy

Malhys 1302 Br.Mus.; Malhisenderhy I.N.; Malhus Enderhy 1362

Br.Mus.; Endyrhy 1428 F.A.; Malhiish Endyrhy 143 1 ibd.; Mal-

hish Enderhy 1475 Cal. Inq.; now Mavis Enderby.^

^ According to Kirkby's Quest (1284-85) Robertus de Foiirneux

held one carucate here; hence the distinctive adjunct of the place-name.

In 1316 (No. Vill.) Johannes de Furneis was lord of the township.
^ The qualifying adjunct is apparently M.E. mire < O.W.Scand.

myrr 'moor, bog, swampy ground'; see further in ch. 6. Close by are

two hamlets, Great & Little Fencote (Femotes DoB.), which name also

betrays the nature of the soil of these parts.

^ The origin of the word Malbys, which seems to have been pre-

fixed about 1300, has been the subject of much guess-work. Streat-

FEILD starts from the present form Mavis, and assumes it to be O.W.
Scand. mjor^ mjdr^ 'narrow", which is naturally inadmissible. Of more
plausibility is the conjecture mentioned incidentally by S., according to

which the place was so named from 'a Richard de Malbyse . . ., lord

of the manor in the 12 th cent'. As far as linguistic evidence goes,

nothing prevents us from accepting this view; however, the relation in

which R. stood to Enderby is, as far as I can see from the material

at my disposal, by no means cleared up. Richard (de) Malebisse

(11209) in 1 198 founded Newbo Abbey, nr. Grantham (Dugdale,

Mon. VI, 887; cf. Vict. Hist. Li. II, 207), but there is no record of

his having held any land in Enderby. His possessions like those of

his descendants seem chiefly to have been in Yorkshire, where the

present Acaster Malbis (written Acastre Malehys in Kirkby's Quest

1284-85 and in subsequent records) took its name from the family.

Cf. Sidney Lee, Diet, of nat. biogr.
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Endrebi Li. Surv. 11 18, 1195 Li. rec; Enderhy 1226 Li.

rec; Henderhy t Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Bagenderhy Tax. eccl., LN.;

Baggenderhy 13 16, Endyrby, Baggendyrhy 1428 F.A.; now Bag
Enderby. ^

Endrebi Li. DoB.; Enderhy, Enderehy Rot. H.; Henderhy t

Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Wodenderhy Tax. eccl., 1316 F.A., I.N., Enderhy

1340 f. Cal. Inq.; Wodehenderhy 1392 Br.Mus.; now Wood Enderby.

[Ananderdala Cumb. 1189 Ch. R. (inspex. 1:^08)] Enderdale

1303 Pat. R.; Eynordale 1^22 CI. R.; Eynerdale 1334 C. Inq.,

1338 CI. R.; Eyverdale 1350 Cal. Inq.; Enerdale 1395 Pat. R.;

now Ennerdale.

ist mem. is derived by Taylor (Words and places, p. 116)

from the O.W.Scand. personal name Einarr {O.Swed. Enar,

O.Dan. Encer), which is very much open to question.^ We must

not leave out of account the possibility that the vale of Enner-

dale originally took its name from the River Ehen, b}^ which it

is traversed. Unfortunately early instances of this river-name

are missing. It appears in 1322 CI. R. as Eygne, Eynge; more-

over the present lake Ennerdale Water, from which the river

flows, was called Eyneswater 1338 CI. R., and Eynes . . . 1^22

ibd. In consideration of the extreme antiquity of most English

river-names it may seem that the name of the river was the

oldest formation, after which the lake and the vale were sub-

sequently named. However, for want of earlier references I must

content myself with giving these hints without attempting to

solve the problem.]

Amstapelid Cumb. 1178 Pipe R.; Einstapeleth, Eistapelith

1 2 10 Ped. fin. Eb.; Aynstapelith Tax. eccl.; Aynstaplith 1302 N.

Reg., 1337 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Aynscaplyt 1304 Cal. Inq.; Aynstapellith

^ I have found no clue that might lead to an acceptable derivation

of the prefixed word. Streatfeild thinks it to be *01d Norse bak':

back. — Besides the Enderbys, DoB. mentions a place called Endre-

torp Li., which I cannot locate on the map. The ist mem. of the

name appears to be as in Enderby. Identified by Streatfeild with

the present Aisthorpe, which, however, seems to me somewhat doubtful.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. dalr (O.E.Scand. dal) 'valley', or the

corresponding M.E. dale (O.E. dcel). In the spelling of 1322 above,

the 6 is obviously miswritten for e. — Does the same or a related

word form the ist mem. of the name Aynerholm (wood) Wm. 1347
Pat. R., 1347, 1348 CL R. (perhaps identical with Ayverhohn 1320

Pat. R., and Aymerholme t. Edw. III. Furness Ch.) in Windermere?
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1 31 5 C. Inq.; Aynstaplelith 1^2^, Aynstapellyth 1335, Aynstapelyth

1346 CI. R.; Anstaple 1464 Cal. Inq.; Aynstaplyth 1485 C. Inq.;

now Ainstable.

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. ein-stapi 'the common Brakes',

Pteris Aquilina, which plant is of frequent occurrence on the

hills and in the woods of England, being particularly conspicuous

on the mountain slopes of the North. ^ See W. J. Hooker, Spe-

cies Filicum, London 1858, II, 199 and J. Smith, Historia Filicum,

London 1875, p. 299. Norw. dial, einstape, eistape with the same
and other meanings, see Ross. Cf. Swed. enstabh, enstapel (Fries,

Kritisk ordbok ofver Svenska vaxtnamnen, Stockholm 1880).

The O.E. etymological equivalent is dnstapa 'lonely wanderer',

allied with the verb stceppan 'to step, go'. O.W.Scand. einstapi

is found in the O.Norw. place-name '«/' ^instapascetre D.N. 2

(1298) and, perhaps, in the Shetlandic Jenastabadal < "^einstapa-

dah' (Jakobsen, p. 191).

Einesti, Ainesfi Yo. DoB.; Ainstvwapentagio 11 89 Pipe R.;

Heynsti 11 90 York Hist.; Aynestih iibj-jd 1>1. ^eg.; Anesti 1268^

Aynesty 1269, Aynstik, Eynesty, Aynesty, Ainstehi 12^^ Giffard's

Reg.; Ainesty, Ansty Rot. H.; Aynesty Rot. H., t. Edw. I. Plac.

Warn, 1278 C. Inq., 1310 Ch. R., 1316 Pat. R., 1322 CI. R.;

Aynsty 1255 Yo. doc, Kirkb}/, Tax. eccl., 1310 Ch. R., No. vill.,

1463 Pat. R.; now Ainsty (Wapentake).

From O.W.Scand. ein-stigi 'a single path, so narrow that only

one can pass', Norw. dial, einstiy; cf. O.E. ansttg f. = anpcep

'one-by-one path, narrow path (Sweet, Ags. Diet.), and the allied

verbs O.E. stlgait 'to go, ascend, mount',, O.W.Scand. sUga 'to

step, esp. to step upwards'.^

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. hlid 'a slope, hill- or mountainside';

cf. Litherland, p. 12.

^ Sti is the regular M.E. representative of O.W.Scand, stigi with

the spirant [^]. The above 13. century form -stik, if not a misspelling,

is remarkable. It seems to presuppose introduction of the corresponding

O.E., M.E. stl^ into the name; the final sound of this word was as

late as the 13. cent., at least in some dialects (cf. Kluge in Paul's

Gr., p. 1004 d.), the voiceless spirant \_x\. The rendering of this

spirant by k may depend on A.N. sound-substitution. — With regard

to the signification of this name, cf. the name of a hundred in Sweden,

O.Swed. Redudgh (1. 13. cent.), which properly meant a road passable

on horseback, from O.Swed. redh 'riding' (on horseback) and vcegher

Voad'. See Sveriges Ortnamn: Ortnamnen i Alvsborgs Ian X.
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Ayntre Lane. 1199-1220 Cockers. Ch.; Aintre 1226 Lane.

Fin. Cone.; Aintree 1226 Lane. Inq.; Ayntre 1292, 1461 Coekers.

Ch., 1296, 1 32 1 f. Lane. Fin. Cone., t. Edw. L Plae. Warn, 1309

CI. R., 1322 f. Lane. Inq., 1332 Lane. Subs. R.; Aynetre 1476

Pat. R.; now Aintree (par. of Sefton).

Possibly from an O.W.Seand. eompound ""''ein-tre, Norw. dial.

ein-tre (Ross) 'a tree standing alone or apart'. The following

brief deseription of the natural aspect of the locality may, to some
extent, corroborate this conjecture: 'The country is extremely

flat, and in the northern portion of the township the level of the

landscape is scarcely broken by even the smallest trees, and the

hedges are but scanty. The surface, occupied by cultivated fields,

w^here corn and potatoes find a congenial soil, is a mixture of

clay and sand'. Vict. Hist. Lane. Ill, 99. Perhaps there was,

at one time, in this plain a lonely tree, visible from afar, after

which the place was thus named.

Foitesbi, Feizhi, Fedrl Yo. DoB.; Fayzehy, Feizcehy e. 13.

cent., Feycehy 13. cent. Guisbr. Ch.; Faiceshy 1208 Ped. fin. Eb.;

Faycehy 1252 f. Rievaulx Ch., 1267-76 N. Reg., 1279 Yo. inq.,

1293 Guisbr. Ch.; Facehy Kirkby; Faiceby 1301 Lane. Fin. Cone;

Faicehy, Faycehy, Fesceby 1332 Riev. Ch.; Fayseby 1340 Pat. R.;

Faycehy 1301 Yo. Subs., 13 13 Pat. R., No. vill., 1364 Cat.A.D.,

1378 Pat. R., 1384 Cal. Inq.; Facehye 1403 Cal. Inq.; Facehy 1425

Cal. Inq., 1475 Pat. R.; now Faceby.

I St mem. is gen. sing, of the O.W.Seand. adj. feitr^ 'fat'

(O.Swed. feter, O.Dan, feet, Jessen), here obviously applied as a

surname to a settler on the spot. F. Jonsson has noted the form

feiti in a similar function (Tilnavne, p. 227). The same gen.

form of feitr seems to occur in the O.Icel. place-name Feitsdal^

^ The Domesday mode of rendering Scand. el with oi in Foitesbi,

which need not necessarily be regarded as misspelling, is remarkable.

BjORKMAN (in Scand. Loan-words, p. 26 ff.) does not seem to have

come across any similar cases in M.E. I suppose this spelling is to be

ascribed to the French copyist, since it cannot possibly proceed from

any native English sound-development. Both the 0- and the e-symbols

in the DoB. (Exchequer) MSS. are written very distinctly. In the

place-name material, on which the present treatise is based, there occur

besides Foitesbi three other instances of this graphic phenomenon, all

of which belong to the county of Yorkshire,, viz. (see next page):
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feitssclal D.I. 3 (1405). On 2, c as symbols for [ts] etc. in M.E.
see above p. 28, under Braceby.^

Flaneburc, Flanehurg Yo. DoB.; Fleinehurhc 1 128-32 Br.Mus.;

Flaynehiirg 1235 Lane. ¥'m. Cone.; Fleynehurg 1237 CI. R.; Fleine-

hurg, F'leynhurg 1273 Pat. R. (43rd Rep. of the Dep. Keeper);

Fleinhurg 1267-76 N. Reg., c. 1275 Giffard's Reg.; Flaymhurgh,

Flaynbiirg t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; Flamhurg Rot. H.; Fleines-

hurgh c. 1300 Whitby Ch. (cf. Introd. ibd., p. XLVII); Flaym-
hurgh 1 3 1

7 CL R.; Flaynehurgh, Flaynburgh 1319 A.Plac.; Flain-

burgh 1322 CI. R.; Fleynghorugh 1342 CI. R.; Fleynhurgh Tax.

eccl., 1324 f. CI. R., 1322 f., 1406 Pat. R.; Flaynburgh Kirkby,

No. vill., 1318 f. CI. R., 1324 f. Pat. R., 1432 f. ibd., 1441 Cal.

Inq.; Flamburgh 1487 C. Inq.; now. Flamborough.

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. fleinn: 1) a bayonet-like pike, the

fluke of an anchor 2) a kind of shaft, dart (Vigf.); e. Dan. flen

(Kalkar).^ The place was probably called so from being situ-

Esnoid, Esnoit (and Esneid) Yo. DoB. < O.W.Scand. sneid see below

under Snaith.

Hundredestoit » » < O.W.Scand. pveit, see this

word at the end of this Ch.

Muceltuoit » » < O.W.Scand. pveit, see this

word at the end of this Ch.

In all probability the copyist found in his original the names under

discussion written with ei. This diphthong, from whatever source it

might have arisen, was as familiar to the Norman scribe as it was to

the native one. But our copyist, who occasionally substituted oi for

the ei of his text, may have originated from Central or East French

provinces or, at any rate, have been influenced in his language by
their dialects, since this substitution of his might possibly be ex-

plained as a reflection of the transition ei (<: Lat. close e) > oi, which

was a characteristic of those provinces, while the Norman and Western

dial, remained at the stage ei. Cf. Bourciez, Precis historique de

Phonetique Fran9aise (Paris 1900), p. 56, and Nyrop, Grammaire
historique de la langue fran9aise, p. 142. Behrens (PauTs Gr., p. 961)
gives some analogous Anglo-French o^-forms that mostly occur by the

side of the Norman ones with ei] those of the former kind do not

appear earlier than the middle of the 13th cent. On French territory

the sound-change in question was completed towards the end of the

1 2 th cent.; the above-mentioned four instances of the o«-spelling, seem,

consequently, to be the earliest traces of the process on record in England.
^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. — Does the O.E.Scand. feter

etc., in the same case, enter into the place-name Fetestorp Norf. 1208

A.Plac, now lost on the map?
^ 2nd mem. originally perhaps O.W.Scand. horg 'fortified or forti-

fiable place, fortress', or M.E. hur^ 'fort, castle'.
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ated on a lofty, pike-shaped promontory (Flamborough Head),

which formed a sort of natural stronghold and was furthermore

fortified on the western side by a long ditch or rampart, still

called the Danes' Dyke. Apart from the presumably Anglicized

forms of DoB., there are almost exclusively spellings with the

diphthong recorded in M.E., as far as I am aware, and the name
is no doubt of Scand. origin. On the sole authority of the Domes-
day, Taylor (Names and their histories, p. 125) derives the name
from the corresponding O.E. flan 'arrow, dart', an explanation

that is clearly disproved by the subsequent M.E. spellings.^

Frestintorp Yo. DoB.; Fraistingtorp 12. cent. Yo. old deeds;

Freistingtliorp 12. cent. Swine ch., Mon. V; Freysthorp, Frays-

tlwrp t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; Freistorp 1290 Ch. R.; Fraysthorp

1299 Cal. hiq.; Fraisthorp Kirkby, 1302 P^eod. mil. Eb., No. vill.,

1335 Cal. Inq.; FraistingtJiorpe 13 12 Pat. B^.; Fraistingtorpe 1332

Rievaulx Ch.; Fraystliorpe 1305 Cal. Inq., 13 13, 1346 Pat. R.,

1333 CI. R.; FreystJwrp 1399 Cal. Inq.; now Fraisthorpe.

I St mem. is, perhaps, a lost O.W.Scand. surname ^Freistingr^

derived from the same root as the verb freista (O.Swed. fresta,

O.Dan. frcEstce): i) to tr}^ tempt, make trial of 2) to try one's

hand at, venture upon something. As far as can be judged by

the recorded meanings of this verb compared with those of

related words, -^Freistingr might properly have signified ^a ven-

turesome, daring, audacious person', or, less probably, "^one apt

to tempt, try others'. Of cognate words may be mentioned

O.W.Scand. freistinn (O.Swed. frestin) adj. 'daring, tempting',

freistni, freisting 'temptation'; further OHG. freison 'in Gefahr

^ According to Taylor the ist mem. would here refer to 'the

conspicuous needles of chalk called the High Stacks which stand out in

the sea at the extremity of Flamborough Head'. Still I think it more
likely that the striking resemblance of the headland to a pike in the

first place suggested the name to the minds of the Scandinavians. —
O.W.Scand. fieinn was also used as a surname (Kahle, p. 180) and
had even passed into a regular pers. name Fieinn (O.Dan. Flen, see

Lind), which, however, need scarcely be taken into consideration in the

present case. A Danish equivalent of Flamborough, in a way, might

be the present Flenshurg (written thus as early as the 13. cent SRD.)
in Schleswig, provided it does not contain the pers. name Flen, which

Steenstrup (Da. Stednavne, p. 78) seems to doubt. If that be so,

does O.Dan, flen here bear on the shape of the bay on which the

town stands?
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sein', O.Sax. fresa 'Gefahr, Gefahrdung^ freson *^gefahrden, ver-

suchen'. Cf. some similar personal derivatives examined by Kahle
in Ark. XXVI, p. 235 f. — With regard to the form of the

place-name in DoB., it should be observed that the loss of g in

such a position is a phenomenon that is well instanced in com-

pounds of the same type occurring in that record; examples are

to be found on almost every page of it.-^

Gayle Lane. 1247 Lane. Fin. Cone; in Wennington.
Probably from O.W.Scand. geil 'a narrow glen'. See further un-

der H.agayl in this chapter.

Gheregrave, Geregrave Yo. DoB.; Geirgrave 1226 f. Gray's

Reg., 13 17 Pat. R., 1325 CI. R., 1335 C. Inq.; Geyregrave 1231 f.

Pat. R., 1235 Gray's Reg., 1272 Giffard's Reg., t. Edw. I. Plac.

Warr., 1279 Ch. R., 1303 Yo. inq.; Gayregrave 12^2 Gra3^'s Reg.,

1272 Giffard's Reg.; Geregrave 1251 Pat. R., 1253 C. Inq., Rot.

H.; Gergrave 12-^6 CI. R., 1260 Yo. inq., Kirkby, 1288 f. A.Plac,

Tax. ecci, 13 12 Pat. R., 13 18 N. Reg.; Gairgrave 1273 Cal. Inq.,

1313 Pat. R., 1 3 14 C. Inq.; Geyrgrave, Gayr-, Gare- 1302 Feod.

mil. Eb.; Geyrgrave 13 13 Rot. Orig,, 13 14 f. Pat. R.; Gayrgrave

(al. Gergrave) 13 14 C. Inq.; Gayrgrave 1308 f. Pat. R., No. vill.,

1322 A.Plac, etc.; now Gargrave.

ist mem. is O.W.Scand. geiri m. in the sense of 'a triangular,

wedge-shaped strip of land', as in the compound land-geiri (Vigf.).^

The word, which originally meant 'a triangular piece like a spear-

point', seems to have been common to all or most Teutonic

languages, cf. O.Swed. gere, Norw. dial, geire wedge-like piece

of cloth or skin, also of land', Swed. dial, gere, Dan. dial, gcere,

M.Du. ghere (Verwijs & Verdam, Middelnederl. Woordenb.);

OHG. gero, MHG. gere 'keilformiges Stuck' (Schade), MLG.
gere ''Keil, Zipfel, langliches, dreieckiges Stuck Land'. On Eng-

lish territor}^ we find O.E. gara 'an angular point, a promontory',

M.E. gore 'a wedge-shaped strip of land on the side of an irre-

gular field', N.E. dial, gore^ goar, which belongs chiefly to southern

England, though it is also found in the North. Of O.W.Scand.

geiri as an appellative several instances appear in some M.E.

records, which have hitherto escaped the notice of philologists.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. probably O.W.Scand. grgf (gen. grafar) "a. pit, hole

dug.' Cf. O.E., M.E. gr(£fe 'trench, quarry'; O.E. grcef, M.E. grafe

:

grave, 'sepulcrum'.
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In the royal confirmation of gifts to the Abbey of Louth Park,

Lincolnshire, of A. D. 1 3 1 4 (Ch. R. Ill) we frequently meet with

patches of arable and meadow-land, called gaira, geira, in a

charter of 13 16 (ibd.) gaira (in Swineshead Drayton, in Holland,

Li.). Of earlier date is a deed of the Hospital of St. John of

Jerusalem, written at Ossington, Nott., in 1206, where we find

^ unani Gairam ferre super Hagenegate; see facsimile in E. M.

Thompson, Handbook of Greek and Latin Palceography, London

1894. A letter of inspeximus of 1291 (Ch. R. II, 396) mentions

the disposition of ^a place of wood' in the wood of Burwell Li.,

'commonly called La Gagre, Le Gayre.

Moreover, the aforesaid confirmation of gifts to Louth Park

Abbey specifies the land of some persons in Saltfleetby as Itach-

geira (Ch. R. Ill, p. 252), which word contains the O.Icel. law term

i-tak n. 'a partial right of property in another's estate^ esp. of

glebes. A plot of land near Keddington Li. is termed Karleton

Gayre (ibid.), another, in or near Kelstern, Schithongaire (ibid.,

p. 264). In a Nottingham document of A. D. 14 16 there is

a mention of 'una pktcea xirati vocata le Gerland continens in se

imam acram prati (Nott. rec). This name exhibits the con-

tracted O.E.Scand. form, which seems also to enter into fhe field-

name Sivanegcra Norf. 13 17 Ch. R., in Baconsthorpe. Side by side

with these Scand. forms the native word is used: Gara (in Burton

Feria Li. = Burton Gate? 13 14 Ch. R.), gora (in Clayworth Nott.

13 16 ibd.), the Sivaynes Gores 1331 Nott. rec, etc.

O.W.Scand. geiri survives in Scottish and North Engl, dia-

lects (Nhb. Yo. Li.) as gair, geir (the latter only in Yo.), which

signifies i) a triangular piece of land in the corner of a field,

which cannot be ploughed with the rest 2) a strip or spot of

verdure or grass on a hill side or upland, etc. (see E.D.D.). On the

division and arrangement of the arable land in M.E. times see

ViNOGRADOFF, Villainage in England, p. 223 f.

Cherestanc Lane. DoB.; Gerstang, Gairstang 1 189-1200

Cockers. Ch.; Geirstang 1 190-1200, c. 1230 ibid., 1215 Rot. Ch.;

Geersteng 1208 L. Fin. Cone; Geirstah, Gairestang 1245 L. Ass.

R.; Gayerstang 1246, Geyrstang 1256 L. Fin. Cone; Gairstang

1246 C. Inq., 1246-56 f., 1418 f. Cockers. Ch., 1304 f. L. Fin. Cone;

Geyrstang i24g, Geirstanhe 1302 Lane. Inq.; Gayrsteng, Gayre-

stang Tax. eccl.; Gayrstang 12 15, 1327 Cockers. Ch., t. Edw. I.
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Plac. Warr., 1292 f. L. Fin. Cone, 13 10 Ch. R., I. N., 1345 CI. R.,

etc.; Geirstank 1303 F.A.; Gerstang, Gayrestang 1320-46 Lane.

Surv.; Gairestank 1331 Rot. Orig.; Garesfank 1346 Pat. R.; Gay-

restange, Gair- 1363 Cookers. Ch.; Gairstang 1323 Pat. R., 1332

Lane. Subs. R,, 143 1 F.A.; Garstang 1340, 1477 Cookers. Ch.,

1346 F.A., 1444 Pat. R., etc.; now Garstang.

ist mem. as in preceding name. From a formal point of

view the O.W.Scand. man's name Geiri (O.E.Scand. Geri) can

also be taken into consideration.^ — With regard to the DoB.

form of the place-name it may be remarked that in DoB. the

initial explosive g, be it of native or Scand. origin, before e, i is

generally rendered with G but ver}^ often with Gh. Ch- in this

and some other cases is most likely due to misreading on

the part of the copyist and stands for Gh-. Cf. Zachrisson,

p. 137, and what is said under Gartree, the next page.

Qereford Yo. DoB., 1189 Ch. R. Ill, 1283 Wickwane's Reg.,

Tax. eccL, 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 1323 Pat. R.; Gerford Kirkby,

Rot. H., 1322 f. CI. R., 1326 f. Pat. R., 1367 f. Cal. Inq.; Ger-

forth t. Edw. L Kirkstall Ch., 1378 Poll-tax; Garford e. Edw.

IIL Br. Mus.; now Garforth.

ist mem. is probably O.E.Scand. (O.Sw^ed.) gere = O.W.Scand.

geiri, see above p. 46 f., or the O.Dan, personal name Geri,

O.Swed. Gere^, which occurs in M.E. as Geri Li. 13 16 Ch. R.

Qerewic Li. 1 163-81 Ch. R. Ill; Gereiuik Rot. H.; Garwik

1297, Gerwyk 1^2^ Cal. Inq.; now Garrick (in Heckington).

^ 2nd mem. M.E. stang < O.W.Scand. stgng *^pole, stake', etc., for

which in the present name the native O.E. steng has been occasionally

substituted. Cf. p. 16, n. i. The sporadic spellings above with -k

indicate the explosive (and partly voiceless?) quality of the final -g. —
It is worthy of note that this name is also found in Scotland: Gairstang

Dumfries 1305 Ch. R., now Girstenwood.
2 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. ford, N.E. ford. West Garforth stands

on a small stream tributary to the River Aire. — The same etymology

as above might be assigned to the ist mem. of Geretorp Le. 1179-80

Pipe R., but for the fact that, apart from that form, only spellings with

(/ are known: Gartliorpe 11 24 Le. Survey, Garthorp 1199 Le. fines,

etc., now Garthorpe.
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ist mem. perhaps from O.E.Scand. (O.Swed.) gere^ see pre-

ceding name.^ Does an O.W.Scand. parallel to this name exist

in the Manx place-name Garwick, which is explained by Moore

(p. 21 1) from Scand. ^ Geira-vilc or Gjar-vili? M. prefers the

latter alternative.

Cheiretre Li. Surv. 1118; Geretre 1167-68, 1 169-70 Pipe R.;

Gairtre 1201 Rot. Cane; Oeyrtre t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; Gayr-

retre^ Gayretre, Gayrtre Rot.H., Gayretre, Gayrtre, Geyrtre Tax.

eccl.; Gayreter T.N.; Gayretre 1338, Gairtre 1342 Pat. R.; Gayr-

tree 1316, 1428, Gayrtre 1428 F.A.; now Gartree (Wapentake).

Taylor (Names and their histories, p. 379) thinks this name
represents O.E. gyrtreow 'fir-tree', which cannot be right. Judg-

ing by the above M.E. spellings the ist mem. is O.W.Scand. geiri

(see above p. 46) or, less probably, geirr ^a spear with a wedge-

shaped point'. ^ Or is the name in its historic shape a Scandi-

navian variant of an original native formation? The Ch- of the

earliest form on record can be a scribal error for Gh-, or be due

to A.X. misrepresentation of the explosive sound, cf. under Gar-

stang, p. 48.

Qermundstorp, Germimdtorp, Germimtorp Li. DoB.; Gher-

mudtorp Surv. 11 18; Germudtorp 1208 Li. rec; GernmndtJiorpa

Rot. Hug.; Germundethorp Wells' Vic. Book; GermunttJiorp 122J

CI. R.; GermestJiorp 1241 Li. rec, 1339 CI. R., 1340 Pat. R.;

Germimdestorp 1248 C. Liq.; Gerynerthorp 1291 Ch. R.; Germe-

tliorp 12 22) Li. rec, Rot. H., Tax. eccl, t. Edw. I, 131 1 C. Inq.^

1 3 16 F.A., 1324 Br.Mus., I.N., 1351 f. Pat. R., 1401 F.A.; Ger-

monthorp 1303 F.A.; Germundtorp, Germthorpe 13 14 Ch. R.;

Gernetliorp 1333 f. CI. R., 1390 Br.Mus.; Gernethorjj, Garenthorp

^ 2nd mem. apparently O.Scand. vik 'bay, inlet, arm, creek'. On
Camden's map (1722) we find Garivick in, or on the outskirts of, the

Fens, the large morass that seems once to have extended over nearly

the whole of South Lincolnshire down to Cambridge.
^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. tre (O.E.Scand. tree) *tree' = O.E. treo[w].

Here should be mentioned Geretreives, Geretreu, Gertreu Le. DoB.;

Gertru 11 7.5 f. Pipe R.; Geretre 11 89 H. Pipe R.; Gertre Tax. eccl.,

131 1 f. Pat. R., 1327 CI. R., 1402 f. F.A.; now Gartree (hundred).

The name looks like a parallel to the Lincolnshire Gartree containing

the contracted O.E.Scand. gere; this is, howe\'er, for several reasons

rather uncertain.

Lindkvist: Middle-English place-names etc.
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1343 CI. R.; Grenethorp 1347 ibid; Gremptliorp, Germethorp 1392

Br.Mus.; Greinthorp 1401 Pat. R.; Garmethorpe 1402 Pat. R.,

1412 Br.Mus., see further Cal. Inq.; now Grainthorpe.

I St mem. is the O.Dan., O.Swed. man's name Germund
(O.W.Scand. Geirmundr).^ In the Latinized form Germiindus,

this name appears several times in DoB., chiefly in Norf., Suff.,

Ess.; further it occurs not infrequently in Li. records of the early

Middle Ages; see e. g. Reg. de Lekeburn, Mon. V (13. cent):

Germundus de Halington, now Hallington, in the same wapentake

as Grainthorpe. Bjorkman does not give the name. It enters

into the O.Dan, place-name Germendrup D. Arch. Ill (1438); cf.

Germestorp 1539, Falkman, Ortnamnen i Skane, p. 127.^

[Grimchiltorp Li. Surv. 11 18; GermuntJiorp 11 60

—

jo, Ger-

mundetorp, Germundtorp 1. 12. cent. Br.Mus.; Grimkiltorp c. 1162

ibd.; Grinhelthorp 1234 Li. rec; Grunhiltorp 1252 Ch. R.; Grim-

pelthorp Rot. H., 13 16 F.A.; Grimpilthorp T.N., 1347 CI. R.;

Grympilthorp e, Grimhilthorpe 1346, GrempultJiorp 1401, Grimbul-

thorp
^
Grymylthorp 1428 F.A.; now Grimblethorpe.

I St mem. originally the O.Dan, man^s name Grimhel or

O.W.Scand. GrimheU, in the course of the 12. cent, occasionally

supplanted by Germund, see preceding name. This suggestion

only holds on the presumption that the identification in Br.Mus.

is correct.^]

Qermundesweya Durh. BoB.; Garmimdeswaye e. 13. cent.

Guisbr. Ch.; Garmundestvay etc. 15. cent. FPD.; now Garmondsway.

ist mem. as in the last name but one.^

Qerolfestuna, Girolfestuna Norf. DoB.; Gerolueston 1258

Ch. R., t. Edw. I. Br.Mus.; Gervestone 1275, Gerveston 1289 C.

Inq.; Gerviston 13 16 F.A.; now Garvestone.

ist mem. is the O.Dan, man's name Geridw or O.Swed.

Gerulf (O.W.Scand. Geirolfr)^ This name occurs as Geriilf,

Gerolf (in the heading Girulf) 1199 Rot. Ch. The spelling Gir-

^ In Ingulfs Hist. Croylandensis (see Appendix A) we meet with the

forms Gerunthorpe, Gernthorp (CD. 297, 233), which are identified by

Kemble and Thorpe (Dipl.) with Grainthorpe. Whether this identi-

fication is correct is, in my opinion, very questionable.

^ For the 2nd mem. see Barthorpe p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. wei (O.E. iveg) Vay' = O.W.Scand. vegr.

^ 2nd mem. as in Bernertone p. 7.
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seems to be of Norman origin, of. the examples given by Hilde-

BRAND, Zts. f. rom. Phil. VlII, p. 350,8.

Gerulftorp Li. DoB.; GeroIcVtorp 1179— 80 Pipe R.; Gerle-

tJiorp 1238 Li. rec., c. 1290 Selby Ch., t. Edw. L Plac. Warn,

1 301 Cal. Inq., 1303 Pat. R., 1325 f. CI. R.; Gerlesthorpe 12 go

Cal. Inq.; Gerlthorp Rot.H., 1330 Pat. R.; Gerlethorpe 1305 Ch. R.,

1316 F.A., 1339 Pat. R.; Garlythorp 1327, Gerlthorpe 1 36 1, (r^^r-

lethorpe 1382, etc. Cal. Inq.; now Garthorpe (in Luddington).

1st mem. as in preceding name.^ Cf. the present Garthorpe

in Leicestershire, dealt with p. 48, n. 2.

Geruezbi, Gheruenshi Yo. DoB.; Gerhordebi 1278 C. Inq.;

Gervorclehy 1281 CI. R.; Gerwardhy 1284 C. Inq., 1338 Pat. R.,

1344 f. Cal. Inq.; Germandehy, Garmanby Kirkby; Gerivardehy

1297 Yo. Subs., 1302 Feod. mil. Eb,; Geruorby 1301 Lane. Fin.

Cone; Gerwardbye 1404, Garivardbye 141 3 Cal. Inq.; now Gar-

rowby (in Kirkby Underdale).

In its earliest form the ist mem. was, perhaps, the O.Swed.

man's name Gervidh (O.W.Scand. Geirvidr), or, judging by the

post-Domesday spellings, O.Swed. Gervardh. $ee Lundgren.^

On the symbol z, used in the spelling of DoB., cf. above p. 29.

Burton Li. DoB.; Burtuna Surv. 11 18; Qaitburton t. John

Spalding ch., Mon. Ill; Burton 1268 Ch. R.; Geitburton 1281 Cal.

Inq.; Geyteburton Tax. eccl., 1299 A.Plac; Gayteburton t. Edw.
I. C. Inq., 1307 CI. R., 1428 F.A.; Gayburton 1307 Pat. R.; Gatte-

burton, I.N.; Gaitburton 13 12 f. Pat. R., 141 1 Cal. Inq.; Gayt-

burton 13 16 F.A., 1378 Br.Mus., 1341, 1409 Pat. R.; Gaitburton^

Gayteburton 1419, Gayteborton 1473 etc. Cal. Inq.; Gayte Burton,

Gate Bureton 1489 C. Inq.; now Gate Burton.

This name, at its earliest stage, seems to be of native origin;

the question to be decided here merely concerns the etymology

of the specializing adjunct Gait-, which was prefixed to the name
about 1 200, obviously with a view to distinguishing it from other

Burtuns in the same county. Streatfeild (p. 301) assumes the

Gate of the present name to represent M.E. gate ^a way, road"*

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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(Scand.), on the ground, as I take it, that the place is situated not

far from the ancient Roman road to Wragby (see Gary's map).

The M.E. spellings tell against such an explanation; moreover,

it should be observed that between this road and Burton there

is another place with a name of equal age, viz. Marton [Martuna

Surv. 1118). I think the word Gait- etc. in this case is the

O.W.Scand. appellative geit ^goat' (O.Swed. get, Dan. ged, O.E.

gat), hardly the same word used as a surname (properly signifying

a coward or silly person, cf. Fritzner), or the O.W.Scand. per-

sonal name Geiti (Lind).

The following is a list of other M.E. place-names which seem

to contain O.W.Scand. geit, though, theoretically, the pers. name
Geiti can, in most cases, also be submitted to consideration.

Geiteford Yo. 1 165— 66 Pipe R.; Gay teford R.ot}i., 1289, 1318

A.Plac, 1300 Yo. doc, 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 1332 f. Cal. Inq.,

1339 f. Pat. R., 1378 Poll-tax
;
Gateford No. vill.; Gaitford 1322

CI. R.; Geitford, Gaytford 1338 Pat. R.; Gay tford Kirkby, 1323

Yo. doc, 1425 Pat. R.; Gaitforth 1506 Cat.A.D.; now Gateforth

(in Brayton). *

Gayteford Nott. 13 16 Ch. R.; Geytford 1366 Cal. Inq.; Gayt-

fordf Gatford •1382 ibid.; Gaitford 1332 C. Inq.; 1473 Cal. Inq.;

Gaytford 1392, 1428 Pat. R.; now Gateford (in Worksop par.).
^

Geytescales Cumb. 1273 CI. R.; Gaytescales 1307, 1345

Pat. R.; Gaytsheles 13 16 Pat. R.; Gaitescales 1323 Cal. inq. da.;

Gaytiscales 1323 R. Orig.; Gaytsheles 1337 Wetherhal Reg.;

Gaytscales 1323 CI. R., 1369 f. Cal. Inq., 1387 f. Pat. R.; Gayt-

sholes, GaitsJieles 1343 CI. R.; Gayteskales I345 CI. R.; Gaitscales

1330 Pat. R., 1407 Cal. Inq.; Gateschalcs 1350, Gaytescales 1344,

1432 Cal. Inq.; Gatescales 1329 f. Cal. Inq., 1467 Pat. R.; now
Gatesgill.^

^ 2nd mem. OE., M.E. ford, N.E. ford. Gateforth lies about a

mile from the River Aire, Gateford at the same distance from the

River Ryton.
^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. skdli "a. hut, shed, put up for temporary

use, often at a considerable distance from the farm'. Further details

about this word will be found in Ch. 5, in connection with other M.E.

place-names containing it. In his account of the estates and families

in Cumb. Denton (see above p. 30 n.) offers the following contribution

to the explanation of the name under notice: "The hamlet Gaitskail

was at first but a whinny place where the inhabitants of Raughton

made skales and shields for their goats . .
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Gettune Li. DoB.; Geiton t. John A.Plac; Geyton 121 7 f.

Pat. R., 1281 Cal. Tnq., 1274 Ch. R., 1303 F.A., 1346 Br.Mus.;

Gayton Rot.H., T.N., Tax. eccl., 1338 f. Pat. R., 1316, 1428 F.A.;

Gaitton, Gaytton 13 14 Ch. R.; Gaytton 143 1 F.A.; now Gayton

le Marsh. 1

Qaituna Li. c. 1150, Gaitim c. 1162 Br.Mus.; Geyton 1235 f.

Cl.'R., Tax. eccl.; Geyton, Gayton t. Edw. L C. Inq.; Gayton a.

1254 Br.Mus., Rot.H., 1303 f. F.A,, 1347 CI. R.; now Gayton le

Wold. ^

Qaytelaye (pastura) Yo. c. 1146 (Papal confirm.) Whitby Ch.;

nr. Hackness. ^

Gayteridding Yo. 1235— 55 Cockers. Ch.; in Sedbergh.^

Gayterig Ccidtura) Yo. 12. cent.(?) Whitby Ch.; in Tolesby. ^

Gaytesigemire Cmnb. c. 12 10 Wetherhal Reg., see in Ch. 6.^

[Ghetenesbi, Cheneteshi Yo. DoB.; Gaitanehy 11 83, Gaytenhy

1286 Richmond Reg; Geytenhy 1270, Gaytanhy 1281, Gaitinhe

1282 Y"o. inq.; Gaytenhy Kirkb}^; Gaytanhy 1301 \^o. Subs,, No.

vill.; Gaitenhy 1297, 1367 Cal. Inq.; Gaytonhy 1375 ibd.; Gaytenhy

1439 ibd.; now Gatenby.

The township of G. stands on the river Swale, just opposite

a narrow tongue of land, which is enclosed on three sides by
the river. This situ^ltion, combined with the spelling of DoB.,

renders ver}^ likely the conjecture that we have here an original

O.W.Scand. '^Geitanes-hyr; in that case the former part of the

compound represents the ancient name of the tongue of land,

being composed of O.W.Scand. geit 'goat' (cf. prec. names) and

nes 'a neck or tongue of land' (cf. p. 2 n.). The latter word
was frequently used in O.Norw. place-names to designate localities

with the same site; for illustrative examples see Rygh, N.G. II,

18, 124 etc. The absence of the [e]s in all post-Domesday spel-

lings is noticeable and can hardly be accounted for otherwise

than b}^ assuming that by the end of the 12. cent, the earliest

^ On the 2nd mem. see p. 7, n. i.

^ 2nd mem. as in Osmotherly, p. 4, n. i.

^ On the 2nd mem. see p. 21, n. 2.

* 2nd mem. M.E. rigge (O.E. hrycg) "a ridge, a long and narrow

stretch of elevated ground, range or chain of hills or mountains'; or

O.W.Scand. hryggr in a similar sense.

^ The remaining part of the name seems to be made up of M.E.

stke (O.E. sic) or O.W.Scand. sik, siki: trench, rill, 'rivus'; and M.E.

mire < O.W.Scand. myrj- ""moor, bog, swamp'.
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form and meaning of the name had sunk into oblivion. Was
there an unrecorded O.W.Scand. or Celtic pers. name ^Geitan

which was substituted for the former element? If such a name
did exist, it might, of course, have entered into the name at its

earliest stage. Cf. in Lind the pers. names terminating in -an.]

Qeitentone, Gadintone North. DoB.; Geytington, Geytinton

Surv. Hen. L; Geitentone 1156—57 Pipe R., Gaitinton 1166-67

f. ibd., 1200 Ch. R. Ill; Gadentonam 1166-84 Ch. R. Ill; Getin-

tunarn^ Gaitintonam, Gaitigtone 11 89 ibd.; Gaitington, Gaidington

t. Rich. I. Fount. Mem.; Geitinton 1199 A.Plac, 1235 CI. R.;

Geitendone c. 12 10 Liber, rub.; Geytinton, Gaytinton 1200 Rot. Ch.;

Geytinton 1234 f. CI. R., 1252 Pat. R., 1266 C. Inq., Rot.H.,

Tax. eccL; Gaytingeton 1252 Ch. R.; Geitington 1245 Guisbr. Ch.,

t. Edw. I. Cal. Inq.; Getington 12-]^ A.Plac; Geytington 1283,

1 33 1 f. Pat. R., 1292 f. CI. R.; 1336 Cal. Inq.; Geytyngdon 13 16

F.A.; Geytingdon 1324 Pat. R.; Geytyngton t. Edw. III. Plac.

Warr.; Getyngdon 1339 CI. R.; Gedyngton 1347, 1470 Pat. R.,

1454 Cal. Inq.; etc., see further F.A. and Cal. Inq.; now Ged-

dington.

ist mem. is probably a patronymic '^'Geitingr, formed from

the same stem as the O.W.Scand. man's name Geiti or Geitir

(cf. O.Dan. Geto)^ The O.Dan, place-name Getinge SRD. is

derived by Hellqvist (p. 34) from a similar O.E.Scand. formation

Getinger; for some other instances, on Swed. territory, see Hell-

qvist, 1. c. As to the loss of the g in the form of DoB. see above

under Fraisthorpe, p. 45.

Greibi, Gereshi Li. DoB.; Greibi 1. 12. cent. Br.Mus., 1263

C. Inq.; Greihye 12 10-12 Liber, rub; Gratliehy, Grayehy, Grayby,

Greyby Rot.H.; Grayby 1258 Ch. R.; Gryby 1279 C. Inq.; Greyby

1242 Li. rec, 1285 f. C. Inq., 1299 Pat. R., T.N., 1314 A.Plac,

13 16 F.A., 1328 f. Cat.A.D, 1438 Br.Mus.; Groby 1483 Cal Inq.;

now Graby (nr. Dowsby).

Perhaps an original O.W.Scand. ^^'Greidabyr, the ist mem.

of which would be the adjective greidr 'ready, free' (Norw. dial.

greid, Goth, garaips 'fixed, arranged', cf. O.E. ^er(xde< '^garaipjo

'ready'), presumably employed here in gen. sing, of the weak

declension as the surname of a person. The word is recorded

On the 2nd mem. see p, 7, n. i.
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in O.W.Scand. in combinations such as godr oh greidr ^good and
expedite', greidr ok godviljugr 'good and kind' (Vigf.). On the

other hand we must not overlook the possibihty that in the pre-

sent case greidr may have referred to some natural characteristic

of the locality, though it is true the word is not known in the

literature in an}^ meaning that might reasonably fit in with that

of the 2nd member, on which see p. 3, n. 2. Now there are in

Norway several instances of a place-name "^Greidahrar (or -ahr)

e. g. J Grceidahrom EJ., etc., which, according to Rygh, N.G.,

seems to have meant 'fields (or a field) easy to cultivate'. Can
the adjective in the case of Greihi have applied to a similar qua-

lity of the soil of the locality?

Greidr appears as a loan-word in M.E, in the form greithf

grayth, etc., 'prepared, ready, handy'; of some interest is the

cognate verb O.W.Scand. greida 'to arrange, disentangle, make
or get ready', which is found in earty M.E. as grceiden, etc., cf.

the N.E.D. and Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 43.

Gredbi, Greihi Li. DoB.; Grehhy 1451 Cal. Inq.; now Grebby

(Scremby par.). — ist mem. as in preceding name.

Grenesbi Li. DoB.; Gremeshi Surw . 11 18; Greinesbi \. 12. cent.

Br.Mus., 1 190 Ped. fin. Eb., 1196 Feet of fines; Greinhy 1208 Li.

rec; Greneshy 1204 R. Pat, 1207 R.Oblat, 1251 Ch. R., 1268

Yo. inq.; Graineshy t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Graymeshy 1287 A.Plac;

Greyveshy Tax. eccl.; Greyneby, Greynneshy t Edw. I. Plac. Warr.;

Greyneshy, Greymeshy T.N.; Greyneshy 1280 C. Inq., 1303 f. F.A.;

1316 Pat. R., 1378 f. Cat.A.D, 1428 F.A., 1483 Pat. R.; Grayneshy

1247 f. Yo. inq., 1297 Pat. R., 13 14 C. Inq., 13 15 CI. R., 1377

Cal. Inq., 1316, 1431 F.A.; Graineshy 142 1 Cal. Inq.; Graneshy

i^zj Pat. R.; Greineshy, Granyshy, Grymeshy 1428 F.A.; Granyshy

1475, Gwayneshy 1484 Pat. R.; see further Cal. Inq.; now Grainsby.

ist mem. is O.W.Scand. grein (O.E.Scand. gren) "^branch,

bough', applied to a person as a surname.-^ On the occurrence

of the word in this function in O.W.Scand. cf. Kahle in Ark.

XXVI, p. 235. Groyne, which is found as a surname in the

Yorkshire poll-tax of A.D. 1379 (Bardsley) and, according to

Streatfeild, p. 310, in I.N. (1340), seems to be the same word.

2nd mem as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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— As for the etymology of grein see Bjorkman, Loan-words, p.

43, with references. The word occurs in some Norw. place-names,

where it is supposed to denote a branch of a river, an arm of

a marsh, etc. (N.G. Ill, 253, V, 178; cf. Steenstrup, Da. Stednavne,

p. 93). It is possible that grein enters, in a similar sense, into

the following North English place-names:

^ Qreinegate Li. (?) 1225 Gray's Reg.

^

Qrainehou Yo. 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; in Hundmanby.^

Qraynehowe Cumb. 1300, Graynhoiv 1305, etc. Cal. Inq. ^ Cf.

also Rycalvegrayne, further on in this chapter.

Hagayl Wm. 1273 C. Inq.; Uogayl i2g'j, 1320 Pat. R., 1307

f. Lane. Inq., 1309 C Inq., 1322 Cal. Inq.; Hogayl, Hugail 1301

Lane. Fin. Cone; Hogaill 1374 Rot. Orig.; Hogail 1374 Cal. Inq.;

Hogille 141 3 f. ibd.; now Hugill (in Kendal).

2nd mem. was earliest O.W.Scand. geil ' a narrow glen'.

Norw. dial, geil; N.E. dial. (Wm.) gale 'a place in the hollow of

a hiir. The word is preserved in some other North English

place-names, see Gayle (p. 46), Scalegail and Sleddale Gayle

(further down in this chapter). In the case of Hugill,^ the ori-

ginal geil was in the 15th cent, replaced by the cognate synonym

O.W Scand. gil 'a cleft, fissure, narrow valley or glen' (see p. 19 n.),

which word is frequently found among the place-names of

Northern England; cf. below Leirgile and further in Part II,

Scand. g.

Haresteinegate Yo. 1201 Fed. fin. Eb.; in Oulston, Coxwold
par. Contains O.W.Scand. stemn 'stone, rock'.'^

Helgebi, Elgehi Yo. DoB.; Helglihy 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.;

now Hellaby, a hamlet in the parish of Stainton (Tickhill).

ist mem. is the O.W.Scand. personal name Helgi, Heilgi, or

O.Dan. Helghi, O.Swed. HcBlghe, Helghe^ As for its etymology

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. gata *^road'.

^ 2nd mem. perhaps O.W.Scand. haugr 'hilf, etc., cf. p. 9, n. i.

^ ist mem. is O.W.Scand. hc'ir, hor 'high'; see further Habrough,

in Ch. 5.

^ ist mem. perhaps M.E. hare (O.E. hara) "3. hare'; 3rd mem.
O.W.Scand. gata "^road'.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. Some exact parallels to

Hellaby are found in Norway, e. g. Hcelgceby D.N. 5 (1341).
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cf. BjoRKMAN, Personennamen, p. 67. The same name may con-

stitute the ist mem. of the following M.E. place-names:^

Hselgefeld, HelgefeM, -felt Yo. DoB.; HelivefeW 1233 CI. R.;

Helefeud Kirkby; Helghfelde 1302 Feod. mil. Eb,; Helgfeld, Elhe-

feld 13 14 C. Inq.; Helgfeld ^o. villr, Netherhclghfeld, -helfeld 1325

CI. R.; Helyghfeld 1378 Poll-tax; now HelHfield (in Long Preston

par.).
2

Elgelo Li. DoB.; Helgelo, Helhelo t. Hen. II, Helgelo a. 12 17,

e. Hen. III., Helgeloe e. 13. cent., Br.Mus.; Helgelawe 1251 Ch. R.;

Herelou a. 1254, Hellawe izgo, BrMus.; Helgelofe, Hellotve.K-OtH.;

HeUoive 131 1, Hellatve, Helloiv 1314 C. Inq.; Heleloue, Helleloue;

1 3 14 Ch. R.; Helloti 13 16 RA.; Helloive 1355, 141 7 Br.Mus.; Bel-

lawe 1428 F,A.; now Belleau.'^

Halgatuna, Halga fona, Helingetuna Norf. DoB.; \? Elchegeton

t. Rich. I. A.Plac.]; Helgeton t. John A.Plac, Tax. eccl. 1306

Cat.A.D., 1 40 1 F.A.; Helivetun, Heleivcfon, Heletune Rot.H.; Hel-

getone 1342 Pat.R.; Helghcfon 1302 f., 1428 F.A., 1334 Norf. Ass.;

now HilHngton (by Norwich).^

^ These names can contain also the O.W.Scand. adj. heilagr holy"

(O.Swed. helagher), out of which Helgi was developed. How far we
might be justified in deriving them, instead, from the M.E. continuation

of O.E. hceli^, which is recorded only as hell, seems impossible to

decide, in view of the little known as yet about the occurrence of this

form in the several dialects.

^ 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. feld 'field'. Cf. the O.Norw. Hc^lga-

land E.J.

^ As will be seen from the spellings quoted, the common French

place name element hel was substituted for the ist mem. in the be-

ginning of the 15th century; the rest of the name seems to have been

Frenchified in the N.E. period. In its new shape the name answers

well to the natural features of the place it covers. It is stated by
Streatfeild that the spot is marked by some 'clear and plentiful

springs'. Close to it flows a stream, on which, not far from Belleau,

stands a village with the Scand. name Khy. — The 2nd mem. seems
in its earliest form to have been O.W.Scand. 16 'a low-lying meadow
by the water-side"*, which word is found in not a few O.Norw. local

names. See Fritzner, and Rygh, Indl. Later on it was obviously

changed for the miOre familiar M.E. place-name terminal -laiv, -low;

cf. above p. 4 n. 2, and 26 n. 2.

* As for 2nd mem. see p. 7, n. i. Etymologically the same name
can be the Norw. HelgeUm (Rygh, Personnavne, p. 125).
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Helgatuna, Helgetuna, Hcelgatuna, Halgetuna Norf. DoB.;

Helgetiin c. 1150 Br.Mus.; Heletvetone 1 156-57 Liber rub.; ^e/^/ie-

tun 1202 f. Cal. fin.; Helegheton, Helege-, Helegh- 12-] 2 Ch. R.;

Helgotone, Helgeton Tax. eccl.; Helegheton, Heleiveton, Helhethon

Rot. H.; Helgheton 1316 F.A., 1325 f. CI. R.; 1334 Norf. Ass.;

Belghton 1319 f. CI. R.; Helgton Uelweton 1302, 1428 F.A.;

see further Cat. A.D. and Cal. Inq.; now Helhoughton.^

Kelegeton Yo. ii8g H. Pipe R.; Helgeton 1201 Rot. Cane.;

cannot be identified.^

O.W.Scand. heimr in M.E. place-names.

The numerous Norwegian place-names which contain as 2nd

member O.W.Scand. heimr 'home, homestead' (O.Swed., O.Dan,

hem, O.E, ham, Goth, haims) have been inquired into by Rygh
(Indl. p. 54) and b}^ Andreas Hansen (Landnam i Norge). These

two scholars agree on the point that the -/zefm-names mark a

very early stage of the making of the O.Norw. local nomencla-

ture; according to Hansen they would constitute a stratum which

covered a period previous to the Viking Age. In fact, the name-

giving process in the course of which such names were being

produced, would have come to an end long before the beginning

of the 9th century.

This theor}^ is based to some extent on the observation that,

as Rygh puts it, no -heim-n3mes seem to occur among the settle-

ments founded by the Norwegians in the West. Still R. has to

admit that there are a few instances in Iceland; it may be added

that, besides, some are found in the Shetlands, which have been

discussed b}^ Jakobsen (Shetl. Stednavne, pp. 69, 104). J. appears

to believe that they date from the time about 700 or earlier; he

gives no historical evidence in support of his assumption, which

is founded entirely on the calculations of Rygh.^

That, however, heimr survived as a living place-name element

during the Viking Age, although gradually passing out of use,

is clearly shown by the existence of a number of -heim-nsimes

in Scand. England. Most of these belong to Lancashire and York-

^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 7, n. i. Etymologically the same name
can be the Norw. Helgetun (Rygh, Personnavne, p. 125).

^ About the O.Dan, place-names terminating in the corresponding

word we know as yet very little. They seem to be comparatively few

in number; cf. Steenstrup, Indledende Studier, p. 72 f.
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shire and are, judging by their first members, undoubtedly of

0.W.Scand. origin. But in all probability there were at one time

more names of this description in Scand. England than those

which have come down to us in a more or less transparent Scand.

form. For it is obvious that -heim(r) as a place-name terminal

was apt to be very soon anghcized to -ham, in consequence

of the levelling influence of the many native names compounded
with O.E. -ham which were in existence at the arrival of the

new settlers. Indeed, if a M.E. place-name terminating in -ham
and belonging to a pronouncedly Scand. county, exhibits as ist

member a Scand. word, there is strong reason for suspecting

that the name as a whole was coined by the Scandinavians

and thus originally contained Scand. -heim. When, e. g. we find

the names Ascam Yo. DoB., Ashham, No. vill., etc. (now Askham
Brian and A. Richard near York), or Aslham Nott. 1283 Ch. R.^

etc. (now Askham), there can be ver}^ little doubt that either of

the two represents an O.W.Scand. type *Ashheimr, of which se-

veral examples can be quoted from ancient Norway (see N.G.

1, II, VI). Another instance connected with this is Cletham Li.

DoB., Surv. 1 1 18, 1303 F.A., etc. (now Cleatham in Manton)^ the

ist mem. of which is O.W.Scand. klcttr 'a rock, cliff. That, con-

versely, in counties where the Scandinavian element of the popu-

lation had become paramount, as, e. g. in Lincolnshire, the -ham

of the native names was occasionally Scandinavianized to -heim,

is evidenced by the material dealt with below, p. 62 f.

Hence it will be readily understood that if in the case of

some English name terminating in -ham, one or more M.E. spel-

lings with Scand. -heim are recorded, we are often at a loss when
confronted with the problem, whether the name in its earliest form

was an English or a Scandinavian product. The only criterion we
have then to go upon is the quality of the ist member. If this

turns out to be a Scand. word, the name in its entirety is cer-

tainly to be regarded as Scand., more particularly if exact parallels

to it can be adduced from vScandinavia. Very intricate are those

cases in which the ist member can represent a native word as well

as its Scand. equivalent, since the two sometimes coincide in form.

Provided no further instances of such names are found out of

Scand. England, the)^ may be said to be presumably of Scand.

origin. More doubtful are compounds consisting of a river-name

+ heim, ham, seeing that formations of that type were no less

usual in Scandinavia than they were in England. When such names
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appear in regions the local nomenclature of which is in other re-

spects conspicuousl}^ Scandinavian, they may be looked upon as

possibly created by Scandinavians.

According to the principles that have now been roughly laid

down, the following cases may be taken into consideration

:

Biscopham Lane. DoB., 1196 Lane. Fin. Conc; Biscopheyma

1216 Br.Bus.; Biscoplwym e. 13th cent. Cockersand ch., Mon. VI,2;

now Bispham (in Amounderness).^

Evreshaim Wm. DoB.; Eueresheim t. John Br.Mus., 13th

cent.(?) Wetherhal Reg., Mon. Ill; EueresJiam e. 13th cent. Br.Mus.;

Heverseym 13 16 Lane. Priv. deeds; now Heversham.^

Fossham, Fosham Yo. DoB.; Fosseym Kirkby; Fossham

No. vill.; Fossam 1343 Cl. R.; now Fosham.^

Hacberdingeha, Hacherdingha, Haberdingha Li. DoB.; Hag-
ivordingheheim.^ Agwordingheheim Surv. 11 18; Hagwordhinghame
Rot. Hug.; Hagtvurthingham, Hagivedhingham Rot. H.; Hag-
worthingham Tax. eccl., 1340 Pat. R., 13 16 f. F.A., 1330 C. Inq.;

^
I St meni. is probably O.Scand. biskop (O.K., M.E hiscop) "^bishop'.

The word was also used as a surname, see F. Jonsson, Tilnavne, p.

293. The present form Bispham appears, in connection with pers.

names, as early as A.D. 1288 onwards, cf. the instances quoted by
Bardsley. He gives as a variant of the present name also Biscomb.

Provided this form reflects some ancient pronunciation on the spot, it

presupposes that the internal -sc- of the M.E. spellings was sounded

[sk]. For only if such was the case could the latter portion of the

name be popularly associated with and supplanted by N.E. coomb
< O.E. cumh small valley, hollow'; see further N E.D.

^ From a phonological point of view the ist mem. can represent

O.W.Scand. ioforr, iafurr 'boar, prince', as well as O.E. eofor ''boar\

However, it would seem that the word occurs here as a personal name;

if that is so, it is most probably of Scand. origin (O.W.Scand. Jgfurr,

O.Swed. Jafur). For if Searle is to be trusted, O.E. Eofor is recorded

solely in Beowulf as the name of a Geate and is apparently the Scand.

name in O.E. disguise. Scandinavian are also the two Yorkshire place-

names Eiirebi and Euertorp DoB., but not Jaforhe ibid., as is wrongly

conjectured by Bjorkman (Personennamen, p. 71). This is a mis-

spelling for Jaforde (now Yafforth), which form is found a little further

down in the record.

^ In Aldbrough parish, not far from the Lambwath Stream, ist

mem. is O.W.Scand. fo88 (<^ fors through assimilation; O.Swed., e. Dan.

fors) 'a waterfair. Many instances of the name occur in Norway, e. g.

Fosseim E.J.; cf. further N.G. II.
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Hactvaringham 1338 Pat. R.; Hatvorthingham 1346 F.A.; now
Hagworthingham. ^

Holam, Holun Yo. DoB.; Halaym, Holnme 1259 Yo. inq.;

Holaym 1267-76 N.Reg., 1. Hen. III. Yo. doc, 1297 Yo. Subs.,

No. vilL, 1338 f. CI. R., 1342 f. Pat. R., 1352 Br.Mus., Cal. inq.

da.; Holeym 1^22 f., 1382 Pat. R., 1323 Cal. inq. da.; Holem 1338

CI. R., 1338 f., 1394 Pat. R.; Holym 1339 Pat. R.; Holein 1353

Pat. R.; Holyme 1396 Pat. R., 1476 Br.Mus.; now Hollym.'^

[Holtha Li. DoB.; Holteim Surv. 1 1 18; Holthaim 1 163 Br.Mus.;

Holtliam 1255 Ch. R., 1. 13th cent. Br.Mus., 13 16 f. F.A.; now
Haltham upon Bain.]^

Chircheham Lane. DoB.; Kir I'eheim 1 196 Feet of fines, 1238

Gray's Reg.; Kirheheym 1241 Gray's Reg., 1247 Pat. R.; Kyrli-

cym 12^2 Lane. Inc^:, Kyrhhaym 1245 Lane. Assize R.;

1246 Lane. Fin. Cone, (bis); Kircheyni, Kircham, 1251 Pat. R.;

Kyrhhem 1257 C. Liq.; Kirkeham 1257 P^t- 1279 CI. R., etc.;

Kirhhcym 1258 Pat. R.; Kwlehnym 13 19 Pat. R.; now Kirkham

(in Amounderness).*

Clapeham Yo. DoB.; Cleijhaim, Clapaim 1160-89 Lane. Priv.

deeds; Clapham No. vill.; now Clapham.^

^ As far as the evidence of DoB. goes, the ist mem. was origi-

nally a patronymic derivative in -mg, from the O.W.Scand. man's name
Hagbardr, O.Dan. Hagharth, O.Swed. Haghbardh. The place-name may
have been formed on the analogy of the well-known native type re-

presented by such names as O.K. Cynelmingham Wilt. Thorpe, Dipl. p.

149 (901), < O.K. Cynehelm; Ecgivulpngham Nhb. Simeon of Durham,
Hist. Dunelm. ecclesiae, < O.E. Ecgwulf, etc. Still this explanation of

Hagworthingham is rendered somewhat uncertain by the differing spel-

lings in post-Domesday records, if we do not choose to assume that

the name actually underwent certain arbitrary alterations in the corre-

sponding period.

^ ist mem. is O.W.Scand. hoi ""a hollow, cavity', or the adjective

holr * hollow'. The same name is frequently met with in Norway:

Holehnr DN. 2 (1304), a Holceimi ibd. 5 (1347), etc.

^ I.St mem. is either O.W.Scand. iiolt 'stony rising ground, mostly

covered with wood' (Fritzner), O.Dan, holt^ O.Swed. huU, or O.E. holt

"a wood, grove, copse'. Haltham hes in a district the local names of

which are almost exclusively Scandinavian in form.

* ist mem. is most probably O.W.Scand. kijrkia, kh'kia "church'

(cf. Kirkdale, p. 11), seeing that the place belongs to a conspicuously

Scand. district that was populated by the Northmen at a very early date.

^ ist mem. seems to be O.W.Scand. klQpp f.. 'a pier-like rock pro-

jecting into the sea' (VirxF.), in the present case apparently with the
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[Cocreham Lane. DoB.; Kolerheim 1206, CoJcerheim 1207

Lane. Fin. Cone.; Kolerhcmn 1245 Lane. Assize R.; now Cocker-

ham (in Lonsdale).]^

[Covreham Yo. DoB.; Couerhaim 1176-77 Pipe R.; Cover-

ham Kirkby, Xo. vilL. ete.; now Coverham.]^

Tathaim Lane. DoB.; Tathani Tax. eeel., ete.; now Latham
(in Lonsdale).^

An examination of the names just given will show that spo-

radic Scand. forms -heim, -Jiaim were able to maintain themselves,

by the side of the native ones, from DoB. down to the beginning

of the 14th eentury, or even longer. DoB. displa3's, except in a

few cases, native forms, which are in the majority also in sub-

sequent records. The only exceptions to this rule are Holly

m

and Kirkham, of which Scand. spelling's prevail till a relatively

late date. In the above material, I have, for the purpose of

saving space, confined myself to giving all the Scand. spellings

supplied by m}' sources, but only one or two of the earliest na-

tive ones.

For the sam.e reason I have thought fit not to enter at length

upon the Scandinavianized forms of native English -hdm-na.mes

that are occasionally met with in some earlv ]\LE. records. Of •

particular interest, in this respect, is the Lincolnshire surve}^ of

the time of Henr\' I. Here the Scandinavian -heim is repeatedl}'

substituted for -ham in names of unmistakeably native origin.

B}' way of examples may be mentioned Aluingheheim, now Al-

same general meaning as the related O.W,Scand. kleppr "a. rock'. The
place is situated in the most mountainous part of the West Riding. In

O.W. Scand., kigpp denoted, moreover, a kind of bridge, roughly built

of stones or tree-trunks, and thrown over a small water-course or a fen,

in which sense the word is recorded in some O.Norw. place-names, see

Rygh, Indl., and N.G. XV, p. 312. The site of Clapham on a small

tributary to the river Wenning does not tell against the assigning of

such a meaning to the ist mem.: still I hold the former explanation

to be preferable.

^ I St mem. is the name of the river Cocker (written Cociir 930
York. Hist.), near which the place is situated.

^ ist mem. is the name of the river Cover, by which the parish

is traversed.

^ ist mem. is a man's name, perhaps O.Swed. Tatr (see Lilje-

GREN, Run-Urkunder, p. 16) or O.Dan. Tati, less probably O.E. Tata.

The latter name is recorded in some South Engl, place-names: Tatan-

hatn, Tatanbeorh ^ see the Index of CD.
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vingham (from a patronymic derivative in -ing of the O.E. man's

name ^Af, ^Ifa), and the similar formations Wadingheheim,

now Waddingham (O.E. Wada); Wiflingeheim, now Willingham

by Stow (O.E. Wifely, Hamringheheim, now Hammeringham (O.E.

hamor, perhaps in the sense of stone, rock), etc. Isolated Scand.

spellings of some other names will be found in DoB. and H-

Pipe R. (Yorkshire), Lane. Priv. deeds. Lane. Fin. Cone. (Lanca-

shire), and Br.Mus. (Lincolnshire). The present Reepham Li. oc-

curs in DoB. as Refaim, which looks like a Scandinavianized

form of an O.E. -''[ge]ref-liam 'the reeve's close'; cf. O.E. ^eref-

mced 'the reeve's meadow', and some other compounds given in

BoswoRTH-ToLLER. All 1 2th and 13th cent, records have i^e/'/iaM.

With regard to the form of the name Odingehem. DoB., see in

Ch. 4, under Oldehi.

Heimesbei, Hemeshei^ Hameshei, Himeshei Norf. DoB.; He-

meshy c. 1 100 Norwich Reg., Mon. IV, 1 103-6 f. Br.Mus., 1248

Ch. R., 1283 f. Pat. R, 1285 Cal. fin., Rot. H., Tax. eccl., t.

Edw. I. Plac. Warr., 13 16 F.A., etc.; Hemeshi 1199 A.Plac.; He-

mishy Rot. H.; Hemyshy Tax. eccl.; Hemniesbi 1375 Cat. A.D.;

now Hemsby.

ist mem. is an unrecorded O.E.Scand. personal name, O.Swed.

"^Hemer, O.Dan. '""Hemcer (O.W.Scand. Heimir), which forms are

given by Lundgren and Nielsen on the evidence of some place-

names, into which they seem to enter. An exact parallel to the

M.E. Hemeshy is the O.Swed. place-name Heniishy, mentioned by

Lundgren.^

Hedebi Li. DoB.; Heidehi 1125-28 L. Niger S.P.; Haytheby

1304 Cal. Inq., 1352 Selby Ch., 1405 Pat. R.; Ketehy 13 16 F.A.,

1424 Cal. Inq.; now Keadby.

I St mem. is O.Dan, hethce or O.vSwed. hej) (O.W.Scand. heidr,

O.E. hd^p) 'a heath'. Etymologically the same names are the

O.Swed. hedhehy 1323 S.D. Ill, O.Dan. Hethehy LCD., and

O.W.Scand. Ileiderhy D.N. 4 (1341), etc. It may be pointed out,

in passing, that the M.E. Haythahy in the Chronicle of Ethelwerd,

referred to by Bjorkman, Loan-words p. 38, does not belong to

English territory, but is identical with the name just quoted from

LCD.^

2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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Hesteskeith, Hestescaith Yo. t. Hen. II. Rievaulx Ch.;

Hestesheid, Hestechait^ Hestelscaith, -sceit, Hescaid, 12. cent, ibid.,

HestescheitJi 11 60 (Papal confirm.), Heste[l]scarth 1189 (the cop}^

in Pat. R., 3 Rich. I., has Hestescaith) ibid., Hestscciyth 13. cent,

HesJcayth iijz ibid.; Hestescarth 12^2, Heyscayth 1268 Ch. R.;

Heskayth t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; Heshethe 1542 N.C. wills; now
Hesketh (Grange), near Boltby.

From O.W.Scand. hestaslieid ^a race-course', the compound
being made up of hestr (O.Swed. hcester, O.Dan. Jicest) 'a horse',

and sJceid, on which see above p. 29, under Brunstock. The name
is of unmistakeably W.Scand. origin; the same formation is re-

presented by the O.Norw. place-name Hcesta slueidi E.J. Other

instances occur in Lancashire and Cumberland as

Heskaith Lane. 13 10 C. Inq.; Heskaith 1327, Heskeith 1332

Lane. Subs. R.; now Becconsall with Hesketh.

Heskaith Cumb. 1337, [Heskacch 1329], Heskey 1369 f. Rot.

Orig.; Haskethes 1394, Hesket 1403, Haskethes, Hesketh, Hesket

1404^ Hesketz 14 12 f.^ Pat. R.; now High & Low Hesket.^

WWgertorp, HilgretorpYo. 'DoB.; Hildertorp 1128-32 Br.Mus.,

12. cent. Bridlington Reg., Mon. VI; Hilderthorp 12. cent. Bridl.

Reg., Mon. VI, Kirkby, 1316 Cal. inq. da.; Hildrethorpe 1302,

Helderthorpe 1305, Hilderthorpe 1307, Cal Inq.; Hilderton No.

vill.; now Hilderthorpe.

As may be inferred from the spellings of DoB., the ist mem.
was originally the O.Dan, personal name Hildeger. It is recorded

in M.E. as Hilgerns, c. 1200 Rievaulx Ch.^

Holande, Holan Yo. DoB.; Holandeswayn 1266 Yo. inq.;

Holaunt Sivayne 1 2 gy A.F\3.c.; Holand Swaynne 1378 Poll-tax.; //o-

lansivayne No. vill., 1465 Pat. R.; Holandswayne 1465 Pat. R.;

now Hoyland Swaine.

To the native formation Holand was added, in post-Domesda}^

times, the O.W.Scand. personal name Sveinn (see further below

under the place-names beginning with this word), probabty the

name of some important land-holder on the spot. This was done

^ The present name Hesket Newmarket in Cumberland, of which

I have not come across any M.E. forms, may be of the .same origin.

^ as for 2nd mem. see above p. 4, n. 3.
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apparently with a view to distinguishing the name from those of

the neighbouring places High Hoyland, and Hoyland in Wath.

Humbrestone Li. DoB.; Hum,ljerstein Surv. 1118, 1179-80

Pipe R., Wells' Vic. book; Hiimhersteyn 1258 Pat. R.; Humheri-

stain 1258 C. Inq.; Humherstayn 1265 Cal. Inq.; Humhersteyn,

-stan Tax. eccl.; Humherstayn, Humherston T.N.; Humherstan 1272

C. Inq., Rot.H., 1303 f., 1401 F.A.; Ubirston 1303 F.A.; Humbers-

tayne 133 1 Pat. R.; Hiimbersteyne 1428 F.A.; now Humberstone.

The village of H. stands near the Humber, from which it

derives the ist mem. of its name. 2nd mem. is O.V\f.Sc3,nd. steinn

'stone, rock\ To what particular natural feature the word was

applied in the present case I am unable to tell. Strange to say,

the same place-name re-appears in Leicestershire, where it belongs

to a village about 2 miles N.E. of Leicester: Humerstan DoB.

Hnmherstay 11 24 Le. Survey; Htimberstayn Tax. eccl.; Hum-
herston 127 1 C. Inq.; Rot. H., etc.; now Humberstone. As far as

I am aware, no reasonable attempt at accounting for the appear-

ance of this name so far from the Humber has as yet been made.

Historical evidence seems to be lacking. It looks as though the

former (Li.) name had been transplanted into Leicestershire by

settlers coming from the parts of Lincolnshire that abut on the

Humber.

[Hunswanby Cumb. t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; now Hunsonby.

I St mem. is possibly the anglicized form of an unrecorded

( ).W.Scand. personal name '^Hitnsveinn.'] ^

Isleuestuna Suff. DoB. Now lost?

I St mem. is an unrecorded O.E.Scand. personal name ^Islef,

the equivalent of O.W.Scand. Isleifr.-

Cangemanstayn (pratum) Yo. 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; in Osgodby
(par. of Seamer).

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. steinn 'stone rock\ ^

Kexeby Yo. t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr., 1278 f. Ch. R., 1298

Pat. R., 1 3 14 Cal. Inq., No. vilL; Kexebye 1289 Cal. Rot. Ch.;

Kexby Kirkby, 1347 Cal. Rot. Ch., etc.; now Kexby.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ As for 2nd mem. see above p. 7, n. i.

^ ist mem. apparently a man's name, of miknown extraction.

Lindkvist Middle-English place-names etc.
^
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ist mem. seems to be O.W.Scand. heilir 'bent backwards, the

belly jutting forwards', here used as a surname.^ Fritzner gives

two instances of the word in that function, and also two place-

names in which it occurs. As to the M.E. form of Kexby, the

diphthong ei may have been shortened according to the sound-law

given by Noreen, Altisl. Gram. § 123. Compare Kexthtvayt,

under pveit at the end of this chapter.

Keilmerse, Cailmarc North. DoB.; Keylmers Surv. Hen. I.,

1208 f. Br.Mus., 1266 C. Inq.; Ghailesmers c. 1150-60 Br.Mus.;

Keilmers 1199 Liber rub., 1. 12. cent. Br.Mus., 1208 Rot. Ch.,

etc.; Kailmers e. 13. cent. Br.Mus., 1233 Bracton; Keyl-, Keyle-

mers T.N.; Keylmershe 1308 Rot. Orig., 13 16, 1428 F.A.; Keyl-

lemerssh 1326 CI. R.; Keylemerssh 1390 Pat. R.; Kelmersh 1493,

Kelmarssh 1496 C. Inq.; now Kelmarsh.

I have found no native word from which the ist mem. might

be reasonably explained. Perhaps it represents an unrecorded

O.W.Scand. word "^'keill, or the recorded heila 'a rift, rent, cleft,

fissure', in Norw. place-names often used of 'a narrow strait or

inlet' (Rygh, Indl.).^ The word seems also to have meant 'cun-

nus^; cf. Fritzner. Norw. dial. Iceila is applied, moreover, to'

a

shallow branch of a river or a pool left by an inundation' (Ross).

O.W.Scand. *]ceill may have shared most of these meanings. For

the existence of, at all events, either of the two words in M.E.

speaks, to some extent, N.E. dial, lieill (only in Yo.) 'a triangular

bit of ground, a gore'. Of other related words may be mentioned

O.W.Scand. keilir m. (or heili n.) 'a wedge' (explained thus by

ViGF.; the word is recorded only as a term for a certain part of

a ship or ship-rigging, unknown which; cf. Fritzner). Further

O.W.Scand. Mil 'a narrow bay'; O.Swed. icernMl 'an iron

wedge'; Norw. dial, Mle 'a wedge, narrow triangular piece'.

Dan. Ml occurs in several place-names, where, according to

Steenstrup, Da. Stednavne, p. 97, it signifies i) a narrow bay, 2)

a narrow strip of land. The primary sense of all these words must

have been 'a wedge or wedge-shaped piece'. Compare O.W.Scand,

geiri, with cognate words in the Teutonic languages, above p. 46.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ 2nd mem, is O.E. mersc 'mar.sh'; as to the spelling -marc in

DoB. cf, Zachrisson, p. 38.
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Cheilestorne, CJielestorne Li. DoB.; Kelesterna 1154-58 Ch.

R. III.; Kelesterne t. Hen. 11. Br.Mus., 1268 Ch. R.; Keylesterne

1226 Li. rec; Kaylsterne 1209 (Inspex. 1252), Calestern 1251,

Keilesterne, Kcyles-, Kelesterne 13 14 Ch. B^.; Kelsterne 1316 F.A.,

1342 Pat. R., 1369 Rot. Orig.; Kelstron, etc. 1485 C. Inq.; now
Kelstern.

I St member may be O.W.Scand. heilir (see preceding name),

in the present case probably employed as a surname or nick-

name.^ Adjacent to the boundaries of Kelstern lies the parish of

Calcethorpe, which name, in its M.E. form, shows the very same

word as ist member. Which of the two names originally design-

ated the earlier settlement, from which the other place subse-

quently took the first part of its name, it is impossible to decide.

Streatfeild (p. 204) thinks the ist member of Calcethorpe to be

O.W.Scand. l:elda "^a spring', which derivation is altogether un-

tenable in the face of the following M.E. spellings:

Caletorp DoB., 1. Hen. 11. Br.Mus.; Cheilestorp Surv. 11 18;

Keyles-, Kelles-, Kaistorp c. 1230 Li. rec; Keylestorp Rot. Hug.,

1248 C. Inq.; Galestorp 1251 Ch. R.; Kayllestorp izy^ Br.Mus.;

Keyles-, Caylesthorp Rot. H.; Keiles-, Kaylestorp 13 14 Ch. R.;

Keyllesthorpe 13 14 Pat. R.; Keilestltorp C\. K.; Kay IestJiorj)

1325 Rot. Orig., 1430 Pat. R., etc.

Clayf Lane. 1336, 1400 Furness Ch.; now Claife.

From O.W.Scand. lieif ridge of cliffs or shelves in a

mountain side' (Vigf.). Frequent in O.Norw. place-names, e. g.

Klceif EJ. O.Swed. Idef 'a steep but ascendable hill or moun-

tain-slope', recorded in place-names. Cf. Raincliff, below, p. 74.

Cheneide Li. DoB.; Cneye 1227, CJmeya 1268 Ch.. ^r, Kneye,

Knaye 1272 f. C. Inq.; Kney t. Hen. III. J^r.Mus., Rot. YL.; Kneyth

Tax. eccl., 1347 Pat. R.; Kneythe, Knaifh 1348 CI. R.; Knayth

13 16 F.A., I.N., 1348 f. Pat. R., 1351 CI. R., 1368 Cat.A.D.;

Kneth, Knayth 1428 F.A.; Knath 1530 Cat.A.D.; now Knaith.

^ 2nd mem. perhaps O.W.Scand. tiQrn (gen. tiarnar) 'a small lake,

pool of water'; N.E. dial, tm-n (in use only in the north and in Dev.)

'a small mountain lake, deep pool, a sheet of water fed by many small

streams', etc. The place is situated close to the sources or superior

course of the river Bain.
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From O.W.Scand, ^hne-eid^ the 2nd member being eid

(O.Swed. ep) 'an isthmus, neck of land' (Vigf.), a place at a river

which he who sails up or down the river has to cross on foot,

in consequence of the river being unnavigable at that spot; cf.

Rygh, Indl. The parish of Knaith is situated on the river Trent

near where it forms a bend, almost at right angles; to this bend

was probably applied the word suggested above as ist member:

kne 'knee\ Illustrative parallels to the name are not wanting on

Scand. territory. It may suffice to mention the Norw. place-name

Knedal, in which the hne of the ist mem. seems to refer to a

sharp bend of a neighbouring river; see Rygh, Indl. p. 61, and

N.G. XVI, p. 256. On the A.N. spelling Chene- in DoB. see

Zachrisson, p. 150; on the loss of d in the 13th cent, forms, ibid. p. go f.

Colestainthorpe Yo. 1249 Yo. inq. Not identifiable. Near

Wressell ?

ist mem. is an unrecorded O.W.Scand. man's name '"^Kol-

steinn, corresponding to O.Swed. Kolsten}

Hotun Yo. DoB.; Colswamhoton 1201 Rot. Ch.; Colsiieyn-

haton 1226 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Colstuanhoton 1279 Yo. inq.; Colsivein-

Jioton T.N.; Hoton Colesivayn Kirkby; Colsivayn Hoton 1292 CI. R.;

Houton Colsweyn 1304 Ch. R.; Hoton Colstvayn 1301 Yo. Subs.,

1344 Pat. R.; Nether Jioton 1309 Ch. R.; Hoton super Berivent

No. vill.; Hoton Colsivayne 139 1 Pat. R.; now Low Hutton, or

H. upon Derwent.

The distinguishing adjunct, which occurs appended to the original

name in some M.E. spelHngs after Domesday, is the O.W.Scand.

man's name '^Kolsveinn (or Kollsveinn), O.Dan. Kolsiven. This

name appears several times in DoB. (see Bjorkman, Personen-

namen), and as Colsueyn in Inq. El., Cambr. As early as the

Domesday period there were in Yorkshire numerous places called

Hotun, as may be seen from the Index locorum in Skaife's edi-

tion of Kirkby's Inquest for that county. — The same man's

name enters into

Colswaynthorp Yo. 1345 CI. R. Not identifiable. Near

Hollym?!

[Kreich, Kreic, Crew, Creich, Crehic, Sutli Creich Norf. DoB.;

Crek 1175-76 Pipe R., 1227 Gray's Reg.; Creik 1196, Snclcrek

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.
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1
1 98, North Creh 1241 etc. Cal. fin., 1282 Br.Mus.; Nortcrei/k 1288

C. Inq.; Suthcreyk 1302 F.A., 1350 Pat. R.; Northcreyh, -creJc

1302, Northcrcyhe 13 16 F.A.; Siitlicreh 1327 Pat. B^:, Northcreyh,

CreeJv 1330 CI. R.; SuthcreyJce 1306 f. Pat. R., 13 16 F.A., 1334

Norf. Ass.; Creyh 1324 f., 14 12 Pat. R.; South Creyh 1346, 1401

F.A., etc.; North Creyh 1346 Norf. Aid, 1428 F.A., etc.; Greehe

1434 Pat. R ; now North and South Creake.

There seems to be no English word on record from which this

name could be explained. Provided it is not of Celtic extraction,

it might be from a lost O.W.Scand. "^'hreih, meaning a turn or

winding of a stream or river. As is shown by the map, the

parishes of South and North Creake are traversed by a small

winding stream.^ O.W.Scand. '''hreih would be related by ablaut

to the O.W.Scand. hrihr which enters into several O.Norw.

place-names in the sense of a bend, nook; in some cases Rygh
states it to refer to a place encompassed on three sides by the

winding of a river. A cognate formation is O.W.Scand. hrihi,

with much the same sense; both these words are found in the

local nomenclature of the Shetlands, where, according to Jakob-

sen, they signify 'a narrow valley, bend or inlet'. A N.E. conti-

nuation of -''hreih is perhaps N.E. dial, creyhe (known merely

from the Lake district) 'a nook or opening formed in the sand of

marshes by the tide'. Allied words occur in some other Teutonic

languages: cf. M.E. hrihe, crehe, N.E. creek, with a rich variety

of meanings (see N.E.D.), Dutch hreeh, earlier hrehe 'a bay'. East

Fries. (Doornkaat Koolman's Worterbuch) hrehfe]. hrihfe], etc.,

'kleiner sich schlangelnder Fluss oder Bach'. All this word-family

is ranged by Fick (Indogerm. Worterbuch) under a root "^'hrih,

closely allied with '''hreh, and signifying 'sich kriimmen, biegen'.

In the Furness district of Lancashire we find the so-called

Crake valley, through which flows, with a very tortuous course,

the river Crake. This name is written Crayhe, Crec t. Hen. II.,

Craic 1196, Crayc, Crayh, Craih 13. cent., Craih 14. cent. (?),

Crayh 14 12 Furness Ch.; Craikc, Craih 13 18 Conishead ch., Mon.

VI,i, and may possibly represent O.W.Scand. *hreih, here applied

to a river like the above-mentioned East Fries, word. With regard

to the form and meaning of this name compare such O.Norw.

^ The form Crek with e-vowel, which occurs by the side of the

diphthong throughout the M.E. period, may depend on O.E.Scand.

influence. Local pronunciation [krek], and [krik], the latter probably

a spelling pronunciation.
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river-names as "^Vei/c {veikr ^weak, easily bent'; vik 'a creek,

inlet, bend of a river'; vikia 'to turn, veer') '^Reid (reidr 'a-wry,

contorted, rida 'to writhe, twist, wind') both pertaining to rivers

with a meandering course; for further instances see Rygh, Elve-

navne. The Furness district abounds with Scand. place-names

of every description; there we also meet with the river-name

Brathay (see p. 27), and the lake-name Thurstainesivater, for

which see further on, p. 96. — From O.W.Scand. Vireik might

be, moreover, the place-name

Creic Yo. C.S. 1255 (A.D. 966x992), DoB., 1 174 York Hist.,

LVD.,
. 1229 CI. R.; Craik 1175-76 Pipe R.; Creik 1227 Pat. R.;

Creijkc 1244 Yo. inq.; Creyk Tax. eccl., 1295, 1350 Pat. R., 1292

f., 1346 CI. R.; Grayk 1309 Pat. R.; Crake 1470 ib.; now Craike.

The village of Craike stands on a small, isolated hill, at the

foot of which flows the river Foss with many bends and turns.]

Levesbi Li. DoB., 1130 H. Pipe R.; Lcueshi t. Hen. L, see

Inspex. 1403 Pat. R.; Leisehi t. Stephen (see 1394 Pat. R.), t.

Hen. II. (see 1461 Pat. R.); Laifsehi t. Hen. 11. Br.Mus.; Leusehi

1 155 H. Pipe R.; Leissehi 1167-68 Pipe R.; Lesseby 1227 f. Ch.;

R.; Leysehy a. 1239 Br.Mus., Rot. H., 1290 Yo. inq., etc.; Layshy,
Layssehy 1239 Br.Mus.; Leysehi, Laysehi c. \ 2 C.lnq^.; Leissehy

t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Leysscehy 1281 CI. R., Leseby 1282 ibd.

Laissehy, Leisse-, Leseby T.N.; Leisceby 13 16 F.A.; Za?/5ce% 1334,

Leysceby 1335 C. Inq.; Layceby 1386 Li. wills^; Laycebye 1401

F.A.; now^ Laceby.

ist mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's name Leifr, O.Dan. '"'Leiv (see

next name).-^ Compare the O.Norw. place-name L(Eifsb0 E.J., etc.

Luvestorp Le. DoB.; Levestoiy Rot. H.. Levithorp 1301 CI.

R.; Levisthorpe 1334 Cat.A.D.; Leuesthorp 1316 F.A., 1347 CI. R.;

Levesthorpe 1428 F.A.; now Leesthorpe (in Pickwell).

I St mem. is the O.Dan, man's name '''Leiv (O.W.Scand. Leifr),

according to Nielsen preserved only in the place-name Lc/^^/ior^)

LCD., the exact equivalent of the M.E name under notice.^ Cf.

BjoRKMAN, Personennamen, p. 90.^

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismmiderby, p. 3.

^ Perhaps a patronymic derivative of "^Letv forms the ist mem. of

the name Levingihorp Yo. 12. cent. Whitby Ch., 1278 Yo. inq., Kirkby,

No. vill., etc., Leventhorp 1349 Yo. deeds; now Linthorpe. Cf. also

Levyngtoft Li. 1327 Cat.A.D., dealt with in Ch. 7.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.
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Lechestorp Yo. DoB.; LaystJiorp, Laisthorp Kirkby; Lais-

thorp No. vilL; Leysthorpe 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; now Laysthorpe.

[st mem. may be the O.W.Scand. man's name Leikr,

O.E.Scand. LeJc}

Leikethaites, see under pveit, end of this chapter.

Leyrbrec Lane. 11 90-1 2 13 Cockersand Ch.; Layrehroh 1286

Pat. R.; LeyrehrecJc, Lairhrec T.N.; Layrhrecke t. Edw. I. Plac.

Warr.; Leirhreh i^zy, Layrhreh 1332 Lane. Subs. R.; Layrbrek

1346 F.A.; Layrebret LN.; Layrebreck 1369 Scarisbrick ch.; Lar-

breck 1398 Lane, inq.; now Larbrick.

From O.W.Scand. Icir-brekka 'a clayey slope or bank', ist

mem. being Icir n. 'clay, loam; mud, esp. on the beach' (O.E.Scand.

Ur), or leirr m. 'loamy soil'. The place is situated on the river

Wyre.

O.W.Scand. leirr or leir seems to enter, besides, into the

following names:

Leirpel Yo. c. 12th cent., Lairpel c. 1146, Leirpelle 1351,

Lcmpdl, Layerpellc, Lairepell 1395, Larc'p)oole c. 1540, Whitby

Ch.; now Larpool.^

Tor^) Yo. 1 198 (Tnspex. 1252) Ch. R
; Leyrthorp 1228 Gray's

Reg., 1279 Yo. inq., 1280 Pat. R.; Lairtliorp 1329 Pat. R.; Leir-

thorp, Lairthorp) 1332, Laierthorp, Layretliorp 1468 Rievaulx Ch.;

now Layerthorpe (in the suburb of York).*

Leyrbotel Nhb. 1374 Rot. Orig.; not identifiable.**^

Leirgile, Leirgilhank^ Leijrgile, Layergilebank, Lane. 13th cent. (?)

Furness Ch.; Leyrgilehmike 1 189-1226 Lane. Priv. deeds; in Orgrave

(par. of Dalton in Furness).''

* 2nd mem. as in Baithorpe, p. 4.

^ The etymology of the word pel presents some difficulties in view

of the consistent spellings with e. It might possibly be from M.E.

"^pill < O.K. pyll 'a poof; early N.E. pillfej, N.E. dial, pill: i) a pool,

creek, small running stream 2) a shallow well, fed with surface-water,

etc. There is certainly a hitch in this explanation, namely that N.E.

dial, pill is known only from south-western dialects. It may, however,

once have existed also in others, where in process of time it became

obsolete. Larpool is not marked on Philips' map but seems to be on

the coast near Whitby.
^ M.E. botel (O.E. botl) 'dwelling, house'.

^ O.W.Scand. gil, see j). 19 n.
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Leyregraves Li. 13 14 Ch. R.; in Mumby.^
Leirgravehill Norf., see Rye's list of Norfolk field-names in his

Introduction to Fed. fin. Norf. ^

Leirhagh' Yo. 1202 Fed. fin. Eb.; in W. Witton, Wensleydale.^

Leirhull, LeyrUll Li. 1268 Ch. R.; in Dunstall (Corringham).=*

Leyrepitts [in GiUinge] Yo. 1280 A.Flac*

Leirpottes Cumb. 1347 Rot. Orig.^

Le Lairpot Lane. 1332 Furness Ch.; in Pennington.^

Lairpul Cumb. c. 1200 Lane. Friv. deeds.

^

Layrsic Yo. 13th cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Ormesby."^

Le Leyrsike Lane. 1257-68 Cockersand Ch.; in Wimmarleigh.'

Lairsike Yo. 1210-40 Cockers. Ch.; in Bentham.'

Leirburnesike, Laj/rbumesike Lane. 1200-36 Cockers. Ch.; in

Hutton (nr. Freston).'^

Besides leir and leirr there was in O.W.Scand. an allied

formation leira (or leiri) which signified 'a loam-field, loamy or

muddy shore'. Like leirr this latter word is found sporadically

uncompounded as a place-name in Norway (see further Rygh,

Indl.), and traces of the words occur, too, in Scandinavian Eng'-

land. A document of A.D. 1332 in the Chartulary of Rievaulx

speaks of a plot of land in Nalton (Yo.) as ^na perticata terrce . . .

quce vacatur Leir. It is by no means improbable that this field-

name represents O.W.Scand. leirr. To proceed further, in the

time of Domesday there were in Essex three places C3\\ed Legra;

of subsequent instances of the name I content myself with quot-

ing only these:

Legra 1198 (Inspex. 1253), Leyre Marinnyne 1265 Ch. R.;

Legra Mareny t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Leire Marny 1303, Leyre M.

1346, 1428 F.A.; now Layer Marny.

^

^ O.W.Scand. leir-grgf 'a loam-pit\
^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 2 in. 3.

^ M.E. Mil, Ml (O.E. hyll) 'hill'.

* O.W.Scand. leir-pyttr 'a loam-pit\
^ M.E. pot 'a deep hole or cavity, a pit dug in the ground'; N.E.

dial, pot, according to N.E.D. used only in the north (Scot!, to Line.)

and especially in districts where Scand. influence prevailed. The word

is believed to be etymologically identical with O.W.Scand. pottr (leir-

pottr) 'an earthen pot'; O.E., M.E. pott^ N.E. pot.

« O.E., M.E. pull \ pool, creek'. Cf. O.W.Scand. pollr 'a pool,

pond'.
^ O.W.Scand. sik, siJci: trench, rill, 'rivus', or M.E. sike (O.E. sic).

^ The adjuncts appended to these names are apparently Norman
family-names. In 1265 William de Marinny had a grant of free warren

in all his demesne lands in Layer M. (Ch. R.).
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Lehegra 1267 Ch. R.; Leire de la Ilaye 1303, Lei/re I)il Hay
1346, Leyre, Leire de la Hay 1428 F.A.; now Layer de la Hay.

Leyre Bretun Rot H., Leyre Breton 1375 Br.Mus.. 1428

F.A.; now Layer Breton.

I think the Legra of DoB. represents the afore-mentioned

O.W.Scand. leira. The M.E. spellings allow of such a derivation,

which is actually confirmed by the nature of the soil on the spot.

From the geological map of Essex given in the Victoria History

it appears that the three Layers are situated on an area of Lon-

don Clay, not very large in extent, and skirted on three sides

— on the fourth is the sea — by patches of glacial gravel and

sand. Beyond these extends the vast expanse of Boulder clay

which covers the larger part of the county. Cassel s Gazetteer

of Great Britain & Ireland, when dealing with the places under

notice, remarks laconically : 'soil and subsoil loamy

\

[Maidestuna Norf. DoB.; Meydington, Maidinton Rot. H.;

now Mayton, in Horstead.

Judging by the form in DoB., the ist mem. may originally

have been O.W.Scand. meidr (Swed., Dan. med) 'a pole or longi-

tudinal beam^ here applied to a person as a surname (cf. Kahle,

Altwestnord. Beinamen, Ark. XXVI, p. 234). However, since

this derivation is not confirmed by any post-Domesday spellings,

as far as known by me, it is very uncertain.]

Rainestorp, Bainiltorp Norf. DoB.; Reinestorp 1200 Cal. fin.;

Reinstorp T.N.; BeynestJiorp 1339 CI. R.; ReyntJiorp 1507 Cat.A.D.;

now Rainthorpe, in Newton Flotman.

ist mem. seems to be the O.W.Scand. personal name Hreinn

(La., etc.), provided it is not O.W.Scand. reynir 'a roan-tree',

reyni 'a clump of roan-trees'. With regard to these latter words, cf.

further the place-names which apparently contain them, in Ch. 3.^

[Reinesford, Renesgill etc. see below, in Ch. 3.]

Rainincton, Beineton Yo. DoB.; Baynington 1198 Fountains

Mem, 1301 Yo. vSubs.; Bennington 1202, Benningeton 1208 Ped.

fin. Eb.; Banyngton Kirkby, No. vill.; Benington 13 11 Fountains

Mem.; Baynyngton, Benyngton 1319 CI. R.; Baynyngton 1329

CI. R.; now Rainton, in Topcliffe.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.
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ist mem. is a patronymic, derived from the O.W.Scand.
man's name Hreinn, for which cf. preceding name.^

RaynhuU Lane. c. iigo Scarisbrick ch.; 1285 Lane. Assize

R., BeynJiill,-hull 1246 ib.; Beinhul c. 1237 Cat. A.D.; Kaynyl^

Baynull 1258 L. Assize R.; Beynhull izdcj ibid., 1256, 1301 Lane. Fin.

Cone; Beynel 1292, Baynehull 1334 Rot. Orig.; Baynhull 1346 F.A.^

1383 Lane. Fin. Cone; Baynhill 1447 Cal. inq. Lane; now Rainhill.

ist mem. may be O.W.Scand. rein f. 'a strip of land which

forms the boundary of a tilled field or an estate'. O.E.Scand.

ren; on M.E. rene 'border', see Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 63.

This etymology goes well with the meaning of the 2nd member,

M.E. Jdl, hul 'hiir. The former word appears to have been com-

mon to several Teutonic languages, and it may be appropriate

to consider, in some measure, the sense-development it has under-

gone in them. In Norw. dial. (Aasen) rein has retained the

meaning of the O.WScand. word; moreover, it signifies a narrow

ridge or elevation of the ground, a long bank of earth or gravel.

MLG. ren meant 'Ackergrenze'; OHG. rein (Germ. Rain) 'ab-

grenzender Bodenstreifen, meist erhoht, als Ackergrenze', and

in South Germ, dialects (see Grimivi's Worterb.) we find rain used

of a long slope, a slope descending towards a fen or river (Ba-

varian), the slope of a hill (Swiss). It should be noticed that the

site of Rainhill favours such an explanation of the name. The

township of R. occupies the southern slope of a hill; 'roughly

speaking the ridge of the hill forms the boundary against Eccles-

ton on the north.' See Vict. Hist., Lane. Ill, p. 368. Cf. also

Harrison, Place-names of the Liverpool district, p. 61.

Rancleiff [by Scarhurgh] Yo. 1405 Pat. R.; Beynclyf 1461,

Baynclyff 1475 Pat. R.; now RaincHff, near Scarborough.

1st mem. perhaps as in preceding name.-

^ On 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i.

^ 2nd mem. was originally O.W.Scand. Meif 'a ridge of cliffs

or shelves in a mountain side', subsequently replaced by the native

M.E. clif, N.E. cliff, or O.W.Scand. klif. Cf. Claife, above p. 67. —
Whether O.W.Scand. rein enters as well into Rayntona Durh. BoB.,

now East and West Rainton, is hard to determine, yet the possibility

is not excluded. The name is written Reynton 1203, Beiningtone 1228

FPD,, Reininntun LVD., Reynigton 1300, Raynton 1347 f. Durh.

Account R.; Raijnton 1430 FPD., etc. Judging by Gary's map. East

Rainton stands on the slope of a ridge, or range of hills. Or is the

etymology identical with that of the Yorkshire Rainton?
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Riedesdal Yo. 1204 Ped. fin. Eb.; Tieydhesdale 1246, Rey-

thesdale 1251, Eeydes-, licydisdale 1260 Rievaulx Ch.; liaythes-

dale 1268 Ch. R., 1272 Riev. Ch.; Raythesdale, Rathesdale in

MSS. of unknown date, Riev. Ch.; Raysedale 1301 Yo. Subs.;

Reythis-, Reydis-, Reithesdale 1332, Rays-, Raisdale 14th cent.(?)

Rievaulx Ch.; now Raysdale, in Bilsdale.

ist mem. looks like the genitive case of O.W.Scand. ^Hreidr,

a hypothetical short form of the man's name Hrcidulfr. Compare
below, under Raithby. The ending -es of this genitive is not

Scandinavian in form but represents the native M.E. ending,

which seems in many place-names of a similar kind to have kept

its unstressed vowel till a very late date. To take an instance

near at hand, the name of the neighbouring Bilsdale appears in

the Rieveiulx Ch. as Bildesdala, etc., (from O.W.Scand. Bildr, a

man's name), with the e written throughout the M.E. period.^

Cf. Kluge in Paul's Gr., p. 1056, § 115 b. — O.W.Scand. hreidr

*a bird's nest', supposed by Rygh to be contained in some Nor-

wegian place-names, need hardly be considered in the present case.

Redrestorp Yo. DoB.; Rcidestorp 1162-63 Pipe R.; Rays-

thorx) Kirkby; Raistliorp 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.; Raythorp No. vill.

now Raisthorpe.

I St mem, is the O.W.Scand. man's name Hreidarr (La. etc.);

O.Dan. Rcthcer, O.Swed. Redhar.^ Compare the O.Norw. pletce-

na,mes i ReidJiarsuelU D.N. 12 (1306), a Reidestadum D N. 5 (133 1);

see further Rygh, Personnavne, p. 201 f.

Redebi Le. DoB.; Rcderhia T124 Le. ^urwey; Reidehi t. Hen.

II., see Priory of Laund, Mon. VI, i; Rethirhy T.N.; Retherhy

T.N., Tax. eccL, 1303, 1400 Pat. R., 1327 Subs. R., 1428 F.A.,

i486 f. C. Inq.; Rotherhy No. vill.; now Rotherby.

I St mem. is the O.Dan, man's name Rethcer or O.Swed.

Redhar, see preceding name.^ The D.Dan, form occurs (compare

Madsen, p. 263 f.) in the O.Dan, place-name Retlicerstorp 12 11

D.A., which has an exact parallel on English territory in

Retherestorp North. 1231 Ch. R.; Thorp 1284 F.A.; Rethcres-

throp 1 3 15 C. Inq., 1340 CI. R; Rithcresthorp T.N., 13 16, 1428

^ For 2 rid mem. see p. 4. n. 4.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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F.A.; Rethirsthropc 1405 Pat. R.; Eitherthroiq) 1492 C. Inq.; now
Rothersthorpe. ^

Redresbi, Bercshi Le. DoB.; Rereshy Tax. eccL, T.N.. 1316,

1428 F.A.; Rerisbu T.N., 1327 Subs. R.; Eeryshy 1402 Pat. R.;

now Rearsby.

ist mem. as in preceding name.^ The two parishes of

Rearsby and Rotherby are only about two miles from each other,

on the river Wreak.

Radresbi Li. DoB.; Eeithehy 1200 Rot. Ch.; Eeythehy Rot.

Hug., Tax. eccl., T.N., 13 18 f. Pat. R.; Eeythesby T.N.; Eethehy

1281 CI. R.; Raithehy 1305 f. Pat. R., 1316 F.A.; Eaythehy 1314

Ch. R., 1330 C. Inq., 1331 CI. R.; Eaidhehy T.N., 1338 Pat. R.;

Eathehy t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr., 1401 f. F.A., 1465 Pat. R.; now
Raithby, near Louth.

So far as can be seen from the spelling in DoB., the ist

mem. may originally have been the O.W.Scand. man's name Hreidarr

(see above under Raisthorpe), still the subsequent M.E. instances

rather point to an unrecorded O.W.Scand. "^'Hreidi = O.Swed.

"^Eedhe, the existence of which is established by its appcciring in

some place-names; see Hellqvist, p. no. The form may
be a short form of Hreidiilfr or Hreidarr; compare what is said

above under Reiysdale. The guess that the ist mem. might be

the O.W.Scand. reidr 'ready, clear' (Norw. dial, rcid ""prepared'),

used as a surname, is scarcely plausible, considering the meaning

of this adjective, inasmuch as it can be made out from the few

forms on record.^ — To be explained in the same fashion is prob-

ably the place-name

Radebi Li. DoB.; Eaidehehy T.X.; Eaithehy 1327 C. Inq.;

Eathehy Tax. eccl,, 1316, 1428 F.A , 1317 Pat R.. I.N., 1483

Cat.x\.D., etc; now Raithb}^ near Spilsby.

Rycalvegrayne Yo. 13th cent., Ricolvegraines 1332 Rievaulx

Ch.; now lost on the map? Not far from Hemsley.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. grein branch' (cf. under Grainsby, p.

55), here probably applied to the branching of a river, since the ist mem.
seems to be the name of the river Riccal. The place designated should

be looked for somewhere in, or near, Riccal Moor.

Scalegail Cumb. 1202 Fed. fin. Eb.; Sccdgaile 132 1 Cal. Inq.;

Skalegaile 1338 CI. R.; Scalgill 1334 C. Inq., 1386 Cal. Inq.; Skalgill

* 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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1398 Cal. Inq.; now disappeared from the map (?), but must be near

Ullock, or Whitehaven.

2nd mem. O.W.Scand. geil, in process of time superseded by gil

;

see further above, p. 56, under Hugill.^

Skeith Suff. t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Wicliam ihd., 1253011. R.,

etc.; Wiclinm-SUeyth 1368 Suff. fines; Skeyth 1402 f., WyhJiam-

skeyth 1406 Br.Mus.; Skeith in Wikham 1406 Cal. Inq.; Skeyt in

Wykham al. Wykham Skeyth 1409 Pat. R.; WykJiam Skeyth 1457

Br.Mus.; Skeith date unknown, Colchester Ch.; now Wickham Skeith.

From O.W.Scand. skeid < "^skaipa, the primary meaning of

which appears to have been i) separation, parting; then 2) some-

thing that separates, divides, perhaps also 3) that which is separ-

ated Compare the O.Swed. equivalent skep 'a chip, slice, spoon'

and the collateral skepe 'a course, space of time', Swed. dial, skee

*a ridge of sand', etc.,^ moreover OHG. sceit discissio, 'Scheidung,

Spaltung', MHG. schcit 'Scheidung, Wasserscheide', O.Sax. sceth

^discrimen' (Schade), and O.E. [gcjscdd, [gejsccad 'separation,

distinction', etc., M.E. schad, shcecl, N.E. shed (watershed). As
far as can be concluded from the Ordnance Map, Wickham Skeith

stands on an eminence or a ridge of sand or gravel, which pro-

jects into a plain, and I think it is this ridge or eminence that

is indicated by the word skeid. Below it, in the west, we find

Wickham Green and a little further north, on the highway, Wick-

ham Street. In its vicinit}^ lies the Scandinavian Thwaite, and

some miles farther off, in the west, Westhorpe.

It is possible that, in the case of Bruneskayth (now Brun-

stock, see above p. 29), skeid occurs in exactly the same applica-

tion. B. is in the lower valley of the Eden with surroundings

decidedly flat, but itself stands on a gentle elevation.^

Siraches Wap. Yo. DoB.; Scirac 1165-66, Schireie 1179-80,

Scireie 11 80-81 Pipe R.; Skireyke 1287 Yo. inq.; Schyrayk Rot.

^ As for the 1st mem., O.W.Scand. skali 'hut, shed', see in Oh. 5.

^ This word is quoted from Norrby, Ydre harads g^rdnamn, p.

204, where some Norwegian names containing skeid are subjected to a

detailed examination.
^ I have been informed b}- the Rector of the parish that at a di-

stance of one third of a mile there flows on its way to the Eden a

small stream, known locally as Brunstock beck. A common O.E., M.E.
word for a stream, especially in the north, was hicrn, Imrna, hninna,

etc. Perhaps some form of this word, at the earliest stage of the

name, constituted the ist member? Of. p. 30 n.
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H.; Shyraylv Kirkby, No. vilL; SJdrayJc, Shireyh, Skyreyh 1338

CI. R.; Shyreyh 1347 Pat. R.; now Skyrack Wapentake.

Originally a native formation, composed of O.E. sch' 'shire^

or, perhaps rather, scire 'boundary' (cf. Middendorf) ^
'oak'.^

A similar compound would be O.E. mcer-ac 'an oak which serves

as a part of a boundary' (Bosworth-Toller). In the course of

the 12th cent, the name was entirely Scandinavianized, the ac

of the 2nd mem. being replaced by the O.W.Scand. equivalent

eik, and the native sc by the corresponding O.Scand. sh. In the

last two spellings of the Pipe rolls, eie is evidently miswritten

for eie. On O.Scand. skiri, a term apparently introduced from

England, see Steenstrup, Danelag, p. 74.

Scogreineshoues Yo. 12th cent., 1308, Scograineshoues passim

1 2th cent, Scogranehouuis 1204 Whitby Ch.; now lost.

The I St member looks like a personal name, possibly O.W.Scand.

*Sk6ga-Hreinn, from skogr 'a wood' prefixed to the man's name Hreinn

and referring to the abode or usual whereabouts of the person in

question. Cf. the O.W.Scand. name Skoga-Skeggi, given by F. Jonsson,

Tilnavne, p. 187. This purely conjectural explanation is corroborated,

in some measure, by the quality of the 2nd member, which seems to

be O.W.Scand. hatigr 'a sepulchral mound, barrow\ As for such mounds
named after the surname or nickname of the deceased, see K. Rygh
in Sprogl. og hist, afhandlinger viede Sophus Bugges minde, p. 113.

Scorleinlandes Yo. 13th cent. Guisbrough Ch. In Ormesby.

Contains O.W.Scand. kin f. 'a slope'. See Fritzner.^

Skreythesfeld Li. 1242 Li. rec; Screythfeld Tax. eccl.;

Scraidhesfeld T.N., 1338 Pat. R.; Scragfeld 1303, 1401 f. F.A., I.N.;

Skraithefeld 13 16 F.A.; Scraythfeld 13 10 C. Inq., 1311 CI. R.,

1346, 1428 F.A.; Screyfeld 1322 CI. R.; Skraythefeld i^i^j f. C.

Inq.; Scraithefeld al. Scrayfeld 1395 Br.Mus. (under Braytoft);

now Scrafield (near Hagworthingham).

^ A parallel compound, containing the weak feminine scire, seems

to be the place-designation Sciran ac CD. 951; in Worcestershire?
^ The Scor- of the ist mem. is probably a corrupt form of M.E.

schort (O.E. sceort) ^short"*, seeing that near the locality in question

there is another called Langlein-^ Langeleinlandes (ibid., Guisbr. Ch.),

which name shows O.W.Scand. langr or M.E. lang''\ong as ist member.

The latter locality is probably identical with the two places marked on

the Ordnance Map, within the boundaries of Ormesby, as Longlands.

Both are on eminences, sloping gently towards the Ormesby Beck.

In the neighbourhood we find Brocholmleinkmd; a place-name Brocholme

occurs in the same passage in Guisbrough Ch.
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ist mem. is O.W.Scand. skreid f. in the same sense as the

cognate sJcrida f. 'a land-slip, on a hill-side' (Vigf.). Skreid in this

sense is not given by the dictionaries, but its existence in the old

language is rendered probable by the Norw. dial. (Aasen) skreid,

which means as much; cf. the Norwegian place-name Refskre,

Rygh, N.G. XI, 317. The internal -s- of some spellings above is

excrescent or may point to an unrecorded collateral form ^skreidi n}

Sleddalgayle Yo. 1284 C. Inq.; Seldalegile t. Edw. I. ibid.; now
Sleddale Gayle. Some miles from Hawes?

Contains O.W.Scand. geil. See further above, p. 56, under Hugill.

Compare Thornehowgayle^ Thursgayle^ Westgagl, below in this chapter,

and Austgail in Ch. 4.

Slaipewath, Slaypewath Yo. 13th cent. Guisbrough Ch. Near

Skelton. Not identifiable.

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. sleipr (Norw. dial, sleip) 'slippery'. Com-
pare N.E. dial, slape (found almost exclusively in the north) with the

the same meaning^. The same word enters into

Slaypegill (vaccaria) Yo. 1388 Cal. Inq. I am unable to locate

this place, which should be looked for in the northwestern corner of

the county.^

[Slateborne Yo DoB.; Sleitehurna 1144-47, Slaitehirna

1 155 Pontefr. Ch.; Sleitehurne 1245 Lane. Assize R.; Sleytehurn

1246 Lane. Fin. Cone; Slaytchiirne 1268 Giffard's Reg.; Slaite-

hurn 125 1, Slaytehuru, Slaglitehurne i2g/\. Ch. R.; Slaytehiirne,

Sletehurn Tax. eccl.; Slaytehuru 1267-76 N. Reg., Rot. H. 135

1

Pat. R.; Sleytehurn 13 18 N. Reg.; Sleythurne 1327 C. Inq.;

Slaythurn, Slaithiirn 1346 Pat. R.; now Slaidburn.

I have looked in vain for some native or O.Scand. word to

which the ist member might be traced back. The 2nd mem. is

O.E. hum or hurna 'a stream', in this case referring to the river

Hodder or to its tributary the Crossdale Brook. Close to their

confluence stands the village of Slaidburn on an eminence or a

mountain-side; the surrounding country is very rugged and moun-

tainous. Was the ist mem. a now lost O.W.Scand. ''^^sleit f., re-

lated by ablaut to O.W.Scand. slit n. 'a slit, tear', slita (O.E.

slltan) 'to slit, break, rend, tear', and signifying a rent, cleft or

crevice? Of cognate words should be noted O.E., M.E. slite 'slit,

1 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. feld Afield'.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. vad "a ford'; cf. p. 27, n. i.

^ On 2nd mem. see p. 56, under Hugill.
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crack, cleft', O.E. geslit 'rending, tearing', MHG. slei^e, Germ.

Schleisse (Leuchtspan ), see further Grimm's Worterbuch. Con-

cerning the type, ablaut-grade and meaning of "^'sleit, compare

such O.W.Scand. formations as rauf f. 'a rift, hole' {rjtifa 'to break,

rip up, break a hole in'), braut f. i) a road cut through rocks,

forests, etc. 2) a steep hill- or mountain-side' = brot n. (brjota

'to break'), sneid 'a slice, piece' {snida 'to cut'), etc. Or perhaps

"^sleit was an O.W.Scand. riv^er-name formation of the same

type as the O.Norw. river-names "^Beit and "^Beita (bita 'to bite');

*Gaus [gjosa 'to gush, break out^), *Gaut (gjota 'to shed, pour');

in that case it must have referred to the course of the river

(Hodder), which, in fact, is still noted for its 'swift and copious

waters' (Morris, J.E. The West Riding of Yorkshire, p. 480). —
Slaidburn has been explained by Taylor (Names and their histories)

from O.E. sMd 'valley', which etymology is impossible, and by

Moorman from 'Old Northumbrian English slaJit, slceht = W.
Sax. s-leaJd, slieht 'slaughter, battle'. The latter suggestion is

equally inadmissible, seeing that the M.E. northern form was

slaght (Cursor M.), slagt, which for more than one reason cannot

be represented by the Sleite-, Slaite- of the early 12th and 13th

cent, spellings. The later isolated writing Slaghfc- may be due

to false association with the M.E. word in question.]

Esneid, Esnoid, Esnoit Yo. DoB. ; Snaid iioo-og York

Hist.; Snayth 1101-09 f., Snaitli c. iiog-14 Selby Ch.; Sneid

1 154 ibid., ii68-6g f. Pipe R., 12th cent. York Hist.; Sneit

1176-77 f. Pipe R., 1 2 10— 12 Liber rub.; Sneyth 11 8g Selby Ch.,

1241 Rot. fin. exc, 1242 Lane. Inq., 1151 f. Br. Mus., 1270 Gif-

fard's Reg., 1267-76 N. Reg., Tax. eccl., i2gi Baildon, 1255,

1300 f. Pat. R., 1343 CI. R., etc.; Snay 1234 CI. R.; Snaitli

Ch. R.; Snayth 1251 Ch. R., Rot. H._, 1285 Baildon, Tax. eccl.,

1292, 1304 Selby Reg., Mon. Ill, No. vill, 13 18 f., 1427 Pat. R.,

1378 Poll-tax, etc.; now Snaith.

From O.W.Scand sneid f. 'a slice, piece', {snida 'to slice, lop,

cut'), here either used in a sense adopted from the O.E. equiva-

lent snad, snced, viz. 'a piece of land', or like the Norw. dial.

sneid and Danish sned (in local names, see Steenstrup, Da.

Stednavne, p. 103, and Indledende Studier, p. 42) applied to a

slope. The town of Snaith Hes on a ridge of elevation, which
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slopes gently northwards to the so-called Snaith Marsh and the

River Aire. On the southern side extend the Cowick Car and

the Pollington Car. As applied to a piece of land, sneid is not

recorded in the O.Scand. languages, to the best of my know-

ledge. Nor is any instance to be found among the Norwegian

place-names hitherto dealt with in Rygh, N.G. An allied word

is MHG. sneite f. 'durch den Wald gehauener Weg, Durchstich'

(Lexer).

O.W.Scand sneid is found, moreover, in the two field-designations

Snaythinges Li., MS. undated, Cat. A.D. I (In Over Burnham), and

Snaidhinges Derb. 1 20C) Ped. fin. (near Glapwell ?), the 2nd mem. being

O.K., M.E. ing ''meadow'. Perhaps they are only Scandinavianized

forms of a native *Snml-wg. Cf. O.E. sncM-feld, translated in Sweet,

Ags. Diet, by ""enclosed field'. Why "^enclosed' I fail to see.

Steyneslith Lane. 1245, Staynerlitli 1 245 f. Lane. Assize R.;

Steynerliche 1318 Conishead ch., Mon. VI; Staynarhith 1357 Cal.

Tnq.; now Stennerley (par. of Ulverston).

I St mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's name Sfeinarr (La.), or it

may be from O.W.Scand. '^stein-cyrr '3. gravelly bank'; cf. the

Lane, place-name Sfanhcir, end of Ch. 3.

'

Stainsecre Yo. 12th, 13th cent, Stainsecher c. 114(3 (Papal

confirm.), Steinsecher, Stainshcr 12th cent. Whitb}^ Ch.; Steines-

acr' iiyyj6, SteinscJcer 1179-80 Pipe R.; Staynseher 1301 Yo.

Subs.; Staynsceher No. vill.; StaynseMr 1394-95, StaynsyJcer 1396,

Staynseker, -ekerr, Sfcynsckcrr 14th cent. Whitby Ch.; now Stains-

acre.

ist mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's name Steinn (O.E.Scand.

Sten), which is of common occurrence in O.W.Scand. place-names;

see Rygh, Personnavne. ^ The same name seems to enter into the

following M.E. place-names:

Steinesbi Derb. DoB, 1169-70 Pipe R., 131 1 C. Jnq^.; Btai-

nesbi 1212 Lane. Inq.; Stcinncshi 1220 Rot. fin exc; Steyneshy

1 27 1 Derb. fines, T.N., 1275, 131 1 C. Inq., 1284 F.A., Rot. H.,

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. hlib slope, mountain-side = O.E. hlip.

^ 2nd mem. probably O.W.Scand. ekra ""a cultivated piece of land,

corn-field'; Norw. dial, cekra, Swed. dial, llckra^?^ field that is left fallow'.

The latter word is often found in place-names in the south of Sweden.

Lindkvist Middle-English place-names etc. 6
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1345 Pat. R.; Stainesby T.N.; Steynishy 1292 Br, Mus.; Stayneshy

12 J ^ C. Inq., 1431 F.A.; now Stainsby.^

Steinesbi Yo. DoB.; Stainesby, Steineshi 12.cent. Rievaulx

Ch.; Stayneshy c. 1200 f. Guisbrough Ch.; Steinshy 1247 Ch. R,;

Stainshy Kirkby; Steyneshy 13 11 Rot. Orig.; Steineshy, Stainishy

1332 Riev. Ch.; Stayneshy No. vill., 1339 Pat. R.; Staineshy 1367

Cal. Inq.; marked on Gary's map as Stainsby Hall (in Stainton-

in-Cleveland, near Thornaby). The Ordnance Map gives only the

nature names Stainsby Beck and Stainsby Wood.^

Steineshale Yo. DoB.; Stansall No. vill.; now Stancill, near

Tickhill. 2

Steintune Derb. DoB.; Steineston 12. cent. Tutbury ch., Mon.

Ill; Steinestone 1208 Ped. fin.; Stayneston 1431 F.A.; Steynston

1443 Jeaye's Cat; now Stenson.^

Staininghe Lane. DoB.; Stayning 1 212-17 Cockers. Ch.

Steyninge 1303 F.A.; Staynyng i2gy Lane. Inq., 1346 F. A.; Stay-

ninge 1320-46 Lane. Surv., 1361 Cal. Inq.; now Staining, in

Hardhorn with Newton.

This looks like an O.W.Scand. derivative in -ing, either a

patronymic of the man's name Steinn (cf. preceding names), or

developed from the concrete noun steinn (O.E. stan) "^stone'. With

regard to the presumable original type of such names, see Hell-

QviST, p. 137. As is stated by the same author (ibd. p. 98) form-

ations of this kind seem to have been rare in the local nomen-

clature of Old and Mediaeval Norway, although it is true they

were far from being so in that of Sweden. Compare the O.vSwed.

place-name Steninge, Hellqvist, p. 98. Staininghe may, of course,

also be composed of steinn + O.E. ing ^meadow'.

Stein Li. Surv. 11 18, 1179-80 Pipe R.; Steim 1202 Li. rec;

Steyne Tax. eccl., T.N., 1346 F.A.; Stain T.N.; Stayn 1303, 13 16

F.A., 1355 Br. Mus.; Steyne, Stani 1338 Pat. R.; now Stain, in

Withern.

From O.W.Scand. steinn (O.E.Scand. sten, O.E. 'stone,

rock'. The word was in frequent use — uncompounded — as

a place-name in ancient Norway. For examples see the indexes

of EJ., and Rygh, N.G.

* 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby. p. 3.

2 2nd mem. M.E. halle (O.E. heitlT) Miair.

^ On 2nd mem. see above p. 7 n. i.
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A great many compounded M.E. place-names exhibit O.W.

Scand. steinn as ist member. In not a few cases the remaining

member, too, is a Scandinavian word; the Scand. origin of such

names admits of no doubt whatever. But sometimes this latter

member is either a native word or can be native as well as

Scandinavian, when the word is found in exactly the same

form in both languages. Now it should be noticed that in

the local nomenclature of England previous to Domesday, as

far as it is on record, compounds with O.E. Stan- seem to have

been ver}^ frequent. Already in the earliest charters we repeat-

edly come across such names as — the following forms

are normalized by me — Stdnhurh, Stanhurne, Stanford, Stan-

clif, StdnleaJi, Stdntun, etc.; see further the collections of Thorpe,

Gray Birch, Kemble, and Dugdale. It is true that nearly all these

names are known only from the southern counties to which the

bulk of the O.E. charters relate. But it is more than probable

that the local nomenclature of Northern England did not differ

in this respect from that of the South. That being so, it is na-

tural that in those districts of Northern England that were den-

sely populated by Scandinavian settlers" such and similar stan-

names should be apt to be Scandinavianized, and that, in these parts,

we should find SteinhurJi, Steinhurne, Steinford, etc.; see the list

below. Still it is to be admitted that as long as no earlier na-

tive instances of those names can be given, we are not in a po-

sition to decide in each particular case whether a Scand. form

found in Middle-English represents a native formation in Scand.

disguise, or whether the name was actually coined by the new sett-

lers in the period when the amalgamation of the two races was in

progress. I have deemed it appropriate to adduce here of such

names only those of which the Scand. forms by far outnumber

the native ones in my material. Some apparently native names

of which Scand. spellings occasionally appear, are not included

in the list below, as being of little or no value in the present

investigation. They belong chiefly to Yorkshire, and their Eng-

lish origin is rendered likely by the fact that exact equivalents

are as a rule to be found in counties out of Scand. England. If

looked upon from these points of view, the following material

may prove worthy of consideration:

Stainburg, Stanburg Yo. DoB.; Steinhurch t. Hen. IL, Stain-

hurgh ii8g, 1235 Rievaulx Ch.; Steinhorg 1198 (Inspex. 1252)
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Ch. R.; Steinhurg, Staynburna i2.cent. Riev. Ch.; Staynnehurgh

No. vilL; Steinhurga, Stainburge, Stainhurche 1332 Riev. Ch.; now
Stainborough, near Barnsley.^

Stainburne, Stanhurne Yo. DoB.; Staynburne 1198 Foun-
tains Mem.; Steinhurn Kirkby; Staynehurn 1308 f. Pat. R., No.

vill.; now Stainburn.^

Steinburn Cumb. t. Hen I. St. Bee Reg., Mon. Ill; Steain-

hurna 11 89 Ch. R. Ill; Staynburn t. Edw. 1. Plac. Warr., 1407

Pat. R.; Staynbourn 1406 Pat. R.; now Stainburn.^

Steindal Yo. 1247 Ch. R., Steindale 1260 Rievaulx Ch.; now
Staindale, near Bilsdale.^

Steindrope [S Steindropesire] Durh. 1203 FPD.; Steyndrope

1294 Pat. R., 1372 Br. Mus.; Steindrop, [Steindropeshire] 1300

Ch. R.; Steyndrop 1409 Pat. R.; Staynedrope 1408 f. ibd.; Stayn-

drop Tax. eccl., 13 18 f. Pat. R., 1367, 1430 FPD., 1392 etc. Durh.

Account R.; now Staindrop.'*

Steinfelde Li DoB.; Steinfeld 1188? Br. Mus., Wells' Vic.

book. Rot. Hug., 1225 f. Pat. R.; Stainfeld 1255 C. Inq.; Steyn-

feld 13. cent. Whitby Ch.^ 1230 Ch. R., Tax. eccl., 1428 F.A.;

Staynfeld 1292 Ch. R., 13 14 C. Inq., 13 16 f., 1402 F.A.; Steinfeld

1434 Pat. R.; now Stainfield, 9 miles E. of Lincoln.^

Steinfeld Yo. 1226 f. Gray's Reg.; Steynfeld Tax. eccl..

Staynfeld, Tax. eccl., 1250 Gray's Reg., 13 19 Pat. R.; now Stain-

field.^ Near Gisburn? Not marked on Philips' map.

Stainforde Yo. DoB.; Steinford 1235-55 Cockersand Ch.

1239 Ch. R.; Stainforth Kirkby; Stainford Scotayn 13 14 C. Inq.;

Staynford^ 1270 Ch. R., No vill., 1377 Cal. Inq.; Steynford 1305,

* As for 2nd mem. see p. 44, n. 2.

^ 2nd mem. O.E. bum, hiirna 'a stream' The Yo. Stainburn stands

on an affluent to the river Wharfc, the Cumb. one on the river Der-

went.
^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 4, n. 4.

* For additional instances see FPD., and Durh. Account R. The
2nd mem. looks like O.W.Scand. dropi (O.E. dropa, M.E. drope, drop)

"^a drop', or O.W.Scand. *drop, Norw. dial. d7'op, O.Swed. driip, drop

n. ^dropping, dripping'. Staindrop lies in a vale on a small stream called

Langley Beck. An analogous case is, perhaps, the Swedish place-name

Fjdllsokla (on record since e. 17. cent.; in the province of Dalsland),

which is from the word fjiill ""mountain', and Norw. dial, sykla 'drivel,

spittle, a trickling liquid'. The place thus indicated lies below an emi-

mence. See Sveriges Ortnamn: Ortn. i Alvsborgs Ian XVI p. 74.
5 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. feld 'field'.
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1348, Staijnford Underhergh 1343 f. Pat. R.; now Great and

Little Stainforth, near Settle.^

Steinford, Stenforde Yo. DoB.; Steinford iigg Ch. R. (In-

spex. 1232); Skiinford Kirkby; Steynford 1327 C. Inq.; Stayn-

ford 1304 Pat. R., No. vilL; Steinforthker 1340 Pat. R.; now
Stainforth, Hatfield par.^

Staingartis Yo. Rot. H.; not identifiable.^

Steinegrif, StanegrifYo. DoB.; Steinegrive 12. cent. (?) Whitby

Ch.; Steingreua 1162-63 Pipe R.; Steyn-, Stayngreve, Steingrive c.

1267 Giffard's Reg.; Steingrcve 1273 Pat. R., 1333 Cl.'R.; Steyne-

gryve, Steyngrive 1277 Pat. R.; Staingryfe, -grive, -gryf^ -y^if, -Q'^iff,

Kirkby; Stayngrive Tax. eccl.; Steyngreve 1297 Ch. R.; Stayn-

grife, No. vill.; Stenegriva, Stayngreve, Stangrive 1332 Rievaulx

Ch.; Stayngreve t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr., 1300 CI. R., I.N.; Stan-

greiie 1441 Br. Mus., etc.; now Stonegrave.^

^ 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. ford ''ford/ Great cS: Little Stainforth stand

opposite each oher on either bank of the river Ribble, Stainforth in

Hatfield is on the Don.
'^ 2nd mem. is from M.E. garth (< O.W.Scand. gurdr) "^an enclo-

sure, fence'; see farther under Aistangarthes in Ch. 3. On the A.N.

symbol t, here used for etymological d, cf. Zachrisson, p. 115.
^ 2nd mem. is M.E. grif^ grive < O.W.Scand. gryfja f. 'a hole, pit,

cavity.' The latter word is of frequent occurrence in O.Norvv. place-

names; cf. Fritzner, and Rygh, N.G. M.E. grif, grive are both re-

corded only in some place-names within the Scand. part of England;

of these may be adduced, besides the name under notice: ^Sowr^r^z/f Yo.

(see in Ch. 4); Grif Yo. 12. cent., 1226 f.. Griff, Griffe 1332 Rievaulx

Ch., now Griff (near Rievaulx); Griva Warw. 1. Hen. H., Gryff 1496
Br. Mus., now Griff; Grif Derb. 1286 ibid., now Griff (in Bradborne);

Hormesgrif (M.S. JNI. Oruiesg[r]iue) Yo. 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; Scinere-

grive ibid., now Skinningrove
;
Grif Yo. DoB.; Midegrif a. 11 80, Mide-

grive e. 13. cent. Whitby Ch., now Mulgrave; etc. (further in Part U).

M.E. grive must have been the earlier form of the two after the borrow-

ing. From it was developed, by a sort of back-formation, M.E. grif

with voiceless spirant, in conformity to the O.E. and M.E. sound-

laws respecting the quality of medial and final /", and on the analogy

of such cases as O.E. dif [-f-], dat. sing, clife [-v-], N.E. cliff, in place-

names Cliffe, and Clive (< M.E. clive)\ O.E. grcef, M.E. grafe with the [-v-]

of the inflected forms generalized, N.E. grave, but graff, graffe in the

present Yorkshire and many other — also northern — dialects, with the

voiceless sound of the old uninflected forms generalized (see E.D.D., gr.

§279). In a similar way M.E. grif has come down in the Yorkshire

and some other northern dialects as griff [f] 'a deep valley wdth a

rocky, fissure-like chasm at the bottom; a deep, narrow glen, a small
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Staynhoukeld Yo. 1267 Ch. R.; StaynJioitkelde 1281 Yo.

inq.; Staynhowkeld 1284 C. Inq.; now Stony Keld (hamlet, in Bo-

wes par).^

Stayneowe Yo. Kirkby; now Stanghow, near Great Moors-

holme.-

Staynhowe Yo. Kirkby; now Stanhowe, near Kiplin.^

Steinola Lane. 1176 Pipe R.; Staynole 1185-go, 1246-60 f.

Cockers. Ch.; Steinhol, Steynhol 1235-45 ibd.; Stanhull 1226 Pipe

R. (see Lane. Subs. R.); Staynole 1248 C. Inq.; Staynhal 1256

Br. Mus.; Staynul 1238-59, Staynol 1292 Cockers. Ch.; Steynhole

1264 C. Inq.; Steynol, Staynol t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; Staynoll

1443 Lane. Fin. Cone; now Stainall, near Preesall.^

SteincHf Yo. 1165-66 Pipe R., 1155-60 (Inspex. 1230) Ch. R.^

1253 Pat. R.; Steynclive 1300 Pat. R.; Steynclif 13 10, Stnynclyf

13 1 1 C. Inq.; Staynclif 1253 Pat. R., 13 10 Rot. Orig., No. vill.,

1372 Br. Mus.; Steynclyf t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr,; Stainclyfe

Kirkby; Steyncliff 1327 C. Inq.; now Staincliffe (Wapentake).*

Staincros Yo. DoB.; Steincros 1165-66 f. Pipe R.; Stayn-

cros 1233 Br. Mus., 1285 C. Inq.; Staincrosse Rot. H., Steyn-

crosse 1300 Pat. R.; Staynecros 13 10, Steyncros 1327 C. Inq.; now
Staincross (Wapentake).^

ravine' (E.D.D.). The N.E.D. gives griff with the sole comment 'origin

obscure'; furthermore, the word has been dealt with by Wall (Scand.

elements in the Engl.' dialects, Anglia XX), who confines himself to

connecting it with O.W.Scand. grgf and some other Scand. words of

more distant relationship. He includes it in his List B, which com-
prises words that can be either Scand. or English. In the face of the

above material, the Scand. origin cannot be doubted.
^ The remainder of the compound seems to be made up of

O.W.Scand. haugr 'hill, mound, cairn', and kelda 'fountain, spring'; cf.

p. 28 n. I.

^ As for 2nd mem. compare preceding name.
^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. hoi 'a hollow, cavity'. — The present Stai-

nall is on the northern bank of the river Wyre. According to W. Farrer
(Cockersand Ch., p. 114 n.) the ancient township of S. lay onboth

sides of the river. The portion belonging to the southern bank is now
represented by Stanah or Steyna, earlier forms Staynol super Wir
12 12-17 Cockers. Ch., Steynhol 1261, Stagnolf 1323 Lane. Inq.

* 2nd mem. O.E. clif, M.E. clif, dive, N.E. cliff.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. kroi^s 'cross.' On the late O.E. and M.E.

cros, which is believed to be an adoption from O.Norw., see N.E.D.
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Steynmor Wm. 1281 Pat. R.; Stayn-, Steynmor t. Edw. 1.

Plac. Warn; Steynemore 1325 Pat. R.; Staynesmore 1327 C. Inq.,

1335 f. Pat. R., 1429 F.A.; now Stainmoor.^

Staynton hy Edene Cumb. 1285 C. Inq.; Stcynton t. Edw.
I. Plac. Warr.; Staynton 1322 f. Pat. R.; Steynton 1466 Pat. R.,

1 49 1 C. Inq.; now Stainton, near Penrith.^

Steintun Wm. DoB.; Stainton 1282, 1309 C. Inq.; Steynton

1461 Pat. R.; now Stainton, in Heversham.^

Steinton, Steynton Lane. 1256 Lane. Fin. Cone.; Stainton

1283 Lane. Inq.; Steintona, Steinton, Stayntonam, [Steyntongate]

13. eent, Stayntona 1412 Furness Ch.; now Stainton, in Urswick.''^

Steintona Durh. 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; Steynton 1240 Gray's

Reg.; Steintun unknown date FPD.; see further FPD.; now Great

& Little Stainton.^

Steintun, Steinton, Staintuna Yo. 12. eent., Steintunam

1 160 (Papal eonfirm.), Staintona 1201 f., Steintonne 1332 Rievaulx

Ch.; Steynton t. Edw. 1. Plac. Warr. This name, which denoted

a district of West Bilsdale, has disappeared from the map. For

details see Rievaulx Ch., p. 17, n.'^

Steintona, Stainton Yo. t. Stephen Sallay ch., Mon. V; Stayn-

tona 1 189 (Inspex. 1 271), Staynton 1270 Ch. R.; now Stainton,

near Gargrave.^

Steintun, Esteinton Yo. DoB.; Steintuna 12. cent. Whitby

Ch.; Steinton 12 13 Guisbrough Ch.; 1266, Stainton 1269 Giffard's

Reg., 1 3 14 C. Inq.; Steynton 1282 C. Inq.; Stayngtone 1283 Wick-

wane's Reg.; Stayneton Kirkby; further instances in Guisbrough

Ch.; now Stainton in Cleveland.^

Staintone, Stantone Yo. DoB.; Steinton 1 r64-65 Pipe R.,

1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; Steyntone 1283 Wickwane's Reg.; Stainton

Kirkby; Staynton No. vill., 1320 Pat. B..; Stenton 1408 Yo. deeds;

now Stainton by Tiekhill.^

Steintone Li. DoB.; Steintuna Surv. 11 18; Staynton 13 16

f., 1428 F.A.; Steynton T.N., 1339 Br. Mus. (?); now Stainton

with Waddingham.2

Stainton Li. DoB.; Steintuna Surv. 11 18; Steynton Rot.

Hug., 1260 f. Ch. R., 1. 13. cent. Br. Mus., 1428 F.A.; Staynton

^ 2nd mem. is probably O.E., M.E. mor "^moor, waste and damp
land'. For the relation of the word to O.W.Scand. mor ^moor, heath"*,

.see N.E.D.
- On the 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i.
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1268 f. Ch. R., 1303 f., 1401-02 F.A.; now Stainton by Long-
worth.^

Staintune Li. DoB.; Steintuna Surv. 11 18; Northstaynton

1273 C. Inq.; Steinton Rot. Hug.; Staynton Wells' Vic. book,

13 14 C. Inq., 13 16 f., 1428 F.A, 1335 Br. Mus.; Steynton T.N,

1276 C. Inq., 1303 F.A.; Staynton super Waldam 13 18 Pat. R.;

North Staynton 1431 F.A.; now Stainton le Vale.^

Staintune Li. DoB.; Steintuna Surv. 11 18; Staynton a. 11 66

Br. Mus., 1303 f., 1428 F.A.; Waldsteinton 1208 Li. rec; Stein-

ton, Stainton Rot. Hug.; Steinton Wells' Vic. book; Steynton

Market 1285, Market Steinton 1290 C. Inq.; Steynton 1282 C.

Inq., 1346, 1428 F.A.; Market Staynton, Staynton jnxta Randby

143 1 F.A.; now Market Stainton.^

SteinJ)weit Li, see under pveit, end of this chapter,

Steinwath Li. 11 63-81 Ch. R. Ill, T.N.; Steynivath, Stan-

waht 1303, Steymvayth 13 16 F.A.; Staymvathe 13 10, Steymvafhe,

Steimvath 1330 C. Inq.; Steynwath, T.N, 1331 CI, R., 1338 Pat.

R.; Staymvath 1338 f., 1400 Pat. R., 1346 F.A.; StemvatJi 1479

Cal. Inq.; Steneivatli, Stennyth, Stanwath 1480 Pat. R.; now
Stenwith, in Barrowby.^

Steinweges Cumb. 1195 f., Stainivegges 1197 Pipe R., V.H.;

Steimvegges, Stainivigges 122"] CI. R.; Steynivegges 1230 f., Stan-

ivegge 1243 P. Pipe R.; Staymvegges 1302 Pat. R.; Staynwyges

1346 CI. R.; Staynwygges 1348 CI. R.; &c.; now Stanwix.^

^ On the 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i.

^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 27 n. i.

^ This name was interpreted by Camden (1722) as 'a place upon
the Stony-way' (O.E. stan-ive^ "3. paved road'), and his explanation has

been readily accepted by all subsequent writers on the subject. But

although the earliest form above rather favours such a view, the later

spellings with the geminate gg point in an entirely different direction.

I think the name is from O.W.Scand. stein-veggr 'a stone wall', and the

place was evidently named thus from the great Roman Wall which was
constructed across the North of England from Bowness on the Solway

Firth to Wallsend on the Tyne near Newcastle. Stanwix — in the 16th

cent. (Camden) a village, now a suburb of Carlisle — was a station on
this wall; we learn from Camden that in his time there were not inconsi-

derable remains ("great stones') of the wall to be seen there. Even at

the present day there are still a few remains left as stated in Bae-
deker's Great Britain. For some details about the structure of the

wall, see H. M. Chadwick's description in the Encyclopaedia Britannica

(iith ed., under Britain), according to which it was composed of, first

a wall of stone, then a broad ditch and, lastly, a turf wall. — In the

par. of Stanwix lies the village of Stainton, written Staynton 13 14 C.

Inq., which name can be Scandinavian.
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Steinueges, Stenuueghes, Stenwege Yo. DoB.; Stcineivcke 1 165-

66 Pipe R.; Steinweg 1226 i., Staimuegges 1233 Gray's Reg., 13 18

N. Reg.; Staymvigges Kirkby, Rot. H.; Stcymveggcs 1298Y0. inq.;

Stagmvcgges No. vill.; Staimvigges 1348 Pat. R.; Estanwih 1460

Br.Mus.; &c.; now Stanwick.^

Stainbec Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Marske. ^

Stainbrigge Yo. 1. 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; Stainebrig 13. cent.

Guisbrough Ch.; near Ormesby."*

Steinbrigge Li. 1291 Ch. R.; in Bullington, near Stainton by
Longworth.

Staynenges Yo. 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; in Coulby.*

Steinflat Yo. 12 12, Stamfiat 12 13 Ped. fin. Eb.: in Phimpton."

Steingate Yo. a. 11 80, Steijngate, Stayngate 1275 St. Peter doc,

Mon. VI, 3; Staingate a. 1269 Cockers. Ch.; Stainegate e. 15. cent. St.

Leonardi Reg., Mon. VI, 2; ncjw Stonegate (street) in the city of York.^

Steingata [Siivard de] Yo. 1294 Ch. R.*' Identical with prec.

name ?

Steinegateside, Stain-, Stagn- Yo. 13. cent., Staingatelith 1233
Guisbrough Cli.; in Glaisdale. ^

Steyngraft, Stegngraf furlong Li. 1268 Ch. R.; in Dunstall (Cor-

ringham). ^

^ From O.W.Scand. ste'ui-vegr (O.Swed. ste}ivdgher) = O.E. stan-weg

'a paved road'. Stanwick stands on the ancient Roman road which runs

to the north from Boroughbridge; hence the name. However, most of

the M.E. spellings have the geminate gg, from which it seems that the

name was in course oi time confused with and changed for O.W.Scand.

stein-veggr^ for which see prec. name. The Rector of the parish kindly

informs me that nothing can be traced on the spot now that might

account for such a change in the name.
^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. hekkr (O.Swed. bcekker), or M.E. beck 'a

stream .

^ O.W.Scand. brgggja: i) a bridge (rare), 2) a gangway, pier, lan-

dingstage; or M.E. brygge, briyge (O.E. brycg) 'a bridge'.

O.W.Scand. eng f. or enge n. 'meadow'. .- r

^ 2nd mem. may represent O.W.Scand. ffgt f. {gen. flatar) or flgtr

m. 'a piece of level ground, plain'. Both the words are found in

O.Norw. place-names.
^ ]\I.E. gate ^way, road, street', from O.W.Scand., O.Swed. gata.

2nd mem. as in preceding name, 3rd mem. originally perhaps

O.W.Scand. slda (with the d rendered by d in the A.N. fashion) 'a

slope', or O.E., M.E. side, N.E. side, later on replaced by O.W.Scand.

hlid or M.E. hlid (cf. under Upleatham, p. 17).

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. grgftr (grgptr) in the sense of 'a hole

dug' (see Fritzner) = grgf (O.Dan, graf). The latter word can be

contained in the 2nd form above.
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Stayngruft Yo. 1294 Cal. Inq.; near Kexby?^
Steyngrund Li. 1301 Ch. R.; in Killingholme.''^

Steynhille Nott.(?) 13 18 BrodlKjlm ch., Mon. VI; near Broad-
holme, or Saxilby Li.

Staynhou Yo. 123 1 Guisbrough Ch.; in Coatham. ^

Staynhou Li. 1257 Ch. R.; in Gainsthorpe.^

Steinhouberg Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Thirsk.^

Steincroft, Staincroft c. 1200 Rievaulx Ch. Not identifiable.^

Staincroft Nhb. 1262 Ch. R.; Stayticroft 1298 Hexham ch.,

Mon. VI; near Warden. Now Stoncroft?^

Staincroswyis (MS. M. uiis) Yo. 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; near

Hawsker. ^

Staincrossegate Yo. 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; near Suffield village.^

Steinrig (via antiqim q^iie vocatur S.) Yo. date uncertain, Pontefr.

Ch. Near Stainborough?^

Stainsike Wm. 1210-46 Cockers. Ch.; in Mansergh.^^

Stainschalehill Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Marske.

Staynescogh Yo. St. Andrew's ch., date uncertain; cannot be

identified.

Stainwath Yo. 12. cent. Rievaulx Ch.; in Castle Bolton.

Stainwathlithe Lane. 1216-35 Cockersand Ch.; in Forton.^*

With regard to the Nottingham field-names Stener^ Steynoiir, etc.

see in Ch. 3.

^ Miswritten for -graft (see prec. name); or identical with the

O.Dan, griift, which, according to Lund, is recorded once in the same
sense as grift^ 9*'yfi' 0 <^^iggi^^S"j ~) ^ ditch; see Kalkar. Provided

the isolated O.Dan, form gntft is not merely a misspelling for grijft, was

it borrowed from German? OHG., MHG. gruft 'Hohle, Hohlung'.

German Gruft.

^ O.W.Scand. griind *^a green field, grassy plain', or O.K., M.E.

grund, NE. ground.
^ M.E. Mil, Ml (O.E. hyll) 'hill'.

* 2nd mem. as in Stony Keld (above, p. 86).

^ 2nd mem. as in prec. name, 3rd mem. O.W.Scand. herg or M.E.
&er^; cf. p. 13, n. 2.

^ O.E., M.E. croft 'a small, enclosed field', see further N.E.D.
^ 2nd mem. as in Staincross, above p. 86; 3rd mem. is difficult to

explain, if it is not a corrupt writing for O.E. wise, wisce, N.E. dial.

ivish "si damp meadow, a marsh'.
^ Cf. Staincross, above p. 86, and Stonegate, p. 89.
^ On 2nd mem. see p. 53 n. 4.

On 2nd mem. see p. 72 n. 7.

2nd mem. O.W.Scand. sJcdli, see p. 52 n. 2; 3rd mem. M.E. hil

'hi\\\

O.W.Scand. skogr 'a wood'; cf. Scorbrough, above p. 15.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. vad 'a ford'; cf. further p. 27 n. i.

2nd mem. as in prec. name; compare further p. 89 n. 7.
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Steinolve mere Li. 13 14 Ch. R.; near Huttoft.

I St mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's name Steinvlfr (La.); O.Swed.

Stenulf. For some instances of the name occurring in DoB., see Bjork-

MAN, Personennamen, p. 130.^ The same name enters into

Staynolcroft Lane. c. 1220-25, Staynolviscroft 124 1-5 1 Cockers.

Ch.; in Caton.'"^

Stainolvisridding, Staynolfisridding Lane. 1268-80 Cockers.

Ch.; in Caton.^

Swaynsby Yo. 1. 13. cent. Br.Mus.; Swayncsby Sivanehy

13 14 Pat. R.; Sivainby 1367 Cal. Inq.; now Swainby, in Whorlton.

1st mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's name Sveinn (O.E.Scand.

Sven), hardly the side-form Sveini (O.Dan. Sneni on a Runic stone,

see Wimmer), which cannot always be properly discriminated

from the former in place-name compounds.* Sveinn was one of

the most usual SccUidinavian names in England ciuring* Old and

Middle English times; instances of it are to be found in almost any

record of those periods. Cf. further Bjorkman, Personennamen, p.

139 f., and Rygh, Personnavne, p. 241 f. The same name occurs in

the following M.E. place-names {Sveini perhaps in the first two):

Suanebi Yo. DoB.; Sweinesby 12. cent. Coverham ch., Mon.

VI, 2; Sivayneby 1183 Richmond Reg.; Siveyneby 1297 A.Plac;

Sivayneby Rot. H., Kirkby, 1301 Yo. Subs., 13 18 Cal. Rot. Ch.,

1367 Cal. Inq.; Suanisby 13 13 Pat. R.; Sivaynle ^o. viW.; Sivaynby

1362 Rot. Orig., 1388 Cal. Inq.; now Swainb}^, near PickhiJl. ^

Sueinford Le. 1175-76, 1179-80, Suinford 1178-79 Pipe R.;

Suneford, Siiineford e. 13. cent., Stvyneford c. 1240 Br.Mus., etc.;

now^ Swinford.^

Sweineshurst Lane. 1251 Ch. B^.; Sueneshurst 1261, Sivynes-

hurst 1333 S. Thomas Ch.; now Swineshurst, according to the

Editor of Ch. R. I. Not given by Wyld & Hirst.

^ As for 2nd mem. M.E. mere see p. 28, n. 3.
''^ As for 2nd mem. see preceding page, n. 6.

^ As for 2nd mem., O.E. hrydlny, see p. 21. n. 2.

* 2nd member as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ 2nd member as in Aismmiderby, p. 3. Several places in Nor-

way called Suceinahy appear in E.J.
^ 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. ford, N.E. ford. Sveinn was here very

early changed for M.E. swin ^swine'. There were a good number of

places called Swinford in Mediaeval England.
^ O.E. hyrst, M.E. hurst^ hirste: i) an eminence, hillock, knoll, or

bank, esp. one of a sandy nature 2) a grove of trees, copse, wood, wooded
eminence, etc. N.E. dial, hurst^ hirst, also in Lane; see E.D.D. Remarkable

is the appearance of the M.E. southern form hurst in the spellings of

this place-name, where we should expect to find the northern hirste.
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Suenelund Yo. ii8g H. Pipe R.; Sivannesliind 1294 Cal. Inq.;

Siianneslund 1296 Br.Mus.; Swaneslund, -liint T.N.; Swainesland

1300, Sivannesland 1310, Sivanesland 1424 Cal. Inq.; now Swan-
land, in N. Ferriby. ^

Suenesat Lane. DoB.; Siiainessete, Svainescot e. 1200 Coe-

kers. Ch.; now Swainshead, in Wyresdale.^

Swainestorp, Li. 1202, Siveynestorp 1240 Li. ree.; Siveines-

torp 1210-12 Liber rub.; Svainnestorp Rot. H.; Sivayuethorp 1291

Cal. Rot. Ch.; SiveynestJiorp T.N.; Sivynethorp 13 16 F.A.; now
Swinethorpe. ^

Sueinestorp, Torp Norf. DoB.; Sueinestorp 1196 Feet of

fines, 1198 Cal. fin.] Stuenestorj) 1250 Cal. fin.; Sveinstorpe, Siveyn-

estorp, Siteynistorpe Rot. H.; Sivcynnysthorp Tax. eccl.; Sveines-

torp T.N.; Sivynystorp 1302 ¥.A.\ SiveynestJiorp 1314 C. Liq., 1316

f. F.A., 1319 Br.Mus., 1341 Pat. R., 1346 Norf. Aid, 1432 f. Cal.

Inq., 1496 C. Inq., etc.; Sivynesthorp 1^26 CI. R.; Siveynstorp 1334

Norf. Ass.; Siveynstliorp 1401 F\A.; Sivenethorp 1364, Sivaynes-

tJiorp 1466 Cal. Inq.; now Swainsthorpe. ^

Swayinsacre Yo. 1218-34 Guisbrough Ch.; near Lowcross.*

Sweinesbrig Li. 1208 Li. rec; in Gainsthorpe.''

Swenesford Suff. Rot. H.; in Thingoe hundred. From O.E.Scand.

Soen.

Swaynes Gores Nott. 133 1 Nott. rec'

Swaynnesker Yo. c. 1200 Guisbrough Ch.; in Marton.^

Sweiynkeldes Yo. 1 23 1 Guisbrough Ch.; in Coatham. '-^

Suaynislond Lane. 1200-35 Coekers. Ch.; in Stainall.*"

^ O.W.Scand. lumlr *a grove'; cf. under Londonthorpe, above p. 13.

^ 2nd mem. looks Hke a M.E. continuation of the O.K. scete, sete

'a settlement' (Middendorf), but nothing can be said with certainty in

consequence of the differing speHings.

2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4. Cf. the O.Dan, place-name

Sivenstorp SRD. — There was in M.E. times also a place-name,

Sweynton Yo. 1334 Rot. Orig., Stvaynton 1367 Cal. Rot. Ch., which.

I cannot identify. Compare Swaynsto?i in LVD.
2nd mem. is from O.W.Scand. akr, or M.E. aker (O.E. cecer) 'a

piece of tilled or arable land'.

^ On 2nd mem. see p. 89 n. 3.

6 2nd mem. is O.E, M.E. ford, N.E. ford.

' M.E. gore 'a wedge-shaped strip of land'; see further under Gar-

grave, p. 46 f.

•"^ M.E. A.w < O.W.Scand. A-/«rr 'copsewood, a marsh'. N.E. dial. car.

^ On 2nd mem. M.E. keld, see p. 28 n. i.

O.E., M.E. lond, land 'land, country' = O.Scand. land.
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Sueningatuna Norf. DoB.; Sueingetun iig8, Sivaningeton

1 202, Stveiningeton 1220 Cal. fin.; Sivenygton 1285 Cal. fin., Tax,

eccl.; Stvenington 1294, 1343 Cal. Inq., 1308 f. Cal. Rot. Ch., 1432

f. Cal. Inq.; Sioenyngton Tax. eccl., 1296 etc. CI. R.; 1334 Norf.

Ass., 13 16 f., 1428 F.A., 13 1 9, 1433 Pat. R., 1332 Rot. Orig.,

etc.; Siveinton 1323 Cal. Inq.; Siveington 1346 Norf. Aid; Siveyng-

ton 1 40 1 F.A.; now Swannington.^

I St mem. is gen. plur. of ^Sveiningr (O.Dan. Stueningr, see

Wimmer), a patronymic derivative of the O.W.Scand. man's name
Sveinn (see preceding names). A side-form Sveinungr occurs in

La., and was a common name in Norway in the Middle Ages.

Of the same origin is

Swaington Le. 1246 A.Plac; Sivaynington 1302 Rot. Orig.;

Stvaimiton 1308 A.Plac; Sivanyngton 13 16 F.A.; Sivanygton 1^2-]

Le. Subs. R.; now Swannington, near Whitwick. ^

Swenebrec Lane. 13 18 Coni.shead ch., Mon. VI, i; near Ulverston.

Judging by the only .spelling on record, the ist member must have

been the genitive of the O.E.Scand. man's name Sveni, for which see

above under Swainby.'^ A person called Sweni Child occurs among the

witnesses to a 12th century grant to the Priory of Penwortham, Lane,
M(m. III.

Tofto Swengulf Suff., see further in Ch. 7.

Swaytesflat, Stvaytesflath (2x) Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.;

in Guisbrough.

ist mem. is probably an unrecorded O.W.Scand. '^sveite, an

irt-derivative of O.W.Scand. sveit f., which signified i) a troop or

party of men, generally (= O.Swed. svet; cf. O.E. stveot); as a

military term: a small force forming a tactical unit in the field;

2 a) as in the compound pingmannasvcit the district inhabited

by the liegemen of a certain godi (priest and chief), in Iceland;

2 b) a settlement, tract or district in a general sense, especially

in Iceland. In the present case "^'sveiti may have been used in

the first or the last of these applications. The type of the word

presents no difficulties, seeing that it is paralleled by not a few

similar formations in the O.W.Scand. language; compare, e. g. the

synonyms fylM 'a troop, also a territorial division, district' folk

n. 'people'; liverfi : Jivarf f. 'a district'; hyrgi :horg f. 'fortified

* On 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i.

^ O.W.Scand. hrekka 'slope, hill-side'.
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-p\dice;pveite : Jweit f. 'piece'; enge : eng f. 'meadow', etc. In this

connection should be noticed the 2nd member of the name
in question, which is O.W.Scand. flgt f. or flgtr m. (gen. flatar) 'a

plain, a level piece of ground'; perhaps the compound was app-

lied to some sort of meeting-place for the men of the neighbour-

hood. The name, which is of distinctly O.W.Scand. origin, is

possessed of no small interest. In the immediate vicinity we find

the field-name Thorfinflat (from the O.W.Scand. man^s name por-

finnr); moreover, it is worthy of note that we are here in perhaps

the most Scandinavian part of Yorkshire, not far from the Thing-

ivala of the Whitby district (see above, p. 16), TJiynghou (13.

cent. Rievaulx Ch., now Finney Hill) in West Harlsey, and

Tinghoudale (Guisbrough Ch.) in Lowcross, both the last from

0.W.Scand. ping-haugr 'hill of laws' (cf. Fritzner). For further

details about svcit see Maurer, Vorlesungen uber Altnord. Rechts-

geschichte IV, p. 108 f., and Steenstrup, Danelag, p. 141 f.

Thornehowgayle Wm. 1402, Thomthowegayll 1/^22 Cal. Inq.;

near Whinfell Forest.

The last member is O.W.Scand. geil, for which see above, p. 56,

under Hugill ^

Thursgayle super Use Yo. c. 1300 Guisbrough Ch. Not identi-

fiable. 2nd member apparently as in preceding name.^

Durgartun Norf. CD. 783 (A.D. c. 1044); Turgaitiine^ Tur-

gartund, -tunet DoB.; Thurgarton t. John A.Plac; Thurgarefon

12 18, Thurgerton 1273 Cal. fin.; Tlmrgerton 1253 Ch. R., Tax-

eccl., 1302 f., 1 40 1 F.A.; Thurgereton Rot. H.; Thurg^ton t. Edw*

1. Plac. Warr.; Thurgarton 13 16 F.A.; now Thurgarton.

I St mem. seems to be the O.Dan, man's name Thurger, or

O.W.Scand. porgeirr.'^ The a-vowel of the 2nd syllable in some

of the above spellings may depend on the O.vScand. contraction

ai < a, which took place in a strongly stressed syllable following

upon the main stress (Noreen, Altisl. G-r. § 54, 3, b); it may of

course also have been introduced from the. native personal names

compounded with O.E. gar. The same name occurs in

^ From an obsolete (?) place-name '^Thornehotv.

^ From the O.E. pers. name pur (por), probably a shortened form

of O.E.Scand. compound names beginning with pmr- (O.W.Scand. p)or-).

Cf. BjORKMAN, Personennamen, p. 146 f.

^ On 2nd mem. see above p. 7 n. i.
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Turgesland Yo. DoB.; Turgarland 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; Tur-

gerlande 1226 Bracton; Thurkerland No. vill.; Thurgerland 1334

Br.Mus., 1347 Cat.A.D., 1378 Poll-tax; Thurgerland 1346, Thor-

garlond 1349 Pat R.; now Thurgoland.^

Turgarstune, Torgartone Nott. DoB.; Turgertone 1201 Rot.

Canc; Thurgarton e. 12. cent. Prior of Thurgarton ch., Mon VI;

1 23 1 f. Ch. R., 1235 Gray's Reg., 1274 Giffard's Reg., 1294 f.

Pat. R., IN., etc.; Turgarton 1228 Gray's Reg., T.N.; Thurgerton

1272 Giffard's Reg., 1273 Pat. R., 1281 Wickwane's Reg., Rot. H.,

1295 Pat. R., 131 6, 1428 F.A.; now Thurgarton (parish & wapen-

take). 2

[Only anglicized forms are recorded of Thurgarsfon Nhb. 1375

Cal. Inq.; Turgarestone Staff. DoB., which I am unable to identify,

and Thurkeston Le. 1327 Subs. R., Thurgaston 1395 Br.Mus.; now
Thurcaston.]

Turstanestone Le. DoB.; Turstanestona 11 24 Le. Survey;

Turstanestune t. Hen. IL Sempr. ch.; Tursteinestun t. Rich. I.

—

John Br.Mus.; Thurstainton 1246 A.Plac; TJvarstanestone t. Hen.

III. Liber rub.; Thurstinton 1294 Pat. R., T.N., 1300 Cal. Inq.,

1 30 1 CI. R.; Thurstynton 1346 Rot. Orig.; Tlmrsfanion Rot. H.,

T.N., 1327 C. Inq., 1428 F.A.; Thurstington 1325 Cal. Inq., 1327

Subs. R., 1344-46 Br.Mus.; Thursinton 13 16 F.A.; Thursington

1420 Cal. Inq.; Thurstyngton, Thruscyngton 1428 F.A.; Thursyngton

i486 C. Inq.; now Thrussington.

^

I St mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's mLine porsteinn, O.E.Scand.

Thursten, which is very well instanced in Old and Middle Eng-

lish records. For further details see Bjorkman, Personennamen,

p. 161 f. It forms, moreover, the ist member of

Turstanestuna Suff. DoB.; Tursteinton 1223 Pat. R.; Thur-

stanistan 1287 CI. R.; Thurstaneston 1286 Cal. Inq., Rot. H., 1334

C. Inq., 1341 Suff. fines; Thurstanston 1 2g/\. Ca\. Inq.; Thurstanton

Rot. H., 13 1 6 F.A., 1334 Cal. Inq.; Thursteinton 1363 Cal. Inq.;

Thurstonton 1467 Pat. R.; now Thurston.^

[Onty anglicized forms are recorded of

Thurstaneston Chs. c. 1274 C. Inq., 1420 Br.Mus.; Tlmr-

Stanton 1332 C. Inq., Thurstanston ibid., 1446 Cat.A.D.; now
Thurstaston. ^

^ On 2nd mem. see p. 92 n. 10.

^ On 2nd mem. see above p. 7 n. i.
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Thurstanby Yo. Kirkb3^ 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 13 14 C. Inq.,

13 15 f. CL R,, 1352 f. Cal. Inq., 1475 Pat. R.; Thorstanhy 1301

Yo. vSubs.; 1379, 14 1
7 Cal. Inq.; now Throxenby.^

Tostenland Yo. DoB.; Thurstanland 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.,

T.N.. 1297 Wakefield Court R., 1304 Rot. Orig., 1347 Pat. R.,

1378 Poll-tax, etc.; now Thurstonland.

Thurstanfeld Cumb. 1334 C. Inq., 1350 Cal. Inq.; Tliurstane-

feld 1432 Cal. Inq., 1485 C. Inq.; now Thurstonfield (Burgh by
Sands par.).^

Thurstanesfeld Lane. 1246-68 Cockers. Ch.; in Ashton with

Stoddav.^

Thorstanflet Li. Rot. H.*

Thurstansidegreve Lane. 1246-68 Cockers. Ch.; in Ashton
with Stodday.

Thurstaneswatter Lane. t. Hen. II Furness Ch.; Thurstames-

ivater, Thurstameivater 1196. Turstaines-^ Turstineswater c. 1200, Thni-

stain-, Thurstin-, Thurstanwater 13. cent., Tlmrstanivatre, -ivatir 14 12

ibid.; the ancient name of the present Coniston Lake. ^

The forms Turstines-, Thurstin- above might reflect the O.W.Scand.

.shortening ei > i under weak stress; cf. the O.Norw. 13. cent, form

Kolhinn < Kolbwinn, Ark. X, 175 and Noreen, AUisL Gr. 145 a i.

On the other hand they may represent the Normanized form Tursthi

of the O.Scand. name, in which the final sounds have been modified

so as to coincide with the Norman personal suffix -m. This latter ex-

planation seems preferable with regard to the first of the two. For

additional details about this by no means rare phenomenon in early

M.E., see Bjorkman, M.E. Personennamen auf -tn, Arch. 123.

O.W.Scand. {)veit in M.E. place-names.

O.W.Scand. Jweit f. properly meant 'a cut-off piece'; when

occurring in place-names it seems to have been applied to an

isolated parcel of land, a clearing, or an out-lying cottage with

its paddock. Cf. Norw. dial, tveit 'ci clearing in the forest, a plot

of grass-land in the forest or among cliffs', etc. Of cognate words

should be noticed the collateral form pvciti 'a unit of weight or

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ 2nd mem. O.Scand. land Mand, country', or O.K., M.E. land.

^ 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. feld "Afield'.

* M.E. ftet (O.E. fleot) 'a place where water flows; an arm of the

sea; a creek, inlet, run of water'; O.W.Scand. fijot.

^ O.W.Scand. sida, or M.E. side (see above p. 89 n. 7); M.E.

grcefe 'a trench, quarry', see Stratimaxn-Bradley.
^ M.E. icater (O.E. ivceter) %vater'.
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money', and pveitr 'incision, cut'; besides, representing other gra-

des of ablaut, O.E. pivUan 'to cut, shave off, and ^epivit 'what

is shaved off, chip'. It is stated by Rygh (Indl. p. 83) that pveit

enters into about 600 Norwegian place-names, of which one third

are uncompounded. With regard to the further distribution of the

word as a place-name element Rygh adds that it is not found

in Iceland, nor in the Norwegian colonies in the West, but that

during the Viking Age it was introduced into northern England

from Denmark. Yet, as has subsequently been pointed out by

Jakobsen (Shetl. Stednavne), the word actually occurs in some
Shetlandic place-names; it is also found, sporadically, in Scotland,

as may be learnt from Johnston, Place-names of Scotland, Introd.

p. 69. From the local nomenclature of the isle of Man it seems

to be missing. The statement of Rygh that pveit in North Engl,

place-names is to be attributed to Danish influence, which view

is likewise put forward in Cleasby-Vigfusson's Diet, is altogether

unfounded and untenable. See below.

In the E.Scand. languages we find O.Dan. tved[e]: meadow-
land, a tongue of land, peninsula; often used in place-names, ap-

parently with much the same meaning as the O.W.Scand. equi-

valent (see Stenstrup, Da. Stednavne, p. 105). Cf. Swed. dial.

tvet 'chip', etc. (Rietz), also frequent in Swedish place-names in

the sense of 'a detached plot of cultivated land' (see Sveriges

Ortnamn). On the Norman place-names supposed to contain the

same word see Fabricius p. 3 1 7 f.

Passing on to the English territory we look in vain for the

word in the M.E. vocabulary, as far as this is covered by the

investigations of Bjorkman (Scand. Loan-words). That, however,

it was in appellative use in Scand. England is evidenced by a

passage in a charter signed by Henry II. (1154-89) and relating

to the Priory of Carlisle (Mon. VI, i), which specifies some pieces

of land in Ireby, Cumb. as ' Langethtveif, et Stalethtveit, et alios

Thweiter qui pertinent ad Langethivesf. Here we have before

us the O.W.Scand. acc. plur., normally *Jjveitar — not recorded

as appellative in O.W.Scand. literature? — with the inflexional

-ar reduced, as usual, to -er in M.E. Moreover, the word still

survives in N.E. dial, thtvait (Lakel. Yo. Lane): i) a forest clear-

ing, a piece of land fenced off or unenclosed, a low meadow 2)

a fell, the shelving part of a mountain-side 3) a single house, small

hamlet.

Lindkvist: Middle-English place-names etc. J
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O.W.Scand. pveit is preserved, lastly, in a great number of

English place-names. Those marked on the modern maps have
been enquired into by Worsaae (Minder) and Browne (Transact,

of Philol. Soc. 1 880-81), who arrive at somew^hat divergent re-

sults as to their frequency in the several counties. The instances

considered by these two writers are by far outnumbered by those

from the M.E. records adduced by myself below. This is illu-

strated by the following tabular view comprising the entire ma-
terial :

N.E. thwaite-names according to M.E. ^i;ei^-names, dealt with below:

Worsaae Browne

Cumb. 43 6 52

Wm. 14 4 23

Lane. 14 2 43
Yo. 9 2 83

Li. 1

1

Nott. 5

Derb. 2

Le. 3

North. I

Norf. 2 2 7

Suff. I 2

83 17 232

A glance at the Maps of the Ordnance Survey will show that

in Yorkshire and the three north-western counties there are nowa-

days not a few other thwaite-names, in addition to those recorded

in M.E. Such is particularly the case in Cumberland, where

according to Taylor (Names and their histories p. 377), whose

calculations I am for the present not in a position to verify, more

than a hundred instances in all are to be found. It appears, then,

that many of the present names of this kind came into existence

only in the N.E. period. This fact holds good, even though due

allowance has to be made for the possibility that some of those

names did exist in M.E. times, though they happen not to be

recorded in the sources of the present work. Now it should be

remembered, for one thing, that a great percentage of the M.E.

pveit-mmes dealt with below were field-names, that have, in pro-

gress of time, become obsolete, or at any rate have disappeared

from the map. Furthermore, a considerable number of the mo-
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deni thwaite-names had, during the M.E. period, quite different

terminals, which in N.E. times were exchanged for -thwaite owing,

to the influence exercised b}^ the host of names composed with

this terminal. A few examples may be adduced by way of illus-

tration. The present Stangerthwaite in Wm. was in the 14th

cent. Stangreivath (see above p. 16). Ickenthwaite in North Lane
— not given by Wyld & Hirst — was as late as A.D. 1534

Yccorneivyth (see Furness Reg., Mon. V), from O.W.Scand. -^ihorna-

vidr - tkorna-sJwgr 'squirrels^ wood'. Thornthwaite, near Boltons

Cumb., on the river Waver, was TJioraldivath 1294 CI. R,, Thor-

aldewatlie 1350 Cal. Inq., from O.W.Scand. poraldr or poraldi

pers. names, and vad ^a ford'. Considerations of space forbid me
to treat of any more similar cases.

As may be seen from the tabular summary above, the M.E.

pveit-nmnes formed a characteristic feature of the local nomen-

clature in the northern, esp. north-western counties, whereas in

those south of the Humber they were few and far between. Still

more than thirty instances do occur in the Southumbrian counties,

where the word Jweit as a place-name element is by no means

so rare as is asserted by Taylor (1. c.) on the basis of the modern

nomenclature.

With regard to the origin and age of the M.E. fnwit-mimes

some further remarks may be appropriate. Not one reliable in-

stance seems to be on record in the O.E. period. Domesday has

a very few, belonging to Yo. and Norf. Several others appear

during the latter half of the 12th century in the monastic char-

tularies and registers, the Pipe rolls and in various other local

documents. But the majority of these names are not met with

until the 13th and 14th centuries, or even later. Their gradual

appearance in literature reflects, to a certain extent, a progressive

process of settlement, in the course of which a large proportion

of them were coined, and the localities indicated by them were

growing in importance. In many cases, when a pveit-mime occurs

for the first time in the records, it is expressly said to design a

campus, or x>astiira, or cuUtira, or clausiim, a meadow, vaccary,

&c. It seems, in fact, that, as far as the earlier half of the M.E
period is concerned, the bulk of these names are to be regarded

as mere field-names, mostly designations of reclaimed land, or of

out-of-the-way places, which, as time went on, were built upon

and permanentl}^ inhabited; many of them then formed some kind
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of dependencies of an old manor or demesne. In the same direc-

tion points the evidence that may be gathered from the quality of

the ist members of these names. For as ist members we not

seldom find the name of a township or a village, or else some other

place-name, at times one that has not come down to our own
times and, in consequence, cannot be precisely located. In other

cases we find names of different varieties of corn, plants or trees,

or words embodying some conspicuous natural feature of the spot.

It is a matter of special interest that in the case of a fairly

great number of the names treated below, exact parallels can

be adduced from O.Norw. territory, not nearly so often from

O.E.Scand. This squares well with the fact that most M.E. pveit-

names belong to counties, the local nomenclature of which is, in

several other respects, demonstrably O.W.Scand. in form, as that

of the three north-western counties (Lane. Cumb. Wm.) and York-

shire. On the other hand it is possible, or even probable, that

at least in certain Southumbrian counties the pveit-neimes owed
their origin to Danish settlers. The O.Dan, tved seems to have

been of rather frequent occurrence in the oldest Danish place-

nomenclature, as far as we can form an opinion on this with the

aid of the LCD. and contemporary charters and deeds in SRD.,

compared with the material given by Steenstrup (1. c), and Mad-
sen (Sjeelandske Stednavne, p. 251). But still the numerical superi-

ority of the corresponding O.Norw. names is salient. Such facts

go a long way to disprove the view held by Rygh and others

(see above) that the occurrence of thwaite in North English place-

names would be due to Danish influence.

As to the natural site of the places designated by thwaite it

is true of nearly all north of the Humber that they belong to

the most mountainous and rugged districts. Very often they are

situated on mountain-sides sloping towards a lake, river or a

valley. On the Cumberland thwaite-names an early i6th century

writer, John Denton (see above p. 30 n.), makes the following

reflections: . . But in several parts and pieces as they are marked

by nature, differing in form arid quality of soil or otherwise by

the inhabitants inclosed from the barren wastes of the fells, such

pieces of land are now and were of old called Thwaites in most

places of the shire, sometimes with addition of their quality, as

Brackenthwaite of fearns, Sivithwaite of rushes', etc.
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The spelling of pveit in place-names seems to have presen-

ted great difficulties to the mediaeval scribes, to whom the pro-

per form and meaning of the word must often have been un-

famiiliar, if we may judge as much from the many corrupt spell-

ings. This is also evident from the circumstance that pveit w^as

occasionally mistaken for a different word, such as vad 'ford', wei

'way', &c, see below Langthwaite Yo., Braworth, Steinpiveit. In

the 13th and 14th centuries we not seldom come across the wri-

ting 'iveit, which seems to represent a continuation of the late

O.E. tendency to drop the interdental spirant p between conso-

nants; examples are given by Kluge in Paul's Gr. p. 1008, and,

from Gaimar, by Rathmann, p, 41, Anm. 3; cf. also the place-

name Norivolde Norf. 1302 F.A., but Northivolde 13 16 f. ibid.,

now Northwold. The spirant must have been particularly subject

to being lost, when it got into contact with a dental sound belonging

to the ist member; see, e. g. Gunthwaite, Geghestueit, Estiveyt;

cf. also Ruhivaifh, Storthicayt, &c. On spontaneous dialectal

development depends the loss of iv in tliweit, which is well in-

stanced in North Engl, local records, where spellings like -theit,

-thait are to be found from the 12th cent, onwards. From the

material brought together in Ellis, E..Engl. Pronunciation V, p.

605 (cf. also in Hope's Glossary) may be learnt that in many
place-names in Cumberland -thw^aite is still in our days pronounc-

ed without the iv. [th-et].

Here belongs the following M.E. material:

Thueyt Suff. t. Hen. III. Br. Mus., I.N.; Theuyt 1281 C.

Inq.; Tweyt 1302 Br. Mus., 138 1 Suff. VoW-tdiy;.; Thweyte^o. \\\\.,

1453 Suff. Tax R.; Thiiayt 1405 Pat. R.; now Thwaite.

Dweyt Norf. CD. 1785 (1044-47; charter starred by Kemble);

Tuit DoB.; Tiveyt, Ticeych, Tuyth, Tivheyt Tax. eccl.; TJnveyt

1270 Ch. R., 1316 F.A., 1347 Br. Mus., 1349 P^^- 1^-5 Thivyt

1331 Cat. A.D.; Thweyt 1357 f. ibid., 1312 Cal. fin ; now Thwaite

in S. Erpingham.

Thweyt Norf. 1. Hen. III. Br. Mus., 1294 Pat. R., 1334

Norf. Ass., 1428 F.A., &c.; Tliiveyt, Thwyt Tax. eccl; Thueyt t.

Edw. I. Plac. Warr., 1323 Ch. R.; Thivcit 13 13 Pat. R.; Thiveyte,

13 16 F.A.; Thweyth 13 14 C. Inq., 1346 F.A., 1408 Br. Mus.;

Thivet 1321 Br. Mus.; Thtvyt 1342 Pat. R.; Thetveyt 1302 F.A.,

14 1
9 Cal. Inq.; Theivyt 1401 F.A.; now Thwaite, in Loddon.

Thwayte Yo. 1396 Pat. R.; now Thwaite, in Muker.
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Thwayte, Thwaite Yo. 1372, Ttvayte 1424 Cal. Inq.; now
(Hilla) Thwaite, near Hackness.

Thwayt Yo. 1353 f., 1406 Cal. Inq.; Thwayte 1399 Pat. R.,

1432 Cal. Inq.; now Thwaite, near Kirkby Malzeard?

Thwait siib Huglaive Yo. 1308 Whitby Ch.; near Whitby.

Thuait Li. 12. cent. Sardney Reg., Men. I.; near Withern, or

Woodthorpe.

Allerthuayt Cumb, t. Edw. I Plac. Warr.; Allerthivayt 1398
Cal. Inq. — Not identifiable. Near Lorton?^

Alwalthweit Nott. 1208 R. Oblat. — Near Skegby?^

Alwardethuait, -thiieit Yo. 1239 Monk-Bretton Reg., Mon. V.^

Anisthwaith Cumb. 1354 Cat. A.D."*

Appelthweit Cumb. 1222 P. Pipe R.; Apdhveit 12^2 Pat^

R.; Appelthivaijt 1304 Cal. Inq.; Apilthuuayt 1308 C. Inq
;
Appal-

thait, -thwait 1398 Cal. Inq.; now Applethwaite.^

Appeltwayt, Applethivayt Wm. 127 1, AppelttveJit 1273 C.

Inq.; Ap)pilthwayt 1283 Lane. Inq.; Apelthwait 1334 C. Inq.; Apil-

thivayt 1344 CI. R.; Aiipeltlnvayt 1379, Appilthtvayt 1442 f.'

Appulthivayte 1446 f. Pat. R.; now Applethw^aite.-^

Apiltretuait Lane. 1221-46 etc. Cockersand Ch.; Appeltre-

thwayt 1284 Lane. Assize R.; now Appletreethwaite? In or near

Caton.^

Ast Thewayt Wm. 1301 Lane. Fin. Cone.; Astthettvayt 1309 C.

Inq.; Astentkivayt 1323 Rot. Orig.; Astthivayt 1345 CI. R.; Asthwayt

1374, Asthwayte 1433 Cal. Inq.; near Kendal.'

Auesthwayt Cumb. 1255 f. P. Pipe R.; Ostethwayte 1396 Cal.

Inq. The place is apparently identical with the one called Austhwaite

in Sir Daniel Fleming's survey of Cumberland {cf. p. 6 n. 2), in which

it is stated to be 'now called Dalegarth'.^

^ I St mem. is O.W. Scand. alri, a collective belonging to air {glr)

'an alder-tree' (Alnus), or the M.E. equivalent air, alter (O.E. alor).

O.W.Scand. alri occurs also in some place-names in Scandinavia, see

Fritzner.
2 O.W.Scand. Alvaldr (Qlvaldr), or Allmldi (QlvaUi), O.Dan. Al-

vold, a man's name. Or from O.E. Alweald (Searle) ?

^ O.Dan. Alward, a man's name.
^ Perhaps from the O.AV.Scand. man's name An (La.), O.Dan.

An; cf. A7ia in the list of yElfric's bondsmen.
^ M.E. appel (O.E. ceppel) 'apple'.

^ M.E. appel-tre^ N.E. apple-tree.

' Possibly from M.E. *ast, the northern equivalent of the South

Engl. (M.E.) ost < O.E. ast 'a kin', N.E. oast. Or is the t excrescent,

and was the ist mem. originally O.W.Scand. ass "mountain ridge'?

^ O.W.Scand. aust 'east'; cf. further m Ch. 4, AusterU.
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Axethaithoveth Yo. 12th cent. Whitby Ch.; near Ugglebarnby.^

Baggethwait (qx), Baggthwait {1 Bageikwait {2 x) Yo. 1328
Rosedal cli.. Mon. IV; near Rosedale Abbey, or Cropton.^

Bastuntwait Cumb. 1240-47 Lane. Priv. deeds; Bastontliivait

1303 Pat. R.; Bastingthiveyt 1308 CI. R.; Bascenthiceyt 13 11 Ch.

R.; BastentJuvayt 1322 Pat. R., 1341 Rot. Orig., 1358 Test-

Karl.; Bastymvliait 1343 CI. R.; Bestenthivayte 1389 Pat. R.'

Bsistinthivait 1398 Cal. Inq.; Bastenthtiait 1403 Pat. R.; now
Bassenthwaite.^

Bertwait Yo. a. 1180^ BerthimU c. 1146 (Papal confirm.) Whitby
Ch. — In the Whitby district. Site unknown.^

Biggetheit Lane. 1241, Bigefivayt 1246 Lane. Assize R.

Biggetliivayt 1323 Lane. Fin. Cone.; Byggeticayt, Bygthivayt 1323,

Lane. Inq.; Bigtivait 1325 Lane. Court R.; Bighthtvait 1374 Rot
Orig.; Bigthivayte 1433 Cal. Inq; now Bigthwaite.^

Birketwait Yo. 12. eent. (?) Rievaulx Ch.; Birtthwayth 1249

Gray's Reg.; Birthivdit 1320 f. CI. R.; now Birthwaite.^

Birnethuayte Cumb. 1485 C. Inq.; now Burnthwaite (Blaek-

hall).^

Birthwayte Le. 1336 Cal. Rot. Ch. — Near Hallaton?^

^ From O.Scand. ajc'an ear of corn'; 2nd component is O.W.Scand.

liQfud, here obviously in the same application as M.E. liefed in the sense

b) which is given above, p. 37, n. 3.

^ O.W.Scand. Baggi (O.Swed. Bagge), a personal name and nick-

name, identical with the appellative O.W.Scand. haggl 'a bay, pack,

bundle'; Swed. bagge 'a ram'. On M.E. bagge see Bjorkman, Loan-
words, p. 228.

From a disappeared local name ^Bastun?
* From O.W.Scand. berr, 'bare, naked', (O.Swed., Dan. bar, OF.

beer, M.E. bar)\ or perhaps rather O.E., M.E. bere 'barley', N.E. dial.

bear, retained only in Scotl. Nhb. Yo. Li. Shrop. and Suff. Also OW.
Scand. ber 'berry' might possibly be taken into consideration.

^ M.E. bige < O.W.Scand. ^bygg (O.E.Scand. biiig) 'barley' = OF.
beow. N.E. dial bigg, in use only in Scotland and Northern England,

Norf. & Suff.

^ From the O.W.Scand. collective birki 'a birch-wood'. The same

name is found several times in ancient Norway, e. g. Birkipivceit E.J.

That being so, the j\l.E. (northern) word bwke 'birch' need hardly be

taken into account in the present case.

From the O.W.Scand. female name Bir7ia or the appellative

birna 'a she-bear'.

^ Of the same origin as Birthwaite in Yo.; or is ist mem. from

M.E. byre 'a cow-house'? N.E. dial, byre, occurring in Scotland and the

north, also in Le.
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Blakeritweyt Cumb. 1397^ Blaherthwayt 1397 f., Blakery-

tiveyt al. Blabeiiweyt 1404^, Blakerittvayt 1407^ Blaberttvait 14 12, Blaheri-

thivayt 1437 P^^- I^-j enclosure in Inglewood, near Nunclose. Accor-
ding to the Editor of 1396-99 Pat. R. now Blackerthwaite. ^

Blaykethwayt Cumb. 1349 Rot. Orig.
;
BlayMhivayt 1349

Cal. Inq. IV.; BlaketJmayt 1349 Cal. Inq ; Blahtliivait 1369, 1417,

Blakeihivait 14O6 f. Cal. Inq.; Blaketivhayte 1467 Pat. R.; now
Blaithwaite.^

Blaikeswaith Yo. 13. cent, Rievaulx Ch.; near Nawton and
Wellburn.^

Blytwayt Lane. 14. cent (?) Furness Ch.; now Bleathwaite? ^

Boctheyt Derb. 1244 C. Inq.; near Pinxton?^

Brakanthwayt Cumb. 1348 f., 1438 Cal. Inq.; now Bracken-

thwaite, near Wigton.^

Brakeintweit Cumb. 1223, Brakenthiveit 1227, Bracken-

thiveit 1228 P. Pipe R.; Bracantliiveyt 1290, Brakentliivait 1374

Rot. Orig.; Brakanthivait 1337 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Brakanwayte 1462 f.

Pat. R.; now Brackenthwaite, near Cumrew.^

Brakinthweit Yo. 1202 Ped fin. Eb.; Brakenthivayte 1325 Cal.

Inq.; Brakanthivayt 1476 Pat. R.; now Brackenthwaite, in Pannall.^

Brakinweyt Derb. 1272, BrakentJuueyt 1329 C. Inq.; Brakin-

thwayt 1422, Brakyntwhet 1434 Cal. Inq.; Brakenhvayt 143 1 F.A.;

now Brackenfield.^

Brakenthwayth, Brakynweyth Yo. c. 1300 Guisbrough Ch.; in

Loftus.6

^ From O.W.Scand. hld-her 'whortleberry"" (Vaccinium Myrtillus),

apparently the primitive of 1. M.E. hlaberry, N.E. dial, blaeberry, in

use only in Cumb. Nhb. Lane. Yo. Shrop. Remarkable is the recur-

rent spelling Blakeri- above, which would almost look like a corrupt form

of M.E. blakberie ""blackberry, the fruit of the bramble', according

to N.E.D. formerly also used, in some localities in the north, of the

bilberry or blaeberry.

^ O.W.Seand. bleikr 'pale, white', here perhaps indicating the colour

of the soil. Cf. too, what is said on Bleikestrete, above p. 25.
^ I St mem. probably as in Blakeston, p. 25.

* ist mem. is of doubtful origin. Perhaps from the M.E. man's

name Blih < O.W.Scand. BUgr.
^ O.W.Scand. bok, O.Swed. bok, O.Dan, bogh 'beech-tree'. The

corresponding O.E. bdc is not found after the 12. cent., except in one

or two compounds; see N.E.D.
^ M.E. (northern) braken 'fern, bracken', perhaps Scandinavian

loan, see N.E.D., and Bjorkman, Loan-words. Cf. Swed. braken, Dan.

breg?ze and the O.Dan, place-name Bregncetued SRD. The same M.E.
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Bracthuait Li. ii8g Vaudey ch., Men. V; near Edenham,^

Bramthweit Cumb. 1233, Bramvhet 1234 CI. R.; Bram--

thivayt 1287 Rot. Orig.; Braynthivayt t. Edw. I. Plac. Warn;

Bramtliivayte 1432, Bramptlmayth i^^^g Ca].lnq.; Brauncethtvayte

147 1 Pat. R.; now Branthwaite. ^

Brantesweit Norf. 1250 Cal. fin.^

Brerethuayte Cumb. 1485 C. Inq.; in Irthington.*

Bronthweyt Yo. 1389, Bruntlnuayte 1436 Cal. Inq.; now
Brunthwaite (near Silsden) according to the Index of the County

Courts Department, Branthwaite on Philips' map.^

Braythwait Cumb. 1292 CI. R.; BraytJitveyt 1303 Pat. R.;

Braythivayt t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr., 1308 C. Inq., 1343 CI. R.,

1383 Pat. R.; Braitlnvayt 1^,^,8, Brathivayt 1^,44 Cl.IL.; Brathiuaite

1367 Cal. Inq.; now Braithwaite, near Portingscale.^

Braythweyt Cumb. 13 15 C. Inq.; now Braithwaite, in Brig-

ham par.

Braythawayt Cumb. 13 17 Pat. R.; Brathwayt 1342 f. Pat. R.,

1343 CI. R.; BraytJmayt 1344 CI. R., 1394 &c. Pat. R.; [Bray-

thivaythowes 1380 Pat. R.]; Brathwaite 1349 Cal. Inq.; now Brai-

thwaite, in Inglewood forest.^

Braythueyt Yo. 1281 Yo. inq.; Braithuayt 1327 C. Inq.;

Braithivait 1383 Pat. R.; Braithwaite, Braitciuaite 1422 Cal. Inq.;

now Braithwaite, near Kirk Bramwith.^

Braythewath Yo. 1312 Ch. R., 1337 CI K.; Braythivayt 1318

Pat. R., 1389 f. Cal. Inq.; Braithivait, Brathiveit t. Edw. I. Plac.

word enters into Brakenesthweit Lane, now Brakenthwaite, which

name is given by Wyld & Hirst, q.v.

^ M.E. brake 'fern, bracken'; N.E. dial, brake. See N.E.D.
^ Either from the O.Uan. man's name Bramr (Wimmer), or more

likely M.E. brame *a brier or bramble'. N.E. dial. brame\he blackberry'

(only Wm.), brameberries (only Li.); cf. Dan. brambcer, Swed. dial, brambdr.
^ I St mem. is probably genitive of the O.W.Scand. man's name

Brandr, O.E.Scand. Brand. On the -e- of the ending cf. under Rays-

dale, above p. 75. The name enters into several M.E. place-names.

A parallel can be the Norw. place-name Brandstveit, see Rygh, N.G. XL
* M.E. brere (O.E. brcer, brer), N.E. brier.

^ From O.W.Scand. brimnr (O.Swed. brunder, O.Dan, brynd) 'a

spring, well',or the adj. brunn, = M.E. brun 'brown'.

^ O.W.Scand breidr (O.Swed. breper, Dan. bred) 'broad', cf. above

p. 26 f. A place-name *Breidafweit seems to have existed in several

places in Norway; see Rygh, N.G. Compare also the Swed. Bredetweth

(i6th cent, form, see Sveriges Ortnamn: Ortnamnen i Alvsborgs Ian

XVI p. 27) and O.Dan. Bretkihived, Brethwed SRD.
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Warr.; Braithivait 1342 Cal. Inq. IV, 1475 Pat. R.; Brathivaijt

1375 Cal. Inq., 1386 Pat. R.; now Braithwaite, near Kirkby

Malzeard.^

Bratwait Yo. Rot. H.; Braithetvaithe, Brathivaith Kirkby;

Braitheivatli, Brathivayth 1299 Yo. inq.; BraytJmeyt 131 7 Pat.

R.; Brathewheyt i^zy C. Inq.; Brathivayt 1346 Pat. R.; Brayth-

ivat J 3 50 CI. R.; now Braworth, near Seamer.^

Burthweith Yo. 11 89, Botirthayte 1198 Fountains Mem.
(in the copy of the latter charter printed in Dugdale's Mon. V:

Bourchwayt); Bourthwayt, Buretliiuayt 1386 Pat. R; now Bur-

thwaite or Bouthwaite (by Ramsgill, in Nidderdale).^

Burbladthwayt Yo. 1318 Pat. R.; near Coverham.^

Dowthwate Cumb. i486 C. Inq.; now Dowthwaite, in Matter-

dale.*

Duthethwayt Yo. 1276 Yo. inq.; now Dowthwaite, near

Kirkby Moorside.^

Dunthwayt Cumb. 1398 Cal. Inq.; near Brigham.^

Hailiuethait Lane. 1154-75 Lane. Priv. deeds; Hailinethait

1160-80, Alefthwayth 1225-45, Alyphhvait c. 1272-78 Lane. Fin.

Cone; Alithivayt 12^1, AlitJmeit 1246 Lane. Assize R.; Alyn-

thivayt 1 3 14 Ch. R.; Alyutivait 1332 Lane. Subs. R.; Alinthivayt

1334 Lane. Fin. Cone.; AlemtJnvait I.N.; Alythivayt 1277 Lane.

Assize R., 1400 Pat. R.; now AUithwaite."^

^ O.W.Scand. breidr (O.Swed. breper, Dan. bred) 'broad', cf. above

p. 26 f. A place-name "^Breidapveit seems to have existed in several

places in Norway; see Rygh, N.G. Compare also the Swed. Bredetivetli

(16th cent, form), see Sveriges Ortnamn: Ortnamnen i Alvsborgs Ian

XVI p. 27.
^ Most likely from O.W.Scand. bur in the same sense as uti-bur

'an outlying storehouse'; O.Swed bur, Dan. bimr. The O.E., M.E. bur

meant a dwelling, habitation.

^ Of obscure origin. Seems to contain M.E. blad, N.E. blade.

^ Possibly from the late M.E. (northern) doiv, dowe (O.E. d(7i}i,

O.W.Scand. deig), N.E. dough. In the present dial, of Kent the word
is applied to a thick clay soil; it may have referred to some similar

quality of the soil in the name under notice.

^ Of uncertain origin. Possibly from the O.Swed. man's name
Dudh (Lundgren).

^ M.E. dune (O.E. dun), N.E. down 'hilf. Or perhaps from the

O.E., M.E. adjective dun 'dun, of a dull or dingy brown colour', which

word is not unknown in local names.
' From the O.W.Scand. man's name Eilifr (O.E. Scand. Elif),

often found in place-names, e. g. Eilifs dais (gen.) La. On various
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Elvestueyth Yo. 11 89 Selby Reg.. Mon. III. — Near Snaith ?^

Elmethwayt Cumb. 1363 Rot. Orig.; in Inglewood forest.^

Elmesthweyt Lane, uncertain date, see 1292 Lane. Fin. Cone;
in Ellel.2

Ermitethait Cumb. c. 1230, Hermithuait, Ermyngthdit c.

1250 Wetherhal Reg.; Armtheivayi 1254 P. Fipe B..; Ermicehvayth

1277 Ch. R.; Ermithivayt Tax. eccl.; Ermitftuayth, Ermynt/nvayt

13 1 7 Pat. R.; ErmytJmaict i^^8, Armythwayt 1^61, Ermynthivayt

1378 Test. Karl.; Ermytliuayt 1394, Ermettliivayt 1396, [Arme-

thivaytbanh 1461], Armythwayte 1473 Pat. R.; now Armathwaite.^

Eskebriggethwoyt Yo. 1242 Guisbrough Ch.; near Danby.*^

Estsweit Nott. t. Hen. Ill C. Inq.; Estiveyt 1255, 1325 Pat.

R., 1280 Cat.A.D., Rot. H., 13 16 F.A., IN.; Eshvayt 1286 York
Hist, 1325 Rot. Orig., 1428 F.A., 1499 Cat. A.D.; Estimjt 1483'

Esttvhaite 1495 Br.Mus.; now Eastwood.^

Falthuuait Y^o. c. 1200 Pontefr. Ch.; Falgthwayt 1235, Fal-

thivayt 1285, Falghthiveit 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; Falthwayt 1341

Cal. Inq.; now Falthwaite, near Stainborough.*^

Fairthwayt Lane. 1377, FairetJmayt 1402, Fayretivhayte,

Fayret Whayte 1465 Pat. R.; in Thursland. Now Fairthwaite?''

instances of the name, recorded in O.E. texts, see Bjorkman, Per-

sonennamen.
' From the O.Dan, man's name Elf; cf. O.Swed. Elf given by

LUNDGREN.
^ O.Scand. elmi "en elm-wood, ulmarium', a collective corresponding

to O.W.Scand. almr, O.Swed. almber 'elm-tree'. Or perhaps from the

native elm.

^ From O.W.Scand. ermiti or M.E. ermite 'a hermit\
* Eskebrigge — 'the bridge over the river Esk\
^ M.E. est (O.E. east) 'east'. Cf. above Austhwaite.

^ Formally the ist member answers to M.E. falghe, falwe, N.E.

fallow: a piece of ploughed land, ground that is well ploughed and

harrowed but left uncropped for a whole year or more. But it might

as well be an earlier representative of the related adj., late M.E. faloive

'fallow, that is uncropped for the current year, uncultivated'. Both these

words sometimes coincided in spelling with certain forms of M.E. fale^

falowe (< O.E. falu, O.W.Scand. f{flr) 'of a pale brownish or reddish

yellow colour, as withered grass or leaves', which word, according to

N.E.D., was used to denote the colour of exposed soil. Hence the

three are difficult to discriminate when occurring in place-name com-

pounds.
' From M.E. fair, feir (O.E. fceger), N.E fair = O.W.Scand. fagr.
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Finnesthwait Lane. 1336, Fynnestwait 1400 Furness Ch.;

now Finsthwaite.^

Folyfait Yo. Kirkby; Folyfayt 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.; Foli-

tivait No. vill.; now Follithwaite, par of Wighill.-

Fformethweyt Lane. 1256 Lane. Fin. Cone; Formhuthivayt (in

the heading Fofmetwhaii) 13. cent. Furness Ch.; Fornithtvait 14 12 ibid.;

near Urswick.^

Forsqwayt Wm. 1254 Lane. Inq.; Forsthwayt 1435 f. Cal.

Inq.; Forsethivayt 1441 f., Forsethuayte 1443, Forsthwayte 1461,

Froshvayt 14.^2, FrostJmayte 1475 Pat. R.; identified in the

Patent rolls of 1461 with the present Fusethwaite, in those of

1475 with Froswick.*

Forsedalthwayt Yo. 1307 Ch. R.; in Fossdale.^

Feusthauith Wm. 1210-46 (3x), Pheswait (2 x) in other charters

of the same date, Cockers. Ch.; in Mansergh.^

* From the O.W.Scand. man's name Finnr (La., etc.), O.E.Scand.

Fin. Common in place-names.
^ The whole name is of doubtful origin. Perhaps from O.W.Scand.,

O.Swed. foli 'foal, colt' (O.E. fola), later on confused by the scribes

with M.E. foil, N.E. folly? Cf. this substantive in N.E.D. and E.D.D.
^ Difficult to explain owing to the probably very corrupt spellings.

Perhaps from O.W.Scand. forn 'old' (also used as a surname); cf. the

compound fornlendi 'a piece of land which has been under cultivation

for a long time^, opp. nylendi 'reclaimed land'. Or possibly from the

O.W.Scand. man's name Forni, which enters into several O.Norw.
place-names.

^ O.W.Scand. fors {foss, cf. Fosham p. 60), O.Swed., e. Dan. fors

'a waterfall'. Fusethwaite seems to be situate close to the Trout Beck.

Several Norw. place-names which go back to a ground-form ^^Forspveit

are given in Rygh, N.G.; cf. also FosJ)wwit E.J.

^ From the M.E. name of the present Fossdale, a village on a

tributary to the river Ure. ist mem. as in preceding name. In the

same charter we find a mention of a beck, called Forsedaleheck, appar-

ently identical with the tributary just named.
^ From O.W.Scand. fe-hus (O.Swed. fdhiis^ O.Dan, fcehus) 'a cow-

house'. The operation of native English sound-laws soon brought about

the contraction into fes, which development intimates that the sense

of the true form and meaning of the word had been obscured. This

latter spelling might, formally, also represent a contracted form of fehus^

which had arisen on O.W.Scand. territory, viz. fjos, which word would

regularly give a M.E. — O.E. feoh-hus meant a treasure-house;

in the sense of a cattle-shed the word is not recorded until the end of

the 15th cent, (see N.E.D.).
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Foulthwayt Yo. 1368 Rot. Orig. Near Riccall?^

Qeghestueit Gegestueit Norf. DoB.; Geishvcic 1202, Geist-

iveyt 1208 Cal. fin.; GeisUveit 1243 (?) C. Inq., 1302 Cal. Rot. Ch.,

1 34 1 CI. R.; GeysUveyt 1253 f. Ch. R., Rot. H., 1302 f. F.A.;

Gestweyt, Geyiveyt, Geystwyt Rot. H.; Geshveyt Tax eccl., 1302

f. F.A.; Geyst'wyte Tax. eccl.; GeysHveyth 13 14 C. Inq., 1346

F.A.; GeystJnveyt 1409 Pat. R.; now Guestwick.^

Giltweth, GiUthivayt, Gilstauyt Yo. t. Hen. Ill Br.Mus.;

Gilthivayt 1323 ibid., 1342 Yo. deeds; Gildthivait 1342 Br.Mus.;

Gyltheivaite 1409 Yo. deeds; now Guilthwaite, in Rotherton.^

Gobethayt Lane, after 1268 Cockersand Ch.; near Billsborough.'*

Goscopetheite Lane. 1200-17, Goscopetheit 1207-20, Goscopetuait

1255-71, Gospok'wart 1240-56 Cockersand Ch.; (now Goscopthwaite?)

in Forton.^

Grathwat Lane. 1220-50 Cockers. Ch.; in Bolton le Sands.^

Grathwayt Lane. 13. cent. (?) Lane, ch.; GraytJmat 1336,

Graythivait 1400 Furness Ch.; now Graythwaite.'^

Gresthuait Wm. 1220-50, 1246-71 Cockers. Ch.; near Lindeth.^

Grisethwayth Yo. 1258 C. Inq.; Gryshvayt 1 301 Yo. Subs.;

Grestweyt al. Grestwayth 13 14, Gristhivait 13 19 C. Inq.; Grise-

twayt No. vill.; Grisethivayt 1334 f., Grystivayth 1408 Pat. R.;

now Gristhwaite, in TopcHffe.^

1 M.E. foul (O.K. fugel), or O.W.Scand. fugl 'fowl, bird'. Or
perhaps from O.W.Scand. full = O.E. fid, M.E. foid 'foul, rotten', etc.

Cf. above Fairthwaite.
^ I St mem. is the name of the neighbouring village of Guist

(written et Greyscete 1038 Br.Mus., Geijst 1302 F.A.), a name of un-

certain origin.

^ As for ist mem. see p. 19 n.

* I St mem. is hard to explain. Hardly from M.E. gobhe, N.E.

gob ^di mass or lump", which appears to be of French origin.

^ From an unrecorded M.E. *gds-cdpe {or -co?//;^;) 'a pen or enclosuie

for geese'. Compare the following lines from the 15th cent, poem of

the False Fox: The fals fox camme unto oure cottpe, And there he 7nade

our gese to stoivpe. (Quoted from N.E.D.) On the problems involved

in the history of N.E. coop, see this word in N.E.D.

O.W.Scand. grdr (O.Swed. grar, Dan. graa) 'gray'. Cf. next

name.
^ 1st mem. as in prec. name, or from M.E. ^rm' (O.E. (/rc/^^) 'gray'.

^ M.E. gres, gras 'grass'. O.E. grces, gcers, O.W.Scand. gras.

^ O.W.Scand." griss 'a pig, esp. a young one', O.E.Scand. gris.

The man's name Grtss occurs as early as La.; O.Dan. Gris.
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Gunultwayt Yo. 12. cent. (?) Pontefract ch., Mon. V; Gunyld-

thivayt 1284 Wakefield Court R.; Gonnildihiveyt 1334 Br.Mus.;

Gunny Idthivay t 1347 Cat.A.D
;

GunhuUetvayth 1378 Poll-tax;

GuntJmmyt 1442 Cal. Inq.; now Gunthwaite.^

Hamesthueit Yo. 1225, 13 10 Pat. R., 1230 Gray's Reg.;

Hamestveit izzy Fat. R.; Hamesthuayt 1280 Wickwane's Reg.;

Hamsthueif, HansUvayt 1280 Ch. R.; Hamtliiveit Tax. eccl.;

Hamesttvait 1318 N. Reg.; Heynhvayth, HamstJiwayt 1319CI. R.;

Hamsthivait, Hampshvayt 1339 Pat. R.; Hamthwayt 1391 Br.Mus.:

now Hampsthwaite. ^

Hageneteit Yo. 1179-80 Pipe R.; Hauntthiveyt 1269 Ch. R.;

Haghentwayt 1329 C. Inq.; Hangthivayt 1330 CI. R.; now Hang-
thwaite, near Adwick le Street.^

Heittheuuot Lane. 1273 Pat. R., Dep. Keeper's Rep. 43;

now Heathwaite.^

Haithwait Cumb. c. 1200 Wetherhal Reg.; Haythwayt, Haytuuayt

12^2 Ch. R.; near Dalston.^

Haverthweit Yo. 1201 Fed. fin. Eb. (cf. ibid. p. ii n.); near

Dale Town.^

Haverthwait Lane. 1336, 1400 Furness Ch.; now Haver-

thwaite.-^

^ O.W.Scand. Gunnhildr, Gunnilda, O.Swed. Gimnilder^ Gimild,

O.Dan. Gunild. The name seems to have been very common nearly all

over Scand. England. A noteworthy instance is Gunnilda fllia Thorphmi

1343 Ripon Mem.
^ From an O.W.Scand. man's name Hamr, originally a surname

like the related Hamall and signifying ""a ram"*; O.Dan, ham 'ram^ See

F. Detter in ZfdA., NF. 24, p. 15 f. With regard to the meaning,

cf. the O.W.Scand. hrutr 'ram', and the man's name Hriitr.

^ Probably from the O.W.Scand. man's name HQgni, or the O.Dan.

Haghni^ O.Swed. Hague. An exact parallel is the O.Norw. place-name

Hoghnapuwit BK.
* O.W.Scand. hey (O.Swed. ho, Dan. h0), or M.E. hei (O.E. he^).

^ Most probably from O.W.Scand. hafri (O.Swed. hafre, Dan.

havre) 'oats', borrowed in M.E. as haver, havyr; N.E. dial, haver only

in northern England and in Li. As for the signification of this name,

cf. the compounds Biggethwayt, {Bertwait), Corntheit, and Riigthwait.

An exact parallel is the O.Norw. place-name Hafrajniceit BK.; cf. N.G.

XL — Less probably from O.W.Scand. hafr ~ O.E. h^fer 'a he-goat,

buck', or the personal names Hafr, Hdvarr. H. C. Wyld (Mod. Lang.

Rev. 5, p. 296) insists on deriving the Lane. Haverthwaite from

O.W.Scand. Hdvardr, which is altogether unfounded.
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Helthwaith Yo. 1263 Yo. inq.; now Healthwaite Hill, near

Weeton.^

Herberthwayt Yo. 1341 Cal. Inq.; near Bainbridge?^

Hernthornthwait Lane. 15. cent. Furness Ch.; in Pennington.^

Hyndeletheyt Yo. 1269 C. Inq.; Hyndelaythtvayt 1388 Cal,

Inq., 1405 Pat. R.; now Hindlethwaite, in Coverham.'*

Hothuait Lane. 1240-67, Hoivait 1220-68 &c. Cookers. Ch.;

Hothiveit 1245, Hothivayt 1256 Lane. Assize R.; now How-
thwaite?^

Hothwayt Yo. 1350 CI. R,; now^ Huthwaite, near Carlton

in Cleveland.^

Hothewaites Yo. 1340 Pat. R., 'a waste', in Conisborough.^

Hotweit Cumb. 1212 Pipe R., V. H.; 1227 P. Pipe R.; Hoch-

thweit 1226, Hothiveit 1228 P. Pipe R.; Hohvayt t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.;

Hothuait 1354 Cat. A.D.; Huthwaijt 1398 Cal. Inq.; near Stainburn.''

Hathwait Cumb. date uncertain, Wetherhal Reg., Mon. Ill; not

identifiable.^

Hothweit Nott. 1208 R. Oblat.; Hothweyt 1287 C. Inq.,

1304 Cal. Inq.; Hughtwayt 1394 Pat. R.; Hohvayt 1432 Cal. Inq.;

now [Hucknall under] Huthwaite.^

Hotwet Le. t. Hen. 11. Priory of Laund ch., Mon. VI, i.; near

Rotherby.-^

Hogtweit Yo. 1207 Ped. fin. Eb. Identical with LIuthwaite near

Carlton (see above)? ^

Hogthait Yo. 12. cent., Oggedivaitli 11 60 (Papal confirm.),

Oyhettvait, Oggethiiaith, Oggethwaite, Hogarthtveit in charters of

uncertain date, OghcAivait 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; now Thwaites or

Waites House, near Esklits.^

' Of doubtful origin. Possibly from O.W.Scand. hcell 'a pole', or

hceli 'a shelter, refuge', or hella 'a flat stone'.

^ From M.E. hereher^e, herher (O.W.Scand. herhergi) 'shelter, lodging;

a place of shelter or sojourn, resting-place'. N.E. harbour.

^ P'rom a place-name "^Hernthorn, composed of M.E. heme, N.E.

heron, hern, + f)07'n 'thorn'?

* From an earlier place-name "^Hind-leah (O.E. hind 'the female

of the hart'); cf. Hindele Lane. 12 12 Lane. Inq., now Hindley.

^ O.W.Scand. hor, hdr (O.Swed. ha- in place-names) 'high'. Not

a few place-names descending from a form ""Hopveit^ or *Hafweit are

to be found in Norway, as may be seen from E.J., and Rygh, N.G.
^ O.W.Scand. hangr 'hill, mound'. Cf. in Norway Haugspueit E.J.,

and some other similar instances, for which see Rygh, N.G.
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Holtwayt Lane. 1272-80, Holthawyt 1310-22 Lane. Priv.

deeds; Holthwait 13 18 Conishead ch., Mon. VI, i; now Hoa-

thwaite.^

liundredestoit Yo. DoB.; Hundrethwaite Kirkby; Hondre-

tJnvayte 1301 Yo. Subs.; HimdrestJmeyt 1302 Pat. R.; Hundred-

tlitvaite 1 3 16 Cal. Inq.; Hunderthioait No. vilL; now Hunder-

thwaite.''^

Hundolftweith Li. c. 1200 Selby Ch.^

Hustwait Yo. 1166-67 Pipe R., 1336 Rot. Orig.; HusUvayth

1 23 1 Gray's Reg. (cf. ibid. p. 78 n.); Hiisweit 1285, Hiisttlmeyt

1287 CI. R.; Hiistwayt 1254 Yo. inq,, 1280 Wickwane's Reg.,

1399 Pat. R.; Hiisthivayt 1283 Wickwane's Reg., Tax. eccl., 1393

f. Cal. Inq.; Huscthivayt No vill.; Husthweyt 1^2^ Pat. R.; now
Husthwaite.^

Ingulvestvet Yo. DoB.; Ingoldethiveyt i2g2 f. Pat. R.;

Ingoldethivayt 1294 Rot. Orig., 1295 Pat. R.; Ingcildtiveyt 1295,

Ingolftwayt 1296 Yo. inq.; Ingoltwayt, Ingelthivayt 1328, Ingold-

tliwayt 1340, Ingoltlmait 1378, Ingolthwayt 141 1 Pat. R.; now
Inglethwaite, in Galtres forest.^''

Cathweyt North. 1338 Pat. R.; in Paston.^

Chatwait Yo. t. John Keldholm ch.; Mon. V; Cathweyt 13. cent.

(?) Ellerton ch., Mon. VI, 2; Cathwayte Kirkby; Cathewait 1^2 J, Cathwayt

^ O.W.Scand. Iiol *a hollow, cavity' = O.E. hoi, or the adj. Jiolr

'hollow', O.E. hoi.

^ Apparently from O.E., M.E. hundred i) a hundred, the cardinal

number (O.W.Scand. himdrad) 2) a hundred as a subdivision of a

shire. As to the question why the place was named thus, I have no

satisfactory suggestion to make.
^ From O.W.Scand. Hundolfr, O.Swed. "^Hundtdf, pers. name

(Lundgren).
^ O.Scand., O.E. hfis 'house'; cf. Norw. Hustveit (Rygh, N.G. V),

prop, "^a pveit with houses built on it'.

^ From the man's name O.W.Scand. Ingolfr, O.Swed. Ingtdfer,

O.Dan. Inguliv; in the spellings of this place-name repeatedly confused

with M.E. Ingold < O.W.Scand. Ingvcdd?'^ O.Dan. Ingvald.

^ Probably from O.W.Scand. '^kd, which may have existed on the

evidence of Norw. dial, kaa 'jackdow', Corvus Monedula. Dan. kaa,

MHG. M— M.E. ka, N.E. dial, (only north, and Sc.) kae, is very

likely of Scand. introduction, the O.E. word being ceo, M.E. coo, keo,

choghe, N.E. chough.
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135 1, Cathivaite 1367 Cal. Inq. Near Kirkby Moorside. Now lost

from the map? Cf. Skaife's edition of Kirkby's inquest, p. 141 n.^

Cadtheweit Yo. 1209 Ped. fin. Eb. — Near Beeston or Midd-
leton.

2

Calnethwayt, Calthwmjt Cumb. 1347 Rot. Orig.; Calncihwayt 1380
Pat. R.; in Inglewood forest. Now Calthwaite?^

Caltwayt Yo. 1227 Bracton. Not identifiable.*

Capelthwait Wm. 1294 Ch. R., now Capplethwaite.^

Karlethwoyt Yo. 1242 Guisbrough Ch.; near Danby and Skelton. ^

Kexthwayt Yo. 1281 Yo. inq.; now Kexwith, in New Forest."^

Kirkethuait Cumb. 1285 C. Inq.; Kirhethwayt 1348 CI. R.

KyrhtJmayt 1361 Cal. Inq., 1407 Pat. R.; now Kirkthwaite or

Curthwaite.

Kirkethwait Cumb. 13 14 Rot. Orig., 13 15 CI. R., 1367 Cal

Inq.; Kirkethtvayt 13 14 Rot. Orig., 1386 Pat. R.; Kirkethuatjt 1381

^ I St mem. is the same word as in preceding name.
^ Perhaps from a native M.E. pers. name '^Cad (from the same

base as O.E. Cada, which is found in some local names) or the (re-

lated?) O.Dan, and Icel. personal name Kada (see Wimmer); cf. also

the O.Swed. place-name KcedJiinge, discussed by Hellqvist, p. 83. Hardly
from M.E. cad *a pet lamb', N.E. cade, which is not recorded until

the 15th century.

^ O.W.Scand. kalinn, pa. part, of the verb kala (O.E. calan) *to

freeze', if that form could be used of 'a field barren from cold or frost',

as is stated — without any references — in Vigf.
* From O.W.Scand. kaldr "^cold'; cf. the O.Norw. place-name *Kalda-

pveit, postulated by Rygh, N.G. VI, for the present Kaltvet. Kaldi^ may
here have had the same application as kalinn in prec. name ; note-

worthy is, moreover, that M.E. cald, cold was employed of soil in the

sense of 'slow to absorb heat, from its impervious clayey nature and
retentiveness of moisture' (N.E.D.) — Or perhaps from O.W.Scand. kdl

'cabbage'; M.E. cede, cf. Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 106, and below Ch. 5.

^ O.W.Scand. kapall *a nag, hack', apparently borrowed from the

Celtic languages: Irish, Gaelic capall "^mare'. M.E. capeVhorsQ . Cf. further

N.E.D. and Bugge, Vesterlandenes indflydelse paa Nordboerne, p. 259.

The word enters into the pers. name Robert Kapelheved (1351 Pat. R.),

whose bearer seems to have come from Wm. or the adjoining part of Yo.
— - Or is Capelthwait from O.W.Scand. kapella = M.E. c/^a/^e/^? 'chapel'

?

^ From O.W.Scand., O.Dan. Karli, O.Swed. Karle, pers. name.

From O.W.Scand. keikr 'bent backwards', used as a surname;

cf. Kexby, p. 66. Or it may be from M.E. kex, N.E. dial, kecks 'the

dry hollow stalk of any umbelliferous plant, also such a plant itself.'

Scand. loan, cf. e. Dan. hundekex, Norw. dial, hiindkjeks &c. The
etymology of this word has been cleared up by Ekwall^ Shakspere's

Vocabulary p. 84 f. Cf. the name Yolthait^ p. 128.

Lindki'ist Middle-English place-uames etc". 8
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Pat. R.; Kyrkethiiayte 1485 C. Inq.; according to the records the name
of a close, or parcel of land, in Inglewood forest. Is this place iden-

tical with Kirkthwaite (see preceding name), or some part thereof?^

Kirkethuait Yo. 1349 Cat.A.D.; near Sedbergh?^

Colingthweyt Nott. 1291 Ch. R.; now Collingthwaite, in

Holbeck.2

Colpethawit Wm. 1220-35 f., Colpoiithfivaite] 125 1 Cocker-

sand Ch.; Colperthivayt izgz ibid., t. Edw. I Plac. Warr.; Colper-

ivayte 1461 Cockers. Ch.; now Cowperthwaite, in Firbank.^

Corntheit, Comthtvait Wm. 11 90- 12 20 Cockers. Ch.; near

Lupton. *

Cornthweyt in Osegarthorpe Le. 1367 Cat.A.D ; in Osgathorpe.*

Crakethweit Li. e. 13. cent. Greenfield ch., Mon. V; Craketheit

e. 13. cent. Br.Mus.; near Greenfield.^

Cringelthuayth Cumb. 1294, Cringelthwayt 1338 CI. R.; in

Egremont. ^

Cringeltheit Yo. c. 1200 Whitby Ch.^

^ M.E. (northern) hirke, O.Scand. kirkia, "church', cf. Kirkdale, p. 11.

^ O.W.Scand. "^Colingt', a patronymic derivative of the man's name
Kolr, O.E.Scand. Kol. Cf. the O.Swed. "^Kolunger, dealt with in Hell-
QViST, p. 72.

^ I St mem. is the same word as Irish colpa "^a full-grown beast of

the horse or cow kind', also used as a standard of agricultural value,

a cow's grass or pasture for a year, or its equivalent. N.E. collop,

earlier colp, not recorded until the 17th cent.; see N.E.D.
* O.W.Scand. kom (O.E.Scand. korn) i) corn, grain (- O.E. corn) 2)

barley ( = hygg; cf. Bigthwaite above); here probably in the latter sense.

Cf. the O.Dan, place-name Kornetued SRD.
^ Several words may be considered here, first of all O.W.Scand.

krdka "cornix' (O.Swed. kraka, Dan. krage; cf. also the O.Scand. female

name Krdka); the same word enters into not a few O.Norw. place-

names, e. g. Krakorud E.J. As to M.E. crake, N.E. dial, crake 'a crow

or raven' (only in north, dial.), probably Scand. loan, see Bjorkman,
Loan-words. Further should be noted O.W.Scand. kraki "a pale, stake*

(O.Dan, kraki), properly a looped and branched stem, and the O.Scand.

man's name Kraki.
^ From the unrecorded O.W.Scand. *kringeU (Norw. dial, Swed. dial.

kringel), or the synonym and collateral form O.W.Scand., O.Swed.

kringla, O.Dan, kringle "a circle, orb, disk'. Both these types are formed

with Z-suffix on the same base as O.W.Scand. kringr ""a circle, ring,

bend'; cf. krokr 'crook, hook', and krokell. The word kringel occurs

in some Swedish place-names (see Sveriges Ortnamn), kringla in several

O.W.Scand. ones (see further Rygh, N.G. and Jakobsen, Shetlands-

oernes Stednavne), e. g. Kri^iglumyrr 'a round circular fen' (Fritzner);

compare in Scand. England ih.e wTimes Krinkelker Yo. 1 2 1 2 Fed. fin. Eb.
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Crokesthuueit Suff. uncertain year, Colchester Ch.^

Crostweit Cumb. 12. cent. Gray's Reg.; Crossethueyt, Cros-

tivayt Tax. eccl.; Grosthiveyt t. Edw. I Plac. Warn, 1424 Pat. R.;

Crosthivayt 1358 Test. Karl.; Crosthivait 1396 Lane. Priv. deeds;

Crossethivayt 1405 f. Pat. R.; now Crossthwaite.^

Crostweyk Wm. 1273 C. Inq.; Crosthwayt 1281 C. Inq., 1320,

1472 f. Pat. R.; Crostthwayt izgz Cockers. Ch., 1320 Pat. R.;

Crosthivait 13 14 f. C. Inq.; Crostqiiat 1323 Lane. Inq.; Crosse-

thwayt 1357 Rot. Orig., 139 1 f. Pat. R.; Crossetzvhaite 1461,

Corsthuayat 1467 Pat. R.; now Crossthwaite. ^

Crostweit Yo. 1201 Ped. fin. Eb.; near Dale Town (par. of

Hawnby). ^

Crosthwaite Yo. 1198 Fountains Mem.; near Litton or Malham.^

Crosthwayte Yo. Kirkby; GrostJiayte in Tesdale 1285 Cal.

Rot. Ch.; now Crossthwaite, about three miles N.W. of Hunder-

thwaite. ^

Crostueit, Crotwit Norf. DoB.; Crostweyt Rot. H., T.N., 1336

Carow ch., Mon. IV; Grosthiveyt 1302 Ch. R., 134 1 Cat. A.D.;

Croscveyth 13 16 F.A.; Crostivyth 1339, Crostzvhite 1472 Pat. R.,

now Crostwick.2

Crostwit Norf. DoB.; Crosttveit 121 1 Cal. fin.; Crostueit 1212

Lane. Inq.; Crostiveyth 1346 F.A.; Crostiveyt 13 16 f., 1401 F.A.,

141 1 Pat. R.; Grosthiveyt 1424 Pat. R., 1428 F.A.; now Cros-

twight.^

Cruntethwayt Cumb. t. Edw. I Plac. Warr.; near Blennerhasset?^

(in Plumpton), Cringelker Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch. (in Ormesby),

Cringilcroft Yo. 13. cent. Cockers. Ch. (in Sedbergh), and Kringelforda

Norf. DoB., €tc., now Cringleford. Some additional details about

these names will be given in Part II. The same word survives in

N.E. dial, (chiefly north.) cringle 'a withe or rope for fastening a gate*.

^ O.W.Scand. Krokr, O.Swed. Krok, O.Dan. Krogh, a pers. name
which enters into several M.E. place-names.

^ O.W.Scand. kross (O.Swed., Dan. kors) 'a cross'. Of frequent oc-

currence in O.Norw. place-names, where it designated a monument in

the form of a cross set up in places of resort, at crossways, etc. for

devotional purposes; in some cases it designated a crossroad or the

cross-shaped form of a place or parcel of land, thus probably here (see

Rygh, Indl. p. 62). Cf. in Norway Krosseng, Krossgerdi E.J., etc.

^ Hard to explain unless we take 1st mem. as a corrupt spelling

for Crime-^ from O.W.Scand. knma or M.E. crune, N.E. crown, in the

sense of the rounded summit of a mountain or other elevation. -
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Laxthwait Wm. 131 6 Conishead ch., Mon. VI, i; near Haver-

brack.^

Lamberttwayt Yo. 1329 Pat. R.; near Sproxton?"

Langetouet, Langetouft Yo. DoB.; Langethwait 1166-67

Pipe R., 1278 Cal. Inq.; Langetueit, -tuit 1 175-76 Pipe R.; Lan^-

wat 1234 CI. R.; Langethwayt 1282 Ch. R., No. vill.; Langthwaytte

1284 C. Inq.; Langewath 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 1309 Pat. R.;

Langthwayi 1341 Cal. Inq.; Langthawayte 1461 Pat. R.; now
Langthwaite, near Arkle Town.^

Langethauit Yo. 1279 Yo. inq.; Langetwayt 1309 C. Inq.;

now Langthwaite, by Doncaster.^

Langethwayte in Burghthwaytethurst Lane. 13. cent.(?)

Lane, ch.; now Langthwaite.^

Langewayt Cumb. e. 13. cent. Wetherhal Reg.; Lonhhvayt

1253 C. Inq.; Langqwhate 1470, Langthwaite 147 1 Pat. R.; Zaw^-

tJmate i486 C. Inq.; now Longthwaite, near Matterdale. ^

Hoton Langthwayt Cumb. 1338 CI. R.; 'a waste plot', near

Hutton.^

Langethweit [et Stalethiveit] Cumb. t. Hen. II. Carlisle ch.,

Mon. VI, I; in Ireby.^

Lathwayt Lane. 1320, LaytJmaitacre 1340 Cockers. Ch.;

now Lathwaite, near Winmarleigh.*

Legberthwait Cumb. 1302 Cal. Inq.; Lekhurnthuayte i486

C. Inq.; now Legberthwaite.^

^ O.Scand. lax ^salmon', also used as a surname. M.E. lax, O.E. leax.

^ M.E. Lambert, pers. name, recorded by Bardsley from the 13.

century onwards.
^ O.W.Scand. langr "long' (cf. p. 33 n. 10), M.E. lang. Exact

parallels are O.Norw. Langapticeit E.J., Longapceit D.N. i (1374); cf.

also the O.Dan. Langtuedt SRD. — On the modern map of Cumber-
land there are, at the least, three places called Longthwaite, which

renders it extremely difficult to locate any M.E. forms of this name
found within the said county. In the case of Longthwaite near Mat-
terdale above, I am not certain that the forms of the Pat. R. and the

Wetherhal Reg. are correctly identified.

* O.W.Scand. hlad i) ^a pile^ stack' = hladr, hladi 2) a barn =

hlada. From the last word is the O.Norw. place-name Ladupiioeit, Lodii-

puceit BK.
^ I St mem. is obviously a now lost place-name, the original form of

which I am unable to trace. Camden (1695) has Legburgthtvate. R.

Ferguson's (The Northmen in Cumb. & Westm., p. 32) old derivation

of this name from 'Old Norse Idgberg, law-mount' is quite unsupported

by any evidence.
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Leikethaites Lane. 1170-84 Cockers. Ch.; Leikeththeit al.

Leihestheit 1199-1216 Lane. Priv. deeds; now Leikethwaites, in

Forton.^

Lyntwait Yo. 12. eent. (?) Pontefract ch., Mon. V: Lintuait

t. Hen. 11. Monk-Bretton Reg., Mon. V; LinthTvait 1208 Ped.

fin. Eb.; Linttveit 1155-60 (Inspex. 1230) Ch. R.; now Linthwaite,

in Almondbury.^

Linthwayt Cumb. 123 1 P. Pipe R.; Lynthwayt 1346, 1348

CI. R.; Lynethwayt 1361 Cal. Inq.; in Inglewood.^

Lingthweyt Norf. Rot. H.; in N.Erpingham.^

Lingthwaite Yo. 1372 Cal. Inq.; in Pickering, near Hartoft.^

Lontwayt Cumb. 1254 P. Pipe R.; Loiinethiveyt 13 16 C.

Inq.; Loiinthivaite 1367 Cal. Inq.; now Lownthwaite, in Wigton.^

Louthweit Cumb. 1229, Lofthiveit 12^^ P. Pipe R.; Lou-

tivayt 1245 Lane. Assize R.; Loftthwayt, Loftethayt 1398 Cal.

Inq.; now Lothwaite.^

Midelthwayt Lane. 14 12, Midlethtvait uncertain date, Furness Ch.;

in Pennington.^

Middelthweyt Li. 1287 C. Inq.; near Counthorpe.^

Michelethweit Cumb. t. John A. Plac; MiMlthuayte 1485

C. Inq.; now Micklethwaite, near Parton.^

^ I St mem. is either the O.W.Scand. man's name Leikr (cf. Lays-

thorpe, p. 71), or the appellative leikr (O.Swed. Ieke7% e. Dan. legh)

'game, sport, play'. The word enters into some O.Norw. place-names

meant to designate a play-ground, or place intended for athletics of various

kinds; cf. Leikvangr, LeikvQllr in Fritzner; see also Rygh, Indl. p. 64.
^ O.Scand. lin = O.K. Im 'flax'. N.E. dial, lin, known chiefly from

north, counties. — Cf. the Norw. place-name Lintveit, Rygh, N.G. V.
^ O.W.Scand. lyng (O.E.Scand. Hung), borrowed in M.E. as ling;

N.E. dial, ling 'heather'.

* Most likely from O.W.Scand. logn sb. 'calm weather' (Norw. dial.

logn^ O.Swed. lughn, e.Dan. lugn), which is presumed to survive in

N.E. dial, (chiefly north.) lown, sb. & adj. 'calm, quiet, sheltered,

stillness, shelter, a sheltered place'; also in the compounds loivn-hill

^the sheltered side of a hill', loivn-side 'the sheltered side of anything'

(Cumb., etc. see E.D.D.). The meaning of the last two formations

seems to approach that of the name before us.

^ O.W.Scand. lauf (O.Swed. Idf, Dan. l0v) 'leaf, foliage' = O.E.

leaf. Cf. the compound laufhaugr 'a hill covered with trees from which

leaves may be gathered'.

^ M.E. middel (O.E. midla) 'middle'.

^ O.W.Scand. mikill, etc., or M.E. mikel 'large'. Cf. above p. 33,

n. II. The same name occurs several times in Norway, e. g. Myk-

latweit D.N. 12 (1463).
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Muceltuoit Yo. DoB.; Micheltweit 1166-67 Pipe R-; Mic-

letivet 1202, Mihelthivait 1208 Ped. fin. Eb.; Micheltwayt, Mikyle-

wayt 13. cent. Kirkstall Ch.; Miheltiveyt 1267 Baildon; Migelthait

131 1 Fat. 'K.; Mykelthwayte 1339 Pat. R.; Mikelthtvayt 1392 Br.

Mus.; now Micklethwaite.^

Mykelthwait Li. t. Hen. HI. Newstede Priory ch., Mon. VI, i.

Near Uffington.^

Mirthuait Lane, 1250-68 Cockers. Ch.; in Whitlington.^

Morethuait Cumb. i^oy, Moreqwate 1470 Pat. R.; now
Moorthwaite, near Cumwhitton.^

Morthwait Yo. 1235-55, Morthuait 1240-67 Cockers. Ch.;

Mortivayt 1245 Lane. Assize R.; Morthwayt 1292 Cockers. Ch.,

t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.; now Marthwaite, near Sedbergh.^

Mousethwayt Yo. 1307 Ch. R.; in Wensley Dale.^

Musethawit Lane. 11 90-1 2 17, Musethuait 1250-68 Cockers.

Ch.; in Forton.^

Nathwait, Nacuait Cumb. 12. cent, (?) Holm Cultram Reg.>

Mon. V, Not identifiable.^

Nettelthwaythe Yo, 1292 Guisbrough Ch.; near Marske,^

Normantwait, -wait LdLUc. 1246 Lane, Assize R.; near Preston ?

'

Northwayt Lane. 13 18 Conishead ch., Mon. VI, i ; not identi-

fiable,^

Ornethweyt Yo. 13. cent. Cat. A.D.; now Ornthwaite, in

Thurlstone.^

^ O.W.Scand, mikill, etc,, or M,E, mikel Marge'. Cf, above p. 33,

n. II. The same name occurs several times in Norway, e, g, Mykla-

tweit D,N. 12 (1463),
^ M,E, mire < O.W.Scand. myrr "^moor, bog, swampy ground'.

See further in Ch. 6. Identical in form is the e. Norw, place-name

Mirtwet, N,G. XL
^ From 0,E., M.E. mor ""a moor, heath, waste land', Cf, above p. 87 n. i

,

^ O.Scand, mus, or O.K., M.E, mus "^mouse'.

^ Probably from O.W.Scand. nd- (O.E. neh, neah), only occurring

in compounds, and denoting "nigh, near'. If this etymology be right,

*Nd-pveit would be a formation of the same kind as the recorded

CW.Scand, nd-hud 'a dwelling near to', nd-hyli 'a neighbouring farm',

^ O.W.Scand. ^netla (Norw. dial, netla), O.Swed. ndtla, O.Dan.

ncetlce, or M.E. netle 'nettle', urtica,

' M.E. Norman, pers. name. Cf. Bjorkman, Personennamen,

p, 98.
^ O.W.Scand. nord- (in compounds), O.Swed, nordh etc., or M,E,

nord 'north'. Cf, in Norway Nordtveit, see N.G. XL
^ From O.Swed., e. Dan. orne 'a boar'.
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Oxenethweyt Lanc.(?) 1241 Lane. Fin. Cone; now Oxen-
thwaite ?

^

Pilethait Yo. 12. cent. Newburgh ch,, Mon. VI, i; near Bagby.^

[Crossehj] Ravensthwaite Wm. 1372 Cal. Inq.; now Crosby

Ravensworth.^

Rathuait Li. 11 89 Vaudey ch., Mon. V; near Edenham.'*

Raithwait Yo. 135 1 Whitby Ch.; Rathivayte c. 1540 ibid.;

now Rathwaite, near Whitby.^

Rathornthuait Lane. 1250-68 Cockers. Ch.; in Whittington.^

Raynestwayt Lane. 1327-44 Lane. Priv. deeds; near Ul-

verston."^

Rethtwhayt^ Bethtivayt Cumb. 1399 Pat. R.; now Rea-
thwaite, in Westward.^

Rigthwaite Lane. 142 1 Lane. inq. Not identifiable.^

Risseltweyt Yo. 1249 Ch. R.; near Nun Appleton.^"

Rodmerethweyt Nott. 1281 Kot Orig.; Rodmanfhuayt 1359

Cat.A.D.; jRodmertJmayt 1432 Cal. Inq.; now Radmanthwaite, in

Mansfield.^ 1

^ M.E. oxne < O.E. oxtta, gen. plur. of oxa ^ox\ corresponding to

O.W.Scand. uxna, ^^oxna, nom. sing. oxi. Cf. Noreen, Altisl. Gr. § 391, 2.

"^ Probably from O.W.Scand. pill \villow', Salix fragilis; O.Swed.

pil. The word enters into some O.Norw. place-names, for which see

Fritzner.
^ O.W.Scand. Hrafn (O.Swed. llafn, O.Dan. Rawn), pers. name.

Cf. BjORKMAN, Personennamen, p. 109.
* From O.W.Scand. rd 'a landmark', O.Swed. ra 'landmark, boun-

dary line', e. Dan. raa ""a pole used as a landmark'. Less probably from.

O.Scand. rd 'roe' = O.E. rd. Identical in form with the O.Dan, place-

name Rathtvet LCD. See further under Raby in Ch. 5.

^ Etymol. perhaps as in preceding name.
^ I St mem. looks like a place-name compound "^Rathorn^ now lost,

the former element of which may be as in preceding name.
^ From O.W.Scand. Hreinn, pers. name (see further above p. 84),

or O.W.Scand. roynir 'rowan-tree', r0yni 'a clump of rowan-trees'. Cf.

also below under Rainford, p. 133.
^ Of doubtful origin. Possibly from O.W.Scand. hredi 'a bull',

according to Vigf. used only poetically and in some local names.
^ As for the ist member see above, p. 53 n. 4.

Probably from O.W.Scand. /^m/a 'bush'; Norw. dial. 7'isla i) bush

2) a cut off branch of a tree. In sense 2) the word occurs also in

Swed. dialects.

From O.W.Scand. Hrodmarr (O.Dan. '^Rothmar, in place-names),

pers. name, in progress of time perhaps exchanged for M.E. radman {inDo'B)

'a tenant holding land on condition of performing service on horseback'

= O.E. rddcniht; see N.E.D. The writing Rod- — instead of the ex-
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Rosthwayt Lane. 14. cent. Furness Ch.; [Bosthwait-hanh

ibid.]; Bossethwayte 1535 Lane, ree.; now Rosthwaite.^

Rounthwayt Wm. 1277 Cumb. eh., 1338 Pat. R.; Bouner-

thivayt i2g^, 1328 CI. R.; Bounesthtvait 13 10 Lane. Priv. deeds;

Bonnestwate, Benneshvathe 13 10 Whitby Ch.; Bonnerthwayt 1323

Rot. Orig.; Bounerthetvayt, Boinerthetvayt 1^2^, Bunerthivayt 1329

Pat. R.; Bownorthivayt 1337 Cal. Inq.; Bounnerthiveyt 1345 CI. R.

Bownthwayt 1458 Cal. Inq.; Bounthuayte 1485 C. Inq.; now Round-
thwaite.^

Rothewelletwayt Yo. Rot.H.; in Rothwell.^

Rugthwait Cumb. 1251 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Biigthivayt 1255 P.

Pipe R.; Bughthivaite date uncertain, Wetherhal Reg., Mon. Ill;

BiUhthuuayt 1308 C. Inq.; Bugtlnvayt 1304, 1398, Bugthwayte

1456 Cal. Inq.; now Ruthwaite, in Ireby.*

Ruhwaith, Euhwahit, Ruthwait Lane. 1 190-12 12 Cockers. Ch.;

Ructhwait 12 12 Lane. Inq.; Rugthwayt 1245 Lane. Assize R.; Rogh-

thwhayt 145 1, Roghwhayte 1461 Coekers. Ch.; in Melling, near Liver-

pool (not in Whittington, as is stated by the Editor of Coekersand Ch.).^

Ruletwhait Wm. 1268 Whitby Ch.; in Crosby Ravensworth.^

Saterthwait Lane. 1336, Satirthwnit 1400 Furness Ch.; now
Satterthwaite.^

pected *Rad- — in the name under notiee is remarkable, and points

to close association with the simplex, M.E. rode [rade; O.E. rdd) 'rid-

ing on horseback"*, since otherwise the d would have been shortened

to a before the consonants.

^ From O.W.Scand. hross (O.E.Seand. and O.E. hors) *a horse\
2 Of somewhat dubious origin. May be from O.W.Scand. raun

'mountain ash', which word is only recorded in place-names, see

Rygh, Indl. p. 70. Norw. dial, raun; cf. N.E. dial, rowan (only north.)

and rowantree, apparently Scand. loan. If this derivation of the

I St mem. is right, the spellings with internal -er- above must represent

the genitive sing., normally ^raunar.
^ From the place-name Rothewell, for which see below p. 160.

^ From O.W.Scand. riigr ""rye'; cf. further under Rogerthorpe, p.

15. Parallels in Scandinavia are the Norw. place-name Bugtveit (N.G.

XI), and the O.Swed. Rogthwet (see Sveriges Ortnamn, Alvsborgs Ian

XVI, 112); cf. O.Dan. Rughthwetorce LCD.
^ Of uncertain origin. An O.Dan, pers. name Ruli is quoted by

Nielsen from the inscription on the Runic stone of Lavrbjserg, but the

recent accurate reading of Wimmer (De Danske Runemindesmserker)

makes the existence of such a name very questionable.

^ Possibly from O.W.Scand. s(^tr "a mountain pasture'; the a-vowel

of the M.E. forms might be due to shortening before the consonants,
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Setwait Yo. e. 12th cent. Whitby Ch. (cf. ibid. p. ii8 n.); near

Whitby.^

Saningthuet Yo. t. Hen. II, Saningtvhete, Synningthuait,

Sinning thivaith 12. cent., Sinningthwaite ch., Mon. V; Senithiveit

1223, Senitweyt 122^, Syningthueyt i2j6 Fsit 'K.; Synigthwet 1253

Gray's Reg.; Siningthavit 12^2 Giffard's Reg.; Synigthayt 1279

Wickwane's Reg.; Synyngethivayt 1284 Baildon; Sinig-, Synyng-

thtueyt 1286 Ripon Mem.; Synithivayt 1302 Yo. inq.; Siningthuayt

1 3 10 Ch. R.; SannyngUvhait 1465 Pat. R.; now Sinningthwaite.^

Scaththwait Lane. 1240 Furness Reg., Mon. V; Scafthauith

1248 Lane. Priv. deeds; Scafthtvait 1246 f., Scafthivayt 12']^,

Shathwait 13. cent., 1336, 1412, ScatJuvait 14. cent., 1412 Furness

Ch. ; now Scaithwaite (on Philips' map) or Scathwaite (Index of

the County Courts).^

in which case the Scand. ce shared the development of the correspond-

ing native sound in the same position. Cf. Kluge in Paul's Or., p.

1035. However, the word S(Str is rarely found in Scand. place-names

of such ancient date, and appears as a rule only as 2nd member in

compounds (Rygh, Indl. p. 74). Another derivation of the name may
therefore be suggested. Perhaps we have here O.W.Scand. sdtr n., ex-

plained by Fritzner as ""a place where one has or can have something

standing'. Now the present village of Satterthwaite stands on the Grize-

dale Beck, just mid-way between the lakes Coniston Water and Win-
dermere, at about two miles' distance from each. From this fact it may
be conjectured that sdtr occurs here in the same sense as the com-
pound upp-sdtr *the act of beaching a ship'; it probably denoted also the

place where the ship was beached. Both these meanings belonged to

the collateral form upp-sdt fern. & n,, and to skip-sdt n.; see Hertzberg's
Glossary, to the ancient laws of Norway. Vigf. gives, too, from the

O.Norw GulaJ)ings-law, the compound skips-sdtr n., which, however, I

am unable to find in the edition quoted. — On the other hand it

should be noted that the genitive of the fem. upp-sdt enters into the

compound uppsdtartupt 'the place where a ship is beached'. A geni-

tive form "^sdtar, from sdt, might also be suggested as constituting the ist

member of the name before us. Cf. Norw. dial, saat "a. fishing-place

on the shore'.

^ Apparently from O.W.Scand. sjd?-^ s(Br (M.E. see) 'lake, sea'. An
exact parallel is the O.Norw. Scepuceit BK.

The existence of two different types of the ist member, Saning-,

Sining-y renders any attempt at a derivation mere guesswork. Does

the latter form represent an O.Scand. patronymic "^Syningr? Cf. the

O.Swed. man's name Sune^ and the place-name Sijnninge^ Hellqvist

p. 149.
^ Perhaps from O.W.Scand. skaf a scraping, peeling, esp. of peel-

ed bark used in Norway as fodder for goats and cattle .
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Schalqratrig Wm. 1273 C. Tnq.; Skathivmjtrigg 1297 Pat. R.;

Scalethwaytrig 130 1 Lane. Fin. Cone; Scalthaytrig 1309 C. Ino^.; Scal-

thwayterig 1475 Pat. R.; now Scalthwaiterigg.-^

Scalethwait Cumb. 1222 P. Pipe R.; not identifiable.^

Scarthwayt Cumb. 1346, [Scarthwaitrig 1348] CI. R. Where ?^

Scrapthuait Li. 11 89 Vaudey ch., Mon. V; near Edenham.^

Slathweyt Yo. 1235 Gal. Rot. Ch.; Slaitivait izgy Yo. Subs.;

Slaghthayt 1307 Wakefield Court R.; Slagheivhait No. vill.; Slax-

thwayt 1378 Poll-tax; Slaghtheivayte 1402 Pat. R.; now Slai-

thwaite, near Huddersfield.*

Slathewaitheuid Lane. 1 185-1200, Slathehouet 1207-20, Sla-

thwaitheuid 1250-56, Sletwaitheued 1250-68, Slatwaitheuit 1246-68, Sla-

thumjtehed 1468 Cockers. Ch.; in Forton.^

Smatuaites Wm. 1 190-1220 Cockers. Ch.; Smathwayt 1345

CI. R.; now Smathwaites, in Selside.^

^ O.W.Scand. skdli 'hut, shed'; cf. above p. 52 n. 2. The same
word enters into the O.Norw. parallel Skalapimit BK. On -rig ef. p. 53 n. 4.

^ Probably from O.W.Seand. skard (see above p. 38 n. i); or

from O.Norw. skQr f. 'a ledge in a ehff or mountain-side'. The latter

word is frequently met with in Norw. plaee-names, see Rygh, Indl.

Hardly from O.Dan Skar, pers. name.
^ I St mem. is most likely the same word as O.W.Scand. skrap

'scraps, scrapings, worthless things'; O.Swed. sA:m^ * scraping, scratching',

allied to the verb O.W.Scand., O.Swed. skrapa (Dan. skrabe), from which

M.E. scrapen 'to scrape, scratch'. In the place-name before us skrap

seems to have referred to the quality of the soil, which may have been

arid and barren. N.E. dial. sc7'ap^ with several meanings, probably goes

back to the same word; it is used in the Lakeland district of hard,

lumpy ground, land caked with drought (E.D.D.). Some O.Norw. place-

names containing skrap in a similar sense are mentioned by Rygh;
see, e. g. Skraperud, N.G. V. Compare, moreover, Norw. dial, skrap-

mark 'land thinly covered with grass', skrapteig 'a piece of land of this

nature'; also the M.E. place-name Scrapetoft, in Ch. 7.

'* Derived by Taylor, Names & their Histories, from O.E. slced

'a valley', which etymology is disproved by the M.E. spellings, ist mem.
seems to represent O.W.Scand. slag n. 'a blow, battle',, here perhaps in

the hypothetical sense of mowing, or a field that is mown, a hay-field.

Cf. O.W.Scand. sld 'to strike, mow, cut grass'; sldtta 'mowing, a hay-field'.

Slag occurs in some O.Norw. place-names, where Rygh assigns the

same meaning to it, e. g. i Sloxuollom (for Slax-) D.N. 5 (1414); see

further N.G. IH, p. 130, IV 2, p. 78. Cf. also the somewhat different

derivation lately proposed by Moorman.
^ From M.E. sld (O.E. sldhe) 'sloe' (Prunus spinosa). Hardly O.W.-

Scand. sld 'a bar'. On the last element of the name compare p. 37 n. 3.

^ O.W.Seand. smdr (O.Swed. smar^ O.Dan, sma) 'small'; frequent

in compounds such as smdjgrd 'a small parcel of land', smdboer 'a small

farm', etc. Cf. the O.Norw. place-name J Smadalum E.J.
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Smatwayt, Smettvayt Cumh. 1245 Lane. Assize R.; now
Smeathwaite or Smaithwaite. ^

Smerthwayt Yo. 1323 Calv. ch. ; in Guiseley.^

Sourthwayt Wm., see in Ch. 4.

Stalethweit Cumb. t. Hen. II. Priory of Carlisle ch., Mon. VI, i;

in Ireby.^

Stanethwayte Wm. 1309 Cal. Inq.; near Little Strickland.*

Staynthwayt Yo. iigS Fomitains Mem.; in or near Lang-
strothdale ?^

SteinJ)weit Li, t. Hen. II. Sempr. ch.; Steinthtveit 1. 12. cent,

ibid., t. Rich. 1. — John Br. Mus.; Steinsivait 12^2 Li. rec; Steyn-

weye t. Edw. L Plac. Warr.; Steynelnveit 131 6 F.A.; Steynthwayt

126-], 1389, 1436 Cal. Inq.; Steymveyth 1343 CI. R.; Staynthivayt

1338 f. Pat. R.; Steynethwaite 1346 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Steynethiveyt

1368 Cat. A.D.; Staymvayt 1394, Steyntliivayt 1436 Cal. Inq.; now
Stainfield, in Hacconby.^

Stirkthwayt Yo. 1281 Yo. inq.; Sterthivaytte 1284 C. Inq.;

Siirtliivait 1341 Cal. Inq.; now Storthwaite, on Arkle Beck.^

Stokesweit Lane. 1228 CI. R.; Stokesiveyt 1340 Pat. R.; in

Quernmore. ^

Storthwayt Yo. Rot. H., 1343 Cl.R.; Stortheweyt 1282 Bail-

don; Storytveyt 1284 C. Inq.; Storivayt T.N.; Storthtveyt 1298, 131

8

Pat. R. ; Storwhait 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.; Scottivhait No. vill.;

Storthaytes 1343, StortJnvayt 1363, 142 1, Storthewayte, Stortivayt

1424 Cal. Inq.; Stonvhatt, Storthivaite 146 1, StorthivayUe 1463,

^ O.W.Scand. smdr (O.Swed. sma?', O.Dan, sma) "^small'; frequent

in compounds such as smdjgrd ""a small parcel of land', smdhoer 'a small

farm^ etc. Cf. the O.Norw. place-name J Smadalum E.J.

^ From O.W.Scand. smjgr, smcer (O.Swed. smior, O.Dan, snwr)

"^grease, butter*, which word occurs in O.Norw. place-names in various

applications. In some it refers to the good quality of the soil, as e. g.

in J Smerdale E.J.; thus in the present case. Cf. Rygh, N.G. I p. 83,

II p. 70. I have not found the M.E. equivalent smere (O.E. smeoru)

""ointment' in any similar names.
^ From O.W.Scand. Stdli, pers. name?
* O.E., ME Stan ^stone'. Cf. the next two names.
^ O.W.Scand. Mnn ^ stone'. Cf. the names containing this word

as ist member^ p. 87 f. An exact parallel is most likely the O.Norw.

Stceinipuceit BK.; cf. Rygh, N.G. XI p. 223.
^ From M.E. stirk (O.E. stirc, styric) 'bullock', or M.E. stirke 'heifer'.

O.W.Scand. stokkr (O.Swed. stokker, O.Dan, stok), or ME. stoc

(O.E. stocc) stock, trunk'.
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Storthwayte 1465 Pat. R.; now Storthwaite Grange, near Thorn-

ton. ^

Storthwaytrigg Cumb. 1366 Cal. Inq.; near Thursby.^

Strathwait Li. 13 14 Rot. Orig.; near Scrivelsby?^

Swiningethwait, Swiningtweit Yo. 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; Swy-
nythwaite Kirkby, No. vilL; now Swinethwaite.

Ternesthwayt Cumb. 1398 Cat. Inq.; Ternethiiayte 1485 C. Inq.;

near Brampton or Glassonby? ^

Tillethwayt Wm. 1374 Cal. Inq.; near Skelsmergh?^

Tildesburghthwait (other MS. Tyldehorgethwaitte) Lane.

1
1 96, TilhurtJiwait t. Hen. 11. (apparently a late copy), 1409 Furness

Ch.; TyhurtJiwaite 1346 Cal. Inq.; Tilherthzuayt 14 16 Lane, inq.;

now Tilberthwaite.^

^ O.W.Scand. storr (O.E.Scand. stor) 'great, large'; in compounds
as storhoer, stor^orp Marge farm'. The adj. is very rare in O.W.Scand.
place-names. Cf. the O.Norw. Storeimi D.N. 11 (1345), N.G. IV 2.

On O.Dan, stor in place-names see Steenstrup, Indledende Studier p.

12 f. O.K., M.E. stor, probably Scand. loan. — On the last element

of Storthwaytrigg see p. 53 n. 4.

^ O.Scand. strd ^straw' = O.E. streaiv, streow; M.E. stre, stra.

The last form is Scand. loan, see Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 103.
^ ist mem. may be the same word as the O.E.Scand. patronymic

^Svininger that is given by Hellqvist on the evidence of place-names,

O.Dan. Swininge, and O.Swed. Swiningce. — Or does the M.E. Sivi-

ningethwait contain a disappeared place-name *Swin-ing, from M.E. swin

or O.Scand. svin 'swine', and O.E. ing 'meadow'?
^ M.E. terne < O.W.Scand. tigrn (gen. tiarnar) 'tarn, small lake'.

See further above p. 67 n. — Cf. the O.Norw. place-name *2}ar^arj5m7

postulated by Rygh, N.G. V, on the evidence of the present Kjontveit.

^ In the Northumbrian Liber Vitse there is a pers. name Tilli,

Till (see Searle, and R. Muller in Palaestra IX, p. 69), which might

form the ist member. An O.Scand. equivalent of this name also exist-

ed, as far as that may be gathered from the late O.Swed. Tile

(Lundgren) and the place-names Tillinghetorp and Tillungxaas (Hell-
qvist, p. 160). — Or perhaps the ist mem. was originally some word
connected with the verlD O.E. tilian, M.E. tilien 'to till': M.E. ^«7e 'cul-

tivation, produce, goods', tilie (O.E. tilia) 'a cultivator of land, hus-

bandman'.
^ ist mem. is the place-name Tilleshurc which appears in a con-

firmation of Henry 11. (Furness Ch.), but must have disappeared at an

early period. This name must be of native origin; it probably con-

tains the O.E. pers. name Tilli, Tili (cf. preceding name), being then

an exact counterpart of the present Tilbury in Essex, which is written

Tiliheria DoB., Tillehiri i24g Ch. R., Tillehyri 1263 C. Inq., etc. The
spelling Tilde- in the J>m7-name under notice is presumably due to

miswriting. — Cf. Wyld & Hirst's unsucessful attempt at explaining

this name.
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Thactwyt Cumb. 1285 C. Inq.; Thakthwayt 1339, 1361, Thak-

thwait 1359, 1375 Cal. Inq.; now Thackthwaite, near Dacre.^

Thackthwayt Cumb. 1304, Thaldhweyt 1306 Cal. Inq.; Thack-

thuuayt 1308 C. Inq.; Thakthwait 1367 Cal. Inq.; now Thack-

thwaite, near Loweswater. ^

Thacthwet Yo. 1203 Ped. fin. Eb.; in Preston-under-Scar.^

Theuethwaitheued Yo. 1235—55 Cockers. Ch., Theuetweitwra

ibid.; near Sedbergh.^

Thornthwayt Cumb. 1253 C. Inq.; Thurnethwayt 1308, Thorn-

thwaite 1367 Cal. Inq.; Thornthweyt in Derzventfelles 1405 Pat R.;

now Thornthwaite.'^

Thornthwait Wm. 1329 C. Inq.; now Thornthwaite, in

Bampton.^

Tornthueit Yo. 1230 Gray's Reg.; near Hampsthwaite.^

Thornebuthwait Lane. 1202, Thornubythuieitht 1208 Lane.

Fin. Cone.; Neuhethayt 1245 Lane. Assize R.; Neburthivaite 1336,

1400 Furness Ch.; Nyhthivayt Towne 1536 Lane, ree.; now Nib-

thwaite.*

Thystelweit Cumb. 1241 P. Pipe R.; Thistelthwmjt 1254 ibid.,

1340 Pat. R.; Thistelthiieyt 1285 C. Inq.; Thisteltkivait 1380 Cal. Inq.;

^ From O.W.Scand. pak^ or M.E. pak (O.E. pcec), which properly

meant "^roof', tectum, then the material of which a roof is composed,

thatch; here in the special, secondary sense of grass, straw, or perhaps

birch-bark (see pak in Fritzner), which is cut for thatching. In N.E.

dial, thack sometimes signifies the waste corn left in the fields unraked

(E.D.D.); moreover, in Li. it is still employed of long, coarse grass,

rushes, etc. growing on the moors (and esp. of Arundo phragmites, see

Streatfeild p. 371), though never now used for thatching. In like

manrier e.Dan. tag was applied to standing grass, straw, rushes (Kalkar);

it actually occurs in this application in several Dan. place-names, for

which see Steenstrup, Da. Stednavne, p. 104. Cf. Norw. dial, tak

Voof, birch- bark"*.

- M.E. pef (O.E. peof, O.W.Scand. p)j6fr) 'thief'. As for -heued cf.

above p. 37 n. 3; on M.E. «/^m 'angle, corner', Scand. loan, see in Ch. 5.

^ O.W.Scand., O.E., M.E. porn 'thorn, thorn-bush' e.Dan. torn.

Cf. the O Dan. place-name Thornthtved SRD.
* From a lost place-4iame *Pornehi, the ist mem. of which may

have been the O.W.Scand. female name Porny La. (O.Dan. Thorny)

or as in preceding name. 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. bu 'a farm, household',

or byr 'farm.' The dropping of the initial Thor- in the course of the

13th cent, appears partly to depend on false association with the adj.

M.E. netve 'new' and the frequent North Engl, place-name Newby,

e. g. Neuby Wm. 1277 C. Inq., Neiibi Yo. 1196 Lane. Fin. Cone,

(in Clapham), etc. Wyld &: Hirst cannot explain the name.
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Thestelthwayt 1386 Pat. R.; Thistilthuayte 1485 C. Inq.; in Ingle-

wood.^

Thistelthuait Lane. 1240-68, Thistelwat 1242-55 Cockers. Ch.;

in Farleton."^

Tranthewayt Wm. 1301 Lane. Fin. Cone.; Tranethayih 1309
C. Inq.; Tranthwayte 1390 Cal. Inq.; in Kendal parish. Now Tran-
thwaite? ^

Uluethewayt Wm. 1301 Lane. Fin. Cone.; Ulnethayth 1309
C. Inq.; Ulthwatjte 1390 Cal. Inq.; near Kendal. Now Ulthwaite?'^

Wlnetueit* Yo. 12. eent. (Inspex. 1293), see Hosp. of St. Leo-
nard, York, Mon. VI, 2; ident.(?) with Wlnethait^ e. 1200 Newburgh
eh., Mon. VI, i; UUhwayte 1539 Min. Aeeount ibid.; near Bagby.^

Wluetheit Lane. 1199 Lane. Inq.; [Ulvethwait 1250-56, Hulf-
thuait 1220-46 Coekers. Ch.]; ^ Wlfthwayt 13 12 Lane. Fin. Cone.;

now Outhwaite, in Roeburndale.^
Hulliesweit Yo. 1196 Feet of fines; near Stainley?*^

Ulvesweit Lane. 1228 CI. R.; Ulvesweyt 1340 Pat. R.; in Quern-
more. ^

Ulvesthweit Lane. 1 202 Lane. Fin. Cone.; in Gressingham ?

Wakefeldthwayt Yo. 1325 Cal. Inq.; near Wakefield.*^

Wallerthwayt Yo. 1198 &e. Fountains Mem., 1228 Ripon
Mem.; Wallerthwaytes e. 1260 Selby Ch.; Walrethwait 1299 Yo.

inq.; Wallerthweit 1340 Pat. R.; Wullerthwayt 1360, Wallorthwayt

1364 Rot. Orig.; Wallerttvhaite 1466 Ripon Ch. Acts; now Wal-
lerthwaite.^

^ O.W.Seand. pistill (O.Swed. pistil, e.Dan. tistel), or O.E., M.E.
pistel 'thistle'.

^ O.W.Seand. trani, trana (O.Swed. trana, O.Dan, trance) "^a erane'.

Both the forms are reeorded as surnames (F. Jonsson, Tilnavne). Cf.

O.Dan. Trani, pers. name (see Nielsen).
^ O.W.Seand. ulfr (O.Swed. ulver, O.Dan, ulf) Volf\ or the pers.

name XJlfr (O.Dan. Ulw^ O.Swed. Ulver).

^ Obvious misspellings (or misreadings ?) for Wive-, other errors of

the same deseription being found in the quoted eharter of 1293.
^ These two forms are identified by the Editor of Coekers. Ch.

with Outhwaite, in my opinion erroneously, since it appears from the

eontext of the charters that they relate to a piece of land in Forton.
^ Probably from O.W.Seand. Ulfr, pers name. Cf. preceding names.
' I St mem. is identical with the present place-name Wakefield, the

Wachefeld of DoB.
^ I St mem. is probably gen. sing., normally vallar, of O.W.Seand.

vgllr: i) a plain or field 2) a close or paddock, as in the compound
vallar-gardr; see further Vigf., and Rygh, Indl. Of O.Norw. place-

names containing the same word may be noted Vallar oy E.J. (see

N.G. Ill p. 276), Vallar boo D.N. 23 (1437). — Hardly from O.W.Seand.

vallari, 'a pilgrim, tramp^ (German loan-word), or from the late M.E.

wallare \stoneraason', of which Stratmann-Bradley's diet, gives a
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Walltwhate Cumb. i486 C. Inq.; now Wallthwaite, near

Keswick\

Wantwait Cumb. 1302 Cal. Inq.; now Wanthwaite, near

Keswick^.

Waythebuthwait Cumb. 13th cent. Furness Ch.; Wayhur-
tJiuayt 1 28 1 Wickwane's Reg.; now Waberthwaite^.

Wargetheweit, Warghetheiveit Li. 12. cent., Wargarthweit, e.

13. cent. Greenfield ch., Men. V. Near Greenfield and Aby*.
Winstirthwaytes Wm. 1282 Lane. Inq.; Winsterihwaites 1323

Cartmel ch., Men. VI, i; Winsterivaite 141 1 Cal. Inq.; not identi-

fiable ^
Wynanderthwayte Wm. 1337, Wynanderwath 1347 Cal. Rot.

Ch. ; now disappeared from the map^.

Wythewayth, Withivmjt, Witthawait Yo. e. 13. cent. Guisbrough

Ch.; in Ugthorpe ^.

single instance from Prompt. Parv., c. 1440. It is true that some earl-

ier instances of the latter word used as a surname seem to have exist-

ed, according to Bardsley, but they all belong to southern England.
— We have apparently the same Scand. word in the M.E. place-name

Wallertorp Yo. 12 15 Rot. Ch., which I am unable to identify.

^ From O.E. tveall, M.E. wal: i) a wall that is made 2) a natural

wall, a steep hill, a cliff (Bosw. Toller).
^ The etymology of the ist mem. is obscure. It might represent

O.W.Scand. vdndr 'bad' (see Fritzner), or M.E wan 'wan, pale, faint',

O.E. wann 'dark, dusty', etc., of the colour of material 'dark, dingy'.

I St mem. has been suggested by the Rev. J.
Wilson in the

Scottish Historical Review I, 62 f. (1904) to be from the O.E. man's

name Wyberth, and the same view is held by Collingwood, Scandi-

navian Britain, p. 203, although no documentory evidence has been

adduced in support of it. From the above spellings it is clear that the

I St mem. was originally O.W.Scand. veidi-bud 'a hunting or fishing

shed'; veidi (and veidr) meant 'a catch, hunting, fishing'; cf. O.E. wdp
'wandering, hunting', OHG. tveida 'venatio' piscatio'. The village of Wa-
berthwaite stands on the estuary of the river Esk, i miles from the

Irish Sea. The element hud seems soon to have been replaced by hw
— cf. above Burthwaite — the r of which has been retained in the

name down to the present day.

* O.W.Scand. vargr (O.Swed. vargher) 'a wolf; also a thief, robber,

outlaw'. O.Dan. Wargh, pers. name. Cf. O.E ivearh 'a villain'.

^ I St mem. seems to be the same word as the place-name Winster

Wm. — written Wynster 146 1 Pat. R. — or the name of the river

Winster.
^ From the same word as that which forms the ist member of

the lake-name Wynandenner Wm. 1271 C. Inq., now Lake Win-

dermere.

Probably from O.W.Scand. vidr, O.Swed. viper, O.Dan, vith *a

wood' =-• M.E. ivude < O.E. tvudu.
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Yolthait Yo. 1208 Ped. fin. Eb.; in Lead, near Tadcaster ^

Yoghannetheit Yo. 1241 Lane. Fin. Cone; now Yocken-
thwaite ^.

Wlvelaikeburne (3 x) Wlvelaibume (i x) Yo. 12. cent. Rie-

vaulx Ch. ; in Teesdale.

Probably from a partly anglicized form of O.W.Scand. "^ulfa-leikr

'wolves' playing, frolic'. From the orthography of the record it appears

that M.E. wiilf has here been substituted for the originally Scand.

I St member. This part of the country was much infested with wolves

at that time. The same charter — a grant by Bernard de Baliol to

Rievaulx Abbey of wide pasturage in Teesdale — provides for the

catching of them by means of traps: "pedicas vero ponent ad capiendos

lupos .
. ^.

Ullacke Cumb. 1302 Cal. Inq.; [Ullayh mire 1308 C. Inq.Ji

Ullayhe 1334 C. Inq.; Ullayh 1334 C. Inq., 1338 Rot. Orig., 1338

CI. R., 1398 Cal. Inq.; now Ullock, in Dean par.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. eik 'oak-tree' or the derivative eiM

'a wood or grove of oak-trees' (on the M.E. place-names con-

taining these words see above p. 36 f.). The name is most in-

teresting on account of its association with the heathen worship

of the Scand. settlers in the county. For the ist mem. is, in all

probability, from the name of the ancient Scand. god Ullr, or,

rather, represents the gen. sing, case Vila of the weak side-form

^ Perhaps from O.W.Scand. joll 'wild Angelica' (Vigf.), Norw.
dial, jol; O.W.Scand. hvann-joli 'a stalk of Angelica\ Or from the pers.

name lol, lole that is discussed by Bjorkman, Personennamen, p. 73 f.

'^ ist mem. is of very uncertain origin, the more so as only one

M.E. form is on record, to whose etymology the present spelling does

not afford much of a clue. It looks like O.W.Scand. loghan, a late

variant of lowan < loan (Idhan) with insertion of w for the purpose of

avoiding hiatus; for details see Noreen in Ark. I, p. 156 f. But the

validity of this explanation is materially lessened by the fact that, in

the collections of Lind, the forms with -gh- in this and analogous cases

do not appear until about 1400 or late 14th century; in O.Swed. the

intermediate stage with -w- is recorded since the beginning of the

same century. The O.Dan, form luvarus 12 16 SRD. (for lucer^ see

Nielsen) does not seem altogether reliable That, for all this, an

O. Scand. loghan existed as early as the middle of the 13th century,

the date of the place-name under notice, may, in itself, not be entirely

impossible.

Last member is M.E. burne 'brook, streamlet.'
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TJlli^ which seems also to have existed; see Snorra Edda, the

Arna-Magn. edition 1848-87, p. 102, where two of the MSS.
have this weak form. Cf. further Lundgren, Sprakl. intyg om
hednisk gudatro i Sverige, p. 69 f. The name of this god was

of frequent occurrence in O.Norw. and O.Swed. local names of all

descriptions, on which may be consulted P. A. Munch, Norrone

gude- og helte-sagn p. 1Q9-221, the volumes of Rygh, N.G., and

Lundgren, 1. c. Of the oak-tree we know that it was held sa-

cred among the Teutonic peoples from time immemorial (cf. Schra-

DER, Reallexikon der Indogerm. Altertumskunde, p. 856 f.), and

its name is often met with in ancient designations of places of

worship. With regard to Scandinavia, see, e.g. Sophus Bugge's

explanation of the Norw. place-name Gurrik, cited in N.G. VI.

A noteworthy counterpart of the English Ullock is the O.Swed.

place-name Fr0seke S.D. I (1404) 'the oak-grove of (the god) Fro,'

the O.W.Scand. Freyr.

Westgayl, Westegmjl Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; near Brough-

ton, or Stokesley.

Contains O.W.Scand. geil. See further above, p. 56, under Hugill.

Cf. Aiistgail below p. 153.

Whaytelandehevedes Yo. 12. cent., Waitelandis-, Htvaitlan-

desheved 1227-28, Wheitelande-, Waytelandesheved 1233-46, Whaite-,

Waitelandhevedes 1216-55 Guisbrough Ch.; in Glaisdale.

1st component is O.W.Scand. *hveUi-land *a wheat-land' = O.E.

hivCeteland (Sweet, Ags. Diet.). Cf. O.W.Scand. hveiti-akr with the

same meaning. O.Swed. hvete^ Dan. hvede 'wheat'. The Rector of

Danby Grosmont kindly tells me that nowadays wheat is grown on

almost every farm m Glaisdale. The absence of the h in Watte- above

may be due to imperfect spelling, since we cannot expect the h to

have been lost in this position so far north of the Humber. This

vacillation in the rendering of O.Scand. or O.E. initial hw- (wh-) is

noticeable also elsewhere in the nomenclature of the chartulary; com-

pare, besides, Baumann, Die Sprache der Urkunden aus Yorkshire im

15. Jahrh. § 210, Kluge in Paul's Gr. p. 1003, E.D.D. gr. § 240, and

the place-name Waitewra in Ch. 5 V

^ 2nd component is M.E. heved in the sense of the upper end of

a thing, here probably equal to M.E. hevedlond (O.E. heavudland), N.E.

headland : 'a strip of land in a ploughed field, left for convenience in

turning the plough at the end of the furrows, or near the border; in

old times used as a boundary'. See further N.E.D,

Lindkvist Middle-English place-names etc. 9
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Wilchesbi. WiJgeshi. WiJgehi Li. DoB. : WUgheli Surv.

iiiS: WiRtsljy Tax. eccL 1292 CI. R.. Rot. H.. T.X., 13 13 f.

C. Inq.. 13 15 CI. R.. Xo. vill.. 1327 Rot. Orig. ; WylJcyshy 1336,

Wi/ll-eshy 1339 f- CI. R.; WyJkeshy 1392 Br. Mus.. 142S F.A.

;

now Wilksby.

Possibly from the O.Dan, man's name WigJd:. O.W.Scand.

Vigleilr. A native name WigJac seems not to have existed.

Domesday, it is true, gives among the land-owners in Lincoln-

shire at least two persons named Wiglac, and one WUac. But both

these forms ma}- have been anghcized from a Scand. ground-form.

Wilac was. according to the same record, the brother of Achi

(O.Scand. Al'i\ the son of Siuuard. and without doubt of Scand.

extraction. In the case of the r^'O others. Scand. origin mav be

presumed, considering that no other instance of the name is found,

either in the pre-Scandinavian. nor, at all. in the O.E period, as

far as the material in Searle goes. As for the loss of g in the

place-name before us. it is to be remarked that this consonant

is often lacking in O.E. pers. names apparently compounded with

Wig- as ist member. — [O.Dan. WigleJ: enters perhaps, too, into

Wilechebi, Wihhi Le. DoB.: Wyhby 12S4 F.A.; Wylewehy

T.X. : WiJuhy 1316 F.A.: Wylughby 1310 CI. R., 1327 Le. Subs.

R.: Wyliihy 142S F.A.: now Willougb}' Waterless.

Whether the other instances of the modern place-name Wil-

loughby, of which four are to be found in Lincolnshire and three

in Xottinghamshire, are of the same origin is debatable. The

M.E. spellings that I have hitherto come across do not, if taken

bv themselves, allow of such a derivation. These names will be

discussed further on. in Part 11.^ Cf. also WilHtoft in Ch. 7.]

Ch. 3. Names containing O.W Scand. 0y, ey.

On O.W.Scand. oy (ey), O.E.Scand. 0 — arisen through /-mu-

tation from the diphthong oh fan) — as a criterion of loan in M.E.

words of Scand. origin, see Bjork.aiax. Loan-words, p. 63 f. with

references. The corresponding O.E. sounds were W. Saxon le,

%, y, Kentish and Anglian e. In ^I.E. place-names containing

Scand, oy this is rendered in the orthography, since the earliest

period, with ci (ey) and ai (ay), and seems, in fact, to have un-

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismmiderby, p. 3.
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dergone the same development as the diphthong ei < Teutonic ai.

On a sporadic spelling oy see p. 151 n. 2. The following name
material belongs here^:

Eymunderby, etc. see above, p. 9.

Aiulftorp, Aiultorp Yo. DoB.; Joltorp 1203-4 Ped. fin. Eb.;

YoUhorp T235 Gray's Reg., Kirkby, 1295 Giffard's Reg., 1305 CI.

R., No. vill., etc.; Yolethorp 1294 Ch. R.; Yoltorp T.N.; now
Youlthorpe.

From O.W.Scand. 0yolfr (O.Dan. 0uUv?), pers. name.^ Un-
der the forms Eiulfus^ Aiidf the name occurs A.D. 1166 in Liber

rub.; as for other instances found in M.E. literature, see Bjork-

MAN, Personennamen, p. 36. The dropping of the prefix Ai-

in the place-name, which took place in post-Domesday times,

must be an arbitrary mutilation, to be ascribed to the copyists.

Estrebi Li DoB.; Eysterihy Tax. eccl.; Esterhy 1294 Spal-

ding ch., Mon. Ill; Aysterhy t. Edw. 1. Plac. Warn, 13 16 F.A.,

1330 C. Inq., LN., 1401 f. F.A.; AisVhy T.N.; Aisterhy 1338 Pat.

R.; Eysterhy 13 14 Ch. R., 1428 F.A.; now Asterby.

ist mem. is O.W.Scand. 0ystri "^more eastern', a comparative

from the same base as rnf^^r 'east'; see the M.E. names compound-

ed with Aiistr- and Aust-, below p. 150 f,-*^ — Compare in An-
cient Norway 0ystramoo, 0ystrarudi E.J. etc.

Estanesbi Yo. DoB.; Aistenhy iiq8 Fountains Mem.; Ay-

stanhy 1258 C. Inq.; Ayscenhy Kirkby; Eynstenhy Plac. Warr.;

Aystenby 1301 Yo. Subs., 13 19 C. Inq.. 1346 Ripon Mem., 1380,

1408 f. Pat. R.
;
Aystanhy, Estanhy 13 14 C. Inq.; Escanhy No.

vill.; Aystynhy 1334-35, Astenby, Astynby 1405, Aysynby 1408

Pat. R. ; now Asenby.

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. 0ysteinn, an exceedingly common
pers. name in Norw^ay, recorded as early as the 8th century.

O.E.Scand. 0sten. Of the same origin is the O.Norw. place-name

0ysteinsb0 E.J.^ The spelling Aysten- above may go back to an

anglicized form Aystan- with the a shortened to e in the un-

^ It should be pointed out that for shortness' sake the O.W.Scand.

ground-words in this chapter are quoted only in the 02/-spellings, which

were chiefly O.Norw.
^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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stressed syllable, provided the shortening did not take place accord-

ing to the O.W.Scand. sound-law given by Noreen, Altisl. Gr.

§ 145^, I. — The same name enters, besides, into

Aistangarthes Yo. 12th cent. Whitby Ch.; in Ingleby, near

Stokesley.-^

Leisingebi Cumb. DoB., 1165-66 f. Pipe R., 1209 i^-

H.; Laysinghy 1246 f. C. Inq., Tax. eccl.; Lesinghy 1272 Rot.

Orig., 1 28 1 CI. R.; Leysinghy Tax. eccl., 1295 CI. R., 1302 N.

Reg., i^tj Test. Karl.; Leisinghy 13 13 C. Inq., etc.; Laisinghy

13 1 2 Pat. R.^ 1348 CI. R.; Lesynghy, Lasyngby 1429, Lasinghy

1462 f. Pat. R.; now Lazonby.

ist mem. is O.W.Scand. l0ysingi (loysingr) 'a freedman';

the word is also recorded as a surname (F. Jonsson, Tilnavne).^

Under the forms Leysing, Lesing, etc. it was in frequent use as

a personal name in Mediaeval England, esp. in northern counties.

Cf. further Bjorkman, Personennamen p. 92, with references, and

Steenstrup, Danelag, p. loi. The same word forms the ist

member in

Leisingebi, Laisinhia, Lesingehi, Lesighehi Yo. DoB.; Ley-

singeby 1203 Ped. fin. Eb.; Leislingebi [213 Guisbrough Ch.;

Lesingbi 1279 Yo. inq.; Lasingby Kirkby, 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.;

Laysingby 1280 Cat. A.D., c. 1300 Guisbr. Ch., 1301 Yo. Subs.,

1 3 14 C. Inq., No. vill., etc.; Laysynby 1399 Pat. R.; now Lazenby,

near Guisbrough.^

Leisingbi, Leisencbi Yo. DoB.; Laisingbi LVD.; Laysingby

Kirkby; Liesingby 1298, Lesyngby 1299 Yo. inq.; LeisinggeV T.N.;

Lasyngby 1397 Pat. R.; now Lazenby, near Danby Wiske. ^

Leisingstocking [pratum] Yo. 1200 Pontefr. Ch. Not iden-

tifiable.^

Laysingcroft Yo. uncertain date, Guisbrough Ch.; near Upleat-

ham.^

* 2nd mem. is M.E. garth (< O.W.Scand. gardr, O.Swed. garper,

O.Dan, garth) "^a small piece of enclosed ground, usually beside a house

or other building, used as a yard, garden, or paddock; a fence or hedge'

(N.E.D.).
^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ 2nd mem. M.E. stoc or O.W.Scand. stokkr ^stock, trunk'; 3rd

mem. O.E. ing, given by Middendorf in the sense of ^meadow'.
^ O.E., M.E. croft ^a small, enclosed field'; see further in the

beginning of Ch. 7.
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Laisingtorp Li. 1208 Bardney Reg., Mon. I; near Partney?*

Lesingthorpe Yo. 1303 A. Plac.;^ cf. ibid. Lesingcrofte. Not
identifiable. On the spellings Losing-, Liesing- see Bjorkman I.e.

Raveneserot Yo. 125 1 Ch. R.; Raveneser Hodde, Odravenser

1259 C. Inq.; Ravenesher, Ravenesodd Rot. H.; Ravenesor i2j6

CI. R.; Vetus Ravenser, Ravenserodde iig-j Yo. Subs.; Ravenser

Kirkby, No, vill., etc.; Ravenser-Odd No. vilL; Ravenserod 1332

C. Inq.; Ravenserodd 1340 Pat. R.; etc.; two lost towns on the

Humber.

The older of these two names occurs in the Orkneyinga

Saga as [af] Hrafnseyri, from which spelling* it appears that the

2nd mem. was O.W.Scand. 0yrr 'a gravelly bank'; Norw. dial.

0yr, N. E. dial. (Wm. Lane.) air 'a sandbank, or ridge made by

the action of water', ist mem. was, then, O.W.Scand. hrafn 'ra-

ven', also recorded as a pers. name (La. etc.). The younger town

borrowed the name of the older with the addition of O.W.Scand.

oddr, oddi 'a point or tongue of land'. — Ravenser has been

identified with Ravenspurgh, mentioned in Shakespeare's Richard

IL, Act II2 as the landing-place of Bolingbroke. Ravenserodd

was submerged by the sea at the end of the 14th cent.; not long

afterwards Ravenser shared the same fate. On the history of

the two towns see Streatfeild, p. 238 f.; cf. also Skaife in Publ.

of Surtees Soc. 49, p. 247 n.

Reineford Lane. 1202, 1208 Lane. Fin. Cone; Reinesford,

Raynford, Reinford 1246 Lane. Assize R.; Rayneford 1250-68

Cockers. Ch., 1278 f. Lane. Assize R.; Raynford Plac. Warr., 1346

Pat. R.; Rayneford 1292 Rot. Orig.; Raynesfort 1404 Pat. R.;

Raynford I /^^-j Cal. inq. Lane; etc.; now Rainford,

ist mem. may be the O.W.Scand. collective r0yni 'a clump

of rowan-trees'; cf. r0ynir 'a rowan-tree' (O.Swed. rone, e. Dan.

r0ne)} The same word is found in the O. Norw. place-name [i]

Reynisuelle D.N. 3 (1384), and the Icelandic Reynis nes La.

O.W.Scand. r0yni seems to enter into some other M.E. place-

names, where, it is true, it is very difficult to differentiate from the

man's name Hreinn (see Rainthorpe, etc. p. 73), which is also to

be taken into consideration in most cases. Here belong further:

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

2 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. ford, N.E. ford.
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Raynebergh Yo. 12th cent.(?) Pontefract ch., Mon. V.^

Rainnisfeld Yo. 1263 Giffard's Reg.; near Mexborough.^

[Renesgill Wm. 1240 Furness Reg., Mon. V; Reingill 1241 P.

Pipe R.; Renegile 1246 Lane. Inq.; Renegil 1256 P. Pipe R.; now
Reagill?]^

On Rainthorpe Norf., and Rayneshuayt Lane, see above p.

73 and 119 n. 7 resp.

Reysebek, Reisehehe, Eeyesbek Wm. 13 10 Whitby Ch.-, Rais-

hek 1342, 141 2 Furness Ch,; now Raisbeck.

ist mem. might be from O.W.Scand. hreysi 'a heap of sto-

nes' (see next name),* if it is not to be connected with the

O.W.Scand. verb risa (O.E. risan) \o rise', reisa 'to raise', etc.

A derivation similar to this last-named is suggested by Rygh
(Norske Elvenavne p. 189) for the Norw. river-name Reisa.

Rasaker, Raysahur Lane. 1249, Reysacre 1285, Raysalver

1286 Lane. Inq.; Raysacre 1283 Lane. Fin. Cone.; now Roseacre,

in Kirkham.

ist mem. is O.W.Scand. hr0ysi ^a heap of stones, cairn';

Norw. dial. r0ys, wSwed. ros, rose, Dan. r0s, r0se.'* The O.W.Scand.

word survives in N.E. dial, raise (Cumb. Wm. Lane.) 'cairn, tu-

mulus'; of the same origin is the M.E. place-name Le Rayse Lane.

1246-68 Cockers. Ch. (in Forton). Furthermore, the word is pre-

served in the following compounded names in M.E.:

[Thornton subtus] Reysebergh' Yo. t. Edw. I. Plac. Warr.;

[Thorneton de] Riseherg^ Kirkby; [Thornton sub] Rysbergh No. vill.;

[Thornton under] Risbergh 1335 C. Inq.; now (Thornton) Risebrough.^

Reysbrec Lane. 1220-40 Cockers. Ch.; in Scotforth.'^

Raysefeld Lane. 1240-68 Cockers. Ch.; in Ellel.^

Raysland Nhb. 1479 Hexham ch.; in Stannington.^

Compare with these such O.Norw. names as Royselmid D.N. 1

1

(1405), Roeysi ibid. 2 (1295), J Roysilidhenne E.J. Cf. too, M.E. Stayn-

rayse, below in this chapter.

* On 2nd mem. see above p. 13 n. 2.

2 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. feld Afield'.

On 2nd mem. see next page n. i.

* 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. bekkr, or M.E. beck 'a brook, stream'.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. akr, or M.E. aker (O.E. cecer) 'a piece

of tilled or arable land'.

^ On 2nd mem. see above p. 13 n. 2.

' 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. brekka 'a slope'.

^ 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. feld 'field'.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. land (a plot of) land.
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Saithegile [rhmlus] Cumb. 13 18 Conishead ch., Mon. VI, i.

An affluent to the river Calder, in Ponsonby.

ist mem. is probably O.W.Scand. soyd f. : a place in a rapid

stream or torrent where the water bubbles on the surface, as in a boiling

pot (see Fritzner). From the same base are the derivative soydir

'a cooking-fire', and the vb. sjdda 'to cook'; O.E. seojjan *to seethe',

and seap 'a pit, hole, well, reservoir, lake""; MHG. sot 'das wallen, koch-

en; brunnen, das wasser worin etwas gesotten wird' (Muller-Zarnckp:'s
Wb.), etc.; see further Grimm's Wb. On some Norw. local names con-

taining a river-name of a similar form, see Rygh, Elvenavne p. 262.^

Skaytebec, Sketehek Yo. 1271 C. Inq.; Skeytthek, Skaytebec^ Scai-

tehek 1272 CI. R.; now Skate Beck, near Girrick, par. of Skelton-in-

Cleveland.

I St mem. seems to be the same word as O.W.Scand. skoyti, an ia-

derivative from the same base as skaut 'a corner, angle'. But skoyti

is recorded only in the sense of a shaft, missile. For want of a better

explanation it may be presumed that in the name before us skoyti was
employed in the same sense as skaut. Analogous doublets are O.W.-
Scand. hyrni and horn "corner' (Fritzner). In that case the word was
applied to the stream in consideration of its numerous angles or bends,

which are distinctly visible on the Ordnance Survey Map. Rygh (see

Elvenavne p. 215) gives some instances of a Norw. river-name begin-

ning with Skaut-, to which word he, hesitatingly, assigns the same
meaning.^

Stanheir Lane. 1205-25, 1220-30 Cockers. Ch.; in Tatham.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. oyrr 'a gravelly bank' (cf. above under

Eaveneserot); ist mem. M.E. stdn ""stone'. It is possible that a similar

hybrid M.E. compound '^staneir was the ground-form of the unexplained

N.E. dial, stanner (Sc. Irel. Nhb. Lane.) 'small stones and gravel in the

bed or by the margin of a stream; a ridge of stones formed by the

sea' (E.D.b.).

In the township of Nottingham there were in late Middle Ages

several closes and meadows called Stener. Thus we find in 15th cen-

tury records of the Borough such instances as Ingollsteneres, later Yn-
gald Stener, Ingersteynour; Epursteytier, Herherd Steyier, ye Lytulle Sten-

er, etc. There can be no doubt that these forms contain an original

O.W.Scand. '^steinoyrr, signifying, as above, a bank covered with small

stones or gravel. That is confirmed by the fact that, as is pointed

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. gil 'a cleft, fissure, narrow valley or

glen'; borrowed in M.E. as gill "a deep rocky cleft or ravine, usually

wooded and forming the course of a stream'. Since the e. N.E. pe-

riod recorded, besides, in the sense of a narrow stream, a brook or

rivulet (N.E.D).
^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. bekkr, or M.E. beck 'a brook, stream'.
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out by the Editor of Nott. rec, all the places in question abutted upon
the ancient or modern course of the river Trent. The contracted forms
with e < 0ij have developed under weak stress. A parallel is possibly
Swed. stenor 'stony or gravelly ground', though it is true or can here
have descended as well from the equivalent of O.W.Scand. aurr 'gravel'.

La Staynrayse Yo. 1307 Ch. R.; in Wensley Dale.

From O.W.Scand. "^stein-hroysi 'a heap of stones, cairn' = hroysi;

cf. above under Easaker. The same word, with its ist member ang-
licized to Stan, is found several times as a place-name in Lancashire,
apparently denoting some kind of boundary-mark:

Stanreys 1235-62 Cockers. Ch.; in Stainail.

Stanrays 1200-40 » » ; in Bilsborough.

Stanrays 1268-79 » » ;
in Forton.

For additional instances of the same type I refer the reader to

the Cockersand Ch.

Ch. 4. Names containing O.W.Scand. ou, au.

O.W.Scand. ou, au (O.E.Scand. 0), developed from Teutonic

au and corresponding to O.E. ea, M E. ^, is discussed by Bjork-

MAN, Loan-words, p. 68, 78 &c., where its capability of serving

as a test of Scand. loan in M.E. is dwelt upon.

With regard to the M.E. place-names treated in this chap-

ter we find in their spellings the usual M.E. representatives of

the Scand. diphthong, namely ou, 0, au. Occasionally all these

variants appear, in the course of the Middle Ages, in the forms

of one and the same name. But, on the whole, the ou is by far

the most frequent except in Domesday, where the o-spelHngs

prevail, while the ati is all but absent. On some instances of ol,

al, which are due to A.N. inverted spelling, see below under

Oadby. The early appearance of the o-vowel in the Cumb. Cope-

land (< O.W.Scand. haupa-), in the two Yo. and Hunt, names

composed with Copman- (O.W.vScand. haup-mabr), and in the Li.

Lopyngethorp {< O.W.Scand. Maupingia-) is striking, and seems,

to some extent, to confirm Luick's theory respecting the loss of

u in M.E. ou (and au) before a labial sound, combined with leng-

thening of the former element of the diphthong (Arch. 107, p. 322

f.; cf. BjoRKMAN^s criticism in Loan-words, p. 299). But on the

other hand the Nhb. Coupland occurs in M.E. almost exclusively

with the diphthong ou, and if we turn to the Lane. Coupmannesivra,

we find comparatively few instances of the 0. However that may
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be, the late M.E. form Caji- of the latter name is remarkable.

The place-name material certainly does not yield the necessary

premises for any definite conclusion on this point, the more as

oil is found alternating with 0 also before other consonants in

names belonging to different parts of Mediaeval England. Bjork-

MAN (Loan-words, p. 78 f.) attributes the o-forms (< au) of the

Scand. loan-words in M.E. partly to some supposed similar dia-

lectal pronunciation within the O.Scand. languages themselves at

the time of the borrowing, partly to O.E.Scand. influence, which

all seems very likely. But as far as the place-names are concern-

ed, the state of things sometimes carries us beyond the range

of this hypothesis. When their earliest spellings on record con-

tain a diphthong, the subsequent alternation between ou, 0 implies

an actual transition ou > 0 on M.E. territory, which may have

proceeded from tendencies in that direction within the language

of the new settlers, or within the native dialects. And it should

be noticed that the influence of the O.E.Scand. monophthongi-

zation cannot have been felt in all those parts of Scand. England

where the contracted forms are met with. However, it still re-

mains to decide the local extension of the transition just hinted

at, as well as the conditions under which it took place; in attempt-

ing that we are essentially hampered by the paucity of the ma-

terial in most counties. Fresh light might be shed on these

questions by a careful inquiry into the local pronunciation of the

place-names interpreted below, and also, as Bjorkman (1. c.) points

out, by an examination of the general stock of words belonging

here which have survived in the modern dialects.

Among my own material which is given below the reader

will miss one category of names that he may have expected

to find here. I am referring to the numerous names that contain

O.W.Scand. haiigr (O.Swed. hogJicr, O.Dan. Ji0gh) 'a hill, mound,

cairn'. Of this word there occur in M.E. place-names several

forms: hogh, hough, hoive, hou, &c. They coincide in spelling with

contemporary forms of O.E. hdh (ho) ' heel', M.E. ho^e, hotve, hoiv

(< O.E. /^o^e, dat. sing.) and — esp. in the north — hogh, hoiigh,

which latter word was, too, very frequent in place-names almost

everywhere in Scand. England. Having primarily meant 'heel',

it was already in O.E. applied to 'a promontory, a projecting

ridge of land, a height ending abruptly or steeply'; cf. N.E. dial.
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hoe. Now if we find a M.E. name terminating in -hoive, &c. it

is clearly impossible to determine, from a phonological point of

view, which of the two words we have before us. In a few ca-

ses the character of the other member affords something in the na-

ture of a clue to a plausible derivation, but as a rule we are left to

what can be gathered by means of topographical investigations. Since

I have not been in a position, for the present, to undertake any

with the thoroughness and accuracy which would be desirable, I

have preferred to give a survey of these names in the later, non-

phonetical, part of the present work.

As matters stand, the following material remains for con-

sideration :

Ansgotesbi, Ansgotehi Yo. DoB.; Osgotehi, Osgetehi 1200

A.Plac; Afigodehy 1204 Ped. fin. Eb.; Osgotehy t. Hen. III. Br.

Mus., Rot.H., T.N., 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., No. vill.; Osgothy 1280

Ch. R.; Osgotehy, Hosgotehy Kirkby; Osgodhy 1302, Osgodbi, Os-

gotehi, Angotehi 131 1 Ch. R.; now Osgadb}^ in Hemingbrough par.

ist mem. is the pers. name O.W.Scand. Asgautr, O.Swed.

Asg0ter, Asguter, Asgot, O.Dan. Asgot, Osgut, etc} The many
various M.E. forms (Osgot, Ansgot, Angod etc.) of this name, which

must have been in frequent use in Scand. England, are discussed

by BjoRKMAN, Personennamen, p. i4f., to which I refer the^ reader

for details. The same name, or the O.W.Scand. side-form Asgauti,

enters into some other M.E. place-names, of which the following

spellings may suffice:

Ansgotebi Yo DoB.; Angotehy t. Hen. III. Liber rub.; Ose-

godehy 1247 Ch. R.; Osegotehy Rot.H., Kirkby; Osgotehy 1300

Cal. Inq.; Osgothy 1327 C. Inq.; now Osgodby, in Thirkleby par.^

Asgozbi Yo. DoB.; Angotehy 1206 Ped. fin. Eb., 1247 Ch.

R.; Angodehy 1251 Rievaulx Ch.; Osgotehy 1252, 1332 ibid., 1291

Rot. Orig., 1294 CI. R., 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., No. vill.; Osgothy

Kirkby, 1301 Yo. Subs., 1358 Rot. Orig.; Osgodhy 1323 Whitby

Ch.; Angotehy, Osgotehy 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; now Osgodby, in

Seamer par.^

Osgotehi Li. C.S. 1280 (c. 1050), DoB., 1139 Round, Anci-

ent ch.; Osgoteshi DoB.; Ansgotehi, Osgotahi, Osgotehi Surv. 11 18;

Ansgotehi 1167-68 Pipe R.; Angotehy 1209 Li. rec; Osgotehy

1266-79 Br. Mus., Rot. H., 1337 CI. R.; Osgothy 123 1 Cal. Rot.

2nd mem, as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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Ch., 1273 &c. Cal. Inq., 1281 Chron. Petrob.; Angotehy, Osgotehy

T.N.; Osgottehy 1303, Osgothy 1316 F.A.; Osgoldhy 1331 Cal. Rot.

Ch.; Osgodhy 1346, 1401 F.A.; now Osgodby, near Market Rasen.^

Osgotebi Li. DoB.; Ansgoteshi 1125-28 L. Niger S.P.; Os-

gotehy, Osscgottehy T.N.; Osegotehy Rot. H., 13 16 F.A.; Osgotehy

Rot. H., 1327 C. Inq.; now Osgodby, in Lavington.^

Osgodtorp Le. DoB.; Osgodesthorp 1124 Le. Survey; An-

godestorp 1199 Le. fines, c. 1200 Br. Mus.; Angodesthorpe Rot.

Hug.; OsegostJiorp 1275 Staff. Plea R.; Asgarthorp 1263 Ch. R.;.

Osgerthorp Tax. eccl., 1303 A.Plac; Osegotthorp, Osegothorp Rot,

H.; Hosegotetorp T.N.; Osgodetorp, Osgotthorpe 13. cent., Osgares-

thorp, Osgarsthorpe 1386, Osgherthorp 1368 Cat.A.D.; Osgartliorp

1396, OsgatJiorpe 1412 f. Pat. R.; now Osgathorpe.^

Osgotcros Yo. DoB., 13 10 C. Inq.; Osgodecros 1165-66,

Osgodescros 1166-67 Pipe R.; Osgodcros 1284 Kirkstall Ch.; Os-

gotecros Rot. H., 1285 C. Inq.; Osgotcrosse 1327 C. Inq.; Osgote-

crosse Rot. H.; Osegodcrosse 1338 CI. R.; Osgodcrosse 1377 f. Pat.

R.; etc.; now Osgoldcross wap.^

Brochelesbi Li. DoB.; Brocloshi, Brocleshi, Broclieshi Surv.

1 1 18; Broclaiishi c. 11 50, late 12. cent., Broclousehi c. 1150-60,

Broclosehi 1156-57?, Brochlosby 1263, Brocheloushi 1306 Br.

Mus.; Brocloiushy 1268 Ch. R.; BroJceloushy^ Brokelousethy Tax.

eccl.; Brocloushy Rot. H., T.N., 1304 Br. Mus.; Brolceleshy Rot.

H.^ 1303 f. F.A., 1349 f. Br. Mus.; Brokelshy 13 16 F.A.; Brocloshy

1322 CI. R.; Broccelby 1325 f., Brocldeshy 1339, Brocelhy 1344

Pat. R.; BroJdeshy 1331 Br. Mus., 1339 Pat. R.; i?r6)?e?oi65% 1346

F.A.; BrohMeshy 1378 Pat. R.; Brokylshy, Brokelyshy, Brolceleshy,

Brokeshy, BrohesJey 1428 F.A.; etc.; now Brocklesby.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ This place is recorded as Osgotehy C.S. 22 (CD. 984) in an

alleged grant by Wulfhere, King of the Mercians, to the monastery of

Medeshamstede (Peterborough) of various lands and privileges. The
deed, which is dated 664, contains not a few Scand. place-names in

North., Rutl. and Li., e. g. lolthorpe, Alethorpe, Ragenildetorpe, Brei-

desthorpe, Ingedorp, Thurlehy, Bisehy, etc., which suffice to prove it to

be spurious. I have examined the MS. in the British Museum (MS.

Cott. Aug. II, 5); it is wonderfully well preserved and, beyond every

doubt, a late 12th century forgery, as may be inferred from the hand
and from the spellings of the place-names.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. kross^a. cross'. Cf. Staincross, above p. 86.
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As I St mem. Streatfeild suggests 'Brok, a dwarf noted for

skill in working metals', while Napier & Stevenson (Crawford

charters, p. 70) derive it, with great hesitation, from O.E. Broc-

wulf, pers. name. But the evidence of the above M.E. spellings

discredits both these derivations. From the early post-Domesday
forms it is obvious that the ist member was originally the

O.W.Scand. adj. broh-lauss 'breekless' (Vigf.), applied as surname
to some settler on the spot. The reduced vowel in the spelling

Brodes-, etc. may be due to weak stress in the composition,

or the M.E. equivalent les (O.E. leas) may have been substituted.

As for the writing Broleshy above, which is taken from the Sub-

sidy Rolls of 1428, Zachrisson (p. 152) seems to ascribe the ab-

sence of the I to the M.E. tendency to drop this consonant in

an unstressed position before another consonant. That may be so,

though allowance must be made for the possibility of association

with place-names beginning with Brohes-, such as Brokeshy La
in the Subsidy roll of the same year 1428 {Brocheshi DoB., now
Brooksby) and others; cL Brokestou, besides Brochohvestotiwa, Nott.

1457 Br. Mus. (Brocolvestov DoB.) now Broxtow. The spelling

Brocheshi in the survey of Henry I. is no doubt a scribal mistake

for Broclesbi, which form occurs in the same entry ; a glance at

the hand of the MS. (see Facsimile ed.) will show that the letter

h could easily be miswritten for I. Napier & Stevenson (1. c.) state

that the Domesday form is Brocheshi, which, however, I cannot

find in the record.'

Gaukewelle Li. 1163 Br. Mus.; Goiiekwelle 1197 Selby Ch.;

Goiikwell Rot. Hug., 1382 Cal. Inq.; Goucwell 1257 Ch. R.; Gou-

heswelle 131 1 f. Pat. R., 1373 Cal. Inq.; Goiikewell Rot. H., 1314

Ch. R.; GowJcwell 1394 Li. wills ^; GouJceswell 14 11 Pat. R.; Gook-

well 1505-06 N.C. wills; now Gokewell, in Broughton.

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. gaukr (O.Swed. g0ker, O.Dan. g0k;

O.E. geac) 'a cuckoo'.^ The word was often employed as a personal

name in O.W.Scand. (see Lind; on its use as a nickname see F
JoNSSON, Tilnavne, and Kahle, Altwestnord. Beinamen). This also

holds good of Scand. England, esp. Lincolnshire, where we find

the pers. names Herbertus Gouk Rot. H., Thomas Gouk 1341 CI.

R.; cf. Philippus Goiike Guisbrough Ch.; etc. When the word is

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderbi, p. 3.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. welle 'a spring, fount'; N.E. well.
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found in compounded place-names, it is often impossible to decide

whether it represents the appellative or the pers. name. It occurs

in the following additional M.E. place-names:

Gouthorp Norf. Rot. H., T.N.; GoukeMorp 1367 Cal. Inq.^

1368 Rot. Orig.; Gozvethorp 1449 Br.Mus,; now Gowthorp.^

Gauthorp Yo. 1198 Fountains Mem.; GouTiethorpe 1274

Wakefield Court R.; Gouthorp 1298 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Gauhethorpe

1480 Pat. R.; now Gawthorpe.^

Gheuetorp, Geutorp Yo. DoB.; Goutorp 1203 Ped. fin Eb.;

Gouhthorp, Gouthorp 1235 Gray^s Reg. (p. 247);^ Gauthorp 1276

Ch. R.; Gouthorp Kirkby, 1298, 1346 f. CI. R., 1299 Ch. R., 1302

Feod. mil. Eb, No vilL, 13 18 Yo. doc, 1347 Pat. R., 1378 Cat.A.D.

&c.; Golthorp c. 1260, 1296 Yo. doc; Gowethorpe 1378 Cat.A.D.,

1398 Cal. Inq.; now Gowthorpe.^

Gawthrop Lane 1472 Lane, inq.; now Gawthorpe Hall.^

Goukebusk Yo. 11 98 Fountains Mem.; now Goakebush?^

[Gawkeholme, Ganhhohne Lane. 1520 Cal. inq. Lane.; now
Gawxholm.^]

[Golsa Golse Li. DoB.; Golsa wSurvey 11 18; Goussa, Gousla

c. 1150-60 Br.Mus.; Gausile, Gousle e. 13. cent. Br.Mus.; Gousel

121 1 Ped. fin. Eb., 1269 Br.Mus., Rot.H., 1312 Pat.R.; Gousil,

Gousul, Gousele T.N.; Gausell 1265 Cal. Inq.; Gousell 1286 C.

Inq.; Goushill 1290 &c. C^. Inq., 1428 F.A.; Gonsyl Tax. eccl.;

Goushull 1295, 1350 CI. R., I.N., 1346 F.A.; Gonsyl 1303 F.A.;

Gousill Rot. H., 13 16 F.A., 1392 Pat. R.; Gouxhill 1331 Cal.

Rot. Ch., 1 34 1 Pat. R., 1346, 1 40 1, 1 43 1 F.A., 1401 Li. wills ^;

Gouxhull 1338 Cal. Inq., 1346 Pat. R.; Guxhill 1428 F.A.; Cox-

hill 1467, Goussell 1475 Pat. R.; etc.; now Goxhill.

I St mem. was^ perhaps, original^ the same word as the

O.Norw. river-name ""Gaus f. which is in ablaut-relation to the

' 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ In the Inspeximus or royal charter which ratifies and confirms

a grant of land by Walter Gray, Archbishop of York, 'in the vill of

Goukthorp\ A.D. 1235, this place-name is rendered with Couthorp, Gou-

torp, Goutorp 1252 Ch. R. These last forms are identified by the

Editor of Ch. R. with the modern Cowthorpe (Claro wap., West Riding),

which must be a mistake.
^ 2nd mem. is M.E. husk, husch 'bush'.

* 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand, holmr or holmi: i) an islet, esp. in a

bay, lake, or river 2) a hill or elevation rising from level ground, land

or a marsh. N.E. dial, holm^ see E.D.D,
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O.W.Scand. verb gjosa 'to gush'; cf. Norw. dial, gaus m. ""an

outflow, a stream of liquid or air', which is identified by F. Jons-

son (Tilnavne) with the O.W.Scand. surname Gauss. This O.W.-
Scand. word gaus might possibly be the source of N.E. dial,

(only Cumb.) goivse 'a rush or gush of fluid'; of a fluid: ^to burst

out suddenly'. Rygh (Elvenavne) gives some Norw. place-names

containing the river-name Gaus, such as Gausaaher, Oausnes; J
Gausenne E.J., etc. Now the village of Goxhill stands on the

northmost slopes of the Wolds, near which flows a small stream

to the river Humber. Was the word Gaus the ancient name of

this stream, the present name of which I have not been able to

ascertain? It almost looks as if the earliest forms of Goxhill re-

presented a river-name "^Gaus-d (O.Scand. d 'a stream'; on the

A.N. spelling ol for ou see below under Oadby), and as if there

had long reigned great confusion as to the real form and signi-

fication af the 2nd member, till this was fixed, at last, as hill.

The 14. cent, and subsequent forms above exhibit as ist mem.
genitive of O.W.Scand. gauhr (see prec. name), but this word

must have been introduced into the name at that late period,

since it cannot be reflected by the consistent earlier forms.] ^

Goutebi Li. 1196 Feet of fines; Gautehy T.N., 1338, 1349

Pat. R.; Goiitehy Tax. eccl., 1330 C. Inq., 1337 f. Pat. R., 13 16,

1428 F.A.; Goutehie 13 10 C. Inq.; Goutehy, Gaudehy 1394 Pat.

R.; Gokhy 1490 C. Inq.; now Gautby.

ist mem. is gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name Gauti

(O.E.Scand. G0te), recorded in Iceland as early as the loth cent.

(Lind).^ Fairly frequent in O.Norw. place-names, as e. g. Gau-

tarud E. J.; see further Rygh, Personnavne. On M.E. territory

the name occurs as Gouti DoB., 1165-66 Pipe R., etc. It en-

ters, moreover, into

Goltebi Le. DoB.; Goutehia 11 24 Le. Survey; Goutehi 1182

Br.Mus.; Gauhy 1206 R. Oblat., 1254 Cat.A.D.; Goutehy 1202

Le. fines, 1267 Cal. Rot. Ch., Tax. eccl., 13 16 F.A., 1327 Le.

Subs. R., 1329 Pat R., 1336 Br.Mus., 1344 CI. R., &c.; Goucihy

^ Obscure is the relation of this name to Golse Yo. DoB., Gousle

Kirkby, Goulshull No. vill., Gousill t. Hen. HI. Yo. doc, 1388 Cal.

Inq., Gouxhill 1483 Cal. Inq., now Goxhill, which name appears to be

identical in form and development with the Li. Goxhill.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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1273 A.Plac; Goudehy 1390 Pat. R.; Goutehy, Goudehy 1428

F.A.; Goivdehy a. 1437 Br.Mus.; now Goadby Marwood.*

Goutebi Le. DoB., 1166— 67 Pipe R.; Goiithy izy^ C. Inq.;

Gouthebey Rot. H.; Goutehy 1156 Ch. R. Ill, Tax. eccl., 1316 F.A.,

1319 Pat. R., 1336 Tallage rolls, see Le. rec. II, 39; Gouchehy

i^zj Le. Subs. R.; Goudehy 1346 Cal, Rot. Ch.; now Godeby.^

Qotesthorpe Suff. 1280 A.Plac; Goudestorp uncertain date

Colchester Ch.; Gasthorp 1335 Suff. fines; now lost?

ist mem. seems to be gen. of O.W.Scand. Gautr (O.Swed.

G0t),^ a pers. name found, though not very frequently, in O.W.Scand.

place-names, e. g. Gautsdal La.; see further Lind. In one of

Round's Ancient charters we meet with a certain Gcw^, capellanus

A.D. 1 174; the same name appears as Goiitr in Ped. fin. Norf. From
Gautr (or Gaiiti, see prec. name) is, moreover, the ist mem. of

Gauthscou [boscum, in Normannebi] Yo. 1203 Ch. R. Ill; in

Normanby.^

Houkesgarth, HouJcesgard, Hauchesgard Yo. 12. cent. Whitby

Ch.; HouJcasyart, Houkesgart, Okesgard, Haukesgard ibid.; Hokes-

gard 1166-67, Haukesgard 1175-76, Hokesgarth 1179-80 Pipe

R.; Haukasgarth 12. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; Hokesgarthe 12 12

Rot. Ch.; Houkesgarth 12 13 Whitby Ch.; Haukesgarth 1298 Yo.

inq., 1 30 1 Yo. Subs., 1299, 1308 f. Whitby Ch.; Haugesgargh No.

(viU.; etc.; now Hawsker, near Whitby.

ist mem. is gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name Haukr

O.Swed. H0ker, O.Dan. Hok),^ which appears as early as La.

and was in frequent use in Norway and Iceland ; see Lind. The
name is identical with the appellative haukr, etc. 'hawk'. — There

are in M.E. records not a few place-names that have Hauk- or

Haukes- as ist member. In almost every county in Scand. Eng-

land, and outside it, we come across compounds such as Hauk-

tvell, Haukesivell, Haucherst (Kent), Haukedon, Haukhull^ etc.

B}^ far the largest percentage of these are without doubt of na-

tive origin and contain M.E. ha^ik < O.E. havoc, N.E. hawk. An

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. — The Domesday spelling

Goltebi is explained below p. 154.
^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. skogr 'a wood'; cf. Scorbrough, p. 15.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. gardr (O.Swed. garper, O.Dan, garth)

in the sense of ^a farm\ Cf. above p. 132, under Aistangarthes.
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O.E. man's name of the same form seems not to be known accord-

ing to BjoRKMAN, Personennamen, p. 66. But it is most likely that

such a name once did exist, although it may have early fallen

into disuse, and, like several other O.E. pers. names, has survived

only in place-names. There can hardly be any doubt, that a

name like O.E. HaueJcestune Cambr. CD. 907 (Eadweard), Ha-
vochestun DoB., Hauhestone 13 16 F.A., now Hauxton, is com-

posed with a pers. name "^Havoc. The same applies to Havoches-

herie Glo. DoB., HaueJceshiri 12^2 Ch. R., 1272 C. Inq., Hauhes-

bery 1303 F.A., now Hawkesbury, and some other cases into

which I cannot enter here. Kemble's index to CD. gives from the

south of England some O.E. place-names beginning with Havoces-,

of which at least two or three seem to contain the pers. name.

And- ill Stanmer, Sussex, there was in O.E. times a field-name

hafocunga leahge CS. 197, the former member of which looks

like a patronymic derived from the pers. name just mentioned.

Further it is to be noted that the gen. case of the O.E. appella-

tive hafoe is not seldom found in place-names, as may be seen

from the indexes of CD. and F.A. All this being so, it is clear

that we can in no case assign Scand. origin to M.E. place-na-

mes beginning with Hauhfes], unless spellings with the diph-

thong written ow^, 0 can be adduced in support. Forms of that

kind reflect a very common development of the Scand. diphthong

in England (cf. on this above p. 136 f.), which is well evidenced

from Scand. loan-words in M.E., and such forms may be regarded

as doubtless of Scand. origin. Apart from Hawsker,^ this holds

good of the following names:

Houcbyg Li. 1066 Thorpe, Dipl.; cannot be identified.^

tioukesete Lane. 1 197-1200 Lane. Priv- deeds; Houhesete,

Howkeset e. 13. cent. Furness Ch.; Hatikcshed 1336, Haukeshevedc

1400, 1407 ibid.; now Hawkshead.^

Hokeswelle, Haukestvelle Lane. 13. cent. Lane, ch.; now
Hawkswell.*

^ Not far from Hawsker is a place called Hogarth (Hill), which

name may be of the same origin. It is stated to be identical with

Haukesgarth 1299, 1344 Pat. R.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ 2nd mem. perhaps from O.E. scete, sete 'a settlement' (Midden-

dorf), subsequently changed for M.E. hefed, for which see p. 37 n. 3.

2nd mem. is M.E. ?velle 'a .spring, fount'; N.E. well.
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Hochesuuic Yo. DoB.; Hauheswih 1198 Fountains Mem.;
Hcnikesivyk Kirkby, No. vill., 1378 Poll-tax; now Hawkswick.^

Hocwella Norf. DoB.; Hokewold Tax. eccL, 13 16 F.A.; HoJce-

tvolde 1302 F.A.; Hockewolde Rot. H.; Houhetvold, HouJcewolde

1346 F.A.; Hokwold 1350 Pat. R., 1401 F.A.; Hoctvold 1428

F.A.; now Hockwold.^

Hochesuorde Nott. DoB.; Houkesivrda 1178— 79 Pipe R.;

Hoiikeswurd 1251 Ch. R.; Houkestvorth 1288 A.Plac, 1300 Ch.

R. &c.; Hokesworth 1295 A. Plac, 1346 F.A.; Hokes-, Hoke-

ivorth 1302, Hokesivorthe 13 16 F.A.; Hoxivorth t. Edw. III. Plac.

Warr.; Hokestvorth, Hotvkes-, Ilaukestvorth 1428 F.A.; &c.; now
Hawksworth.^

Howkeswra Li., see below, in Ch. 5.

Caupalandia, Couplandia Cumb. t. Hen. I. St. Bee Reg.,

Mon. Ill; Cauplandia 1135-54 Lane. Priv. deeds; Cop'elandia

1 189 Ch. R. Ill; Coplande 12 10-12 Liber rub., 12 18 Pat. R.,

1235 Bracton, 1245 P. Pipe R.; Caupilland c. 1240 Lane. Priv.

deeds; Caupland 1292, Caiip-, Caivp-, Coupland ii82f. Pipe R.

V.H.; 1. 13. cent. Furness Ch.; Coupeland 1225, 1335, 14^7 f- P^t.

R., 1275 Lane. Assize R., 1281 Wickwane's Reg., 132 1 Rot.

Orig., 1322 f. CI. R.; Coupland 1228 Ch. R., Tax. eccL, 1294 CI.

R., 13 17 f. Cat.A.D,, 1334 Pat. R., 14 12 Furness Ch., 1428 F.A.

Caupeland 1365 Cat.A.D.; Caupeland, Coupelond 1405, Coplande

1434, Copeland 1479 f. Pat. R.; now Copeland.

From O.W.Scand. kaiipa-land 'purchased land' = kaupa-jgrd

(O.Swed. kope iorp, kopiordh), opp., in a way, to odals-jgrd 'an

allodial estate' (Vigf.); *a bargain^ = O.E. ceap. The appea-

^ 2nd mem. is possibly O.W.Scand. vik 'a small creek, inlet'.

According to Rygh, Indl. p. 85, there are not a few instances of

O.Norw. place-names in which vik has been applied to a bend of a

river. Compare the meaning of the river-name *Veik (above, p. 70),

and also O.Swed. vik: i) a creek, bay 2) a corner, angle. Hawkswick
is on the river Skirfare.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. tvold < O.E. tvald^ iveald: (high land covered

with) wood, forest. About five miles to the north of Hockwold lies

Northwold (Nort walde DoB., Northivolde I3i6f. F.A.), and, between

the two, Methwold (Methelwalde DoB., Medelivolda 1175-76 Pipe R.,

etc., from O.W.Scand. medal 'between, middle-').

^ 2nd mem. is O.E. tvorp, wurp, iveorp: i) a close, an enclosed

place, 2) an enclosed homestead, a habitation with surrounding land.

Lindkvist: Middle-English place-names etc. lO
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ranee of the word haupa-land as a place-name on M.E. terri-

tory is most remarkable; the dictionaries (Fritzner, and Vigf.)

have only one instance of the word to quote from O.W.Scand.
literature, viz. from Biskupa Sogur. It is not included in Hertz-

berg's Glossary to the ancient laws of Norway.^ The same name
is found, again in northern England, as

Coupeland Nhb. 1227 f., 1346 Pat. R., 1323 Cal. Inq.; Copp-

lande 1232 Pat. R.; Couplaund 1255 f., Coupelaund 1278 Nhb.

Ass. R.; Cowpeland 1350, Coupland 1364 Coldingham ch.; Coup-

land 1280 Nhb. Pipe R.; 1346, 1428 F.A.; now Coupland, in

Kirk Newton.

Couplandfell Cumb. 132 1 Cal. Inq.

Composed of the last name but one and M.E. fell 'mountain'' <
O.W.Scand. fjall, O.Swed. ficell.

Koupemoneswra Lane. 1212 Lane. Inq., T.N.; Caupeman-

nesivra 1228 CI. R.; Coupmanneswra 1229, Copmannestvra 1231

Pat. R.; Kaupmamvra 12^^, Copmanwra 1246-48 Lane. Inq.; Cop-

mannewra 12^2 Pat. R., 1245 Lane. Assize R.; Coupmamvra
1227-36 Lane. Priv. deeds, 1222-26 f. Lane. Inq., 1235-68 Cockers.

Ch., 1276 L. Assize R., 13 19 L. Fin. Cone; Copeneivra 1235 L.

Fin. Cone.; Cawepenwra 1397 Pat. R.; Capomvra 1458 L. Priv

deeds; etc.; now Capernwray.

ist mem. is gen. of O.W.Scand. kaup-madr (O.Swed. Aiop-

man) 'a merchant'.'^ The word was, besides, employed as pers.

name, for which see Lind (O.Swed. K0pmannus, Lundgren); also

in Scand. England (Bjorkman, Personennamen). Found in O.W.-

Scand. local names, e. g. Kaupmansnes D.N. 5 (1360), Kaup-

manzrudh E.J., etc. Cf. the M.E. place-names Chepemanescumha

Som. 1230 Bracton, now Chaffcombe, and Chapmanneshala Hamp.
1 189 H. Pipe R., from the native M.E. chepman, chapman.

O.W.Scand. hiupmadr enters, moreover, into

^ In a royal charter issued by William I. to the monastery of St.

John, Beverley, Yo., in a passage dealing with landed property, we find

the phrase on ivitword odde on caupland'. This refers to land, acquir-

ed, according to Bosworth-Toller
,

'by testament or purchase'.

Probably witword had in this case a wider sense than merely that of

testament. The matter is worthy of special investigation. Cf. Steen-

STRUP, Danelag, p. 188 f.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. iv7'a < O.W.Scand. [v]rd "^corner, nook', for

which word see further in Ch. 5.
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Copeman Torp Yo. DoB.; Copmonistorp 1194-95 Maitland,

Court R.; Caupemantorp Rot. H.; Goupmanthorp 1283 Wickwa-
ne's Reg., Plac. Warn, Kirkby, Tax. eccl., 1302 Yo. inq., Feod.

mil. Eb., 13 15 C. Inq., I.N., 1347 Pat. R., etc.; Coupemanthorp

No. vill., 1378 Poll-Tax; Copemanthorp 1347 Cal. Rot. Ch.; now
Copmanthorpe.^

Copemaneforde Hunt. DoB.; Copmanesford 1207 A.Plac;

Copmaneford 1225 Pat. R., 1285 F.A., Rot. H.; Coppemaneford,

Copemanford Tax. eccl.; Coxnnanford Rot. H., 1303, 1428 F\A.,

I.N., 1348 f. CI. R., 1372 Br.Mus.; now Coppingford.^

Coupmannefordemer Hunt. c. 1150 Saltrey ch., Men. V.

Composed of the preceding name + O.E., M.E. mere sheet of

standing water; a lake, pond, marsh, fen', etc. N.E. dial. 7nere.

Cahosbi Yo. DoB.; Cousehi 1200 A. Plac; Causehy iizj f.

Pat. R.; Kousehy 1268 Giffard's Reg.; Clioiisehy Kirkby; Cousehy

1301 Yo. Subs., 131 2 Pat. R., No. vill., I.N.; Kaiisehy 1332 Rie-

vaulx Ch.; Cooshy hy Trysk, CoUeshy 1476 Pat. R.; now Cowsby.

I St mem. is gen. of O.W.Scand. Jcaiisi 'a cat', also recorded

as a nickname (see Fritzner, and F. Jonsson, Tilnavne). Norw.

dial, haiise.'^ It enters into some O.Norw. place-names, e. g.

Causastad D.N. 3 (1347), Kmisah0le E.J. Does the late M.E.

surname Cans [Gregory Cans, Tliomas Caws, in Rye's Calendar

of the freemen of Norwich) go back to the same word?

Lofwic Lane. 1202, Lowyh 1256 Lane. Fin. Cone; Lanfnnk,

Laiifwic, Loiitvylx, &c. 13. cent. (?) Furness Ch.; now Lowick.

From O.W.Scand. hitf leaf, fohage' (see also Loiithweit p. 1 17)^

or the related beck-name '^Laufa, which is recorded in Norway

.

cf. Rygh, Elvenavne.^

Loukeland, LouMandes Yo. 1327 C. Inq.; LouJcelandes 1399

Cal. Inq.; now Lawkland, near Austwick.

1 St mem. is from O.W.Scand. latikr (O.Swed. Joker, Dan. Ug)

a leek, garlic' = OE. leac. In N.G. I, 263 Ryc;h states that a

great number of O.Norw. place-names are composed with laukr;

* 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

2 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. ford, N.E. ford.

''2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. vik 'a bend of a river' (cf. p. 145

n. i). Lowick Green is on a bend of the river Crake (cf. p. 69),

close to the effluence of a beck into it.
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he mentions some instances, among them Latihaland, an exact

parallel to the M.E. name before us, 2nd mem. being O.W.Scand.

land: (a piece of) land.

Lopintorp Li. DoB.; Lopinthorp 1234 lA. rec; Lopyngethorp

1258 Ch. R.; Loupingtorp, Lopirdorp, Loppingthorp T. N.; Lop-

yngthorp 1303 F.A., 1340 Pat. R.; Lopingthorp 13 13 C. Inq., 13 17

Cal. inq. da., 1396 Cal. Inq.; now Lobthorpe.

ist mem. is possibly gen. of O.W.Scand. hlaupingi *a run-

away, landlouper, vagabond'.* Does the same word enter into

Lohingeha Li. DoB., Lopingheham Surv. 11 18, now Little London?
If this derivation be right, the diphthong au must have been

monophthongized here at a very early date, perhaps owing to

O.E.Scand. influence.

Qlowesbi Le. DoB.; Lousebia 11 24 Le. Survey; Loseheia

1154-89, Lousehy 1199 charters rel. to the Hosp. of Burton Lazars,

Mon. VI 2; Losebia 1200 Rot. Ch.; Lousehy c. 1225 Rot. Hug.,

1254 Le. rec, T.N., 1300 Cal. Rot. Ch., 1301 Rot. Orig., 1302 f.

CI. R., 1327 Le. Subs. R., 1297, 1338 f., 1412 Pat. K.; Lousehy,

Lowsehy, Lowesby 1428 F.A.; Loweshy 1478 Pat. R.; now Lowesby.

ist mem. is O.W.Scand. laiiss (O.E.Scand. l0s) 'loose, free'

(O.E. leas), of which several meanings are recorded. What the

adj. originally signified in this particular case, is not quite clear.

There is hardly any O.W.Scand. word compounded with it that

throws any light upon the question. Possibly lauss occurs here in a

sense approaching that of its O.Swed. equivalent in the com-

pound losiorp: a free piece of land, which is not attached to a

farm (see SOderwall). "^Lausa-bmr would then mean a 'loose' or

free, perhaps isolated, farm, detached from some main estate. But

O.W.Scand. boir meant not only the farm as a whole, but also

the farm-house, boejar-htis — cf. the phrase reisa bos: to erect a

farm-house, see Fritzner under ba^r. Supposing boer had this

sense in the present case, the compound would have denoted a loosely

(opp. firmly, solidly) built house; cf. the recorded lausa-hud^a. shed,

extemporised booth'.

Moureholm Lane. 1323 CI. R., 1324 Lane. Inq., 1340 Pat R.;

MaurJiolm 1334 C. Inq.; MourJiolm 1344, Morholm 1347^48 Cl. R.;

2nd mem. as in Barthorpe p. 4.
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Mourholme, Moreholme, MorJiolm 1327-77, Mawresholme 141 1,

Mauresholme, Mawrholme 14 12 Furness Ch.; Maureholme 1334

Cal. Inq., 1431 F.A.; Moreholme 1472 f. Pat. R.; now Morholm,

in Warton.

ist mem. is O.W.Scand. maurr 'an ant' (Norw. dial, maur,

movj e. Dan. m0r, O.Swed., Swed. dial. mor). Frequent in O.Norw.

place-names, e. g. Maurhaghe E.J., Maura porpe D.N. 8 (13 17).

As for the M.E. loan-word maure, recorded only once, in Troy

Book, see Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 300 n.* The same word
enters, perhaps, into

Moursette Yo. 1284 C. Inq.; Moursatt 1341 Cal. Inq.; now
Marsett.2

Noutegange Yo. 1259 C. Inq.; near Skeckling.

From O.W.Scand. *naiita-gangr (-ganga), which seems primarily

to have signified the walking about of the cattle while grazing, or

their walking to the pasturage (Germ. Weidegang); then a walk or

pasture for cattle. Cf. O.W.Scand. fjdr-gangr, fjar-ganga 'a sheep-walk'

(see ViGF.j and Hertzberg's Glossary). The development in meaning
undergone by these words is equal to that of Norw. grcesgang 'a pa-

sture, meadow', German Gang, Weidegang, and also to that of N.E.

walk, sheep-walk, for which see E.D.D. Of some interest is N.E. dial.

gang, which occurs in some northern and Scotch dialects in the sense

of 'a walk or pasture for cattle'. The N.E.D. has no references, in

this case, before the end of the 19th cent., whereas, on the other

hand, the O.W.Scand. equivalent gangr (ganga) was employed in the

same sense, judging from the compounds above. It is, therefore, prob-

able that N.E. dial, gang is in this respect a continuation, partly of

the O.W.Scand, word introduced by the settlers, partly of the native

one (O.E., M.E. gang 'going, journey^ way, road, passing', etc.), with the

sense in question adopted from the former word. Nevertheless, though

there is no trace of it in literature, it is possible that O.E. gang itself

once possessed the same meaning, considering that equivalents are found

on the continent in German dialects; this application of the word must,

in fact, have been Common Teutonic. See Grimm's Worterbuch, under

Gang.

In 1439 William Hardi^iges, a schoolmaster of Beverley, was fined

20 s. for putting milch-cows in the pasture of Fegang, against the re-

^ 2nd mem. as in Gawxholm; see p. 141 n. 4..

^ The exact form and meaning of the 2nd member cannot pos-

sibly be decided. Perhaps the forms above are corrupt, from O.E.

scete, sete, *a settlement' (Middendorf), or from O.W.Scand. sMr ^'moun-

tain pasture'. Or could it be the same word as Norw. dial, sete, sate

m. 'a small, level place on a hill or cliff'? This latter word occurs in

some Norw. place-names.
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gulations (Beverley Chapter Act Book I, Introd. p. LXIV). This field-

name may be considered as Scand., and may go back to an O.W.-
Scand. *fe-gangr, sl side-form of the above-mentioned fjdr-gangr ; the

form fe is often found in composition in O.W.Scand. I think the fa-

mily name Gategang which is quoted from LVD. by Bjorkman (Per-

sonennamen) and explained by him from M.E. gate 'road, street', is,

more likely, a formation analogous to Noutegange and Fegang, and
contains as ist member M.E. (northern) gat "^goat'. Place-names used

as family names are far from rare in the same part of LVD. To the

same category of field-names belongs le Somergang Yo. 1310 C. Inq.,

the name of a common pasture in Sutton in Holderness, and properly

signifying *a summer pasture' - O.W.Scand. sumarhagi.

Oresbi Li. DoB., 1189 H. Pipe R.; Ouresbi Surv. 11 18,

1 139 Round, Ancient ch., 1163-65, 1203-5 Br.Mus.; Orresbi 1192

Br.Mus.; Owreshy 1198 Feet of fines, Wells' Vic. book; Aureshi

1203, Aureshy 12 10 Li. rec; Oureshy 1202 A.Plac, 1234 Li. rec,

1267 &c. Cat.A.D.^ c. 1273 f. C. Inq., Rot. H., Tax. eccl., 1298 &c.

Pat. R., 1301 Ch. R., 1322 f. CI. R., LN., 1303, 1428 F.A.;

Ouresbi i^z-j f. Pat. R., 1358, 1401 Cat.A.D.; Otvresby 1373,

1 413 Cat.A.D., 1428 F.A.; etc.; now Owersby.

ist mem. may be the gen. case of O.W.Scand. aurr 'mud,

wet soil, gravel'; see Vigf., and Rygh, Indl. p. 42. O.Swed. or;

Dan. 0r 'sand, gravel' (Kalkar).^ Of O.W.Scand. place-names

compounded with aurr we note Aurisnces B.J. (see N.G. XVI,

309), Aursdals [soJvu], Aurclal E.J. A parallel to the latter name,

on English territory, is apparently

Auredale Cumb. 1198 Feet of fines; not identifiable.^

Ouregrave Lane. DoB.; Oregrare, Houegrave 1235, Oregrave

1246 Lane. Fin. Cone; Horegrave 1 189-1226 Lane. Priv. deedsi

Orgrave 1258 ibid., 1396 Pat. R.; now Orgrave (?), in Dalton-in-

Furness.

ist mem., perhaps, as in preceding name. If Orgrave Yo.

1357 Yo. deeds, now Orgreave, is of the same origin, cannot be

determined. ^

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

2 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. dalr (O.E.Scand. dal)\2i\\Qy = M.E. dale.

O.E. dml.

^ 2nd mem. as in Gargrave, p. 46.
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Austerbi Li. 1166-67 Pipe R.; Oustirhy 1354 Br.Mus.; near

Bourne. Now disappeared from the map.

I St mem. is the O.W.Scand. adverb austr 'east', O.Swed.

ostir.^ Does this element of the name survive in the name of

the neighbouring Auster Wood (see the Ordnance Map)?
In O.W.Scand. place-name compounds austr- alternates with

the shorter form aust-, which seems to have been more usual.

In like manner east- and easier- are found in O.E. place-names.

As examples may be adduced Atisthy, Aust^jorpe, Austerceng.

Aiisterholt E.J., Austrliceim D.N. i (1347), i Austfiordum La., etc.

The following is a list of M.E. place-names which appear to

contain one or other of the two forms:

Austburne, Augusthurne {\) Yo. DoB.; Esthrunne 1271 C.

Inq., Plac. Warr.; Esthurne No. vill.; now Eastburn, Kirkburn par.^

Oustrefeld Yo. DoB.; Oiisterfeld, Oustfeld Rot. H.; Hoystre-

felde 1 281 Wickwane's Reg.; Ousterford 1278 Cal. Inq.; Oyster-

feld 1283 C. Inq., 1293 Yo. inq.; Ousterfeud t. Edw. I. C. Inq.; Ostre-

feld Plac. Warr., 1309 C. Inq.; Oystrefeld 1237, 1334 Cl. R.;

Austerfeld 1332 Cal. Rot. Ch., 1378 Poll-tax, 1408 Yo. deeds;

now Austerfield. ^

Estrecale Li. DoB.; Oustcal Surv. 11 iS; EstJcele i^^oz, Estir-

kel 1377, Estrekele 1387 Br.Mus.; now East Keal.*

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ That this etymology is correct is proved by the names of the

neighbouring places Westburn (now Kirkburn) and Suthhrun (now South-

burn) No. vill. Cf. p. 84 n. 2.

^ There is a popular etymology, alluded to in Cassel's Gazetteer,

to the effect that the place derives its name from a Roman general

Ostorius who was defeated there by the Britons. It is, of course,

beyond dispute that the historic form of the place-name contains

O.W.Scand. austr. The spellings Oyster-, Oystre- are worthy of at-

tention; we have here the O.W.Scand. comparative oystri ^more eastern',

substituted for austr. The rendering of Scand. 0y (ey) by oy, which

in view of its comparative frequency can hardly be due to erroneous

spelling, is noteworthy. Cf. Introduction to Ch. 3, above p. 130. —
On 2nd mem. see p. 134 n.2.

'* As 2nd mem. Streatfeild (p. 170) suggests O.W.Scand. kjglr

(gen. kjalar), prop, a keel, then a keel-shaped mountain-ridge. He
points out that the churches of East & West Keal are * built upon a

ridge of hill that rises like a lofty terrace from the level', &c. This

derivation seems to be right, in spite of the formal difficulties involved

by the a-vowel of the two earliest M.E. spellings.
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Ostcotun Yo. 1179-80 Pipe R.; Est Cotum 13. cent. Guis-

brough Ch., &c.; now East Coatham.^

Austmersk, Oustmersc Yo. 13 19 Pat. R.; Oustmersk, -merJc

1353 Cl. R.; Oustemersk 14 15, Oustmarsh 14 19 Cal. Inq.; Ouste-

mersk 1407, Oustemerh 1476 Cat.A.D.; now East Marsh, near

Ferriby.''^

Austun, Austhun Yo. DoB.; Oustona c. 11 50 Crawford ch.,

1236 Bracton; Ouston 1285 &c. Cl. R., Tax. eccL, 1294 Ch. R.,

No. vill., 1327 C. Inq., I.N., 1352 Pat. R.; Austan 1349-50 Pat. R.;

Auston 1378 Poll-tax; now Owston.^

Ostone Li. DoB.; Ouston c. 1180-90 &c. Br.Mus., 1252 f.

A.Plac, Tax. eccl., 13 16 F.A., 1327 C. Inq., I.N., 1353 Pat. R.,

1428 F.A.; Auston, Heuston 131 1 Ch. R.; now Owston.^

Oustorp Li. DoB.; Oustthorp, Oustorp, [Uuestorp] 1233 Cl. R.;

Oustorp Rot. H., T.N., 13 16 F.A.; Houstorp Rot. H.; Ousthorp

1353 Cl. R.; Ousthorpe 1325 Pat. R., 1330 C. Inq.; Ousthorp) hy

Iivardehy. 1334 C. Inq.; Austhorpe 1475 Pat. R.; now Ewerby
Thorpe.*

Ossetorp Yo. DoB.; Ousthorp Kirkby, 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.,

1327 Skyrack Subs., 1327 C. Inq.; Austhorp 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.,

No. vill., 1480 Test. Leod., i486 C. Inq.; Austethorp 1378 Poll-

tax; now Austhorpe.'*

Duuestorp Yo. DoB.; Hausthorp Kirkby; Ousthorp No. vill.,

1344 f. Pat. R., 1378 Poll-tax; Oustthorpe 1345 Pat. R.; now
Owsthorpe, in Eastrington. *

Ousteuuic Yo. DoB.; Austewyhe 1198 Fountains Mem.;

OustewyJc 1241 Lane. Fin. Cone, 1297 Yo. Subs,, No. vill.; Ost-

wiJce, Oustivyhe 1301 Yo. inq.; Austwih 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.;

Ousttvyhe 1303 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Austetvik 13 19 Cl. R.; Austewyk

^ 2nd mem. is probably from O.W.Scand. kot cottage, small

farm', which word was often used in plural. Cf. above p. 18. Adja-

cent to East Coatham we find the hamlet of West Coatham, written

Westcotun 1179-80 Pipe R.
^ 2nd mem mersk is a Scandinavianized form of O.E. mersc, M.E.

mershe, N.E. marsh. Cf. below under Rawmarsh, (p. 160), and Odul-

fesmare (p 157).
^ On the 2nd mem. cf. p. 7 n. i.

* 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.
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1338 Pat. R., 1361 Rot. Orig.; Austivyh 1336 Lane. Fin Conc,
1346 Pat. R., 1 36 1 Rot. Orig., 1378 Poll-tax; now Austwick ^

Osteuuic, Hosteuuic Yo. DoB.; Oshvich Austwich
1176-77 Pipe R.; Ostwik, Austwic 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; Ouistwic

t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Oustwyl 1272 Ch. R., Kirkby, Plac. Warr.,

1297 Pat. R., No. vill., 1327 CI. R.; OuisUvyhe 1279 Yo. inq.;

OustwiTce 1285 Ch. R.; Ousteivyh 1287, 1310 f. C. Inq.; Ousteivih

1292 Ch. R.; Oust Wyhe i2gj Yo. Subs.; Austwyh 1343 Cal. Inq.;

now Owstwick.^

Oustredinc, Estreding Yo. DoB.; Austriding 1135 Ch. R-
III; Aiistreing 1 154-81 York Hist. Apart from these instances,

only spellings with Est- seem to be recorded. The East Riding
of Yorkshire.^

Oustdale Yo. 13 10 Ch. R.; in N. Deighton.''^

Austgail Yo. 1204 Ped. fin. Eb.; in Croft."

Ousthage [nemus] Li. 1189 Vaudey ch., Mon V; in Edenham.-'^

Owstholm Yo. 13 cent. (?), Oustholm 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; in

Flotmanby.^

Austculteraker, Austerculteraker, Austcultacre Yo. 13. cent. Guis-

brough Ch,; in Ormesby.'^

Ostekow /6osmw7 Yo. 1233, Oustscow 1240, Oskou 1332 Rievaulx

Ch.; in Sproxton. See also Eskoivra, among the names terminating in

-wra, end of Ch. 5.^

^ It is hard to decide whether the 2nd mem. is from O.E. wzc
* dwelling, village^ or O.W.Scand. vik 'bay, creek, inlet', in place-names

occasionally referring to a bend of a river. Austwick and Owstwick

both stand on small streams. Cf. above Hawkswick, p. 145.
^ O.E. priping, adapted from O.Scand. pridjungr 'a third part'.

On the A.N. forms recorded in M.E. see Zachrisson, p. 99.
^ 2nd mem. as in Auredale, see. p. 150 n. 2.

* 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. geil. Cf. Westgayl above p. 129, and
Hugill, p. 56.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. hagi, O.E.Scand. haghi 'a hedged field,'

or ME. ha^e] see further p. 21 n. 3.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. holmr, for which see above under Gawx-
holm, p. 141 n. 4.

' The remainder of the name is identical with the field-name

CuUeracre, which is recorded ib. in contemporary charters referring to

the same locality. This appears to be made up of O.E. cidier, M.E.

ciiltre 'a coulter' + M.E. ake?' 'a piece of tilled or arable land', O.E.

cBcer.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. skdgr *a wood'. Compare Scorbrough,

above p. 15.
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Austwode ljuxta WystoweJ Yo. 1339 Cal. Inq.; now Outwood,
n ear Wistow ?

^

Outheslund Nott. 13 16 Pat. R.; in Sherwood forest.

I St mem. is gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name Aiidr. Cf. m
Norway Auszmng D.N. 4 (1344); Audzakr E.J., etc.^

Oldebi Le. DoB.; Outhehy 1199 Le. fines, c. 1 220 Rot. Hug.,

1252 Le. rec, Rot. H., 1284 F.A., 1287 A.Plac, Tax. eccl., 132

1

f. CI. R., 1327 Le. Subs. R., 1371 f. Cal. Inq., 1428 F.A., &c.;

Outehy 1397 Pat. R.; Oudehy 1387 Cal. Inq., 1425 Pat. R., 1495

C. Inq.; Owedehy 1440 Pat. R.; now Oadby.

I St mem. is probably gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name
Audi (O.Dan 0thi), or, possibly, from the adj. audr (O.Dan, othce,

O.Swed. dpi, Goth, aups) ^empty, void, desert, desolate'. Both the

words are of frequent occurrence in O.W.Scand. place-names; in

several of them they cannot be properly distinguished from each

other, since they coincide in form.

As to the form Oldehi in Domesday^ it may be remarked

that the symbol d here stands for the voiced interdental spirant

[d]^ in accordance with the customar}/^ A.N. w^ay of rendering

this sound (see Stolze § 38, and Zachrisson, p. 97 f.). The
writing ol, intended to represent the diphthong on, is merely a

case of inverted spelling. At the time of Domesday the O.Fr.

vocalization oil -> it before a consonant was certainly in progress in

A.N. (see p. 1 77 n. i, and Nyrop, Grammaire historique § 343), though

the I was general^ kept in the orthography. But by the side of those

etymological spellings there existed numerous phonetic ones with

the ^(-symbol; see the material brought together by Zachrisson,

p. 146 f. The new diphthongs that arose in such a manner from

an older al, ol before a consonant, must have borne a strong

resemblance to the native M.E. or Scand. diphthongs aw, ou,

which led to the sporadic substitution, in the spelling, of al^ ol

for etymological, au, ou. One or two instances of this phenome-

non, which apparently belong to the native stock of words, are

mentioned incidentally by Zachrisson (p. 150). In addition to

those, A.N. al^ ol stand for 1) Scand. ou, au in Goltehi (< Gauta-,

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. tviide, ivode (O.E. ivudu) 'a wood\

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. lundr ^a grove'. Compare London-

thorpe, above p. 12 f,
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see Goadby, p. 142), SalUstorpe 1338 Pat. R. (< Sauds-, see

Sausthorpe, p. 164), GoUhorp c. 1260, 1296 Yo. doc. (< Gauh-,

see Gowthorpe, p. 141), and, perhaps, in Golsa DoB. &c. (< Gaus-,

see Goxhill, p. 141); 2) M.E. ou < Scand. 0 + ^ in Scalcehy Yo.

1232 Ch. R. (< Slwgs-; Scoxehi DoB., now Skewsby), Echescol

DoB., Aykescoel 1251 Ch. R. (< Eihisliogr, see p. 38); 3) M.E.

au < Scand. a + ^ in Almiindernies 1206 Lane. Inq. (< Agmnn-
dar-, see p. 2). — The transition Otithe- > Oude- in Oadby,

which was completed in the beginning of the 14th cent., seems

to depend on dialectal sound-development.^ Cf. E.D.D. gr. §315.*

Outhethorp Yo. 1323 CI. R; near Shadwell. Perhaps

identical with Otvthefhorp 1555 Br.Mus. Now lost?

ist mem. as in preceding name.^ Of like origin are pro-

bably the I St members of the following names:

Outhorpe Nott. e. 12. cent. Priory of Thurgarton ch., Mon.

VI I, 1284 F.A.; Outhorp 1302 f., 1428 F.A., t. Edw. III. Plac.

Warr.; Owethorp 1434 Pat. R.; now Owthorpe.^

Outhorp Le. 1388 Cal. Inq., 1391 Pat. R.; now Othorpe

near Slawston.^

In the case of the last two names the voiced r) in ^Auda-

porp was early brought in contact with and assimilated to the

initial voiceless p of the 2nd member, syncope of the unstressed

a (e) having taken place at an early period. Here belongs also

Othebei, Oehei Norf. DoB.; Oubi 1196 Feet of fines; Oiiby

1304 Cal. fin., 1334 Norf. Ass., 1384! Cal. Inq., 1302 f., 1428

F. A.; now Oby. ^

^ BuGGE (Vikingerne II p. 283) conjectures that the place-name

Odirigehem, -hen Yo. DoB. comes from O.W.Scand. ' Audingaheimr:

the home of Aude's descendant'. It is true that such a patronymic

derivative of Audr, Audi can be reflected by the spelling in DoB.
according to the orthography of this record. But since there is no

trace either of the diphthong au or of the spirant d in spellings of later

date, {Adingham 1252 Ch. R., Kirkby, No. vill. etc., now Addingham),

and Odinge- may in itself as well be explained as a patronymic from

O.E. Oda, Bugge's derivation must be discarded. In all likelihood the form

in DoB. is to be regarded as a misspelling for an O.E. *Adingaham^

containing the patronymic Ading (from O.E. Ada^ Adda) which enters

into several M.E. place-names. There is no instance of a Scand. form

-hem recorded elsewhere in M.E. Compare above p. 58 f.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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The loss of the intervocaHc d in the 2nd form in DoB. de-

pends on A.N. sound-development; cf. Zachrisson, p. 82 f.

[Othestranda Norf. DoB.; Ovestrande, Ovirstrond Rot. H.;

Overstronde 1398 Cal. Inq.; now Overstrand.

Perhaps originally from O.W.Scand. audr 'empty, void, de-

sert' (cf. under Oadby, p. 154), + strgnd''shore, coast' = O.E. strand.

Adjoining this place, likevi^ise on the North Sea, lies the parish of

Sidestrand {Sistran DoB., Sidestrande 1189-99 Feet of fines, &c.,

from O.E. sld broad, v^ide, extensive', and strand). The change

of *auda- for M.E. ouer 'over, above', in the former name, may
have been suggested by the situation of the place north of Side-

strand, a little further up in the country.]

Odenebi Li. DoB.; Ounahia^ Ounahi, Ounehi Surv. 11 18;

Oiithenehi, Outheiihi, Odenebi 1150-55 Br.Mus.; Ounehy izog, Au-

nehy 12 10 Li. rec; Oupenehy 1250, Aiithenhy 1249-53 Br.Mus.;

Outhenby 1273 C. Inq., 1335 Pat. R., 1367 Cal. Inq., 1428 F.A.;

Outhembye 1300 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Othenby 1303, Ouenby 1346, 1401

F.A.; Ougneby 13 10 C. Inq.; Ouneby 1228, 1325 f. Pat. R., Rot.

H., Tax. eccl._, 13081. C. Inq., I.N., 1316, 1428! F.A. &c.; Ow-

meby 1477 Cal. Inq.; now Owmby.
ist mem. is from the O.W.Scand. man's name Audun (O.Swed.

0pin, O.Dan. 0then), here apparently the genitive form Auduna,

with loss of the r of the ending, which is found in O.W.Scand.

by the side of the regular Audunar from the earliest (13th cen-

tury) records onwards. See Lind.^ The interchange of Outhene-,

Oune-, etc. in the place-name before us is due to the operation

of O.W.Scand. sound-laws. For Audun seems to be a secondary

nominative, arisen on the analogy of the genitive Audunar, while

the regular nominative was Aunfn], developed from "^Amvinn <

*AudwinR, the O.E. Eadivine. Again, this nom. Aunfn] gave

rise to the gen, Aunar, Auna, Amis. See Noreen in Altisl. Gr.

§§ 220, 222 and Upsalastudier, p. 196.^ — Audun occurs in se-

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ The isolated spelling Ougneby (see above) can hardly reflect the

O.Norw. phonetic variant Augun, the g of which is accounted for by
the O.Scand. sound-transition ^ > g, which took place under certain

conditions in pre-literary times; see Noreen, Altisl. Gr. § 251, — It is
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veral O.Norw. place-names, e. g. Audiinahy, Audunah0le, Audu-

nalcila EJ., Aiidunar rud D.N. 1(1312). Compare the next five names.

Ounesbi Li. DoB., 1202, 1238 Li. rec; Ounehy 1166-67 Pipe

R., 1282 C. Inq., 1308 Rot. Orig., 1316 F.A., 1345 CI. R.;? Ou-

thenhy hy Sleford 1281 Ch. R.; Owenby 1303 F.A.; Ouneshy Rot.

H., 1304 f. Pat. R., 1323 Rot. Orig., 1335 C. Inq., 1336 CI. R;
now Aunsby.

ist mem. is gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name Aun^ for

which see preceding name. Of the same origin is

Ounebi Li, DoB., 1175-76 Pipe R.; Ouneshy Rot. H., 1287

C. Inq.; Ounehy 1226 Li. rec. Rot. H., 1254 Pat. R., 13 15 C.

Inq., 13 1 6 F.A., &c.; now Aunby, in Castle Bytham. Also

Auneby Cumb. 1253 C. Inq.; not identifiable.

Ounespull Lane. c. 1280 Cockers. Ch.; in Garstang.^

Ohtnebercg (MS. M. Odeneherghe) Yo. 12. cent, [Neutun subtus]

Otneberch a. 11 80 Whitby Ch.; Oiithenesbergh 1239, [a Parvo] Othene-

berg, Oimesberg^ 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; [Farvi] Othensberg 13. cent.

(?) ibid.; Ounesbergh c. 1300, Onesberghe 13 12 Whitby Ch.; [Neivton-]

Othenbruche (!) Kirkby; Othenesbergh 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.; Onesbergh

No. vill.; Auhmberghe 1332 Rievaulx Ch.; Ounesburgh 1409 Cal. Inq.

&c.; the ancient name of the present Roseberry Topping, a hill three

miles SW. of Guisbrough.

The oldest spellings on record are corrupt, ist mem. is apparently

from O.W.Scand. Aiidun; see preceding names.^ — Little Roseberry is

about half a mile NE. of R. Topping.

Odulfesmare Yo. DoB.; now lost. Must have been near

Brompton or Ebberston.

ist mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's name Audulfr (cf. Au-

dolfr aa Aiidolfsstodum La.; O.Dan, *0thulw, Nielsen), which

possible that one or two of the forms given above belong to (Searby

with) Owmby, which appears as Ounebi Surv. 11 18, Oiithenby 1301 Ch.

R., 13 16 F.A., and being etymologically identical with the other Owmby,
can, at times, not be kept distinct from it in our records.

^ 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. pull ""a poof; see N.E.D.
^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. berg, or M.E. berg (O.E. beorh) ^a moun-

tain'. When or how the form Roseberry came to supersede the an-

cient name is hard to tell. The latter was in current use still in the

days of Camden, who remarks; 'Ounesbery Topping, a steep mountain

and all over green, riseth so high that it appears at a great distance;

and it is the land-mark that directs sailers, and a prognostick to the

neighbours hereabouts', etc. See Britannia (1695), p. 753. On the

summit there are, according to Bartholomew's Gazetteer, remains of

an ancient British settlement.
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was of common occurrence, esp. in Norway.^ It is also evidenced

several times from Scand. England: Odid C.S. 1130 (972-92),

Audulf, Oudulf] Odidfus DoB. — names of land-holders in York-

shire in the time of Edward the Confessor — , and appears in O.

Irish annals, where we find a certain Odolbh Micle ; see The Aca-

demy 1890, p. 959. O.E. Eadividf. From Aiidiilfr seem, more-

over, to be the 1st members of the following two names:

Authelburgh Yo. 1307 Ch. R.; now Addlebrough, a hill oppo-

site Askrigg.^

Audlohow in ye bothwn Yo. 1446 Whitby Ch.; a 'flat' in Skir-

penbeck.^

Rounthwayt Wm. see above p. 120.

Routhebiria Nhb. t. Hen. I. Hexham ch.; Bodebir 1154-

89, Rohery 1198 (Inspex. 127 1) Ch. R.; Routhhiry, Roufhebury,

Routhbery 13. cent. Brinkburn Ch.; Roubyr, Roivebyr, Riibyr 1255,

Ronthebyr, Roiibir 1278 Nhb. Ass. R.; Roubiri 1248 C. Inq.;

Roubyri 1269, Rotheburi, Rowbiri 1290, Robury 1291 Ch. R
;

Roidht'byr, Roidhbiry Tax. eccl.; Routh-, Roth-. Roiibiry 13. cent.

Newminster Ch.; Roidhebiry 1278, 1332 CI. R., 1334 Pat. R.;

Roidhebury 1342 f. CI. R., 1341 Pat. R.; etc.; now Rothbur}^

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. raudr (O.Swed. roper, O.Dan. r0dh,

Goth, raups) 'red' = O.E. read} The same word occurs in a

^ 2nd mem. -mare is certainly an imperfect spelling for M.E. ma-

resj mareis (< O.Fr. mareis, med. Lat. marisctis; N.E. marish), here

perhaps substituted for the usual O.E. mersc, M.E. mershe "^marsh: a

tract of low lying land flooded in winter and usually more or less wat-

ery throughout the year' (N.E.D.). Not far from the locality under no-

tice there is another place, mentioned in the same entry in DoB. as Aschi-

lesmares (see p. 173); this name shows the same word as 2nd mem. in a

more palpable form. This derivation squares well with the nature of the

country immediately south of Ebberston and Brompton, where extends

the wide area of low land that is termed The Carrs in the Ordnance

Map, and includes inter alia Allerston Loft Marishes, Wilton Carr,

Ebberston & Brompton Ings, etc.

^ 2nd mem. looks like M.E. hur^, &or^ (< O.E. ^eor^j according to

N.E.D.)'a mountain, hill; a grave-mound, tumulus'. N.E. burrow and barrow.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. hoiv < O.W.Scand. haugr *hill, hillock, mound,

cairn'. Cf. also outside Scand. England the place-name Audiilfes cnol

Wilt. C.S. 598 (901), in Chiseldon.
* 2nd mem. is M.E. biri, buri < O.E. byri^, dat. sing, of burg

'fortre.ss, castle', etc.. and often found as -bury in N.E. compound place-

names by the side of -borough, from the nom., M.E. boriig.
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fairly large number of other M.E. place-names, of which the fol-

lowing is a list (compare below, p. 161 n. 5):

Roudclif Yo. DoB.; Boutheclive, -cliff Plac. Warr.; Eouthe-

dyf 1 25 1 Ch. R,; Routherdyve 1299 Cal. Inq.; Buchedif Kot. H.;

Bouthedive 1305 Pat. R.; Bouthedyve 1309 Rot. Orig.; Boudyff
No. vill.; Boudif 1338 Pat. R.; now Rawcliffe, in Snaith.^

Roudeclif Yo. DoB.; Bouthediua 1169-70 Pipe R.; Boiithe-

dive 1208 Ped. fin. Eb., 1308 Cl. R.; Bouchedif Rot. H.; Bothe-

dyve 1280 Ch. R.; Bouthdyve izgg Yo. inq.; Bauthedif 1303

Pat. R.; Bouthediff ^o. vill.; Boudif 1319 f. Pat. R.; Bouthedif

1320, Bothedif 1323 Cl. R.; Boudyff 1378 Poll-tax; Boudyf 1406

Pat. R.; now Roecliffe, near Boroughbridge.^

Roudacliva Yo. 1189 (Inspex. 1308) Ch. R.; Boudif 1318,

Bouthedyf 1323 Pat. R.; now Rawcliffe, not far from York.^

Rauthcliffe, Bouthedive, Bothedive Yo, 13. cent. Guisbrough

Ch.; now Rawcliff Banks, in Guisbrough.'

Rodeclif Lane. DoB.; Bouthedif 12 12 Lane. Inq.; Bouthe-

dive 1248 C. Inq., c. 1250 f. Cockers. Ch., T.N.; Bothedif 1301

Lane. Fin. Cone, 1324 Cl. R.; Upperouthecliff 13 18, Uprouthedyf

1323 L. Fin. Cone; Uprouthedif 1323 Pat. R.; Vprotliedive 1332

Lane. Subs. R.; Up)roivdif 1346 F.A.; IJprauclyf 1369, Uprmidif

1467 L. Fin. Cone; etc.; now Upper Rawcliffe.^

Routhecleve Lane. 1285 C. Inq.; Outroudiffe 1320-46 Lane.

Surv.; Outrothe clife 1332 Lane. Subs. R.; now Out Rawcliffe.^

Routheclive Cumb. 1203 Ped. fin., 1324 Cl. R.; Bouthdif

1269 C. Inq., Tax. eccl.; Bouthedif izj-j C. Inq., Tax. eccl., 1302

N. Reg., &c.; Bouthdive 1294 Pat. R.; Boudif 1346 Cl. R.; now
Rockcliffe.'

Rodemele Yo. DoB.; Bothemel 13. cent., Bothmell 1338

Finchale ch.; Bouthemell 1302 Feod. mil. Eb,, No. vill., 1338 Pat.

R.; Bouthmel 1307 Yo. inq., 13 11 Ch. R.; Bauthmdl 13 14 C. Inq.;

Bauthmel 1315 CIK.; Bouthm ell 1314 C. Inq., 1335 Pat. K.; Bouthe-

mel 13 12 Ch. R.; Bothemell 1472 f. Pat. R.; now Rathmell.^

' 2nd mem. O.E. clif, M.E. clif, dive ^c\iii\ Out and Upper

Rawcliffe in Lane, are both in the parish of St. Michael on Wyre,

adjoining each other. Hence their names are easily confounded when
occurring in passages which give no guidance as to the locality.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. melr 'a bank of sand or gravel'. The
name is identical in form with the Icelandic Raudimielr (Kalund), at . .

Eavda mel La.
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Rodemesc Yo. DoB.; Routhemareys, -mersk Plac. Warr.;

Boumareys 1282 Wickwane's Reg.; Romanes Kirkby; Routh-

mershe 1297 A.Plac; Routhemers 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 1309 Yo.

doc; Routhemerch No. vilL; Raumershe 1338 Pat. R.; Rauth-

mershe IN.; Rothemerche 1409 Br.Mus.; Raivmershe 1479 ibid.,

1487 C. Inq.; Rothemerch, Raumersshe 1409, Rawemerssh 1440 f.

Pat. R.; now Rawmarsh.^

Rodemilne, Routhemilne Li. c. 1155, Raudemilne c. 1155,

Raude-, Routhemilne c. 1150-60, Routhemilne 1230, Rugesmolyn

1299, Rouchemolyn 1344 Br.Mus.; in Norton Disney, or Bassing-

ham.2

Rodewelle Yo. DoB.; Rothewell 1226 Cal. Rot. Ch., Tax.

eccl., 1334 f., 1401 Pat. R., 1348 Cl. R., 1378 Poll-tax; Rowelle

1280 Wickwane's Reg.; Rouell No. vilL; Rothtvell 13 18 N. Reg.;

Routhewell 13 19 Cl. R.; now Rothwell.^

Rodowelle, Rodeivelle Li. DoB.; Rodewella Surv. 11 18; Rode-

ivelle c. 1
1
50 f. Br.Mus.; Rowella c. 11 65 f. Br.Mus., 12. cent.

Whitby Ch.; Rotheivelle 1156 Br.Mus., a. [180 Whitby Ch.; Ro-

theivell 1287 C. Inq., Tax. eccl., 1395 Li. wills,^ i335 f-» 1405

Pat. R.; Rou-^ Rowelle Rot. Hug.; Routheivell, Routhtvel Rot. H.;

Romvelle 127 2-1 307 Br.Mus.; Rothtvell 1491 C. Inq.; now Rothwell.^

Rothewelle North, a. 1076 Geld-roll (Vict. Hist. North.);

Rodewelle DoB.; Roivell Surv. Hen. I.; Romvelle 12 10-12 Liber

rub.; Rowell 1208 Cal. Rot. Ch., 1285 Chr. Petrob., 1290 Ch. R.;

Rothewell 1285 Chr. Petrob., No. vill., 1344 Lane. Priv. deeds,

1353 f., 1406 f. Pat. R., 1496 C. Inq., &c.; Routhtvell 1422 Cal.

Inq.; Roivell 1496 C. Inq.; now Rothwell.^

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. mershe (< O.E. mersc) "^a marsh"*, sporadi-

cally exchanged for the synonomous M.E. mm-eis, both ultimately from

the same source; cf. marish in N.E.D., and above p. 158 n. i. The
-sk of the form -mersk in Plac. Warr. depends on Scand. sound-sub-

stitution. Cf. the place-name Mersc, Mersche Yo. DoB., Mersc 12.

cent. Guisbrough Ch., but Mersk 1239 f. ibid., Marske Kirkby &c.; now
Marske, in Langbargh wap. Of the same origin is Marske in Gil-

ling wap.

2nd mem. is O.W.Scand., O.Swed. mylna (O.Dan, molnce) "^a mill',

oi the native equivalent M.E. milne (O.E. mylen). In the last two

spellings of the place-name this original element has been replaced by
O.French molin, the present moulin.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. welle ^a spring, fount', N.E. well. On the hills

among which stands the village of Rothwell, Li., appears conspicuously

the band of red chalk which is said to stretch from Norfolk through

Lincolnshire into Yorkshire. See Streatfeild, p. 161.
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Roudha Yo. 1235-55 Cockers. Ch.; the river Rawthey.^

Routhegates Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Kirkleatham.^

Routhland Cumb. 1458, 1461 Cal. Inq.; in Rickerby?^

Routhemer Wm. 1282 C. Inq.; a fishery in Grasmere par.*

Ranthemire Yo. 12. cent. Newburgh ch., Mon. VI, i; near

Bagby.^

Routhenges Li. 12. cent. Ormesby ch., Mon. VI, 2; near Grimsby.^

Rauthepethe, Raudepade 12. cent. Rievaiilx Ch.; near Hemsley.'^

Rautstain [mpem] Yo. 12. cent. Newburgh ch., Mon. VI, i;

near Bagby.^

Rozebi, Roscehi Yo. DoB.; Roucebi a. 1180, Bancehi c. 1146

(Papal confirm.), JRoucehy 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; Roueshy, Roiiseby

Kirkby; Raucehy, Roneshi 12. cent, Roucehy, Raucehy 13. cent.

Whitby Ch.; Roucehy 130 1 Yo. Subs., No. vill., 1325 Whitby Ch.,

1346, 1425 Pat. R.; Rotsehy 13 11, Rotccehy 1396 Whitby Ch.;

Rouscehy 1339 Pat. R.; now Rousby or Roxby.

I St mem. is genitive of the O.W.Scand. man's name Raudr

(La., etc.; O.Swed. R0dlier, O.Dan. R0th), developed from the

surname Raudr 'the red', which was very common (see F. Jons-

son, Tilnavne).^ In the place-name before us the d was apt to

be assimilated with the s of the genitive ending (cf. Kluge in

^ 2nd mem. is O.Scand. d stream'. Some exact parallels to

this name are found in Norway (see Rygh, Elvenavne, p. 186), and in

Iceland; Rdvbdr (gen.) La., Raudd Kalund. Compare OHG. Rotaha

FoRSTEMANN, Ortsuamen).
^ 2nd mem. seems to be plur. of the M.E. secondary form gat

(O.E. ^eai), N.E. gate. Hardly from M.E. gate < O.W.Scand. gata

'way, road'.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. land 'land'. Cf. in Norway Rauda-

lande E.J.
"* 2nd mem. is M.E. mere 'a sheet of standing water, a lake, pond,

marsh, fen'. N.E. dial, mere, in current use esp. in northern dialects.

^ Obviously miswritten for Rauthe-. 2nd mem. is M.E. mire <

O W.Scand. myrr ^a moor, bog, swamp'. It is possible that this name
and one or two of those above contain the O.W.Scand. subst. raiidi

'bogiron-ore', which word occurs in a few O.Norw. place-names.

^ 2nd mem. is O.Scand. eng 'meadow'.

2nd mem. M.E. pap (O.E. peep) 'a path'.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. steinn 'stone'. Cf. the place-name Stein

etc., p. 82.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. — It seems that the same

etymology is to be assumed for the now lost name Rozehi Yo. DoB.,

Roivcesby, Roucehy Kirkby, Rouceshy 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., Roucehy 13 14

C. Inq.; the place indicated is located by Skaife, in his ed. of Kirk-

Lindkvist: Middle-English place-names etc. II
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Paul's Gr. p. 1007), yet the preponderating, obviously phonetic

spellings with z, c, is show that ds followed O.W.Scand. sound-

development (of. above p. 28. under Braceby) and had early pas-

sed into /.9. — BjoRKMAx (Personennamen) gives some M.E. in-

stances of JRaudr. It enters into a few O.Xorw. place-names, e. g.

Raudznes, j Rauds^orpe EJ.

Sourer Lane. 1336, 1400 Furness Ch.; now lost. Xear Hawks-
head.

From O.W.Scand. saurar, nom. plur. of saurr ^mud. dirt:

excrements' (O.Swed. sor, O.Dan, sor), which word was fre-

quently used — when simplex, in the plural — in place-names to

design swampy soil. This is well illustrated b}^ the comment in

La. on the settling of Steinolfr, who built a farm and called it

Saurhce, pui at par var myrlent mioh. Cf. the O.Xorw. place-

name af Sauriun B.J., and the Icelandic Saurar (Kaluxd). In

England the word is found in ]\I.E. as sow re, soore, and in X.E.

dial, as saur 'liquid manure, dirt, black mud, soil', known only

from some northern counties, esp. Yo. — O.W.Scand. saurr occurs,

besides, in the following M.E. place-names:

Soreby Cumb. c. 1175 Wetherhal Reg., 123 8 Pat. R.: 5oh-

rehy 1189 H. Pipe R., Plac. Warn, 1314! CI. R., 133 1 Rot.

Orig.; Sourehi ii84f., KyrJcesaurehi 1191, Saurehi 1107 Pip^ R-.

V.H.; Sourehi 1232 CI. R., 1237! Pat. R., 1252 Ch. R., Tax.

eccl., 1292 etc. Cal. Inq.; Sconrehy 1242 Ch. R.; Suorehy 132

1

CI. R.; Castel sourehy 13 18 Rot. Orig.; Sourhy 1362 Test. Karl:

Castelsourehy 1397 Pat. R.; now Castle Sowerb}-.^

Soureby Wm. 1308 Pat. R.; Templesourehy 13 14 CI. R.:

TempJe Sourhy. Sourehy 1329 C. Inq.; Temple Sourehy 1344!

Pat. R.: Tempil Sourehy 1345 CI. R., 1380 Cal. Inq.; Sourhy

1357 f., Sowrehy 1380 Test. Karl; now Temple Sowerb3\

Sourebi Wm. 1177-78 Pipe R.: Sourehy 1314 Cal. Inq., 1345

CI. R.: Sourhy hy Burgh 1327 C. Inq.: Sourehy Burgh 1340 CI.

by's inquest for Yo., about one mile west of Thornton Dale. Of

the same origin perhaps is the ist mem. of Roucegrift Yo. 13. cent.

Guisbrough Ch.; near Ugthorpe. On the 2nd mem. gj'ift cf. above p.

90 under Stayngruft.
^ 2nd mem. as in x\ismunderby, p. 3. ]\Iany places in Xonvay

were called Saurhy, see E.J. and X.G. Cf. also the above-mentioned

Icelandic Saurhce La.
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R.; Sonrehy hy Burgh 1344 Pat. R.; Soiireshy under Burgh 1345

CI. R.; etc.; now Brough Sowerby.

Sorebi Yo. DoB.; Saureby jiixfa TresJc 13. cent. Malton Reg.,

Mon. VI 2; Sourehi LVD.; Sourehy 1247 f. Ch. R., Kirkby, Rot. H.,

Plac. Warn, 1301 Yo. inq., Yo. Subs., No. vill.; Sourhy 1361

Rot. Orig.; Sourehy Milne 1402 Pat. R.; now Sowerby, near

Thirsk.

Sorel?i Yo. DoB.; Sourehy 1302 Pat. R., 1315 A.Plac, No.

vill., 1326 CI. R., 1327 C. Inq.; Soiireshy 1326 CI. R.; Sourhy date

uncertain Cat.A.D., 1401 Cal. Inq.; Sourehy Brygge 1478 f., Sorehy

1485 Pat. R.; now Sowerby Bridge, in Halifax.

Sourebi Yo. a. 1180, Saurehi c. ii5of., Sourehy 1282, 1354
Whitb}^ Ch.; supposed to be ident. with the present Sneaton

Thorpe, see Whitby Ch. p. 398 n.

Sourebi Yo. DoB.; Sulehy suh Koteclyf Kirkby; Surehy et

HertelecUf No. vill.; now Sowerby-under-Cotcliffe. ,

Souresby Yo. 1242 Guisbrough Ch.; now represented by
Sowerby Bogs, not far from Glaisdale.^

Sourebyshire Yo. 1331 Rot. Orig., 1346 Pat. R.; Sourehi-

shire 1334 f., Saurehyshire 1347 f., Sourheschier, Saivrhysshire 1405,

Soureshishire 1335, 1477, Sourhyshire 1480 Pat. R.; belongs to

Sowerby in Halifax.

Souro;ryff Yo. 14. cent. Whitby Ch.^

Sourmyre Yo. 1458 Cal. Inq.; near Fearby, or Ellington.^

Saurestal Cumb. 1208 Fed. fin.*

Saurchales Lane. 13. cent. (?) Furness Ch.; near Angerton.^

Sourthwayt Wm. 1360 Rot. Orig.; Sonrewathe 1389 Cal. Inq.;

in Mallerstang forest.^

^ On 2nd mem. see p. 162 n. i.

2 2nd mem. is M.E. grif 'a hole, pit, cavity'. On its etymology

see p. 85, under Stonegrave.
^ 2nd mem. is M.E. mire < O.W.Scand. myrr 'moor, bog, swamp';

see further in Ch. 6.

2nd mem. looks like O.W.Scand. stallr 'a stall, stable = O.E.

steall.

^ The Editor of the Furness Ch. emends to Saurschales, which

seems reasonable, 2nd mem. being, then, O.W.Scand. skdli 'a. hut,

shed'; cf. Gatesgill, p. 52, and in Ch. 5.

^ On the 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. pveit, see above p. 96 f. ist

mem. can here represent also O.W.Scand. surr, or M.E. sur 'sour'; cf.

above p- 34 n- 9-
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Saustorp Li. 1175-76 Pipe R.; Saustorp 1189 H. Pipe R.;

IIQ3 Feet of fines, 1193 Li. rec; Sautorp 1196, Sautliorp 1234

Li. rec; Saucetorp Rot. Hug.; Saiisthorp t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.;

Sauzsthorp, Sauztorp, SaustJiorp T.N.; Saiicetliorp 1286 York
Hist.; Sausthorp 12^2 Assize R.,^ 1303 F.A., 1330 C. Inq., 133

1

CI. R., 1360 etc. Cat.A.D., 143 1 F.A.; Sauetstliorpe^ Sallistorpe,

Saiiz-, Saztorp 1338 Pat. R.; SauzcfJiOfj) 1352 Cal. Inq.; Sauxse-

tJiorp 1346, 1428, SatixtJiorj) 1428 F.A.; Saivseihorp 1436 Cat.A.D.;

Saucethorp 1489 Cal. inq. Lane.; now Sausthorpe.

ist mem. is gen. sing, of O.W.Scand. saudr^Si sheep' (O.Swed.

soper; the word seems to be etymologically identical with Goth.

saups 'a sacrifice'), which is also recorded as a surname (Kahle,

Altwestnord. Beinamen); it may have been so here.^ It is found

in the Orrmulum as sotvivp. On the development of the sound

combination ds in this place-name, compare p. 161 under Roxby.

Scroutebi Norf. C.S. 1017, Scroutehey, Scroiitehei, Scrotcby

DoB.; Scroteby 12 18, Scroutehy 1234 Cal. fin.; Scroutehy, Scrutebi

1285 C. Inq.; Scroiiceby Rot. H., Tax. eccl.; Scroiiteby Rot. H.,

1300 f. Br.Mus., 1302 f., 1428 F.A., 1303 Cal. Inq., 1318 Pat. R.,

1323 CI. R., 133 1 C. Inq., 1334 Norf. Ass., 1346 Norf. Aid, 1422

Cat.AD.; Skrouteby 13 15 Cat.A.D., 1372 Br.Mus.; Scroiuteby 1329

C Inq.; Skroivtebyy Scroivtby 1401 F.A.; Scroiveteby 1465 Pat. R.;

now Scratby, in Ormesby St. Margaret's.

Explained by Munford from ^the Scand. personal name

Scroti, vScrot, which occurs previous to the Conquest, in Domes-

day'. But the numerous spellings Scroiite- above cannot repre-

sent the name Scroti (I cannot find the form Scrot in DoB.), the

Scand. origin of which is, besides, questionable. I think the ist

mem. is a genitive '^'Skrauta from the O.W.Scand. surname Skrauti

(given by F. Jonsson, Tilnavne), which meant a showy, magnifi-

cent person, a person fond of display. The word is derived from

the same base as O.W.Scand. shraiit (Norw. dial. sJcraut) ^orna-

ment, show, display, spendour'; cf. the O.Norw. place-name Skraiit-

uale D.N. 2 (1336), commented on in N.G. IV 2, p. 254, and

the Icelandic skrautbygging, skrauthus, skrautholl (Thorkelsson,

Supplement til isl. Ordboger III) 'a magnificent building'. To re-

^ See Extract in Associated Archit. Societies, Reports & Papers,

XXII p. 172.
^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.
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gard Scroutehy as an analogous compound with shraut is, for

formal reasons, not admissible.^

Staupe Yo. t. Hen. I., Stoupe e. 12. cent, f., Stoivpe 1395,

Stoope, Stoivpe Broive 1540 Whitby Ch.; now Stoupe Brow, ham-

let and cliff in Whitby par.

From O.W.Scand. staup in the sense of 'a steep declivity

or slope, a pitch, precipice'. Stoupe Brow is a cliff, according

to Bartholomew's Gazetteer 893 ft. high, which towers aloft

over the shore at Robin Hood's Bay, and commands a magni-

ficent view^ The word .^taup in the sense just mentioned is

only evidenced from Norw\ place-names; see e. g. N.G. V, 444
and XV, 87. It is related by ablaut to the rare verb stupa 'to

stoop', O.Swed. stu2Ja 'to fall, tumble headlong'. The primary

sense of staup may have been that of a depression or hollow

where one is apt to tumble down; cf. the allied O.E. adj. steap

'high, lofty', N.E. steep. In Shetlandic local names staup is app-

lied to a track beaten by the feet of cattle (Jakobsen); cf. Norw.

dial, staiqj 'a hole in a road, deep rut, cup, goblet', O.E. steap

'a cup, flagon', OHG., MHG. stouf 'Becher, Felsen' (Schade),

German Stauff, Stauffen, as names of mountains (see Schmeller,

Bayerisches Worterbuch). Whether N.E. dial, stoup 'a deep and

narrow vessel for holding liquids, pail for water', etc., is of Scand.

introduction, is uncertain. Its local distribution — only in some
northern counties and e. Angl. — is in favour of it. On M.E.

slope see Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 78, with references.

Wadles Yo. DoB.; Watlos' (2x) 1208 Fed. fin. Eb.; Watlaus

13. cent Rievaulx Ch.; Thorneton Watlous 1269 C. Inq.; Wat-
loiis Kirkby, 1286 Richmond Reg., Tax. eccl., No. vill., 1392

Fat. R.; Wathlous, Watlos St. Andrew's ch.; Thorneton Watlous

1301 Yo. Subs.; Watlans 1340 Cal. Inq.; Watlotvs, -lous 1424,

Watloives, -loivs 1439 P^^. R.; Watlos 1435, -loives 1437, -lous

1367, 1475 Cal. Inq.; now^ part of Thornton Watlass.

The preserved spellings of this name seem to represent the

O.W.Scand. adj. vatnlauss, 'waterless', with the regular loss of the

interconsonantic n. But it is more than probable that the pre-li-

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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terary form was somewhat different, and that this was a counter-

part of the O.W.Scand. place-name at Vatnlausu La., in Iceland.

The latter is composed of vatn 'water"* and the weak fern, lausa

'lack, want', which is recorded only as 2nd member in a number
of place-names (cf. Rygh, N.G.). Now the spelling of the name
in Domesday is utterly corrupt and, taken by itself, unintelligible.

But the next form contains a final vowel, represented in the re-

cord by a character, which, in the early 1 3th century charter-hand

of the feet of fines, can denote either of the two vowels a and e.

In the course of the same century the earHer shape of the name
was modified, insofar as the final -e was liable to be gradually

lost during that period. It then coincided with the O.W.Scand.

adj. vat[n]lauss and was attached to the name of the neighbour-

ing township of Thornton, for the purpose of marking it out

from the many other places of the same name in the county.

Compare Willoughby Waterless in Le. The ancient vill of Wat-

lous was merged in Thornton W. as it seems long after the lat-

ter had borrowed its name, and the modern (Philips') map retains,

apart from Thornton Watlass, only the name Watlass Moor. The

M.E. surname Watlotvs, &c. mentioned by Bjorkman, Personen-

namen, p. 172, is identical with the name just discussed.

Ch. 5. Names containing O.Scand. a.

O.Scand. a, originating from different sources, occurs in a

great number of M.E. place-names. In some cases it is an un-

mistakeable phonetic test of loan, inasmuch as the O.E. language

on the corresponding point shows an altogether diverging sound-

development; in others it represents no such direct test, but the

word in which it stands betra3^s the Scand. origin of its a-vowel

in some other way. The material given below may be briefly

summed up under the following heads :^

i) O.Scand. a < Teut (W.Teut. a); O.E. e, ce. See below

Farford p. 179 (possibly), Lauescales p. 194, Nathivait p. 188,

Scales &c. pp. 189-95, Smatuaites p. 196.

^ A fairly large number of early English place-names present words

containing O.Scand. a (Teut. a, O.E.
,

e), but with two exceptions

(Aghemundernes see p. i, Anlafestun, cet Anlafestune North. C.S. 1128,

1 130 resp. (c. 980), now lost; near Kettering?) they are not recorded
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2) O.Scand. a < Teut. a + w before ^ (after syncope of an

interconsonantic vowel), ?, and ,s, through loss of the nasal and
compensatory lengthening of a > a. See below Achehi &c. p. 168,

Alabei &c. p. 168, Astorp &c. pp. 169-76, Wra &c. p. 197 &c. —
In O.E,, Teut. ans is represented by ds; as to a in the other

positions just mentioned it appears as 0, a.

3) O.Scand. a < Teut. d before ht (and hi?) through loss of

h and compensatory lengthening of a > a. O.E. ea, &c. See

Nadfartone p. 187 (and the uncertain StalctJmeit p. 197).

4) O.Scand. a < Teut clh + vowel; O.E. (as a rule) ea. See
Abi, &c, p. 168, and Arusiim p. 169.

5) O.Scand. a < Teut. (W.Teut. «) in the combination an;

O.E. on. See Spanebi p. 196.

6) O.Scand. a < Teut. ait (secondary development); O.E. ea.

See Ilahtirne &c. p. 180 f.

7) O.Scand. « < Teut. ciiva; O.E. ea. See Strathivait p. 197.

8) O.Scand. a answering to Latin ati, and O.E. a?t'. See

Kalegarth c^c. p. 183.

9) In several cases O.Scand. a is no criterion of loan, pro-

perly speaking, but the word in its recorded form, with the deve-

lopment it presupposes, seems not to have existed in England

but to have been introduced there by the Scandinavians. See

Anistlmaith p. 169, Bladi &c. pp. 176-79, Grarigg &c. p. 180,

Caimda &c. pp. 184-85, Crachele &c. pp. 185-87, Eahie &c. p.

188 f.

We now proceed to the material:

until the M.E. period when the native O.E. ce had passed into a in

the dialects concerned. The a-vowel of these names thus affords, as

a rule, no phonetic evidence for their Scand. origin. It is true that

in a few cases they are composed with pers. names which appear

already in O.E. (such as Farmanesbi Yo. DoB., Faremannebi Cumb.

1189 H. Pipe R. from O.W.Scand. Farmann &c.; Haldanby Yo. No.

vill. from O.W.Scand. Halfdan; Baghenildetorp Yo. 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.

from O.W.Scand. RagnhiJdr ; Bavenser Yo. see p. 133; &c.), and by

their a found at that date prove themselves to be Scand., though not

all of them are beyond dispute in this respect. The M.E. place-name

compounds of this kind accordingly present, indirectly, a criterion of

Scand. loan. But as the cases in question are comparatively few in num-
ber I have judged it best to deal with them only in connection with

all the other names that apparently contain O.Scaud. d in the non-

phonetical part of the present work.
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Abi Li. DoB., c. 1150 f. Br.Mus., 1154-58 (Inspex. 13 14)

Ch.R.; Hahy 1254 Pat.R., t. Edw. I Br.Mus.; Ahy 1226 Li. rec,

1251 Ch.R., Rot.H., T.N., Tax. eccl., 13031, 1428 F.A., 1465 f.

Pat.R., &c.; now Aby.

ist mem. is from O.Scand. d (for normal ^ < ^ahivii, the d

being due to influence from the inflected forms in which it was
regular, see Noreen, Altisl. Gram. § 74,2) "a stream or river.'

The village of Aby stands on a stream. In Norway there were

in ancient times several places called Aby (E.J., &c.); the same

name occurs in Denmark according to LCD., and in Sweden
(Styffe). The M.E. equivalent to d was ^, ^ (< O.E. ea, cf.

Stevers, Ags. Gram. § 111,2; for certain restrictions Kluge in

Paul's Gr. I § 93). On the M.E. appellative a found in a 15.

century Saltfleetby MS. and apparently Scand. loan, see Bjork-

MAN, Loan-words p. 102. Saltfleetby is situated some miles NE.

of Aby.^ — O.Scand. d enters further into the two river-names

Braitha (see p. 27) and Boudha (p. 161); cf. also Arusum p. 169.

Achebi Yo. DoB.; now disappeared? Near Well or Masham.

Considering the quality of the 2nd mem., the ist mem. may
be from the O.E.Scand. man's name Aki^ Ahe, O.W.Scand. Aid,

corresponding to OHG. Anihho, see Wimmer, and Noreen,

Altisl. Gram. § 289, i.^ It is possible that in the same way are

to be explained Aliethorxj Suff. Rot.H. (answering to O.Norw

Ahaporp E.J.) and some other M.E. place-names beginning with

Ake- (cf. BjoRKMAN, Personennamen under AM). But as nothing

disproves the possibility that such names embody, instead, some

form of O.E. ac 'oak', which was demonstrably of frequent occur-

rence in the place-nomenclature, it would serve no purpose to

enter at length upon them. Cf. also AJcescales Yo., and Aketvra

Li., below pp. 192 and 199 resp.

Alabei, Alehei Norf. DoB.; Aleby 1269 C. Inq., Plac. Warr.,

Rot. H., Tax. eccl., 13 16 F.A., &c.; Alebi Rot. H.; now Alby.

ist mem. is gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name Ali^ O.Swed.

Ale (OHG. Analo); the originally short stem-vowel has under-

gone compensatory lengthening after the loss of the nasal before I;

on this see Noreen, Altisl. Gram. §§ 118, 289, 2. The name occurs

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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in several O.Norw. place-names (see Lind); with it has been

identified the O.E. Ale and, possibly, Ala in DoB. (Bjorkman,

Personennamen p. 2).^ It seems further to enter into

Alebi Li. DoB.; Alehy T.N., 131 1 C. Inq.; Alibi, Alihy 1303,

Alibi 1428 F.A.; now Ailby, in Rigsby.^

Aletorp Li. DoB., 1294 Ch. R.; Aletorp' 1178-79 Pipe R.;

now Althorpe.^

Alatorp Norf. DoB.; Aletorp 1170-80! Pipe R.; Alethovp,

Aletorp Rot. H.; now Althorpe.^

[Anisthwaith Cumb. (see p. 102), perhaps from the O.W.Scand,

man's name Anfn] < *Adwumi; see Noreen in Uppsalastudier p. 196.]

Arusum Yo. 12th, 13th cent, (passim) Guisbrough Ch.; Aresum,

Arsuw. ib., Kirkby; Aresonie 1366 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Aresom 1398

Cal. Inq.; Arsome 14 19 ib.; now Ayresome, near Middlesbrough.

Dative plur. of the O.W.Scand. appellative drhusar ^buildings

erected by the river-side', which word is made up of aV, gen.

sing, of a *a stream or river', and a feminine plural of hus 'house'.

The compound is recorded as a place-name also on O.Norw.

territory, e. g. at Arhusum BK.; cf. in Denmark: Arus LCD.

According to Philips' map the present Ayresome is near a small

stream, not far from its effluence into the river Tees. — The re-

ference to this name that ought to have been given in Ch. i has

been inadvertently omitted. Cf. Aby^ p. 168.

Astorp Li. Surv. 11 18, t. Rich. I. Br.Mus., T.N.; Astthorp

1303 F.A.; AstJiorp T.N., 13 16, 1428 F.A.; Astliorpe 1382 Br.Mus.;

Asthorp, Aystorp 1426 Pat. R.; Aysthorp 143 1 F.A.; now Aisthorpe.

I St mem. is from O.W.Scand. dss (< "^'ansa-; O.Swed. as, e.

Dan. aass) 'a mountain ridge, a ridge of elevation, eminence'. As
far as can be made out from Philips' map, Aisthorpe lies on a

slope among the Lincoln Heights.^

Asebi, Aseby Li. DoB.; Asebi 1125-28 L. Niger S.P.; Aseby

1234 Li. rec, 1401 F.A.; now Aisby, in Corringham.

Judging by the map the ist mem. is the same as in pre-

ceding name; we should then have to postulate a ground-form

*Asa-byr.-

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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Aseby Li. DoB.; Hase-, Hascehia, t. Hen. III. Br.Mus.; Ast^hy

ib., T.X., 13 1 6 f. F.A., 1475 Pat. R.; Asehi 1303 F.A.; Aeshy 1528,

Ayshy 1563 f. Br.AIus.; now Aisby, in Haydor.

I St mem. is probably from the O.W.Scand. man's name Asi,

O.E.Scand. Ase, which is recorded in DoB. as Asi. Or perhaps

from the corresponding female name Asa {Asa in DoB., see Bjork-

MAx. Personennamen, p. 9); both these names are to be connected

with O.W.Scand ass 'a god', for which word see further under

the names beginning with As- below, and the next name.^

Asebi Yo. DoB.: Esely Plac. Warr., Kirkby, Xo. vill., &c.;

now Easby.

According to the spelling in DoB. the ist mem. may ori-

ginally have been from either the O.W.Scand. man's name Asi^

or the feminine Asa (see prec. name), which was exchanged, later

on, for the collateral form represented by O.Dan. Esi, resp. Esa,

O.W.Scand. ^sa, Esa (see Lind under Asa). One of the last-

mentioned names seems, in fact, to enter into another place-name

in the same count\% viz. Esehi Yo. DoB., Eshy Kirkby, Esehy

Xo. vill. &c., now Easby (in Stokesley); perhaps also into Eshy

Cumb. 1383 Cal. Inq., Esehy 1485 C. Inq.; now Easby.

^

Asadala, AsedaJa Yo. 12. cent., Aseclal 1239 Guisbrough

Ch.; now Aysdale Gate, near Guisbrough.

ist mem. is either gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name Asi

(see prec. name), or gen. plur. of O.W.Scand. ass ^mountain ridge^

for which compare above under Aisthorpe.^

Aswicktoftine Li. see in Ch. 7.

[Astthetwayt Wm. see above p. 102.]^

Asfordeby Li. T.X., 1303 f. F.A.: Asfordhy T.X., 1303 f.

1428 f. F.A.; Asffordehy 1303 F.A.: Assefordhy T.X.; Asserhy 1428

F.A.; now Asserby, in Bilsby.

ist mem. is the Anglo-Scand. man's name Asford which

occurs in the Domesday entries for Li. Xott and Yo., besides as

Asfort in that for the latter county, to which, indeed, most of the

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby.
^ 2nd mem. as in Bartindale, p. 4.

^ To what has been said on this name p. 102 n. 7 may be

added that the ist mem. may explained as well from the common

O.W.Scand. man's name Asti (O.Swed. Aste) or the corresponding

feminine Asia.
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instances belong.^ This is a variant of the name Asfrid, Asferd,

Asferd, which is found on O.E. coins of the loth and nth centuries,

and is derived by Bjorkman, Personennamen p. 1 1 f., from an

O.Scand. *Asfridr. But the metathetic forms, Asferd &c., must have

originated in England, since no similar instance is recorded in

O.Scand. literature. And of native English origin is, moreover,

the remarkable o-vowel in the Domesday form Asford, which in

consideration of its frequency, in the simple name and in place-

names (cf. below), cannot be put down to erroneous spelling.

The native equivalent of this name appears in Domesday as Os~

fordiis, Osfort (Norf.) and Osfertus (Suff. 3x). The latter form

in particular carries us back to the O.E. period, in the charters

of which we find a good many instances of the name Osferd,

obviously arisen out of Osfred, a phonetic variant of the common
Osfrith. The e-vowel in the metathetic Osferd seems on Anglian
territory tQ have been liable to fracture (for analogous cases see

BtiLBRiNG in Anglia Beibl. IX, 97 and Altengl. Elementarbuch T

§ 132 Anm.), which gave rise to a form *Osfeord, whereupon the

original^ falling diphthong eq passed into the rising eo and was

simplified to 0 in Osford. With regard to this process of accent-

shifting and monophthongization comp^ire the materials given by

BtjLBRiNG, Altengl. Elementarbuch §§ 325-33. A development

along such lines is, in fact, intimated by some spellings found in

an O.E. late loth century record relating to Medeshamstede

(Peterborough Abbey) in Northamptonshire and printed by Gray
Birch, C.S. 1130. It contains the forms Osferd (passim) and Os-

ford; further Ptirferd (passim), Piirfeord and Purford [Rolfes sune],

evidently variants of *Pnrfred < *ParfreduI{, which again accor-

ding to BjoRKiMAX (Personennamen p. 156) is the ground-form o^

O.W.Scand. Porr0dr. In the same way are to be explained As-

forth and Porford, which are stated by Bjorkman (o. c. pp. 10'

155) to occur on O.E. coins, and "^Wiford in the place-name

Wiv07'dehie Le. DoB., Wyfordehia 11 24 Le. Survey, now Wy-
fordby. The ist member of the latter is from the O.E. man's

name Wigfrith, Wigferth. Here should be noticed, too, the name

of the present Hamfordshoe hundred in North., of which DoB.

has the curiously corrupt spellings Andferdesho (2x), Anvesdesov,

and Hanverdesho; it contains the O.E. man's name Eanfrid, Ean~

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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firdus, Anfred, Eanferp, all these forms being found in C.S. (cf.

the place-name eanferpes hlau C.S. 945 (A.D. 956). But the North,

survey of Henry I. writes AnfordesJio, representing the variant

*Anford, which in part survives in the modern name of the hun-

dred. The examples now adduced may suffice to illustrate the

sound-development in question. As was observed above, it seems

to have been confined to Anglian territory.

A noteworthy interchange of the O.E. Osferd, and the Anglo-

Scand. Asford, "''Esford (see below), is presented by the ist mem-
ber in the place-name

Osferdebie, Esseherie Le. DoB.; Asfordehia 11 24 Le. Survey;

Esfordehi 1 190-1204 Br.Mus.; A Fordehy 1327 Le. Subs. R.; As-

fordehy 1409 Pat. R., 1428 F.A.; Asshefo?'dehy 1412 Pat. R.; now
Asfordby, or Ashfordby.

It still remains to add a few remarks on the man's name
Asford. The former element is here the same word as Q-W.Scand.

«ss, ^ss < "^ansuR 'a god', = O.E. ds. This was a most common
name element in the Teutonic languages, as may -be seen from

the plentiful material compiled in Forstemann. Side by side there

existed in composition two divergent stems ^Ansu- and *^?m-,

which are both found in OHG. names. In O.Scand. the word

appears in the same position as As- in a considerable number of

names, of which O.E. equivalents with O5- are frequently evi-

denced. Besides, there occurs in O.Scand. a collateral form with

^'-mutation Es-, in O.W.Scand. sporadically alternating with As-

in spellings of one and the same name, but in especiall}^ frequent

use in the O.E.Scand. languages; see Nielsen, and Lundgren,

Sprakl. intyg om hednisk gudatro i Sverige p. 13 f., and Spar af

hednisk tro och kult i Fornsvenska personnamn p. 3 f. It is pos-

sible that the above-mentioned M.E. Esfordehi (by the side of

Asfordehia) contains this O.E.Scand. stem Es-, although it is true

such a form of the name is not evidenced elsewhere. But the

O.Dan, man's name ^shiorn, Eshern, which is recorded in Kemb-

le's CD. and in DoB. as Eshern, Eshernus, surely enters into the

place-name Eshernehi Li. DoB.; apart from this early spelHng,

there are only anglicized forms on record: Osherneby 1225 Li rec,

T.N., T316 F.A., Oshernhy 1257 Ch. R,, 1303 f. F.A., 1446 Br.Mus.,

Osburnehy 1505 Br.Mus.; now Osbournby. And Esegerhrigge Yo.

1343 Ripon Mem., now Esgelbrig in Ripon, seems to be from

the O.Dan, man's name Esger (O.W.Scand, Asgeirr, O.Swed.
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Asger, O.E. Osgdr), which occurs also in O.E. charters. As for

further information about the O.Scand. pers. names of the present

kind which are found in M.E. see Bjorkman, Personennamen.

In addition thereto the following M.E. place-name material is to

be noted:

Ansgotesbi Yo. &c., Osgodtorp Le. &c. see above p. 138 f.

Asgerebi Li., Asgarsthorp, Asgereshill Norf., see above p. 23.

Aschilebi Yo. DoB.; EsJdIby 1198 Fed. fin. Eb., 1370 Cat.A.D.;

AsUlhy 13. cent. FPD., Kirkby, No. vill., 1338 Pat. R.; Eskelhy

1299 Cal. Rot. Ch., 1367 Cat.A.D., 1335, 141 2 Pat. R.; Aslcilhy

1348 f. Pat. R.; Askylby 1404 Cal. inq. da., 1465 Pat. R.; now
Asselby.

From the O.W.Scand. man's name Askell (< Asketill), Eshell,

O.Swed. JEsJdl, O.Dan. .EsJHU} Recorded in place-names, e. g.

J Ashicehriidi E.J., j ^slicelsjnidn D.N. 9 (1438). On the inter-

change of As-, Es-, see above. The name had a wide diffusion

in England in O.E. and M.E. times, and was one of the most

usual Scand. names there; a survey of the various forms Ashjtel,

Asliil, JEshitil, EsJcil, in which it appears in this country then, is

given by Bjorkivian, Personennamen p. 16 f.^ It enters, moreo-

ver, into

Aschilebi Yo. DoB.; Eslcelby Rot. H., 1203 Ch. R., No. vill.,

Ripon Mem.; EstlHlhy Kirkby; Exylhy 1468 Pat. R; etc.; now
Exelby, in Burneston.^

Askeldic, Askeledic Yo. 12. cent. Rievaulx Ch.; near Old Bv-
land.3

Asketelhage \jiemus] Li. 1189 Vaudey ch., Mon. V. Near
Edenham ?

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismmiderby, p. 3.

^ The Domesday forms Escule and Escid, mentioned ib. p. 20 as

possibly representing Scand. Eskil^ or, rather, O.E. JSsctvtdf, I should

prefer to consider as Normanized forms with prothetic e- of the com-

mon O.E., M.E. Sctde < O.Scand. SkuU. An e- of this kind is of fre-

quent occurrence i DoB. and other early M.E. records. Cf. e. g. in

the DoB. return for Yorkshire Esteinton^ Steintun (O.W.Scand. steinn^

see above p. 87), Estireshi, Stirsbi (OE. Stijr < O.W.Scand. Styrr^

O.Dan. Styr, pers. name); further Esctdthorp and Esculeton Norf. 1228

Pat. R. (from this very O.Scand. ^kidi), of M-hich otherwise only spel-

lings with initial Sc-, Sk- are known to me. Now Sculthorpe and

Scoulton resp. See also the examples in Zachrisson, p. 55.
^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand dik, diki, O.Swed. dike, O.Dan, diki

*^a dike, ditch', or the equivalent O.E., M.E. die.

* 2nd mem. as in Algerhaye ib., see above p. 21 n. 3.
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Aschilesmares Yo. DoB.; now vanished? Xear Ebberston

or Brompton, see above p. 158 n. i.

Ascheltorp, Aschiltoj^p, Hascctorp Yo. DoB.; Hnssethorp

Kirkby; Hasthotp 1302 Feod. mil. Eb,, No. vill.; now Hais-

thorpe.^

Aslachebi Li. DoB.; Aselacheshi 1179-80 Fipe 'K.; AselaJceshi

1 189 H. Pipe R.; Haslohehi 1263, Aseloliehy 1270, Aslachy 1282

C. Inq.; Asladhy Tax. eccl.; AselaJcehy Rot. H.; Aslaliehy Rot. H.,

T.X., 1303 f. F.A., 1364 Cat.x\.D.; AslocJcehi T.X.; Aselachy 1303 f.

F.A.; Aslaghhy 13 12, Aselokhy 1346, Aslaghy 14 10 Pat. R.; Aslahby

1397 f., 1447 Br.Mus., 1462 f. Pat. R.; now Aslackb3\^

From the O.W.Scand. man's name Asldlx:r (La., etc.), O.E.Scand.

Aslalx, = O.E. Oslac; cf. in Xorwav AslaJisriid E.J., Aslalxshy Rygh,

Personnavne, etc. The name was fairly common in Scand. Eng-

land: Aslac CD. 728 (10 1 8), DoB., 1229 Guisbrough Ch. &c.,

Aslaciis, Aseloc DoB., &c.^ It further occurs in

Aslachesbi, Aslachebi Yo. DoB.; Aslaliehy 1260 Ch. R., 1261

C. Inq., T.X., 1301 Yo. Subs.; Aselalcehy 1281 C. Inq., T.X.; ^.s-

lachy Rot. H., Xo. viU.; Aslaehy Kirkby; &c.; now Aislaby, in

Middleton.^

Aslackebi, Eslalcehi Durh. 13. cent. (?), Aslal^ehy 131 1 Guis-

brough Ch.; AslaJihy 1324 f. Durh. Account R.; now Aislaby.

Aslachestone, Aslachetone, -tune Xott. DoB.; Aslacton 1284

&c., 1428 F.A., 1300 Ch. R., T.X., 1340 Pat. R., 13481. CI. R.;

Aslocton 1 291 Ch. R.; now Aslockton.*

Aslaketuna, Aslac-, Oslacfuna Xorf. DoB.; AslaJceston 1254

Cal. fin.; Aslaketon 1263, Aselalxcton 1270 Ch. R.; Oslac-, Oselachin

Rot. H.; Aslacton Rot. H., 1284 &c., 1428 F.A., 1334 Xorf. x\ss.;

Aselagliton 1381 Pat. R.; AslaJcton Tax. eccl., 1462 Pat. R.; now
Aslacton.*

Aslakebusk Norf. c. 1200 (?), see Rye's list of field-names in

Fed. fin. Norf. Not identifiable.^

Aslactoft Li. undated (14th or 15th century?) MS. Cat.A.D.

in Over Burnham.^

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ Local pronunciation 'Aizleby' (Streatfeild), 'Aselby' (Hope).
^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ On the 2nd mem. see above p. 7 n. i.

^ On the 2nd mem. see p. 141 n. 3.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. toff, for which see beginning of Ch. 7.
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Aslacheshou Li. DoB.; AslocaJiou Surv. 11 18; Aslacheho 1165-

66, Oselakeshou 1179-80 Pipe R.; Aslachoiv 1242 Br.Mus.; Aslachou

Rot. H.; Aslahhou Tax. eccl.; Aselachou 13 16, Asloldioive 1428

F.A.; AslaJiJioive 1347, 1465 Pat. R., 143 1 F.A.; now Aslacoe

(Wapentake).^

Asmundrebi Yo. &c. see above p. 3 f.

Asuluesby, Asuluehi Yo. DoB.; Asidvehi a. 11 80, Asolvehi

e. 13. cent. Whitby Ch.; Ascilhi 1278 C. Inq.; Asselby^ Haselhy

c. 1280 Whitby Ch.; Asila-, Asillahy Kirkb}^; Aselby 1. 13. cent.

Whitby Ch., Rot. H., T.N., No. vill., 1339 f. Pat. R., &c.; Assulby

1487 C. Inq.; Asilby 1394, Aslaby, Aislaby c. 1540 Whitby Ch.;

now Aislaby, near Whitby.

From the O.W^Scand. man's name Asidfr (La., etc.), O.E.Scand.

Asulf. It occurs on O.E. coins as Asidf, Asolf &c. (see Bjork-

MAX, Personennamen), and in the Domesday of Yorkshire as

Asulf, Asid. Yery rare in the O.W.Scand. local nomenclature.

O.E. Osivulf. Compare p. 174 the different origin of the other

Yorkshire place-name Aislaby.^

Asuuardebi Li. DoB.; Asivardebi 1196 e^c. Li. rec; Ase-

ivartlieby Rot. Hug.; Aseivardby Rot. H., 13 16 F.A.; Asivarde-,

Asworde-, Aswoldeby T.N.; Asicardby Rot. H., 1303 f., 1431 F.A.,

1353 Pat. R., 1 4 15 Cat.A.D.; Asivordeby 13 12 C. Inq.; Asivardeby

1328 f. Cat.A.D., 1338 Pat. R., 1428 F.A.; Asiuerdb.y 1463 Pat. R.;

6cc.; now Aswardby.

From the O.W.Scand. man's name Asvardr^ O.Dan. Asvarth}

Whether this is represented by the form Asuert Li. DoB. (see

BjoRKMAN, Personennamen p. 21) is very questionable. It enters,

besides, into

Asewardby, Asctvarde-, Asivareby Li. Rot. H.; Aseivordeby

t. Edw. I. Br.Mus.; Asivardebi, Asirordeby T.N.; Asivardeby 1303,

Asewardeby 13 16, Asivardby, Asswortliby 1346 F.A.; now Aswarby.^

^ 2nd mem. is apparently M.E. Iwit <- O.W.Scand. haugr &c,

'a hill, mound, cairn^ Compare, on this word, Dailderhou above p. 9,

Scogreineshoues p. 78, and beginning of Ch. 4, p. 137.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.

^ Local pronunciation of Aswardby and Aswarby: 'Azerby' (Streat-

feild). — Aseivaldhy in the Hundred Rolls for Lincolnshire does not

represent the present Aswardby, as is maintained by Zachrisson p.

128, but is an erroneous spelling of Aliwldabi, AluoldeU Surv. 11 18,

Alwaldeby No. vill., &c., now Autby. This is from the O.W.Scand.
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Aswardetierne Li. DoB.; AswardeMme 1178-79, Afiivardes-

Tzyrne 1179-80 Pipe R.; Aseivardthyrne, AsetvardJii?m Rot. H.; As-

wardlmrn T.N.; Asivardhirn 13 16, Asivardhetm 1401 F.A.; now
Aswardhurn (Wapentake).^

[Bladi Le. DoB.; Blahi 1156 (Inspex. 13 18) Ch. R., 13 15

C. Inq.; Blahy 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch., 1253 Le. rec, 1284 F.A.

(ib. Nicholaiis de Blohy), Tax. eccl., 1301 Yo. inq., 1327 Le. Subs. R.,

141 2 Pat. R., 1428 F.A.; now Blaby.

TSt mem, is from O.W.Scand. bldr, O.Swed. hlar, Dan. hlaa

^blue, dark', lividus. O.E. Maw is recorded only in the Erfurt

Gloss.; N.E.D. says it did not survive in M.E., where its place

was filled by the O.Scand. word, M.E. hla, hld^ N.E. dial, (only

Sc. and north.) bine. The Scand. as well as the O.E. word is

from a Teutonic base '^'hl^iva, the ce of which would regularly be

represented before tv by O.E. a; hence the d of the Scand. word

cannot be regarded as a phonetical criterion, strictly speaking.

But the form hla-y appearing at so early a period in the place-

name now under consideration, is undoubtedly Scand., since in

composition the native word would most likely have produced

a form *hlauue-, according to the orthography of Domesday. In

the Scand. inflexion of the word there is no trace of the w of the

stem, while this is retained in the single instance of the O.E.

equivalent, and, moreover, is hardly ever missing in the various

cases of other adjectival tua-stems; see Sievers, Ags. Gram. § 301.

It is in the light of such facts that we have to view the name
Blafelda, Blauuefelda, Blawefelle, Blasfeuda Norf. DoB.;

Blafelda c. 1130 Br.Mus.; Blafeld 1197 Cal. fin., 1201 Rot. Cane,

1252 Ch. R., T.N., &c.; Blofeld 1285 Cal. fin., 1302 f., 1428 E.A.,

1330 C. Inq., 1 45 2 ^'Br.Mus., &c.; now Blofield (parish, village, and

hundred)

.

man's name Qlvaldi, O.Dan. Alwaldi (Nielsen); cf. also Alwaldtoftes

in Ch. 7. The occasional replacing of an original name element by a

different one is a constantly recurring phenomenon in M.E. place-name

spellings. Sometimes a whole pers. name is changed for another, as,

e. g. in the spelling AswardesJio North. 1179-80 Pipe R., which is

identical with Anfordesho Surv. Hen. I. (the present hundred of Ham-
fordshoe) from O.E. Eanferp. Cf. also above p. 171 f.

^ The proper form and meaning of the 2nd mem. it is impossible

to decide owing to the divergency of the earliest spellings.
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DoB. shows us here, side by side with each other, the regular

form of the native hlmv and the shorter Scand. hla-} The latter

subsequently took precedence and its vowel underwent the usual

south English labialization to p. Or are both Scand., and Blawe- a

remnant of the earliest O.Scand. inflexion (cf. Noreen, Altisl. Gram.

§ 78 b)? — To the north of England belong the following names,

which may also be looked upon as embodying O.W.Scand. hldr:

Blabec [cadit in Wenninga] Lane. 1400 Furness Ch.; a small

tributary of the river Wenning.^

[Blabec, Blacbec Wm. 1294 Ch. R.; a stream in Kendal.]^

Blaberthwayt Cumb., see above p. 104.

Blaberimorgate Yo. e. 14. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Loftus.^

^ 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. feld Afield'. — With regard to the

differing forms of this word in DoB. some remarks may be desirable in

this connection. Of M.E. feld in place-name compounds there occur at

least four types in the A.N, orthography of DoB., viz. feld (as above Lati-

nized as felda), felt^ fend (feuda), and felle (rarely fel). The first one,

feld^ is, of course, the traditional etymological spelling of the M.E. liter-

ary language; felt is a modification of the former, occasioned through

the influence of the O.French sound-law by which final d after a con-

sonant was turned into t (for examples see Nyrop, Gram. Hist. § 395,
BouRCiEZ § 152). And fend is a conspicuous A.N. type, showing the

O.French vocalization of ante-consonantic I which according to Nyrop
(o. c. § 343) is evidenced already from Latin charters of the loth cent,

and in northern France was probably an accomplished fact towards iioo
(BouRCiEZ § 188, cf. Zachrisson p. 149 f., and above p. 154). A.N.

is, lastly, felle (fel), which in my opinion represents an unsuccessful

attempt at phonetic spelling. To the Norman scribe of the late nth
or 1 2th cent, the phonem eld must often have sounded unfamiliar in

its English pronunciation; he would certainly himself pronounce and
preferably write eud if not restrained by the traditional written form.

An endeavour to render faithfully the foreign word that reached his ear

then resulted in a spelling felle. In the same way we may have to

explain the DoB. spelling -schel in Raschel, Oleschel Yo. (resp. Raskelf

and Ulskelf in No. vill., now Raskelf and Ulleskelf) which represent M.E.

skelf < O.W. Scand. skjalf; see further these names in Part II, under

Scand. sk. Cf. also in DoB. the -pers. names Asul, Asulf {< O.W.Sca.nd.

Asidfr), Torol, Torolf (O.W.Scand. Porolfr) and several other similar

cases. Skeat (Proverbs of Alfred p. 409) points out in the "Lay of

Havelok the Dane' a few instances of a similar Moss of final d after V,

which he contents himself with terming an A.N. peculiarity, without

entering into any details. Cf. the material in Hildebrand, p. 350, 6.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. bekkr, or M.E. beck 'a brook, stream'.

^ This name is made up of late M.E. hlahery (N.E. dial. Uae-

herry; probably an adaptation of O.W.Scand. hld-her, see above, p. 104

Lindkvist: Middle-English place-names etc, 12
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Blaland Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Normanbv.^
Blalandes Yo. 13. cent. \Vhitby Ch., Netherhlalandes Guisbrough

Ch.: in Ormesby.^

Blaland Yo. 12. cent., Blaland fat 1446 Whitby Ch.; in Skir-

penbeck.^

Le Blamire Cumb. 1435, Blamyre 1438 CaL Inq.; not identi-

fiable. Near Torpenhow?^
Blapotker Yo. c. 1200 Guisbrough Ch.; ni Marton.^

Blaterne AVm. 1247 Ch. R.: now Blea Tarn; c. five miles ^V.

of Ambleside.'^

Blaterne [liamelei] Cumb. 1362 f. Cal. Inq., 1380 Test. Karl.:

not on Philips' map but must be near Xewby or Denton.

Blawad, Blawat Yo, 12. cent., Blaivatligile 1200-01 Rievaulx Ch.,

now Bloworth? See ib. p. 32 n. 2.^

Blawath Yo. e. 13. cent, (passim) Guisbrough Ch.; according to

Gary's map now Blowith Beck in the south of Glaisdale (cf, Guisbr.

Ch. L p. 103).^

n. i) 'whortleberry', JNI.E. mdr 'moor', and gate (< O.^V.Scand. gata)

'way, road, path'. — It may be pointed out, in passing, that the place-

name Bloherhous Yo. 1302 Yo. doc, now Blubberhouses, which is ex-

plained by JNIooRMAX as 'The houses by the black hill', from M.E.
hid 'livid, black', cannot contain this adjective. The appearance of the

southern form hid in this Yo. name would be difficult to account for.

All the north Engl, names above have Bla- in ^I.E. iNIoreover, Plac.

Warr. temp. Edw. I. has the form Bluherhuses. Perhaps it is from the

INI.E. surname Bliiher which is given by Bardsley, q. v.

' 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. or M.E. land 'land'. As in the case

of Blafeld above, hla- must here have referred to the colour of the soil.

The compound is formally identical with O.W.Scand. hldland, which,

however, is known only as the name of Ethiopia, 'the land of the blacks'

(bldmenn).
^ 2nd mem. is O.^V.Scand. myrr 'moor, bog', &:c.; for some further

details see Ch. 6. For Scand. parallels compare foot-note on next name.
^ 2nd mem. is the M.E. word ])ot 'a deep hole or cavity' which

is dealt with above, p. 72 n. 5; 3rd mem. is jM.E. her < O.W.Scand.

kiarr 'copsewood, a marsh', N.E. dial. car. Cf. preceding name, fur-

ther the O.Icelandic place-name '^Bldfen D.I. III., and the present Bld-

myrr (Kalund), both properly signifying 'the blue (dark) fen'.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. terne < O.W.Scand. tjgrn, tja?'n, O.Swed.

tidm 'a tarn, small lake', see also p. 67 n. An exact equivalent is

the Swed. name Bldtjdrn, which exists in some localities; moreover,

Swed. hid enters into several other lake-names, apparently in the sense

of dark in colour. See Hellqvist, Sjonamnen p. 61 f. and Sveriges

Ortnamn: Alvsborgs Ian, Kullings harad. Cf. below Bleawyke.
^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. vad = O.E. tvced 'a ford, shallow wa-

ter' (Bosw. Toller). Cf. further p. 27 n. i.
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Blauuich, Blawych, Blawyc Yo. 12. cent., Blawik 1308 Whitby
Ch.; Blmvyk Plac. Warr.; now Bleawyke, on the coast south of Whiiby.^

Blawit Lane. 1275 P'urness Ch.; Blatvith 13 18 Conishead ch.,

Mon. VI, I, 1333 C. Inq., 1340 Furness Ch.; Blaivyth 141 2 P'ur-

ness Ch.; now Blawith.^]

Farford Li. 1189-95, e. Hen. IIL, 1325 Br.Mus., T.N., Tax.

eccL, 1303 f., 1428 P\A., &c.; Fareford 1203-06 f. Br.Mus., 1296

Cal. Inq.; Fanvord Rot. H.; now Farforth.

On the sole evidence of the present spelling Streatfeild

suggests as ist mem. O.E.Scand. far, 0,Norw. far 'sheep' (N.E.

dial, far, O.Icel. fwr, see Noreen, Altisl. Gram. § 68, 2; Teut.

base "^fceliaz, or ^^fahaz, cf. Tamm, Etymol. Ordbok), which may
be right. ^ In that case Farforth is a parallel to Gateforth and

Gateford (see p. 52), Horsford Norf. (Horsford 1302 f. F.A., from

M.E. Jiors 'horse'), and Oxford (Oxana ford 1038 Br.Mus., from

O.E. oxa 'ox'). But it should be expressly pointed out that we
have to make allowance for the possibility that Far-, Fare^ re-

presents here M.E. far, fare, from O.E. fmr n. or faru fem.

'a going, journey, way, passage', N.E. fare; or it might be from

the O.W.Scand. equivalents far n. and /pr fem. Which of these

alternatives seems the more likely is a debatable question. The
same remarks are applicable to

Farwath Nott. 1199 (Inspex. 1232) Ch. R.; t. Edw. III. Plac.

Warr.; near Blyth.*

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. vik (O.Swed. vik, Dan, vig) 'a small

creek, inlet, bay' (cf. also p. 145 n. i). Bla- must here have meant
'dark' as in the other place-name compounds of this kind. A resident

on the spot writes to me in reply to my queries :
'.

. . There are two

small bays or creeks to the South of Fylingdales called Blea Wyke. This

adjective Blae would be very appropriate to almost any Wyke on our

coast, certainly to these two where the scar forms the bottom. The
water is dark in colour'. Bleawyke is not far from Stoupe Brow (see

p. 165). Cf. above in the note on Bleatarn.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. vidr (O.Swed. viper, O.Dan, vith)

'a wood'. The name is equivalent in meaning with O.W.Scand. hld-

skogr 'a dark, dense wood'; found as a place-name in Iceland, e. g. /

Bldskogumm La., Bldskogar Kalund.
^ 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. ford "ford', not 'Old Norse forad a mo-

rass', which is assumed by Streatfeild. The present village of Far-

forth stands on a small stream.
^ For the 2nd mem. see p. 178 n. 5.
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Fareburne Yo. DoB.; Farehurna 12. cent. Rievaulx Ch.;

Farehurne 1280 f. Cal. Inq.; Farburn, Farhorn Kirkby; Farhurn

1302 Feod. mil. Eb., No. vill.; Farhurne 1310! Cal. Inq.; now
Fairburn.

This last instance is most doubtful, seeing that Fare- can

here be an old river-name, or river-name element,-^ connected with

the substantives farii, fcer, &c. mentioned above under Farforth,

and the verb O.E. faran ^to go, travel', O.W.Scand. fara \o move,

go, travel'.

Grarigg Wm. 1294 Ch. R.; now Grayrigg, in Kendal.

ist mem. is from O.W.Scand. grdr (O.Swed. grar, T)a.n,graa;

Teutonic base ^gr(^iva-) 'grey'. This word occurs as gra, gro in

the ordinary M.E. vocabular}^, for which see Bjorkman, Loan-

words, p. 89. The native equivalent was O.E. grce^, greg, M.E.

grai^ greiJ^ O.W.Scand. grdr enters, further, into

Qrathwayt Lane, see above, p. 109.

Grastanwro Yo., see below, p. 200.

Haburne Li. DoB.; Hahurc Surv. 11 18, 1150 f. Br.Mus.,

1170-71 f. Pipe R.; Habiirch 1178-79 Pipe R., ii89(Inspex. 1318)

Ch. R.; ? Hauteharge 1270 Br.Mus.; Ilahurg 1277 C. Inq., Rot. H.,

T.N., Tax. eccl.; Hahiirgh 1301 f. Ch. R., 1303 f., 1401 f. F.A.,

1383 f. Pat. R., i486 C. Inq.; Hauburgh 13 16 F.A.; Hauburg t.

Edw. 11. Br.Mus.; Heyburgh^ Hayburgli 1409 Pat. R.; now Ha-

brough.

ist mem. is from the O.W.Scand. adj. hdr (^/ior) 'high', O.Swed.

ha- in place-names.^ Some details on the origin and develop-

ment of the a in this word will be found at the end of Ch. 7,

under Hobi. O.E. lieali. Here belong also

Hagayl Wm., see above, p. 56.

Hathwait Cumb.; see above, p. iii.

liawath Lane. 1257, Houwat 1258, Hoivaytli 1^22 Lane.

Inq.; Hoivath 1258-68 Cockers. Ch., 1323 Lane. Inq., 1334 Lane.

Fin. Cone; HoiiivatJi c. 1280 Cockers. Ch.; Haiveth 1443, Haivith

^ For the 2nd mem. see p. 84 n. 2.

'^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. htyggr or north. M.E. rigge^ for which

see p. 53 n. 4.

^ 2nd mem., in its recorded form, is M.E. btcrg ""fortified place,

fortress, castle'; cf. p. 158 n. 2, and 44 n 2. — The present village of

Habrough stands on one of the northernmost slopes of the Wolds.
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1468 Lane. Fin. Cone; Hatvethe 1524 Cal. inq. Lane; now Ho-
wath (or Howarth?), in Catterall.^

Hacunesbi, Haconeshi, Haconehi Li. 'DoB.; Hacimebi ii64f.

Pipe R.; Haconeshy 1202 (Inspex. 13 17) Ch. R.; Hacunehy 1233

Rot. fin. exc; Haucunbi t. Edw. L Br.Mus.; Haucunhy 1252 C. Inq.;

Hacunhy 12^2 f. ib., Plac. Warr., Tax. eccl., Rot. H., 1309 f.

Br.Mus.; Haciimhy e. Hen. III. Br.Mus., 1268 Ch. R., 1281 C. Inq.,

Rot. H.; Hacctimhi 1267 C. Inq.; Hacunehy^ Hacumehi, Hacumhi^

Akone-, Ackonehy T.N.; Hakunhy 13 13 C. Inq., &c.; now Hacconby.

From O.W.Scand. Hdkon, O.E.Scand. Hakon, Hakun, a very

common pers. name over all Scandinavia and, likewise, in Scand.

England (cf. Bjorkman, Personennamen).^ It has been explained

from the same stem as that represented by the O.W.Scand. adj.

Jior, hdr (cf. prec. names) 'high', and konr 'kindred, kind, race',

O.E. cyn, Lat. genus. See further Noreen in Uppsalastudier

p. 201. Th-e same name occurs in

Hacunesho Lane. 1199 Lane. Fin. Cone., 1227 Ch. R., 1261

Lane. Inq.; Hakeneslio 1205 R. Oblat.; Hauctmesheu 11 99, Hau-
ciincJio 1202 Lane. Inq.; Hacunsho, -hoii 1 199-1200, Hacunshou

1205 f., Hacuneshou, Hacinshou, Hacumshaw 1262-68 Cockers. Ch.,

Hakonesho 12^6, Hacunsoive 1335, Haconesliou 1357 Lane. Fin.

Cone; Hakensoive, -mve 1324 Lane. Inq.; Haconeshoive i2g'j ib.;

1395 L. Fin. Cone; &e; now Hackensall.^

liauuardebi Li. DoB.; Haivardahi Surv. 11 18; Haivardehi

1202 Br.Mus.; Haivordeby t. Hen. III. Br.Mus., 131 1 Pat. R.;

Homverdehy 13 12 Pat. R.; Haivardehy 1204 Br.Mus,, Tax. eccl.

Rot. H., Plae Warr., 1300 f. CI. R., 1326 f. Pat. R., 1316, 1431

F.A.; Uaivardby 1438 Pat. R.; now Hawerby.

From the O.W.Scand. man's name Hdvardr, O.Swed. Ha-

vardh, O.Dan. HaivartJi,'^ the former element of which is the same

word as the O.W.Scand. adj. hdr^ hdr (< *hauJtas; cf. Habrough,

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. vad ""a ford' (cf. p. 27 n. i). The
meaning of the compound: the ford 'situated above' or "having an ele-

vated situation', tallies well with the site of the place, on the river Cal-

der, as compared with the flatness of the parts along its lower reaches.

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby p. 3.

^ 2nd mem. is in all probability M.E. hoiv < O.W.Scand. haugr" hiW,

mound, cairn' (cf. p. 137), though, formally, O.E. hdh, hd, &c. 'a pro-

jecting ridge of land', is also to be taken into account.
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&c. p. 1 80), Goth, hauhs, OHG. lioh, O.E. heah 'high'. Direct

equivalents are OHG. Hohoivart, Hoivard, and O.E. Hcelmard CD.
695. Hdvardr was, according to Lixd, a most usual name in

Norway throughout the Middle Ages. It is apparentty the source

of O.E. Hmvard, which, if Searle's material may be trusted, is

not recorded until the Scand. period; it occurs, moreover, in DoB_

{Hauuard, Hauuart, only Yo.), 1294 Ch. R. (Yo.) and, sporadi-

cally, as a surname in the Close and Patent Rolls. Whether there

existed a native name of the same form is at least most doubtful,

since almost every fact we have to go upon speaks for Scand.

origin. The early appearance of the Scand. name in O.E. ac-

counts in some measure for the substitution of the common O.E.

name element -ivard (-weard) for the original Scand. -vardr with

spirantic d} — The same name enters into

liawardeshou Li. DoB., Surv. 11 18, 13 16 F.A.; Hatvar-

deslio 1167-68 Pipe R.; Haivardeshow 1287 C. Inq.; Hatvardeshou,

-hu, HaivardJioii, -lioiv, Hayivardeslioiv Rot. H.; HaicardesJioic,

HmvardhoiVj &c. Plac. Warr.; HatuardJiou 1338 Pat. R.; Hawards-

hoive 1428, Haivardeslioive 143 1 F.A.; now Haverstoe Wap.^

Houwardmar' Li. 13. cent. Selby Ch.; in Stallingborough.^

Hawardesdalebek Yo. 13 12 Pat. R.; in Swaledale.*

liawic Xhb. 1230 Pat. R.; Haiuij'k, Hatvick 1278 Nhb. Ass.

R.; Hoivyk' 1281 f. Wickwane's Reg.; Howick 1288 C. Inq.; Hotvyk

by Alneivyk 13 19, Howyk 1340, Hoivyke 1465 Pat. R,; Haivyk 1374,

Hoivik 1375, (cf. TT^aZ^ero ifcnt;?/ A' 1404-05) Durh. Account R.; now
Howick.

ist mem. appears to be from O.W.Scand. hdr, /?oV ^high' (as

in preceding names); then the name would be equivalent to the

Norw. Haavik {i Haiiikum BK.; cf. Rygh, N.G. XI, 18), which

is found in several localities, but, however, is to be explained

from different words as ist members. In some cases it must con-

^ A form Haivard with spirant does occur in an iith cent, in-

scription in the church of Kirkdale, Yo. N.R., for which see M. Forster
in Engl. Stud. 36, p. 446.

^ For the 2nd mem. see foot-note on Hackensall, p. 181.

^ 2nd mem. is probably the same word and should be judged in

the same way as that of Odidfesmare p. 157. There are in the same
charter several other names referring to marshy land.

* 2nd mem. as in Cragdale (p. 187 n. 2); 3rd mem. is O.W.Scand.

beJcJcr, or M.E. beck "a brook, stream'.
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tain the aforesaid hdr, &c. ^high', which then refers to a shore

skirted with high mountains or to some (steep) acclivity on the

shore. As far as can be judged from the maps at my disposal,

this etymology is applicable in the present case. — The meaning

of the 2nd mem., O.W.Scand. vik ^a creek, inlet, bay' (cf. p. 145 n.)

suggests also another word^ viz. O.W.Scand. Jidr 'dog-fish', N.E.

dial. (Shetl. Orkn. e. Angl.) hoe^ hoe-fish 'the piked dog-fish', or

O.E. ha 'rowlock' < O.W.Scand. hdr 'a thole' (see further on this

word BjORKMAN, Loan-words p. 99, with references). But, if that

be so, it is difficult to account for the early appearance of the

o-vowel in HoivyU &c., unless we choose to assume that the ori-

ginal ist mem. had been associated with and replaced by some

altogether different word, as O.E., M.E. ho 'promontory' (cf. p. 137).

Kalegarth [cultura] Yo. t. Edw. I. Plac. Wan-.; in Appletreewick.

From O.W.Scand. kdl-gardr 'a cabbage-garden', O.Swed. kalgm-per,

O.Dan, kalgarth; to this word goes back N.E. dial, kalegarth, quoted

by E.D.D. from Yo. and the northernmost comities. There are strong

reasons in favour of the assumption that the M.E. northern cal, cale,

kale 'cabbage', and its modern representative N.E. dial, kale, kail, de-

pend on O.Scand. kcil; so may the isolated O.E. cdl in ^Ifric's Gloss.

^

inasmuch as the current O.E. form was cawel^ caivl (from Lat. caulis;

as for the further development see N.E.D., and Bjorkman, Loan-words).

In the same direction points the evidence afforded by the distribution of

N.E. kale in the English dialects, where, with one exception, it is not

found outside Scand. England. — M.E. kale resp. O.Scand. kal may
further enter into

Caletoft Li., see below in Ch. 7.

Caltwayt Yo., see above p. 113.

Caletorp Li. DoB., Calthorp 1281 C. Inq., Rot. H., 13 16

F.A., 1368 Cat.A.D., &c.; now Cawthorpe, in Bourne.

Kalthorpe Li. 1227 Ch. R.; Caltorp 1273 C. Inq., T.N.; Cal-

thorp i2 2g Ch. R., Tax. eccL, T.N., 13 15 C. Inq., 1303 f., 1428

F.A. &c.; now Little Cawthorpe.^

It should be expressly understood that all these last cases

are more or less ambiguous, inasmuch as there is no means of

deciding if the}'' do not contain some different word, e. g. M.E.

northern kald, O.W.Scand. kaldr 'cold', or, perhaps rather, the

O.Scand. man's name Kali. [It is most probably the latter with

which we are concerned in the place-name

^ A different view is held by Falk & Torp, Etym. Wb., who take

O.W.Scand. kdl to have been adopted from O.E.

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.
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Calatorp, Caletorp Norf. DoB.; Kaletorp T.N,, t. Hen. III.

Br.Mus.; Caletorp t. John Rot. Cur., T.N.; CaUhorp 1260 Rot. fin.

exc, 1306 Br.Mus., 1316, 1401 f. F.A.; &c.; now Calthorpe.^

From this man's name Kali have been explained the O.Dan,

place-name Galcethorp LCD., and the O.Swed. Calathorp (Lund-

gren), as it seems, direct equivalents of the M.E. name.]

[Kawuda Yo. C.S. 11 12 (963); Caiiuda 1189 (Inspex. 1308)

Ch. R.; Gaivude 1201 Rot. Cane, 1230 CI. R., 1279 C. Inq.; Ca-

wode 1230 f. Rot. fin. exc, 1283, 1303 Ch. R., Rot. H., Plac.

Warn, 1295 &c. Pat. R.; Cawod 1225 f. Gray's Reg., 1250 Ch. R.,

Plac. Warn, 1297 &c. Yo. doc, 13 12 C. Inq.; Kauwode 1267?

C. Inq.; Kaivode T.N.; &c.; now Cawood.

From north. M.E. ha^ haa^ N.E. dial, (only north, and Scotl.)

l^ae 'a jackdaw'; the immediate source of this word seems to be an

unrecorded O.W.Scand. the existence of which is established,

to some extent, by Norw. dial., e. Dan. Ivaa with the same sense,

and, moreover, by the O.W.Scand. nickname Jcdheinn 'with legs

like a jackdaw' (F. Jonsson, Tilnavne p. 221). O.E. has for jack-

daw only the word ceo, which occurs in ^Ifric's works. The
current M.E. word is cJw^e, choive, N.E. chough; a comparatively

late M.E. midland form is co, Jcoo (also heo, co-hrid, cadow, N.E.

caddow). Everything considered, one may feel inclined to suspect

that the word in all these forms is a native and, ultimately, a Com-
mon Teutonic product. In that direction point the numerous

cognates found in the Continental Teut. languages: OHG. chaJia,

chd, MHG., MLG. M, M. Du. ca, &c.; as for the ground-forms

which have been postulated, see N.E.D. under chough.^

However that may be, it is worthy of note that of M.E. ka

in place-names I have found no instance outside Scand. England.

The following additional names belong here:

Cavuda [silvam quce vocatur] Lane 1 189-1206, Kaivode [ne-

mus] 121 1-36 Cockers. Ch.; Caivode 1335 C. Inq.; Kaivode 1320- 1346

Lane. Surv.; Cawod 1436 Cal. inq. Lane; now Cawood, in Melhng.^

^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. wude (O.E. wudu, ividn), N.E. wood. — In com-
menting upon the etymology of Cawood Lane, Wyld & Hirst, after

some deliberation, arrive at the somewhat startling conclusion that this

name may contain O.E. cealf 'calf', or a Scand. pers. name Kalfr.

The improbability of this view need not be further dwelt upon. — It is

not beyond the bounds of possibility that M.E. Caton, &c., now Caton,

Lane, should be explained from the same word ka. For early spellings

see Wyld & Hirst, who have no etymology to suggest.
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Kaherg^ [Michael de] Nhb. 1256 Nhb. Ass. R.; not identifiable.^

Caburne Li. DoB.; Caburna 11 30 H. Pipe R.; 1189

(Inspex. 13 18) Ch. R., Rot. H., T.N., 1431 F.A.; Caburne Tax.

eccL, Rot. H., 13 16 F.A.; Caborn 1303 f., Cahorne, Caivborne 1428

F.A.; &c.; now Cabourne.^

Catorp Li. DoB., 1177-78 Pipe R.; Catthorp 1. 12. cent. Br.Mus.;

Cathorx) Tax. eccl., 1303 f., 1401 f. F.A., &c.; now Caythorpe.^

Cathweyt Yo. and North., see p. 112.]

Carebi, Caretorp Yo. DoB. &c., from the O.W.Scand. man's

name Kdri, see further in Part II.

Crachele Yo. DoB.; Crakehale 1269, Crachale 1282 C. Inq.;

CraJcehall Kirkby; Crachall No. vill.; Crakhale 133 1 C. Inq.; now
Crakehall, near Patrick Brompton.

Perhaps from the O.W.Scand. pers. name Krdhr or the fem.

Krdka. But it may be more likely that we have here O.W.Scand.

krdka (O.Swed. kraka, O.Dan, krakce) ""a crow', or krdhr ^a, crow

or raven', used as a surname. Both of them are recorded in

literature in that application (F. Joxsson, Tilnavne; Kahle, Alt-

westnord. Beinamen), and are preserved in some O.Norw. place-

names. Scand. loan is most probably the personal name Craca in

LVD., and, likewise, ]\I.E. crake, N.E. dial, (only in Scand. Eng-

land, Shrop. and Scotl.) crake 'a crow, rook' (cf. Bjorkman, Per-

sonennamen p. 87, Loan-words p. 95). Krdka (and krdkr?) occurs

in several other j\LE. place-names; as a general rule it is impossible

to decide, in each particular case, whether we have before us the

appellative or the pers. name. The latter seems to enter into

a Yo. double of the name now under consideration'*, viz.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. beorg or O.W.Scand. berg 'mountain, hill'; cf.

p. 13 n. 2.

^ 2nd mem. as in Stainburn, p. 84.
^ 2nd mem. as in Barthorpe, p. 4.

^ 2nd mem. is perhaps the same as in Steineshale, which has been

explained above, p. 82, from M.E. halle (O.K. heall) 'hall', i. e. the re-

sidence of a king or a territorial magnate. It may be added that it is

just as possible that we have here O.W.Scand. h^U^a. large house', pala-

tium. This word is applied in literature chiefly to a king's or earl's hall

(ViGF.); but as has been shown by Gu6mundsson (Privatboligen p. 195)
it seems, on the evidence of the oldest Icelandic poems, to have been

employed at an earlier date of a house in general = boer, Mis, skdli, &c.

— On the other hand it might be argued that the early spelling -hale with

a single I is not in favour of this etymology, but rather points to M E.

halj hale (< inflected cases of O.E. healh, halh) 'a corner, nook, secret
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Crecala Yo. DoB.; CraMialle 13 14 C. Inq.; CrachaJe No.

vill.; CraJcehale, Grahhale 1338 Melton Reg., see No. vill. for Ya;
now Crakehill, near Topcliffe. — Here belong further

Crachou Yo. 1257 Ch. R.; CrachJiou Kirkby; Crakehowe

1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 1334 C. Inq.; Crahhoive No. vill., 1378 Poll-

tax; now Crakoe.^

Crakeford [a ponte de] Norf. Rot. H.; now lost ? In South

Erpingham hundred.^

place"*, N.E. dial, hale^ hal (Lane. Li. Midd.): i) a piece of flat alluvial

land by the side of a river, a sand-bank, 2) a triangular corner of land.

See further N.E.D under haugh, and E.D.D. The hamlet of Crakehill

stands on a bend of the river Swale. I have not been able to find

out how far, beyond this, the natural features of the two localities

(Crakehall and Crakehill) are compatible with such a derivation, which,

however, seems plausible enough. But still a third possibility must not be

passed by without notice. The 2nd mem. formally squares with O.W.Scand.

hali m. "^a tail', which word is stated by Fritzner (q. v.) to occur in

several O.Scand. place-names, in which it seems to refer to the form

or situation of pieces of land. Of no small interest is especially the

e. Norw. place-name Katterall, which means ""a cat's tail' (from the ge-

nitive kattar of O.W.Scand. kQttr "^cat') and according to Rygh, N.G.
I, 44 was applied to a farm on account of the lengthened shape of its

lands. A direct parallel to this name may be evidenced from the local,

nomenclature of Scand. England, for etj^mologically identical is obviously

Catrehala Lane. DoB.; Cateral i2o6f. Cockers. Ch.; Caterhale 1212

Lane. Inq., 1297 &C. Lane. Subs. R. dx.; Katerhale 12:\2 Lane. Inq.,

1246 Lane. Assize R.; Kath'hal 12/^4 Lane. Inq.; Katreale 12^2 Cat.A.D.;

Caturhale 1293 Lane. Fin. Cone; Caterale i2^y Lan. Inq. &c., 1327-

1377 Furness Ch.; Caterall 1348 Furness Ch.; now Catterall. It should

be observed that the I is here written single in all the early spellings

down to the middle of the 14th century. (A reference to this name
should have been given in Ch. i.) The word hali was consequently

in use as a place-name element among the Scandinavians in England

at a very early date. Perhaps in the case of Crakehall &c. we have

to assume a ground-form *Krdku-haU^ yet if hali could be applied to

a bird's tail is doubtful from the material in the dictionaries. But it

might have been used here direcdy about a piece of land of the form

indicated, and the ist mem. might be a pers. name. — Wyld & Hirst
seem not to have recognized the full meaning of the Norw. Katterall,

and their explanation of the 2nd mem. of Catrehala cannot be accepted.

^ 2nd mem. perhaps M.E. hoii < O.W.Scand. haiigr'^a hill, mound,

cairn'; see the comments on this word p. 137.
^ 2nd mem. is O.E., M.E. ford, N.E. ford. In how far we are con-

cerned in this and possibly the next name but one with some parallel to the

O.W.Scand. river-name Krdka (Rygh, Elvenavne), or some possible,

similar M.E. formation^ allied to O.E. cracian 'to resound', cannot be
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Crakemershe Staff. 1258 Ch. R.; Crahemers 1273, Crahe-

merss 1331, Crahemersh 1335 C. Inq.; now Crakemarsh.

^

Crakedale Yo. 1307 Ch. R.; now Cragdale, in Aysgarth.^

Crakemere (meadow) Yo. ? see Guisbr. Ch. II, 336 n.^

Crakpol Li. Rot. H. In the Fen district?*

Crakethweit Li., see p. 114.

Nadfartone Yo. DoB. (2 x); Natfertuna e. i2.cent., iV^^/'re-

time a. 1180, Nafertona, Naffertona 12. cent., Naffretona 1235-49

Whitby Ch.; Naffreton Kirkby, Tax. eccl., 1301 CI. R., 1302 Pat.

R.; Nafer-, Nafreton Rot. H.; Naffirton 1308 Whitby Ch.; Naf-

ferton Plac. Warr., No. vill., 13 12 f. Pat. R., 13 19 f. Cl. R., &c.;

now Nafferton.

ist mem. is gen. of the O.W.Scand. man's name Ndttfari,

which may have existed also in O.E.Scand. judging from the

O.Dan, place-name Natfarcethorp SRD., now Naffentorp in the

Swedish province of Skane. The Domesday spelling Nad- in-

volves no phonetical difficulties, since the rendering of etymolo-

gical t hy d \s far from rare in early M.E. texts betraying strong

Norman influence, as DoB. (cf. Stolze § 36) and La^amon's A-
text (LuHMANN p. 38; cf. also Skeat, Proverbs of Alfred p. 406);

it is probably due to some uncertainty felt by A.N. scribes as to

the value of the English ^-sound. This Ndttfari is composed of

O.W.Scand. ndtt 'night' (O.E. neaht, niht, nceht, Goth. naJits;

on O.W.Scand. ndtt <^nalit- see Noreen, AltisL Gram. §§ 119,

258), and 'fari 'viator', a nomen agentis to the verb fara 'to go,

travel*, recorded only in some compounds, where it usually de-

notes a person who has journeyed or often journeys to a place,

e. g. Englandsfari, Jorsalafari. Cf. too, Rumfari 'a Rome tra-

veller', which occurs in M.E. under the Latinized form Eom-
phariis ; see Bjorkman, fPersonennamen pp. 113, 212, to whose

determined. O.W.Scand. kraki "3. pale, stake' (see p. 114 n. 5) should,

perhaps, also be taken into consideration.

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. mershe (< O.E. mer^c) "a marsh'. A doubt-

less native parallel to this name is the south Engl. Craumareis Oxf.

1082-87 Br.Mus., Craumershe Bataill 13 16 F.A., now Crowmarsh
Battle; from O.E. crdive *a crow'. On M.E. mershe cf. p. 160 n. i.

2 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. dalr (O.E.Scand. dal), or M.E. dale (O.E.

dcel) valley.'

^ As for 2nd mem. M.E. mere, see p. 28 n. 3.

* 2nd mem. may be O.W.Scand. pollr 'pool, pond, creek', or O.E.,

M.E. pull or p'ol 'pool, creek.' Cf. p. 72 n. 6.
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material I may add Richard Ro^nefare of Wynthorpe 1340 Pat.

R. (now Winthorpe Li.). NdUfari thus properly meant a man
travelling by night,^ performing a ndtt-fgr, ndtt-far ^nocturnal

journey'. It seems further to enter into

Nafferton Nhb. 1176-77 f. Pipe R., 1236 CI. R., 1260 f. C.

Inq., 1335 Pat. R.; Naffertona 1178-79 Pipe R.; Nafretun 1221

Pat. R.; Naffreton 122^:^ ib., 1330 f. Cl. R., 1338 Pat. R.; Nat=
ferton 1264, 1289 C. Inq., Nofferton 1263, Naffertun 1265 ib.;

now Nafferton.^

Nathwait Cumb. (see p. 118), probably from O.W.Scand nd-

'near', < Teut. "^'ncshwa; Goth, nehws, O.E. 7iehj neah.

Rabie Chs. DoB.; Rahi 12. cent. (Inspex 1285) Ch. R.; Rahy

1277 C. Inq., 1335, 1400 P^-t- now Rab}^ in Neston.

1st mem. cannot be from O.W.Scand. [ivjrd (O.E.Scand. vra)

nook, corner', as is maintained b}^ Collingwood, Norse place-names in

Wirral, Saga-Book vol. II, p. 143-47; this explanation is untenable for

reasons which are stated below, p. 197 n. It most likely represents

O.W.Scand. rd (< "^'railio, perhaps allied to O.E. r^iv, rem "^a row,

line'; see further Falk & Torp, Etym. Wb.) 'a landmark' (= rd-

me. cf. marh-rd 'a boundary line'), O.Swed. m (^ramaV/je^ 'land-

mark, boundar}^ line', Norw. dial, raa, Swed. dial. rd. From the

same word comes the M.E. place-name Rathiiait (see p. 1 19); with

this is to be compared the O.Swed. compound raland, which must

have denoted a plot of land defined b}^ landmarks. Here should

be mentioned the word tvray which is given by E.D.D. from the

Cumb. dialect in the sense of a landmark; if this statement is

correct, the word seems to have descended from O.W.Scand. rd &c.,

and the present form with initial iv- must then be due to confusion

with N.E. dial, tvray, ray (onty in Wm. according to the same dic-

tionary) 'a corner', from the above-mentioned O.W.Scand. [tvjrd.

Exact M.E. parallels to the Chs. Rahy are to be found in

some other northern counties. For some unknown reason Rahy

^ On the model of NdUfari was apparently coined the fictitious

O.W.Scand. pers. name Dagfari in Bosa-Saga (ed. Jiriczek, Strassbarg

1893). — Of -fari there was an O.E. equivalent -fara, which is found

in two or three compounds of a different kind; see Bosw. Toller.
- As for 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i. — With the early assimilation of

Natfer- > Naffer- is to be compared the corresponding phenomenon in

the Scand. Naffentorp (see above). — Of the present Nafferton in Dur-

ham I have found no M.E. instances.
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in Lane, is left unexplained by Wyld & Hirst. The present

Rab}^ in the Isle of Man appears to be of the same origin; still

Moore, Manx Names p. 200, derives it from rd ^corner'. The
following additional instances may be quoted here:

Rabil Lane. DoB.; Eahy 1238 Lane. Fin. Cone., 1245 f.

Lane. Assize R., 13 11 Lane. Inq.; Boby 1304 Ch, R., 1322 f.

Lane. Inq., 1376, 1423 Lane. Fin. Cone.; &e.; now Roby.^

Rabi Cumb. 1189 (Inspex. 1307) Ch. R.; t. John Holm
Cultram eh., Mon. V; JRahye 1226 Cal. Rot. Ch.; now Raby^

near Kirkbride.^

Rabye Durh. 1200 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Rahy 13 11 f. Pat. R., 1345

CI. R., 1349 f., 1 414 f. Durh. Aeeount R.; now Raby, in Stain-

drop par.^ — Here belong further:

Rabec Yo. 1206 Ped. fin. Eb.; in Upleatham.^

Radale Yo. 1307 Ch. R.; now Raydale (stream and valley).^

Raschel Y^o. DoB.; Raskelf 13 12 Pat. R., No. vill, &e., now
Raskelf. See further in Part II, under Seand. .s/t.

Ralund Derb. 1 102-18 Cluni ch.; near Highlow?'*

Scales Lane. 1329, 1474 Pat. R., 1369 Furness Ch.; Shales

1380 Pat. R.; now Seales, near Urswiek.

From O.W.Seand. sMU ^a hut, shed, put up for temporary

use, sometimes at a considerable distance from the farm' (Norw.

dial. sJcaale: no O.E.Seand. equivalent recorded), which meaning

is particularly obvious in compounds such as lauf-slidli, leilc-

slxdli, fishi-sJcdli. On O.W.Seand. territory the term came soon

to be employed chiefl}^ of the house among the farm-buildings

that was intended for sleeping in, svefn-sMli (cf. Gu6mundsson,

Privatboligen p. 206 &e.). In England there is as 3^et no evid-

ence of a similar specialized application of the word, which appears

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. Apparently identical in

form with the O.Swed. place-name Baby, of which many instances are

to be found in S.D.; cf. also Styffe, and Falkman.
^ 2nd mem. is without doubt O.W.Seand. bekkr, O.Swed. bdkker,

O.Dan, bcek "a. stream, brook", seeing that the same name appears on
O.Dan, territory as rabcec LCD., and on O.Swed. as rabek S.D. V
(1347); cf. further several instances of the Swed. place-name Bdbdck. —
From a formal point of view all these names can also be supposed to

contain O.Scand. rd = O.E. rdha, rd, M.E. rd 'a roe'; still in most

cases this alternative is scarcely worthy of consideration.

As for 2nd mem. cf. Cragdale, p. 187.
* For 2nd mem. see p. 154 n. 2.
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in M.E. as scale 'shanty', the sole reference in Bjorkman, Loan-

words, being from the northern Cursor Mundi. To the north is

confined, too, its modern continuation, N.E. dial. (Cumb. Wm.)
scale "a. temporary hut or shelter, wooden shed'.

O.W.Scand. sMli occurs, moreover, in about 40 M.E. place-

names, to be found almost exclusively in the northern counties of

Yo. Lane. Cumb. Wm., where they form a marked characteristic of

the local nomenclature. The word seems to have been used here

in the same sense as was stated above to have been the earhest

on record, and in which it occurs in some O.Norw. place-names

(see Rygh, Indl.). Of the greatest interest are those M.E. names

of this kind into which it enters, generally in the plural, as last

member; as first member we find, as a rule, a pers. name, a place-

name, or a descriptive word, referring either to the situation of

the building, the purpose for which it was used, or to its form and

structure. Several noteworthy and suggestive compounds of the

two last-named categories are included in the list below.

Amongst the M.E. spellings adduced of the names Geytescales

and Alynscales the reader will notice the alternative forms -sheles,

-scJieles. These presuppose a hitherto unrecorded M.E. singular

"^shele, which must be the ancestor of the present N.E. dial, sheal,

sheel, shiel 'hut, shed, cottage', known to the E.D.D. only from Sc.,

Cumb. and Nhb. In the latter county I have come across the place-

name Aldenescheles, Aldenschelys, Aldisheles c. 1270 Nhb. Ass. R.,

which contains the same word (+ Aldene, pers. name; cf. p. 212x1.

4); cf. also [Walter de] Scheles 1255 ib. and [Walter de] Aleyn-

scheles 1270 Ch. R. (in Durham? cf. p. 212 n. 6). Skeat, Etym.

Diet., seems to regard sheal as due to an anglicized form of

O.W.Scand. slijol (O.E.Scand. slduT) 'a shelter, cover', which may
be right. It might be objected that sixj61 in the exact sense of

a shed is not satisfactorily evidenced in O.W.Scand. literature,

though it is so in Norw. dial., as well as sMul in O.E.Scand.;

but the two alleged instances of this kind in Fritzner are not

decisive. Still it is certainty possible that the word may have

developed this meaning at an early date on English territory. But

to return to O.W.Scand. sMli: It is derived, conjecturally, by Falk

& ToRP (Etym. Worterb.) from a Teutonic "^sJcawalan. Although

there are no phonetical difficulties in the way of such a derivation,

it seems to me preferable to connect the word with O.W.Scand.

shell (O.Swed. slcal, O.Dan, slmal) 'a bowl, dish, scale of balance',
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as is suggested by Gu5mundsson (o. c., p. 207), who, in support

of his view, calls attention to the compound slidl-lius = shdli.

Our shdli would then primarily have denoted a bowl-shaped hut.

Buildings of such a form are proved to have existed since prime-

val times in Iceland, Shetland, the British Isles fbeehive houses'),

and elsewhere in northern Europe (see ib. p. 107 f.); in Iceland

they are still to be found and esp. used for confining sheep in.

Again, the aforesaid O.W.Scand. sJcdl {< Teut. "^'sht^lo) has several

cognates in the Continental Teut. languages, such as O.Sax. scdla,

MLG. sclicile ""Trinkschale', OHG. scdla, MHG. schale 'Trink-

schale, Wagschale, c^c' (cf. Schade's Wb., and Fick, Vergl. Wb.
III). When faced with such facts one might feel disposed to won-

der if an O.E. equivalent to these words did not once exist; we
should then expect an Anglian form "^scel^ or a weak *scela, which

would be precisely the ground-word presupposed by a native

M.E. '^'sJiele. In other words, the possibility is not out of the

question that O.W.Scand. shdli and M.E. ^shele are — at any rate

approximate^ — et3^mological equivalents, which have undergone

the same development in meaning. It must be regretted that

the material to go upon in O.E. is so very scanty and does not

suffice for forming any definite conclusions, the nearest cognate

here being scealu "^a shell, dish, cup &c/ with short stem-vowel.

Accordingly the whole problem remains, for the present, practi-

cally unsolved.

We now pass on to the other M.E. place-names containing

O.W.Scand. shdli.

Scalis Lane. c. 1200 Scarisbrick ch.; not identifiable.

Scales Yo. 1229 Gray^s Reg., 1257, i3iof. C. Inq.; now Scho-

les, in Barwick-in-Elmet?

Scales, Scaleshoive Norf. 1483, Scalys 1485 Pat. R.; near

Rainham ?

Skaleby Cumb. Tax. eccl.; Scalehy 1245 C. Inq., Tax. eccl.,

1302 N. Reg., 1348 CI. R., 1320, 141 1 Pat. R., 1485 C. Inq.;

Shaelhy 1385, Schale-, Scalehy 1400 Pat. R.; now Scaleby.^

Scaleberge Lane. 1202 Lane. Fin. Cone; now Scaleber, in

TunstaU.^

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. Cf. the O.Norw. place-

name J Scalabole E.J.
^ 2nd mem. is M.E. her^ or O.W.Scand. herg 'mountain, rock',

etc.; cf. above p. 13 n. 2. Perhaps identical in form with the O.Norw.

place-name J Shaldbergj E.J.
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Scalebec Yo. 12. cent. Whitby Ch.; near Liverton.^

Scalebec Wm. 12Q4 Ch. R.; now Scale Beck, in Great Asby.*

Skaleflat Yo. 1273 Yo. inq.; near Healaugh.^

Scalegail Cumb. see above p. 76.

Scalecroft Yo. 1252 Gray's Reg.; now vSchole Croft, near

Batley.^

Scalethwait, &c. see above p. 122.

Scalewra Cumb. 1267 Ch. R.; Scahvraa, Scahvra 1398

Cal. Inq.; [Scallewrahill 1441 Pat. R.]; now Scarrow, in Cum-
whitton.*

Scalwra Yo. 1314 C. Inq.; now Scalebor, near Askwith?*

Akescales Y^o. 1189 (Inspex. 127 1) Ch. R.; near Ellenthorpe

in Gisburn.^

Aylinescal Lane. 12 11-22 Lane. Priv. deeds; Alinscalis 122-]-

1236, Alinescliales c. 1270 Furness Ch.; Alynscales 1382 Lane.

Fin. Cone.; Alinschales, -scalis 14th cent. &c. Furness Ch.; Alayn-

scheles 1393 Cat.A.D.; now ElHscales, in Dalton-in-Furness.^

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. hekhr (O.Swed. bdkker), or M.E. heck

""a stream'.

^ 2nd mem. is O.W.Scand. flgt or fptr, for which see p. 89 n. 5.

^ O.E,, M.E. croft *^a piece of enclosed ground'; cf. further Introd.

to Ch. 7.

* On 2nd mem., O.W.Scand. [ivjrd Vomer, nook', see further on
in this chapter.

^ I St mem. is either from the O.Scand. man's name Aki, which

was in frequent use in Scand. England (see above, p. 168), or M.E.

(north.) ake < O.E. tic Vak'. Cf. Akeivra, below p. 199.
^ As may be seen from the earliest spelling on record, the ist

mem. is the M.E. pers. name Aijline < Aylwine (Rot. H. &c.). This

latter form might be a regular development of O.E. jEgelwine, the

OHG. Agihvin, Egiltvin (Forstemann) ; for other instances of ^^el in

O.E. compound pers. names see Muller, Palaestra IX, p. 105. How-
ever, as there seems to be no altogether trustworthy instance of this

name recorded in O.E., it may be better to derive Aijlvine from the

common O.E. j^thelwine, with the dental disappeared according to A.N.
sound-laws and the hiatus bridged by an inserted j. Cf. on some si-

milar cases Zachrisson p. 10 1 f.; the form Al- for Ayl- is explained

correctly ib. p. iio. As to the loss of w in Ayline it may be men-
tioned that such a loss is well exemplified in M.E. pers. names contain-

ing O.E. -ivine as 2nd element; compare e. g. in the Hundred Rolls

Godin < O.E. Godivine, Goldin < Goldwine, Bodin < Bodwine, etc. Tra-

ces of an analogous loss of tv are observable already in O.E., on which

I refer the reader to Sievers, Ags. Gram. § 173 Anm. 3. — Cf. also

p. 212 n. 3, and 214 n. 10.
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Burnolfscales' Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; near Guis-

brough.^

Forneschalehaylme Cumb. 1252 Ch. R.; Fornescaleshailith

1254 P. Pipe R.; near Dalston.^

Gamelscale Yo. 1388 Cal. Inq.; now Gammersgill, near Bi-

shop Dale.^

Qeytescales Cumb., see above p. 52.

Qodwynescalez Yo. 1198 Fountains Mem.; near Ripley?*

Godwinscales Wm. 1281 C. Inq.; now Goodhamscales.*

Graystokskales Cumb. 1348 CI. R.; now Scale, in Grey-

stoke.^

Hegilscale Wm. 1402, Hegclscales 1422 Cal. Inq.; now Heg-
gerscales.^

Houscales Cumb. 1249, Honchal 127 1 C. Inq.; now Horsgills.'^

Cokainscalis Lane. 1369 Furness Ch.; now Cockenshell.^

^ I St mem. is the man's name Burnolf, Bnmolf^ Briinnolfus^ which

occurs in the same record. This is probably from O.W.Scand. Brun-

olfr, O.Swed. Brimulf; in that case the metathetic form Burn- may
have arisen only on English territory. The existence of a native name
Biirnulf or Brunivulf, which is given by Searle, is by no means certain.

I St mem. seems to be from O.W.Scand., O.Dan. Forni, pers.

name. Compare also above p. 108 n. 3. The proper form and origin

of the last member is not recognizable.

^ From the O.W.Scand. adj. gamall (O.Swed. gamal, O.Dan, gamcel)

'old"* (cf. the Icelandic gamlastofa ^an old house', given by Gu^munds-
SON, Privatboligen p. 193), or the corresponding pers. name O.W.Scand.

Gamall, O.E.Scand. Gamal. The comparatively rare O.E. equivalent

gamel does not seem to have .survived in M.E.
* O.E. Godivine, M.E. Godwin, &c., a common personal name.
° ist component is the place-name Craystok 1253, Graystok, Grey-

stok 1327 C. Inq., &c. now Greystoke. Of native origin.

The former part of this name seems to be a compound of some
word of doubtful origin + M.E. gill < O.W.Scand. gil "^a cleft, narrow

valley' (see p. 135 n. i).

^ From the same form of O.W.Scand. /^or 'high' as the place-name

Houby Le., for which see end of Ch. 7. Cf. below Lauescales.

^ Derived by Wyld & Hirst from gen. of the O.E. man's name
Cocca, which explanation is not admissible. It is obvious that the ist mem.
is identical with the place-name Kokayn 1336 Furness Ch., now Cocken,

the name of a place near Cockenshell. This name coincides, formally, v^^ith

M.E. cokaygne, N.E. Cockayne: name of an imaginary country, the

abode of luxury and idleness, Schlaraffenland, Kuchenland (for the ety-

mology of the word see Kluge, Etym. Worterb., and N.E.D.). The
Lane. Kokayn is not unique in England: there is in Essex a place

Lindkv'tst : Middle-English place-names etc, 1
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Langescales Yo. 1230 Gray's Reg.; now Long Scales.^

Lauescales Yo. 12. cent. Rievaulx Ch.; Laueschales 1200-

120 1 Ped. fin. Eb.; now Laskill Pastures, near Helmsley.^

Loftscales Cumb. 1291 Hodgson's ch.; Loftchales 1332 Fur-

ness Ch.; not identifiable.-^

Sandescale Lane. 1336, 1400 Furness Ch.; now Sandscale.*

Saurchales Lane, see above p. 163.

Somerscales Yo. 1335 Baildon; now Summerscale.^

Stryscales Wm. 1402, Stryhesccdes 1422 Cal. Inq.; now
Strice Gill.^

Stainschalehill Yo., see above p. 90.

named Cokayne 13O4 Ch. R., now Cockaynes in Alresford (cf. Richard

de Cokayne Ess. Rot. H.). Cf. too, the present Cockayne Hatley, Bedf.

The M.E. name is direct loan from French: in Diet. Topogr. de la

Vienne we find a similar place-name Cocquaigne 1494, Cocaigne 1613,

now Cocagne; the same name occurs in Diet. Top. de la Mayenne,
and Diet. Top. de I'Eure. Lastly, I may mention that the word is also

recorded in England as a pers. name: a certain John Cokayne appears

1 40 1 f. Lane. Fin. Cone. Cf. also the examples in Bardsley.
^ From O.W.Scand. langr (O.Swed. langer, O.Dan, lang), or M.E.

lang 'long'.

^ Probably from northern M.E. latie (otherwise lah^ la^e, lotve)

Mow', < O.W.Scand. Idgr^ O.Swed. lagher, O.Dan, lagh (< Hmga). Cf.

above Houscales.

^ I St mem. is O.W.Scand. lopt, loft (O.Swed. lopt, loft, Dan. loft):

i) a loft, upper room; also used 2) of houses built on piles and thus

lifted from the ground. It seems that Hoft-skdli in the present case

had much the same signification as O.W.Scand. lopt-skemma *a house

or a small detached building containing a loft or upper room, or erect-

ed on piles'. For a description of buildings of this kind in iVncient

Scandinavia see Kalund in Paul's Or. Ill, p. 433 f. and Gu6munds-
SON, Privatboligen, p. 223. Compare the similar compound lopt-hus,

which is found as a place-name in several localities in Yorkshire; fur-

ther details will be given in Part II.

* From O.W.Scand. sandr (O.Swed. sander, Dan. sand), or M.E.

sand "sand'. The place is situated close to the vast low-lying area

called the Duddon Sands, which skirts the estuary of the river Duddon;
hence the name.

^ From O.W.Scand. sumar, O.Swed. somar, O.Dan, somcer, or M.E.

sumer, somer < O.E. sumor "summer'.
^ Perhaps from the O.E. pers. name Stric, Strica. Or from

O.W.Scand., O.Swed. strik "a kind of cloth'? The compound would

then have denoted a building or booth where such cloth was kept or

sold; cf. the O.Norw. place-name Glisbud E.J. &c., which meant a booth

where finery (glis) is sold (Rygh, N.G. II).
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Suterscales Yo. 1250 Lane. Priv. deeds; Soivterschale izgz,

Souterschales 1336^ Souterscales 1400 Funiess Ch.; now Souther

Scales.^

Threfotherschales Yo. 1400 Furness Ch,; near Clapham?^

Wyndscales Cumb. 1334 C. Inq.; now Winscale in Wor-
kington.^

Windscales Cumb. 1294, Win^scales 1322 CI. R.; now Win-
scales in Beckermet.^

Wynterschale Yo. 1292, Winterschales 1336, Wynterscales

1400 Furness Ch.; now Winterscales.*

^ From O.W.Scand. sutari (O.Swed. sutare, O.Dan, siitcerce) *a boot-

maker'; cf. the O. Norw. place-name Sutarabole E.J. Or from the na-

tive M.E. equivalent soiitere < O.E. siitere.

^ The lateness of the only spelling recorded renders it extremely

hard to explain the remainder of the name. That it contains O.W.Scand.

fodr (O.Swed. foper, O.Dan, fothcer; O.E. fodder) seems fairly certain.

Maybe we have here an original compound "^prefa-fodr, meaning ""fod-

der put up in thraves', from O.W.Scand. prefi ^a number of sheaves,

a thrave' (O.Swed. pravi, O.Dan, thravce); cf. M.E. th'ave bundle, num-
ber', N.E. dial, thrave, threave. But since, as far as I am aware, no
similar formations seem to be recorded in literature, this must be looked

upon as a mere guess.

^ I St mem. is O.W.Scand. vindr (O.Swed. vinder^ O.Dan, vind,

O.E., M.E. wind) properly = \vind', ventus; here, as I take it, in much
the same sense as O.W.Scand. rid^ which in the case of buildings signi-

fied i) an outside gallery or balcony running along the loft or upper

storey of a house, 2) a staircase leading up to this loft or gallery =-•

loptrid (Fritzner), Of vindr^ Fritzner has two instances recorded in

the sense of 'a staircase, winding staircase'. That it could, besides, be

applied to a gallery of the kind just mentioned seems fairly plausible,

although I can offer no evidence in support of this conjecture. This

is, however, favoured by the development in meaning presented by the

equivalent O.Swed. vinder, Swed. vind, which denotes i) wind, ventus,

2) a room on the uppermost floor exposed to the wind, a garret; this

latter sense is recorded only since the 15th cent. (Soderwall). It may,

then, be safely assumed that the place-name before us originally de-

noted a building of the sort termed *loptskdU {loptskemma, lopthus, see

above p. 194 n. 3). And the vindr of the compound implies that to the

loft or upper storey adjoined a gallery of the sort pointed out above,

or that up to the loft &c. led an outside staircase (possibly a winding

one ?). A loptskemma constructed in such a manner represents a type

by no means unknown in Ancient West Scandinavia; see the accurate

description given in GudMUNDSSON, Privatboligen p. 250.
* As far as the form goes, the ist mem. represents O.E., M.E.

ivinter^ or O.Swed. vinter^ O.Dan vintcer ^ O.W.Scand. ye^r Svinter'. Per-
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Smatuaites Wm. &c. (see p. 122 f.). From O.W.Scand.

smdr 'smair, < Teut. "^sni^ha-; allied to OHG. smahi 'smair, and

O.E. smea- in smealic 'searching, exquisite', smecnnettas ^delica-

cies', &c. (Sweet, Ags. Diet.).

Spanebi, Spanesbi Li. DoB.; Spaiinehy 1303 F.A.; Sjmnhy

1325 Pat. R., 1346, 1401 f. F.A.; Spannehy 1316F.A., 1308, 1330

C. Inq.; now Spanb3\

I St mem. is O.W.Scand. spdnn {sponn, O.Swed. span, e. Dan.

spaan, O.E. spbn)\ i) a chip, shaving, 2) roofing-shingle(s) ; here

perhaps in the last-named sense. It is true that the isolated ge-

nitive form Spanes- in one DoB. spelling seems to point to a sur-

name '""Spdnn; there is no instance of such a name on record.

But on the other hand it is at any rate presumable that the name
was applied to a farm-house provided with a roof of shingles,

a so-called spdnpal^ (Fritzxer). That such a circumstance was

thought remarkable enough to be commemorated in the name of

the place is by no means astonishing, seeing that the usual ma-

terial emplo3^ed for roofing by the ancient Scandinavians was

earth or greensward, even in the case of timber houses. Wood,
in the form of either boards or shingles, seems to have been

restricted to buildings of some importance; see on all this Gud-

MUNDssox, PrivatboHgen &c., pp. 151, 162. Occasional^ straw

f= strd, halmr) was used for the same purpose. Ma3^be the M.E.

place-name Halmbi, Hahnehi Yo. DoB., Hahnbi 12. cent., Halmhy
1 20 1 Rievaulx Ch., {Halnehy No. vilL, Haunhy 1538 Riev. Ch.,

now Hawnby), which contains the said O.W.Scand. halmr "^straw',

or M.E. halm, originally denoted a farm with a house, or houses,

covered with straw. ^

O.W.Scand. spdnn enters also into

Spanrigh, Spanrig Lane. e. 13th cent. Cockers. Ch.; in Caton.^

Spantun, Spanfune Yo. Do's.; Spantona ii8g (Inspex. 1308)

Ch. R., 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; Spanton Kirkby; Scapto7i {I)

No. vill.; &c.; now Spaunton.^

haps partly anglicized from an original O.W.Scand. *vetr-skdli; cf.

vetr-Mis *a winter-house' (also used as a place-name). Compare, too,

the place-name Somerscales above.
^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3. — From the same word is

the O.Norw. place-name af Spdnheimi, written a Spannceimi D.N. 4
(1293), which is dealt with in N.G. XL

^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 53 n. 4.

^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i.
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[Stalethweit Cumb. (see p. 123), perhaps from the O.W.Scand.
pers. name Stdli, which, according to Lind, is derived from O.W.Scand.
stdl 'steel' < *stahla^ O.E. stlele, style, stele < '^'stahlia.']

Strathwait Li. (see p. 124), from O.Scand. strd < "^strawa, O.E.
strea[w] 'straw\

Wra Lane. 1
1
90-1 2 1 2 f. Cockers. Ch., 1226 Pipe R. (see Lane.

Subs. R.), 1227 f. Ch. R., 1229 Lane. Fin. Cone., 1284 C. Inq.,

135 1 CI. R., 1358 Br.Mus., 1389 Lane. Inq.; Le Wra 1201 R. Oblat.,

1335 C. Inq.; Wraa 1332 Lane. Subs. R.; now Wray, in MelHng.

From O.W.Seand. [tvjrd, O.Swed., O.Dan, vra 'a eorner, nook,

angle'. Teutonie base *ivranhd; ef. Bjorkman, Provenienz, p. 22.

In the initial combination ivr- the tv was mostly kept in O E.Scand.,

while it was lost at an early date in a very large portion of

O.W.Scand.; according to Noreen, who devotes some attention to

the subject in Altisl. Gram. § 278, it was evidently sounded as

late as the loth century; in O.Norw. it was kept much longer

than in O.Icel., more particularly in southern Norway, where it

has come down to our own days in several dialects. In Scand.

England the iv is consistently retained in the same position in

all cases I have as yet examined.'

^ As for materials illustrative of this rule, see the field-name

Wrengledeiles (p. 35); the M.E. place-names compounded with the

closely allied adj. M.E. wrang < O.W.Scand. [wjrangr, O.Swed. vranger

(Schlyter's Glossary to the ancient law of Vestergotland) in the sense

of 'awry, not straight', as e. g. Wrangeflat Yo. Rievaulx Ch., Wronge-

dik hundred Rutl. 1256 C. Inq. &c.; Wrauby Li. 1301 Ch, R., Wra-
ghehy 13 16 F.A. &c., now Wrawhy, < O.Dan. Wraghi, pers. name
(Wimmer); Wragmire (p. 208); Wrabetun Suff. 1. 12. cent. Br.Mus.,

and Wrabenase Ess. 1263 C. Inq. &:c. < O.Uan. '^Wrabi, pers. name?

(cf. the O.Dan, place-name Wrabbetoftw SRD.); Wreneshals 'Ld.rw.. 1196

Lane. Fin. Cone, Wreineshals, &c. 12. cent, (see further Wyld & Hirst

p. 273), from O.W.Scand. [wjreini ^a stallion', cf. O.E. ivrcene "lasci-

vious'; besides, above all, the numerous M.E. place-names containing

Scand. wra which are now under consideration. This preserving of the

w- even in the three north-western counties, whose local nomenclature

testifies to strong O.W.Scand. influence, constitutes one of the conser-

vative tendencies of the Scand. language in England (cf, above p. 20).

Yet it should not be overlooked that to the conservatism in the pre-

sent case contributed essentially the pertinacity with which iv- in the

same position maintained itself not only in O.E. Scand., but also in

the O.E., M.E. languages. Full particulars about the above names will

be found in Part II. From ail this it is clear that the M.E. place-

name Raby cannot be from Scand. ivra (see above p. 188).
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O.W.Scand. [ivjrd occurs, mostly uncompounded, in not a

few O.Norw. local names, in which it is used of secluded or out-

lying places, sometimes surrounded by hills, or of patches of cul-

tivated land jutting out from the main grounds of an estate or

other land-area. In the same sense we meet with O.E.Scand.

vra in some Danish place-names (see Madsen p. 255, and Steex-

STRUP, Da. Stednavne p. 107) and in many Swedish ones (Falk-

MAN p. 96 f., and Sveriges Ortnamn, passim).

The word under notice was introduced into England b}" the

Scand. settlers, and is recorded in M.E. under the forms tvra,

wro (cf. BjoRKMAN 1. c). As to the present English dialects it

seems to have been preserved only in that of Wm., from which

E.D.D. gives tvray, ray 'corner'. In addition to this it enters into

a great number of M.E. place-names, of which about 60 are noted

here. They are generally to be found in Yo. and the north-

western counties, and the word seems here to have been applied

to the same kind of localities as in Scandinavia. The 1st mem-
bers of these names are descriptive words, pers. names, or names

of other places which were apparently the scenes of a somewhat

earlier process of settlement and cultivation than those marked

by the i6;ra-names. Only a very few instances are known from Li.

and one from Norf. (see list below). From Suff. I have noted

a field-name the Wroo 1479 Bury St. Edmunds wills. Notwith-

standing the scanty material thus evidenced from the Southum-

brian counties, it is possible and even probable that the word

was more common in use there than we are led to believe from

the nomenclature on record. An interesting instance of the word

from these parts is embodied in a Bullington charter (Li.; see

Mon. VI, 2), dating, as it seems, from the 12th century, where

some plots of land are defined in this way: ^Et in Sudhenges

novem acras in duohiis locis; scilicet quce vocantur Wraes\

Here follows the remaining material afforded by the M.E.

nomenclature:

Wra Lane. 1226 f., Wraa 1324, Wro c. 1322 Lane. Inq.;

now (Ribby with) Wrea, in Kirkham.

[Wraye Lane. 1536 Lane, rec; now High Wray, near Hawks-

head.]

Wra Cumb. i486 C. Inq.; now Wreay, near Dacre.

Wra Cumb. 1485 C. Inq.; near Brampton.

Wra Yo. 1202 Ped. fin. Eb.; in Scamston.
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Wra Yo. 1294 Ch. R.; in Beningbrough.

Le Wra Lane. c. 1320 Lane. Inq.; in Bolton le Sands.^

Wragreve Lane. c. 1320 Lane. Inq.; in Bolton le Sands.^

Wramilna [molendinum quod vulgo vocahir W.J Li. 12.

cent. (?) Alvingham Reg., Mon. VI 2 ; in Cockerington.^

Wraton Lane. 1225-26^ 1247 Lane. Fin. Cone.; Wraiton

1229 ib.; Wretton 1227 Ch. R.; Wraton 1284 C. Inq., 1351 CI. R.,

&e.; now Wrayton.*

Akewra Li. LN. (under Partney) ; not identifiable.^

Alwhitwra Cumb. 13 17 Ch. R.; not identifiable.^

Bigwra Lane. 1332 Furness Ch.; Holbigtvra ib. ; now Hole-

biggerah, in Pennington.'

Birkelundewra Lane. 1268-75 Cockers.' Ch.; in Kellet (now
Birklimd Wray?).^

Bramwra Cumb. 123 1 L P. Pipe R.; Bramhwra 1399 Pat. R.;

now Bramwra, in Hutton by Edenhall.''

Dalebrigewara Cumb. a. 1268 Cockers. Ch,; in Newton with

Scales (now Dalebridgewray P).-'^

Dubwra Wm. 1349 CI. R.; near Crosby Garrett.^^

' As was intimated above, the word is of frequent occurrence un-

compounded as a place-name in Scandinavia; with the above M.E.

names cf. O.Norw. Rae D.N. 4 (1367), Raa B.J., O.Dan. Vra LCD.,
and O.Swed. wra S.D. V (1347), &:c.

^ 2nd mem. looks like M.E. greve (< O.E. grmfa) 'grove, wood',

for which word see Crawford ch. p. 61.

^ On the 2nd mem. see p. 160 n. 2.

^ On the 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i.

^ ist mem. as in Akescales, see above p. 192.
^ From O.W.Scand. alhvitr = O.E. eall-hwlt 'all-white'. Compare,

below, Wytewra.
' From M.E. hige < O.W.Scand. hygg 'barley'. Cf. Bigthwaite,

P- 103.
^ > . .

^ From O.W.Scand. "^hirki-lundr 'a grove of birch-trees ;
cf. hh^ki-

vidr 'a birch-wood'. O.W.Scand. Urki- (< *birkia-) in compounds is

a collective formation of the same kind as eiki, for which see above,

p. 36 f. Cf. O.E. birce fem. (< ""birkidn-), M.E. birche, (northern) byrke

'birch'.

^ M.E. brame 'a brier or bramble', see further Bramthiveit, p. 105.

From an obsolete (?) place-name Dalebrige, perhaps of native

origin.

I St mem. seems to be the same word as e.N.E. dub, N.E. dial.

dub (only Sc. and north, dial.) 'a muddy or stagnant pool, a deep dark

pool in a river or stream'. The etymology of this word is enveloped

in obscurity.
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Dokwra Cumb. 1324 f. Pat. R., 1402 F.A. V, i486 C. Inq.;

Doctvra, Dohivra 1331 C. Inq.; now Dockray.^

Eskewro Yo. Rot. H.; now disappeared? Near Wistow.^

Eskowra \cultura\, Hescomvra Yo. 13. cent. Rievaulx Ch.; in

Oswaldkirk.=^

Fermwra Lane. 1257-68 Coekers. Ch.; in Winmarleigh.*

Fildingfordewra Lane. 1262-68 Coekers. Ch.; in Thistleton.^

Foghewra, Fogivra Lane. 13. cent. (?) Furness Ch.; near Ros-
thwaite.^

Grastanwro Yo. 1230 Gray's Reg.; near Rawdon?'
Qraystanwra Yo. 1347 Pat. R.; now Grayston Plain.

^

Grenewra Cumb. 1202 f. Pipe R., V.H., 1222' f. P. Pipe R.
— I cannot locate the site of this place which should seem to

be to the W. or SW. of Carlisle.^

Heywra Yo. 1227, 1303 CI. R., 1280 Ch. R., 1323 Cat.

A.D., 1329 f. Pat. R.; Heyivro 1283 Pat. R.; la Haye Heyivra

^ From M.E. dok, dokke (O.E. docce) Mock^, the common name
of various species of the genus Rumex; see further N.E.D.

^ From O.W.Scand. eski (in compounds) ""an ash-wood, ash-trees',

a formation similar to hirki for which see above under Bii'kehmdeivra.

Cf. Eskedayle, p. 32, and Esketoft in Ch. 7.

^ From "^Eskow < ^Estskoiv, a native variant of the_,Scand. name
Oustscoiv (dealt with above, p. 153) 'the eastern wood', which was
the name of a tract of wood-land in Sproxton and possibly extending

over the adjoining part of Oswaldkirk.
* I St mem. seems to be M.E. ferm *^farm, rent' N.E. farm. It is

possible that in the present case ferm is a descendant of O.E. feorm
^food, provision', etc., if this word primarily meant ""a fixed portion of

provisions, ration'; see the comments on the word in N.E.D. and
Introduction to the Pipe Rolls, p. 82.

^ From a M.E. place-name Fildingford, of uncertain origin.

^ I St mem. is M.E. fog, fogge, N.E. fog: i) the grass which springs

up immediately after the hay-crop has been taken off, aftermath, 2) the

long grass .left standing in the fields during winter; rank grass, 3) in Sc.

& north, dial. = moss. Of unknown origin, according to N.E.D., q. v.

From a partly anglicized form of O.W.Scand. grdsteinn (O.Swed.

grasten) ""greystone'. To N.E. greystone the N.E.D. supplies no reference

before the iQth century, nor is there any in Bosworth-Toller and
Stratmann-Bradley; cf., however, the next name. — The appearance

of the southern labialized form wro in this Yorkshire place-name is

noteworthy. Cf. also Eskewro, Swuneivro, &c.
^ From M.E. "^graystdn 'greystone', in the present case perhaps

anglicized from O.W.Scand. grdsteinn, for which see preceding name.
^ From O.W.Scand. groenn (O.Swed. gron, O.Dan, gren) 'green',

or the native equivalent O.E., M.E. grene.
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1330 Pat. R.; Haywra 13 10 Ch. R., 1332 CI. R., 1334 f. Pat.

R., 1335 Br. Mus.; Hayivrocastell 1393 Pat. R.; now Haverah.'

Holfletwra Li. 13. cent. Selby Ch.; in Stallingborough.^

Howkeswra Li. 12. cent. Hyrst ch., Mon. VI, i; near Belton.^

Caldkeldwra Wm. 1349 CI. R.; near Crosby Garrett."*

Koupemoneswra Lane, see above, p. 146.

Killingewro Norf. 1198 Cal. fin.^

Linwra Cumb. c. 1240 f. Wetherhal Reg.^

Macwra Yo. t. Edw. IIL, see Hosp. of Killingwoldgrove, Mon.
VI, 2; near Walkington?^

Mosiwra Cumb. 13 15 CI. R.; in Inglewood forest.^

Murwra Cumb. i486 C. Inq.; now Murrah, in Greystoke.^

^ From O.W.Scand. hey (O.Swed. Jw, O.Dan, lio) 'hay*, or the cor-

responding native M.E. hei <. O.E. heg. Cf. Haithwait, &c. p. iio.
2 From O.E., M.E. hoi adj. & sb. 'hollow, hole^ and M.E.

flete (O.E. fieot) 'a creek, rivulet, stream'; N.E. dial fleet 'a shallow

channel, drain, ditch', &:c.

^ I St mem. is the O.W.Scand. man's name Haukr, for which see

further under Houkesgarth, above p. 143.
* From O.W.Scand. kaldr 'cold' (or northern M.E. kald) + kelda

'a fountain, spring, for which word see further p. 28 n. i.

^ At least two alternative explanations of the ist mem. are sup-

posable. It might be from O.W.Scand. killingr < kidlingr (Norw. dial.

kidling, killing, O.Swed. kiplinger, Swed. killing) 'a kidling, young kid',

which word is a derivative with diminutive sense of kid 'a kid'; M.E.

kide, Scand. loan. If that be so this is a remarkably early instance of

the assimilation dl > II in the word; cf. the O.Norw. place-name Kil-

lingstad N.G. V, 357, the mckname [Sighiirdr] killinger D.'N. 1 (1371),

and the examples adduced by Noreen, Altisl. Gram. § 259,4. —
place-name before us Killing could also be a patronymic derived from

the O.Dan, man's name Kille, or, perhaps more probably, from the

O.E. northern Kille LVD., which answers to the southern Cille. There

are in M.E. not a few north Engl, place-names beginning with Killing-,

which, in most cases, should be regarded as a patronymic from the

native Kille. There is no need to assume Scand. influence to account for

the non-palatalised K- in the Yorkshire place-names of this kind, as

is done by Moorman, p. 114.
^ From O.Scand. Un or O.E. Itn 'flax'. Cf. Linthwaite, above,

p. 117.
^ ist mem. is of uncertain origin. Perhaps it is from the O.W.Scand.

man's name Mdkr (or Mdki), for which see further Lind, with references.

^ Possibly from O.W.Scand., O.Swed. mosi (O.Dan, mosce) 'moss,

moorland'. Cf. Mosedeile p. 33.
^ From O.W.Scand. 7nurr (O.Swed., Dan. mur) 'a wall of brick

or stone', or the equivalent O.E. mur, which, however, appears to have

been comparatively rare and did not survive in M.E.
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Natewra Lane. 1220-50 Cockers. Ch.; in Bolton le Sands.*

Osmundwra Yo. t. Edw. III., see Hosp. of Killingwoldgrove,

Mon. VI, 2 ; near Walkington ?^

Peterelwra Cumb. 1350 CI. R.; Fetrelivra 1396 Pat. R.;

Wra 1485 C. Inq.; Peterehvraye 1539, see Priory of Carlisle, Mon.
VI, I ; now Wreay, in Hesket in the Forest.^

Pilatewra Lane. e. 1220-50 Cockers. Ch.; in Winmarleigh.*

^ The etymology of the ist mem. involves some difficulties. It

may be appropriate to discuss it together with three other north Engl,

names which, on the face of it, contain the same element: Natelond

Wm. 1278 C. Inq., Nateland 1301 Lane. Fin. Cone., now Natland (in

Kendal); Natehy ib. 13 14 C. Inq., now Nateby (in Kirkby Stephen),

and Natehi, Natehy Lane. 13. cent. Lane. Fin. Cone., now Nateby (in

Garstang). This form Nate- may represent several different words,

and, as a matter of course, it is by no means certain that all the place-

names just mentioned contain one and the same word. It might em-
body the genitive of the O.W.Seand. man's name Nati, tliough it is true

tlie only recorded instance of this is the mythical Nati igtunn in Snorra

Edda. An O.Dan. Nati is postulated by Nielsen as occurring in a

surname and a place-name, which however hardly suffice, in themsel-

ves, to prove conclusively the existence of such a name. Yet it should

be observed that an O.Swed. name of about the same form appears

to enter into the e.Swed. place-name Natestorp (see Sveriges Ortnamn,
Alvsborgs Ian VI, p. 7). — On the other hand, one or other of the

M.E. place-names now under consideration may contain O.W.Seand.

hnata, a secondary gen. plur. of knot 'nut^ (O.E. hnutu) and found in

the compounds hnataskdgr 'nut-wood", and Jmatathmd "^a tithe paid in

nuts' (Fritzner). Lastly, one might feel tempted to connect Nate- with

the O.W.Seand. river-name Ngt (cf. Rygh, N.G. V, 219) and the

O.Swed. lake-name "^Nati, now Naten (Hellqvist, Sjonamnen p.

426). These names are from a stem with which are to be com-
pared O.Sax. nat, OHG., MHG. na^, German na^ 'wet\ All the

English places in question are situated near streams or rivers. The
map gives no guidance, but it is not impossible that in one ease or so

Nate- preserves an obsolete name of that kind. — Wyld & Hirst

(p. 193) derive the Lane. Nateby from an unrecorded O.E. man's

name Nata, but there is little in support of this etymology which

looks less plausible; to their commenis on this and the other names
treated in the same paragraph I hope soon to return elsewhere.

^ From O.E. Osmund, pers. name.
^ ist mem. is the name of the river Petteril, on which the village

of Wreay stands.

*
I St mem. is a M.E. surname "^Pilat, of which I have noted two in-

stances: Alan Pilath of Biker (now Bicker Li.) 13 16 Ch. R., and

Walter Pilatus (Yo.?) 13 11 ib. This name, as I take it, is to be
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Routheclivewra Lane. 1240-59 Cockers. Ch.; in Rawcliffe.^

Salterwra, -war' 13. cent. Selby Ch.; in Stallingborough.''^

Selywra Cumb. 1315 CI. R., 1339 Pat. R.; in Inglewood forest.^

Scalewra Cumb., Scalwra Yo.; see above p. 192.

Stakewra Lane. c. 1320 Lane. Inq.; in Bolton le Sands.*

Stalwra Yo. 13 15 CI. R.; now lost.^

Stermanwra Lane. 1251 Furness Ch.; in Dalton-in-Furness.''

Stodwra Wm. 1200-30 f. Cockers. Ch.; in Mansergh."^

Stodfaldwra, Stodfalde-wra Lane. 13. cent. (?), Stodfalwra in

Orgrave 14 12 Furness Ch.; not identifiable.*

Swindalewra, Suindaleura Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in

Skelton.^

connected with Med. Latin Pilatus, properly = pilum habens, fur,

latro; for the further sense-development, as far as traceable in M.E.
Latin deeds, see Du Cange, Glossarium Medicie & Lifimae Latinitatis.

— N.E. pilat, pilot cannot be taken into consideration^ as it is not

recorded until the i6th century (N.E.D.).
^ From the M.E. form of the present Rawcliffe, for which see

p. 159-
^ From M.E. Salter (O.E. sealtere): ""salter, salt dealer", salinator;

found in some local names, for v^^hich see Bosw. Toller.
^ ist mem. is most likely M.E. "^sely < O.W.Scand. selja fem.

(<*salhjdn; OHG. salaha, Swed. sdlg, Dan. se^Je) ''sallow, willow." To
the same word seems to go back N.E. dial, sellij, which occurs only

in Yo., otherwise the current dialectal form is sally or saiigh. O.E.

sealh, saiigh M.E. salghe, salive, sali. As regards the final -y in ^sely

compare M.E. briny < O.W.Scand. brynja 'coat of mail; see also Bjork-

MAN, Loan-words, p. 183.
* From the O.Scand. word represented by O.Swed. staki, Dan.

stage, or from the native equivalent M.E. stake (O.E staca) 'a stake".

The native word is frequently met with in delineations of land, where

it apparently signified some sort of landmark.
^ From O.W.Scand. stallr (O.Swed. staller, stalder, Dan. staid) 'a.

stall (for cattle), stable", or the equivalent O.E, steall^ M.E, stal. Cf.

further down Stodwra and Stodfaldwra.
^ From M.E. sterman < O.E. steor-mann "a steersman", guber-

nator.

O.E. stod 'a .stud, herd of horses", M.E. stdd 'stud, stable". Com-
pare the corresponding O.W.Scand. stdd, O.E.Scand. stop; OHG. stmt.

Cf. next name.
^ O.E. stod-fald 'an enclosure for a stud of horses" (cf. Dan.

stodfold with the same sense). The word is not seldom found as a

local name; for instances see the Rievaulx and the Cockersand Chartu-

laries. Cf. preceding name, and, above, Stalwra.

^ 1st component is the M.E. representative of the present place-

name Swinedale Ho., marked on the Ordnance Map near Great Moors-

holme, in Skelton. Swinedale Ho. stands on a small stream which
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Swynegarthwra Yo. 1283 Selby Ch.; in Acaster.^

Swunewro Cumb. 12 11 Ped. fin., near Ainstable or Blencarn;

not identifiable.^

Theuetweitwra Yo. 1235-55 Cockers. Ch.; near Sedbergh.^

Ulcotwra Cumb. i486 C. Inq.; now Ulcat Row, near Dacre.^

Westferiwra Li. 1198 Revesby ch., Mon. V, 1328 Pat. R.; near

Revesby.^

joins the Hagg Beck half a mile from the place. This M.E. Swin-

dale may possibly be a parallel on English soil to the O.Norw. place-

name Stvindal (E.J., &:c.; found m several parts of southern Norway),
which is believed to contain an old river-name ^Svimi or ^Svinna,

from the adj. svinnr in its sense of * quick, swift' (Rygh, Elvenavne p.

258). It need hardly be added that, formally, the M.E. Stvindale can

also be explained from M.E. stvin or O.Scand. svin 'swine*.

^ From an unrecorded O.W.Scand. "^svina-gardr 'an enclosure for

swine'.

^ There seems to be no English or Scand. word from which the

1st mem., in its recorded form, could be explained. Perhaps Swime-
is a misspelling for *Stvine-, representing M.E. sivin or O.Scand. svm
'swine'? Cf. preceding name.

^ From the place-name Theuethtvait, for which see above, p. 125.
^ From an obsolete place-name Ulcot, which contains O.E., M.E.

cot, or O.W.Scand. kot 'a cottage, hut, small farm' (cf. Westcoterhy, p.

18). The former member is hardly recognizable on account of the

late appearance of the only spelling on record; it may be from O.E.,

M.E. file 'owl', or from O.W.Scand. idfr 'wolf', for which compare
Ulthwaite, above, p. 126,

^ ist mem. is M.E. ivest or O.W.Scand. vest- (O.Swed. vcest-)

'west'; 2nd mem. is M.E. fery in the sense of 'a ferry-boat', or 'a

passage or place where boats pass over a river', &:c. Of M.E. fery

there is, according to N.E.D., no instance found in literature before

the 15th century, nor is any O.E. representative known. The N.E.D.
considers it as a deverbative noun, from M.E. fery, fere, ferien (O.E.

ferian) 'to carry, convey, transport'. But even though that be true,

there can be no doubt that the word is, at least in part, an adaptation

of O.W.Scand. ferja, O.Swed. fdria, e.Dan. ferie 'ferry-boat'. We
may conclude as much from the fact that it occurs as early as the

1 2th cent, in some place-names which belong to conspicuously Scand.

portions of Yo. and Li. and are certainly Scand. in form. These
names will be given in full in Part II; here may be mentioned Feriebi,

Ferihi, Suth ferehi Li. 12. cent., Feryhy, Suthferihi 13. cent. Br. Mus.,

now South Ferriby; Ferehi Yo. DoB., Ferihi ii8g Ch. R. (Inspex.

1308) &c., now North Ferriby. These two places are situated oppo-

site to each other, on each bank of the Humber. I cannot exactly

locate Westferiwra, which must in the Middle Ages have been within

the borders of the great Fen district.
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Waitewra Cumb. 11 go- 1200 Cockers. Ch.; Wmjtivra 1318 Co-
nishead ch., Mon. VI, i; in Whitbeck.^

Wyte Wra Cumb. 1234 P. Pipe R.^

Wytewra Lane. 1235 Lane. Fin. Cone.; now Whiteray, in

Tatham.^

Ch. 6. Names containing O.Scand. y.

On O.Seand. y, developed from Teutonie eu, m through i- or

i?-mutation (it < ^ ; ef. Noreen, AltisL Gram. §§ 60, 68), as opposed

to the eorresponding M.E. c (< AngL 20, eo^ e; W. Sax. had '7e,

1, y), and serving as a eriterion of Scand. loan in M.E., see

BjoRKMAx, Loan-words, p. 114 f. with references.

The only place-name element which belongs to this chapter^

is M.E. mire < O.W.Scand. myrr f. 'moor, bog, swampy ground';

O.Sw^ed., Dan. myr. Frequent in place-names in Scandinavia.

Teutonic base *miusjd or *miuzl. Cognates are probabty O.E.

meos 'moss', and OHG. mios, MHG. and German mies 'moos,

sumpfgegend, moor' (Grimm's Worterbuch). All the M.E. names

that contain the Scand. word are to be found in northern Eng-

land. I have noted the following instances:

^ ist mem. may possibly represent O.W.Scand. Jiveiti 'wheat' (cf.

above p. 129) since the rendering of etymological initial hiv (ivh) by
tv is well instanced in the nomenclatm-e of the Cockers. Ch. and some
other contemporary northern records (owing to south Engl, influence?).

Or else it may be from O.W.Scand. veit 'a trench, ditch', or veita 'a

trench, a trenched meadow' (Fritzner). — It is possible that the same
remarks hold good of the ist mem. of the place-name Waitehil Yo. 13.

cent. Rievaulx Ch., in Broughton in Cleveland, and Waytehil Yo. 12. cent.

Whitby Ch., in Liverton. Or are we concerned here with M.E. waite

'a watchman, sentinel' (from O.Fr. tvaite 'a guard')? A person of the

name of Rogerus Waite occurs in a deed of A.D. 12 11- 12 Guisbrough

Ch., one Adam le Wayte 1255 Nhb. Ass. R., and some other, later

instances of the word used as a pers. name are to be found in Bardsley.
Still this latter alternative seems to me less worthy of acceptance.

^ ist mem. can be O.W.Scand. hvitr or O.E., M.E. hw'it 'white'

(cf. preceding foot-note), which adj. is often found in field-names of

a similar description. But it might also be from O.W.Scand viti 'a bea-

con, kindled as a warning signal'. These are the only words that

appear to give anything like a reasonable meaning to the name as

a whole.

^ Compare, however, next page, foot-note 6.
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Mira Cumb. c. 12 14 Wetherhal Reg.; in Cumwhitton, A Latini-

zed form. Cf. the O.Norw. J Myrim, J Myre E.J.

Le Mireheved Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Glaisdale.^

Mirland Cumb. c. i2iof. Wetherhal Reg.; in Cumwhitton.''^

Mirepittes Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Marton.'^

Mirthuait Lane. 1250-68 Cockers. Ch.; in Whittington.*

[Myrehage [boscum] Yo. 1538 Rievaulx Ch.; in Bilsdale.^]

Mirefelt Yo. DoB.; Mirefeld 1201 Rot. Cane, 1245 Gray's

Reg.; Myrfeld Kirkby, No. vill., 1342 Pat. R.; Mirfeld 1202

Ped, fin. Eb., 1287 C. Inq., 1302 Feod. mil. Eb., 1351 CI. R.,

1378 Poll-tax, 1382 Pat. R., 1397 Calv. ch.; now Mirfield.^

Mirscho Lane. 1252 Pat. R., 1262 Lane. Inq.; ilf^Ve.sco' 1265,

Mirescoive 1297 Lane. Inq.; Mireschoghe 1320-46 Lane. Surv.;

Mirscogh 1328 CI. R.; Mirescliogh 1397 Pat. R.; now Myer-

seough.'^

Mireton Cumb. 1334 Cal. Inq.; near Cleator?^

Arkilmire Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; Arke[l]mire 13. cent.

Rievaulx Ch.; near Normanby.^

Blamyre Cumb., see above p. 178.

Brademire Yo. 1259 C. Inq.; in Burstwick.''^

Braythemyre Cumb. 1334 C. Inq.; Brathemyre 1343, Brai-

themyre 1344 CI. R.; Brathemir 1398 Cal. Inq.; in Ennerdale.-^^

^ 2nd mem. is M.E. heved *^head, the upper end of something'; cf.

p. 37 n. 3-

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. or M.E. land : (a piece of) land.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. pyttr "sl pit, pool', or M.E. pit (O.E.

pytt), N.E. pit.

^ 2nd mem. O.W.Scand. pveit, for which see p. 96 f. Cf. p. 1 18 n. 2.

^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 21 n. 3.

^ 2nd mem. O.E., M.E. feld 'field\ With regard to Mirefelt,

Myrehage, Mireschogh and Mireton it is possible, from a formal point

of view, that the ist mem. is, instead, from M.E. m«Ve 'an ant', borrow-

ed from Scand.; cf. BjorkmAn, Loan-words, p. 115. In any case

the names are to be included here.

' 2nd mem. is M.E. scogh < O.W.Scand. skogr ^a wood'. Cf. Scor-

brough, above, p. 15. Of the same origin seems to be the place-name

Mirescog in the Isle of Man, mentioned by Moore, Manx Names
p. 200.

^ As for 2nd mem. see p. 7 n. i.

^
I St mem. is from the O.E.Scand. man's name Arkil, O.W.Scand.

Arnhell, Arnketell; very common in Scand. England.

O.E., M.E. brad 'broad'. Compare the next name.

O.W.Scand. breidr 'broad'; cf. Brayton &c., above p. 26 f. The
name is identical in form with the Icelandic a Breida myri La.
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Braithmyre Yo. 13. cent. Richmond Reg.; not identifiable.^

Le Braithmyre Lane. c. 1320 Lane. Inq.; probably identical

with Braithemire, Brayrmyre 13. cent. Lane, ch.; in Bolton le Sands.

^

Elvemire Yo. 1260 Rievaulx Ch.; near Raysdale.^

Engmyre Lane. c. 1320 Lane. Inq.; probably identical with

Engemyr^ Efigemyre, Ingemyrc^ Yngemyre 13. cent. Lane, ch.; in Bolton
le Sands.

^

Gaytesigemire Cumb. c. 12 10 Wetherhal Reg.''

Qosemire Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Ormesby.^

Le Colemyre Cumb. 1. 13. cent. Hodgson's ch.; in Wigton.^

Crossemyre Lane. c. 1320 Lane. Inq.; in Bolton le Sands.'

Natewramire, Natwrn-mire, Nativrmnire Lane. 13. cent. Lane,

ch.; in Bolton le Sands.

^

Prestemire, Prestmirehanke Wm. 1246-49 Cockers. Ch.; in Sedg-

wick.^

Ranthemire Yo., see above, p. 161.

Tranemyre Cumb. c. 125Q Wetherhal Reg.; in Wetherhal.

Turfmire, -myre Yo. 13. cent. Guisbr, Ch.; in Guisbrough.

Tikwitmyre Lane. 1320-46 Lane. Surv.; Tewhitmyre 14. cent.(?)

Furness Ch.; near Silverdale.^^

Ullayk mire Cumb. 1308 C. Inq. See the place-name Ullock,

above p. 128.

Walmyre Yo. Kirkby; Walmire No. vill.; now Walmire.^^

* As for the ist mem. see preceding foot-note.

^ Apparently from O.W.Scand. elfr 'a river, stream" (O.Swed. celf,

Dan. elv). The place designated seems to be near the upper course

of the river Seph.
^ O.W.Scand. enge n., e^ig f. 'a meadow'. O.E.Scand. ceng.

* The remainder of the name is explained above p. 53 n. 5.
^ O.E., M.E. gos ''goose .

^ Perhaps from O.Scand. Koli, pers. name. See Lind, and Coli

in BjORKMAN, Personennamen.
' I St mem. as in Crossthwaite, above p. 115.
^ I St component is the place-name Natewra which is discussed

above, p. 202.
^ From O.W.Scand. prestr, or M.E. prest (O.E. preost) 'priest'.

O.W.Scand. irmii, trana "a. crane'. Cf. Trantheivayt, p. 126.
^1 O.E., M.E. tiirf 'turf, sod'. O.Scand. torf.

The proper form and origin of the ist mem. is most uncertain.

Perhaps the whole name is contracted from white myre, with the

spirant p- here represented by t owing to assimilation to a preceding

at. Cf. the pers. name William Atte Well (ad fontem) 13 16 Ch. R.

If that be so, I suppose kiv in Tikwit- to be miswritten for hw, since

for O.E. or O.Scand. initial hiv I have, from Lancashire records, other-

wise only noted the spellings hiv (ivh), qii, and iv.

From M.E. wal (O.E. iveall) '^a wall, a steep hill, cliff'.
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Waltermire Lane. 13. cent. (?) Furness Ch.; near the river Crake.^

Wedholmmyre Lane. 13. cent. Lane, ch.; in Bolton le Sands.

^

Wragmire Cumb. 1362 Test. Karl. Not identifiable.^

Ch. 7. Names containing O.Scand. 6, o,

i) On O.Scand. o < Teutonic u before a lost nasal conso-

nant and answering to O.E. u with compensatory lengthening of

the vowel, see Bjorkman, Loan-words, p. 113, with references.

Here belongs

Tofth Cambr. DoB.; Tofte, Thofte 1302-03 F.A.; Toft 1316 f.

F.A., 1359 f. Cal. Inq., 1392 Pat. R., 1489 C. Inq., &c.; Toft,

Tofte 1428 F.A.; Tliofftes 1492 C. Inq,; now Toft.

From O.E., M.E. toft ^a piece of ground, a shghtly elevated,

exposed site, campus', an adoption of O.Dan, toft ^an enclosed

home-field' {huscstoft, see Lund; cf. O.Swed. tomt, topt, toft), or

O.W.Scand. topt, tiipt 'a piece of ground, messuage, homestead,

a place marked out for a house or building'. This word is deriv-

ed by BuGGE in Paul & Braune's Beitrage XXI, p. 425 f. from

a base *tumfetiz, &c., by Noreen, Altschwed. Gram. § 260, from

"^tum fpi-, and by Falk & Torp, Norw. Danisches Etym. Worterb.,

from *turnfto. The meaning of ^messuage', i. e. a portion of land,

intended to be occupied, or actualty occupied, as a site for a

dwelHng-house and its appurtenances, is to be assigned to the

Latinized forms tofturn, tofta, which are of constant occurrence in

Old and Middle English records of various descriptions, espe-

cially in charters transferring landed property. In such documents

the phrase cum tofto et crofto is met with, over and over again.

As a place-name element the O.Scand. toft, topt is frequently

found in Norway and, more particular^, in Denmark and Swe-

^ From the common M.E. pers. name Walter, for which see

Bardsley.
^ ist component is the place-name Wedholm which occurs in con-

temporary charters ibid.; it seems to contain O.W.Scand. holmr, holmi

(see p. 141 n. 4), and perhaps M.E. weed < O.E. weod 'weed', or

O.W.Scand. vidr 'a wood, felled trees', &e.; cf. p. 179 n. 2.

^ Perhaps from the O.W.Scand. man's name Ragi (< '^Wragi),

O.Dan. Wraghi, which is found in the Lincolnshire place-name Wraghebtj

(see above p. 197 n.). Or Wrag- might possibly be an orthographical error

for Wrang-, in which case it is to be explained as in Wrangeflat, see 1. c.

* O.E., M.E. croft meant a piece of enclosed ground, used for

tillage or pasture; in most localities a small piece of arable land adja-

cent to a house. See further N.E.D.
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den (see the indexes of Rygh, N.G., Styffe, Skandinavien under

unionstiden, and SRD.). Some instances exist, moreover, in Ice-

land (La.), in the Shetlands (Jakobsen, Shetl. Stednavne), in Scot-

land (Johnston, Place-names of Scotland, Introd. p. 68), in the

Faroes (see Vibe in the Norwegian Historisk Tidsskrift II, 5

(1886) p. 68); besides, there are a great number in Normandy, for

examples of which see below. From Mediaeval England I have

noted more than a hundred place-names containing the word, which

are scattered nearly all over Scand. England, from Suffolk in the

south up to Northumberland, Durham and Westmoreland in the

north ; the last three counties, together with Lancashire and Cum-
berland, have only one instance each. The scarceness of the word
in the local nomenclature of the northern counties is noteworthy

in view of the fact that N.E. dial, toft {tuft Yo.) is in general

use even in that part of the country (see E.D.D.). Of the ma-

terial given below about four fifths belong to Yo., Li. and Norf-

An examination of the compounded M.E. toft-n^cmes will

show that comparatively many of them contain a native word as

I St member, either an appellative or a pers. name. All things consi-

dered it is clear that toft was adopted in the native language

at a very early period.^ P\irthermore it is interesting to notice

that exact parallels to several of these names can be cited from

the numerous fof^-names of Normandy, the total number of which

is put down by Taylor (Words and places, p. 123) at about one

hundred. Among the early Norman instances adduced by Fa-

BRicius (p. 312 f.) we find Breitot, Hotot, EsJcetot or Esquetot,

Langetot, Wictot or Wigetot, &c., all of which re-appear in Scand.

England. As may be seen from these spellings, the Norman

^ The word seems to have been introduced here in the form toft

and prior to the O.W.Scand. transition ft > pt^ which according to No-
REEN, Altisl. Gram. § 232, was in operation about A.D. 1000. When
that is so, and the word occurs both in O.W.Scand. and O.E. Scand.

local nomenclature, all attempts at deciding whether the English toft-

names are of West or East Scand. extraction are doomed to failure

from the outset, the more as the ist members of the compound names
are anything but suggestive on this point. Cf. in connection with this

some remarks on the Norman toft-names given in the course of the

discussion of the Scand. place-names in Normandy which was carried

on between Tegner in Nordisk tidskrift 7 (1884) p. 183-214, 652-65,

and Vibe ib. 535-54, in the Norw. Historisk tidsskrift II, 5 (1886),

p. 51-80, and G. Storm ib. II, 6 (1888), p. 236-51.

Lindkvist : Middle-English place-names etc. 14
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form of toft was tot — with the f regularly dropped before the

consonant t — which, indeed, occurs in all the names of the

present kind given by Fabricius (1. c.) and Joret (p. 52-54).

Under such circumstances it is not surprising that the same tot

is used repeatedly in the place-name spellings of Domesday, which

is wholly in keeping with the Norman orthography of this record,

while it is hardly ever found in our subsequent sources. One
remarkable exception to this rule is the name Stowlangtoft (see

below), of which the forms in -tot are recorded throughout the

Middle English period. Whether this conservatism in the spelling is

referrible to the French nationality of the lords of the manor of S., as

is conjectured by Zachrisson (p. 13), is uncertain, but it seems rather

plausible.^ It is this Norman -tot which Jellinghaus, Anglia XX
p. ^24. i. mistakes for a native dialectal variant of toft. A form

tot of the latter origin is not evidenced either in M.E. or in the

materials of E.D.D. The excrescent h^s in the spellings Thoft,

Tofth, which appear sporadically in early M.E. documents, are like-

wise due to Norman influence; the interchange of the symbols th

and t for etymological t is well exemplified in contemporary texts

with marked Norman peculiarities; cf. Zachrisson p. 47 f. To Nor-

man sound-development should be ascribed, too, the inorganic s

prefixed in the Domesday forms Stofftam (now West Tofts, Norf.)

and Stofsta (now Bircham Tofts, ib.); cf. on these and similar

cases Zachrisson p. 68 f. To the comments of Z. it may only

be objected that the initial s in Stofftam probably does not de-

pend on the transfer of the final sounds of a supposed prefixed

West-, seeing that the first instance of the name with this word

added occurs only in 1334, whereas the earlier forms in the

Hundred Rolls, the Subsidy Rolls of 1302 and the Nomina Vil-

larum of 13 16 appear without it. — We now pass on to the re-

maining material:

Toft Li, 1303! F.A.; Tofte jiixta Witham 1367, Toft juxta

Brunne 1369 Cal. Inq.; Toft iuxta Whitham 1404 Br.Mus.; now
Toft, near Witham.

Toft Li. c. 1200 f., Thoft 1272-1327 Br.Mus.; Toft 1286 C. Inq.

&c.; Toftes Plac. Warr.; Toftneuton 1334 Pat. R., 1335 Br.Mus.;

Tofteneuton 1397 Pat. R.; now Toft next Newton.

^ At the time of Nomina Villarum, A.D. 13 16, S. was held by

Galfridus Pecche; a son of his, Johannes P.^ is mentioned in the Sub-

sidy Rolls of 1346.
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Toft Li. *ii83 Br.Mus., Rot. Hug., Rot. H., 13 16 F.A. &c.;

Thoft 1256 C. Inq.; Toft juxta Freston 1364 Br.Mus., 1376 Cal.

Inq.; Toft by Freston 1435 Pat. R.; now Fishtoft.

Toft Nhb. 1397 Pat. R.; in Elsdon.

Toft Norf. DoB.; Thoftes e. Hen. III. Br.Mus.;? Tofts Mona-
chorum 1285 Cal. Inq.; Toft 1316 F.A., 1320!. Pat. R.; Toftes,

MunJcestoftes 1349 Pat. R.; Toft monachorum 1334 Norf. Ass.,

1386, 1 41 9 Br.Mus.; now Toft Monks.^

Toftes, Totes Norf. DoB.; Toftes Rot. H., 1319! Pat. R.,

1334 Norf. Ass.; now Toft Trees.

Tofftes Norf. DoB.; Eolcelintoftes 1285, Rokelind S Tofts

1288 Cal. fin.; Bokelund Toftes Rot. H.; Toftes T.N., 1323 f

Cal. Inq.; Bohelond Toftes 1340 Cal. fin.; Rokelound Toftes 1366 f.,

Rokelondtoft, &c. 15 th cent. Br.Mus.; now Rockland Tofts.^

Stofsta Norf. DoB.; Toftes Rot. H, 1334 Norf. Ass., 1302 f.,

1428 F.A.; BrecJiamtoftes 13 13 CI. R.; Bricham, Brecham Toftes

1394-95 Cal. Inq.; Brycham Toftys 1495 C. Inq.; now Bircham Tofts.

Stofftam, Toftes Norf. DoB.; Toftes Rot. H., 1316 f. F.A.,

1 419 Br.Mus.; Toftis 1302, Toftys 1428 F.A.; Westetoftes 1334

Norf. Ass.; Westoftes 1378 Pat. R.; Westoftys 1422 Br.Mus.;

West Toftes 1489 C. Inq.; now West Tofts.

Toft Suff. DoB. — Now lost? Near Ipswich.

Thoft Warw. 1374 Cat.A.D.; now Toft, in Dunchurch.

Tofthous Yo. 1 29 1 A.Plac; Tofthouse, Thouhouse Kirkby

now lost. Near Harewood.^

ToftO Swengulf Suff. 1198 Feet of fines; near Livermere and
Stowlangtoft ?

^

* In the reign of William Rufus the manor of Toft was granted to

the abbey of Preaux in Normandy, to which it belonged for about two

centuries as an alien cell. The abbey kept a few monks there; hence-

the qualification of the name. Cf. Vict. Hist. Norf. II p. 464.
^ The present name Rockland is in DoB. Rokelund^ -lunt, -lun =

Eokelound 13 19 Pat. R. &c., and identical in form with the O.Dan.

Rokcelund LCD. This seems to be from an O.Dan, representative of

the e. Dan. rag 'rook'; O.Swed. roka, O.W.Scand. hrokr, M.E. rake

< O.E. hrdc. 2nd mem. is O.Dan, limd 'grove", for which cf. under

Londonthorpe p. 12.

^ This name is etymologically identical with N.E. dial, toft-house

'the house attached to a toft' (E.D.D.).
* The qualification is obviously a misspelling for *Swegnulf, from

a hitherto unrecorded O.W.Scand. man's name ^Sveinolfr. As to the

type cf. O.W.Scand. Sveinbigrn.
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Acketoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Albritoftis Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Ailwintoft Yo. 13 10 Ch. R.; in Scaling near Easington, N. Riding.^

Aldwinetoftes, Aldenetoftes Yo. 13. cent, Aldenetoftes 1332

Rievaulx Ch.; now Antofts.*

Altoftis Yo. 1230 Ch. R.; Altofte 1294 ib.; Altoftes Rot. H.,

1313 f. Pat. R., No. vill., 1327 C. Inq., 1332 f. Kirkstall Ch.; Al-

toft 1334 Pat. R.; now Altofts, in Normanton.^

Aleinetoften Yo. 1204 Rot. Ch.; Aleinstoftes Rot. H.; Alein-

toftes i2g'j Yo. inq., 1372 Cal. Inq.; near Scalby and Scarborough.^

Algaretoft Li. 1242 Li. rec. Not identifiable.^

Alwaldtoftes Yo. 1292 Pat. R.; Alwaldetoftes 1295, Allewar-

toftes 1296 Yo. inq.; near Liglethwaite?^

Arnaldetoftes Yo. 12. cent. f. Whitby Ch.; near Ayresome.^

Aslactoft Li., see p. 174.

Aswicktoftine, AswiMoft Li. C.S. 461 (851) (Kemble, CD.
265, has the erroneous rea^dings Asivi/htofthirne, and AsuuyMoft);

Asuuihtoft CD. 233 (833), Asivyhtoft ib. 420 (948), Asendtoft ib.

520 (966) (C.S. has resp. Astvictoft, AsivicMoft, Asustoft); Asen-

watoft 1227 Ch. R.; AdsenwiJctoft Plac. Warr.; near Pinchbeck?^"

^ I St mem. seems to be a native man^s name which occurs in

the same record: Accha de Stvinesheved ; cf. Acka, Acke, ib. < O.E. Acca.
^ From O.W.Scand. Alhrikt^ pers. name (see Lind), or O.E.

Ealdbeorht, Aldherht, Aldhriht.

^ ist mem. is the M.E. pers. name AyUvine^ for which cf. above

p. 192 n. 6.

^ I St mem. is O.E. Ealdwine, Aldivini^ pers. name. From this is,

perhaps, Aldene in DoB. (cf. Aldenescheles p. 190). M.E. AJdewyn^ Al-

dyn, &c.; cf. Bardsley, under Alden. On the loss of the w see p. 192 n. 6.

^ Of doubtful origin. Perhaps from O.W.Scand. glr^ O.Swed. al^ e.

Dan. al 'the alder-tree"; or from M.E. aid < O.E. eald "old'?

^ I St mem. is the common M.E. pers. name Aleijn, Alayn^ of which

numerous instances are to be found in early M.E. records. Cf. Aleyn-

scheles p. 190. Bardsley (q. v.) states it to be of Norman introduction.

From O.E. jElfgar^ pers. name, or anglicized from the corre-

sponding O.Dan. Alger, O.W.Scand. Alfgeir?'; cf. Algarkirk, above p. 20 f.

^ From O.W.Scand. Olvaldi, O.Dan. Alwaldi, pers. name; or, pos-

sibly, O.E. ^Ifweald. Cf. Alwaldeby, p. 175 n. 3.

^ From O.W.Scand. Arnaldr^ O.E.Scand. Arnold, pers. name; or

M.E. Arnald < O.E. Earnweald (on record?)? On the O.E. loss of w in

-weald (in composition) cf. Sievers, Ags. Gram. § 173 Anm. 3, and,

above, foot-note 4.

As for the spurious charters from which all the O.E. spellings

above are quoted see Appendix A. The ist component is of obscure

origin, and the only point certain is that it ^ontains O.W.Scand. vik'^a creek.
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Beltot Li. DoB.; Beltoft izgg CL R., 1315 C. Inq., 1316,

1 43 1 F.A., 1362 Cal. Inq.; Beltofte 1349 f. Cal. Inq.; in Belton.^

Berberdetoft Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Loftus.^

Blaketofte Yo. 1198-99 Ped. fin. Eb.; Blaketoft 13. cent.

Rievaulx Ch., Rot. H., Kirkby, 1301 f. Pat. R.; Blahtofte 1325,

1466 Pat. R.; now Blacktoft.^

Blakemannis Thofth Li. iif)3-8i (Inspex. 13 16) Ch. R.; in

Wigtoft?*

Boletoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Branzthoft Li. c. 1150 Br.Mus.; in Killingholme ?
^

inlet' (see p. 145 n. i); the place indicated was in the ancient Fen
district. The former element looks in some instances like O.W.Scand.
clss "^ridge of elevation' (see Astorp, p. 169). Noteworthy is the spelling

AswicJi'toftine ; this is the correct reading as I have ascertained by an
examination of the MS. in the Brit. Museum. If that form does not

depend on miswriting, it appears that the O.French diminutive suffix

-in has here been somewhat arbitrarily appended to the original name.
Cf. on this suffix Bjorkman, Mittelengl. Personennamen auf -m, Arch.

123, p. 24, and on some other cases of a similar addition (in DoB.)
Zachrisson p. 12.

^ On the face of it, this name would seem to be identical in ori-

gin with the Norman Beltot, Beautot (see Fabricius p. 316, and Joret

p. 53 n. 3; from O.French hel), yet, in view of the fact that Beltoft lies

in the parish of Belton, it is probable that the ist mem. was the same
in both the names. Of Belton 1 have only found the spelling BeUon[e],

from DoB. onwards. The etymology of ist mem. is very hard to de-

cide ; it may be a pers. name from the same base as that which enters

into the O.E. cet Bellanforde 848 Thorpe, Dipl., now Belford, Glo.;

or perhaps originally from the O.W.Scand. man's name Beli (gen. nor-

mally Bella, see Lind) which occurs perhaps in M.E. Beleton Le. 1241

Ch. R., 1273 C Inq., Belton 1244 Ch. R., now Belton, and without

doubt in Belehi Yo. DoB., Beleby 1259 C. Inq., No. vill., now Beilby.

^ Perhaps a corrupt spelling of O.E. Beorward, pers. name?
^ From M.E. Uac (O.E. Ucec) 'black', or M.E. (northern) Uake

< O.E. hide 'pale, pallid, wan', also implying deficiency or loss of 'the

full green of vegetation' (N.E.D.).
* From the native pers. name Blacman, Blacheman, in DoB. &c.

See further Searle, and Bardsley.
^ ist mem. may be from O.W.Scand. hoU 'a bull' (cf. Buledailes

p. 32), also recorded as a surname. Or is it from O.W.Scand. holr, hulr

(O.Swed. hoi, huT) 'the trunk of a tree', adopted in M.E. as hoi (Bjork-

man, Loan-words p. 205) ? Also O.W.Scand. hoi (O.E.Scand. hoi, cf.

Soderwall) 'a farm, abode', holi 'a tenant', might, from a formal point

of view, be taken into account.
^ Probably from the O.W.Scand. man's name Brandr (O.E.Scand.

Brand); on O.E. Brand cf. Bjorkman, Personennamen, p. 30.
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Breietoft Li. DoB. &c. see above p. 26. Cf. Breitot in Nor-
mandy, Fabricius p. 315.

Bremestoft Norf., see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his

Introd. to Ped. fin. Norf.^

[Brothertofte Li. 1545 Li. wills"; now Brothertoft.]

-

Bruntoft, Bruntoftes, Bromptoft Durh. e. 14. cent. Durh. Ac-
count R.; Burnetoft 1389 Pat. R.; Bruntofte uncertain date, Brink-

burn Ch.; Brumptofte 1430 LTD.; now Bruntoft, in Elwick Hall,^

Bulewalestoft Suff. 11 98 Feet of fines; m Hemingstone?

*

Burtoft Li. CD. 1026 (810), 420 (948), 520 (966), DoB.; Bur-

tofth 1 163-81 (Inspex. 1316) Ch. R.; Biirtofte 1353 Cal. Inq.; now
Burtoft, near Swineshead.^

Edwinestofta Norf., see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his

Introd. to Ped. fin. Norf.^

Eyrichtoftis Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; near Swineshead.'^

Eltoftes Yo. Kirkby; now Eltofts in Thorner.^

Ethstanestoft Norf., see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his

Introd. to Ped. fin. Norf.^

Elvinetoft Li. 13 14 Ch. R.; in HuttoftP^^

* I St mem. is the O.E. man's name Brem which enters into the

place-name est Bremesgrcefan c. 820 Thorpe, Dipl., now Bromsgrove, Wore.
^ From the O.W.Scand. man's name Brodir, O.Dan. Brotlicer,

O.Swed. B^'odher, or its native equivalent O.E. Brothor.

^ From O.W.Scand. hriinnr (hriidr), O.Swed. hrunder, O.Dan, hrun

""a spring, fountain'; hardly from O.E. hum, burna &c., M.E. hurne

'a stream, brook'.

^ ist mem. is of very uncertain origin. Perhaps from an O.E.

pers. name ^Bulewald (cf. O.E. Buleferth)? In that case we have to

look upon the spelling Bulewales- for *Bideivaldes- in the same manner

as -fel < -feld in DoB.; see above p. 177 n. i.

^ ist mem. is no doubt from O.Scand. bur "a. storehouse' (see under

Burthweith, above p. 106). Cf. O.Swed. burtomt 'a place marked out

for a bur. — As for the above-mentioned O.E. charters cf. Appendix A.

^ From the common M.E. man's name Edivine < O.E. Eadwine.

From the O.W.Scand. man's name Eirikr, O.Swed. Eriker,

O.Dan. Erik. Among the land-holders in Li. in the time of Edward
the Confessor, DoB. mentions a certain Eiric. See further Bjorkman,
Personennamen.

^ From the O.Dan, maji's name ElU?
^ Probably from the common O.E. man's name Eadstdn. The fh

in the place-name had probably the phonetic value of [t]
;
already in

O.E. we meet with the evidently phonetic spelling Eatstan (see Searle,

and MuLLER in Palaestra IX, p. 29). On M.E. th, frequently used

in the orthography for etymological t, cf. Zachrisson, p. 47 f.

From the M.E. pers. name Elwyne, probably < O.E. jEthelwine,

see Zachrisson p. iio, and above p. 192 n. 6.
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Estofte Yo. 125 1 Cal. Rot. Ch.; Eshetoft Rot. U.; Eshetoft

1304 Selby Reg., Mon. Ill; Escetoftes 1327 C. Inq.; Estoft 1252

&c. Selby Ch., 1304 Pat. R., Plac. Warr., No. vilL, 1345 Cal. Inq.;

now Eastoft.^

Esketoft Li. c. 1200, Eske-, Eshtoft 13. cent., Estoft 13.

cent. &c. Selby Ch.; Est Toft 13 16 F.A.; now Eastoft, in Crowle.*

Flotesmanestoft Norf. 1195 Feet of fines; near Wolterton?^
Forestoftes Cumb. 1242, Fortoftis 124^, P. Pipe R. Now lost?^

Gangetoft Li. 1242 Li. rec. Not identifiable.*

Gelvrecote, Celvrecot, Givertost North. DoB.; Gelvertoft Surv.

Hen. I.; Gelvretoft, Gelvertoft Rot. Hug.; Jelver-, Yelvertoft 1289

C. Inq.; Gelver-, Jelver-, Jelverstoft Rot. H.; Jelvertoft T.N.; Gil-

verestoft Tax. eccl.; Yolvertoft 1341 CI. R., 1346 Pat. R.; Yelver-

toft 1315 CI. R., 1284 1428 F.A., 1446 Cat.A.D., 1480 Pat.

R., &c.; now Yelvertoft.^

Germayntoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Gildetoft Li. 13. cent. Selby Ch.; in Crowle."^

^ Bartholomew's Gazetteer gives Eastoft Yo. in Adlingfleet par.

(on the boundary of Li.), and Eastoft Li. in Crowle. On the maps I

have only found the latter place marked, so it would seem that they

are conterminous with each other, and originally had the name in com-
mon. The ist mem. is, then, O.W.Scand. eski'sixi ash-wood, ash-trees';

cf. above, Eskewro p. 200, and Eskedayle p. 32. Apparently the same
name occurs in Normandy as Esketot, Fabricius p. 315.

^ Probably an inaccurate rendering of the M.E. man's name Flote-

man Yo. DoB., also recorded as a surname in Norf. 1428 F.A., and in

the place-names Flotemanehi Yo. DoB. &c. (now Flotmanby), and Flote-

man Neiiton Norf. 1307 Cal. fin. (now Newton Flotman). In this M.E.
Flotenian have probably coalesced O.W.Scand. flottamadr "^a fugitive^,

and the native O.E. flotman *a sailor, pirate\ There is no evidence of

the former word having been used as a personal name in Scandinavia.
^ Perhaps from the O.Scand. pers. name that is represented by

the late O.Dan. For (Nielsen). But compare also the field-name For-

deiles, p. 32.
* From O.E. gang Vay, path, passage', or O.W.Scand. gangr, on

which see under Noutegange, p. 149.
^ Some spellings of this name are touched upon by Zachrisson

p. 61, but he expresses no opinion on the etymology I can offer no

word on record that might reasonably be suggested as ist member.
^ From the M.E. pers. name Germayne, borrowed from O.French.

Bardsley gives some instances of the name from the 13. cent, onwards.
^ On the presumption that the initial stands for a stopped

sound, which there is certainly no reason to doubt, the ist mem. is

from O.W.Scand. gildi (O.Swed. gilde, O.Dan, gild) 'a guild, confrater-

nity'; and the whole compound is etymologically identical with O.Swed,
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Qildhustoftes, Gildhus toftas Yo. 13. cent. Whitby Ch.; near

Ellerby and Hinderwell.^

Gippetoft Li. 1 3 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Girthetoft, Girdestoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Grisetoft Norf., see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his Introd.

to Ped. fin Norf.*

Gunnetoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Wigtoft.^

Habertoft Li. 1389 Pat. R.; Ahhurtoft 143 1 F.A.; Halher-

toft 1433, Halhertofte 1477 Pat. R.; now Habertoft, in Wil-

loughby.^

Hafketelestofta Norf., see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his

Introd. to Ped. fin. Norf.'

gildis tompt (gillistompt) *^a ground-plot belonging to a guild\ Cf. the

native O.E. gild, gegijld, M.E. gild^ yelde. See further N.E.D., Bjork-
MAN, Loan-words p. 154, and next name.

^ From O.W.Scand. gildihus 'a guild-hall, banqueting hall', O.Swed.

gildis Jius, gildehus. The same word is preserved in the place-names

Gildusdale Yo. 1281 Ch. R., Kirkby, Gyldhnsdall Kirkby, Gildesdale

No. vill., in Warter (see further Kirkby p. 91 n.); and Gildusker Yo.

1294 Ch. R., near Sutton on the Forest (?). Some historical and

linguistic materials regarding the origin and history of the guilds in

Scandinavia and England have been collected in A. Bugge, The eadiest

Guilds of Northmen in England, Norway and Denmark, in Sprogl. og

hist, afhandl. viede S. Bugges minde, p. 197-209. To some questions

discussed in this paper I hope soon to return in another connection.
^ A land-holder of Swineshead called Gippe Sterre is mentioned

in the same passage, and this name Gippe apparently forms the ist

member. It is, as it seems, a hypocoristic form of the popular M.E,

man's name Gilbert, for which see Bardsley; as to the formation

Gippe < Gilbert cf. O.E. Wippa < Wigbeorht, Wigbeald, and some sim-

ilar continental Teut. cases collected in Stark, Kosenamen &c. p. 1 1 8 f

.

^ From O.W.Scand. Gyrdr, O.Swed. Gyrdh, O.Dan. Gyrd, pers.

name. For some instances of the name recorded in O.E. see Bjork-
MAN, Personennamen.

^ On the I St mem. O.W.Scand. griss &c. "^pig' see p. 109 n. 9.

The word is recorded by Bardsley as occurring in Norf. as a surname

from the 13. cent, onwards. Cf. below Piggestoft,

^ From the O.W.Scand. man's name Gunni^ O.E.Scand. Gunne,

or the corresponding female name Gunna. The former is recorded

elsewhere in M.E., see Bjorkman, Personennamen.
^ The original form of the first part of the name it is impossible

to decide on account of the inconsistent spellings. Perhaps from

O.W.Scand. hdbjarg ""a high hill'?

' From an unrecorded O.W.Scand. man's name '^Hafketill, contain-

ing the same initial element as the recorded Hafgrimr, Hafporr,

Hafsteinn, &c. The first two compounds seem to have been in use

in Scand. England, see Bjorkman, Personennamen, p. 60.
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Halketoft Li. 1202 Li. rec; now Halltoft, in Freiston.'

Haretoft Yo. No. vill., 13491 Cal. Inq.; now Hartoft.^

Hardemetetoft Li. 131b Ch. R.; in Kirton.^

Hertestaf Derb. DoB.; Hertestofte 1287 Cal. Inq.; now
Hardstoft.^

Hertistoft Le. (?) 13 th cent. (?) Croxton Reg., Mon. VI, 2; not

identifiable.^

Herwardtoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Wigtoft.^

Hibaldestofte Yo. C.S. 1352 (963 ?); near Cawood.^

Hippetoft Li. Rot. H., T.N., 13 16 Ch. R.; Hippetoftliall

137 1 Br.Mus.; Hiptofthalle 1376 Cal. Inq.; now Hiptoft Hall, in

Freiston.'^

Hundestoft Suff. Inq. El.; near Bawdsey or Eyke?^

Hunlouetoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Horninghetoft, Hornincgetoft Norf. DoB.; Horningetoft 11 98

Cal. fin.; Hornigetoft 1248 C. Inq.; Hornintoft izji Cal. Rot. Ch.;

Horningtoft 1290 CI. R., 1316 f. F.A.; Hornyngtoft 1345 CI. R.,

1302, 1428 F.A., &c.; now Horningtoft.^*^

* From M.E. halke < O.E. liealoc 'a hollow, corner, bending"*.

- From M.E. hare (O.E. hara), or O.Swed. hari, Dan. hare 'a hare'.

^ M.E. hard mete, N.E. hard-meat *corn and hay used as fodder,

as opposed to grass'. Earliest quotation in N.E.D. is from A.D. 1481-

1484. The E.D.D. records the word only from the dialect of the

East Riding of Yo.
^ M.E. hert (O.E. heort, heorot) 'a hart', here perhaps the surname

Hert, which is recorded since the 13. cent. (Bardsley).
^ From the O.W.Scand. man's name Hervardr (O.Swed. Hcervardh),

or its native equivalent, O.E. Hereiveard.

^ M.E. Hihald < O.E. Ily^ebeald^ pers. name.
^ ist mem. seems to be M.E. hippe (O.E. hype) 'hip'; here used

figuratively of a projecting piece of land of some form or other? In

modern Scotch dialects hip is applied to a round eminence, &c., a

shoulder or corner of a hill (E.D.D.). — Or from the M.E. pers. name
Hippe? Cf. Bardsley, under Hipkin.

^ OcE., M.E. hund 'hound', or O.W.Scand. htmdr, O.Swed. hunder,

O.Dan, hund. Here perhaps used as a surname.
^ O.E. Himlaf, pers. name.

From the O.E. personal derivative '^Horningas or *Horning^ which

can have been formed either on the appellative horn (in its original

sense or transferred to some kind of locality or dwelling-place of a horn-

like shape) or on the pers. name Horn. The derivative Horning oc-

curs in several O.E. local names; see Kemble's Index. Or else from

a similar derivative of O.Dan. '^Horn, '^Horni^ O.Swed. *Horne (see

Nielsen, and Lundgren; cf. also the O.Swed. place-name Hyrninge,

in Hellquist).
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Hotoft, Hotot Li. DoB.; Hotoft Surv. 1118, 1207 f. Li. rec,

Rot. H, Tax. eccl., 1303 f. F.A., Plac. Warr., 1335 Pat. R., 1428 f.

F.A., &c.; now Huttoft.^

Caletoft (Sir Philip de) Li. (?) 1268 (Inspex. 1291) Ch. R. Not
identifiable.^

Capetoft [Rainaldo de] Yo. 12. cent. Rievaulx Ch.; not identi-

fiable.=^

Kinesmannestoft Norf. see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in

his Introd. to Fed. fin. Norf.^

Kiptoftesic, Kyptoftesich^ Kiptoftesich Yo. t. Hen. IL, Kiptoftsic

t. Rich. 1. Rievaulx Ch.; near Pickering.^

^ From O.W.Scand. hor 'high'; cf. further p. 1 1 1 n. 5, Habrough
p. 180, and Huby, &c. p. 223 f. The name coincides in origin with

the O.Norman Hotot (Fabricius, p. 316).
^ Apparently from O.W.Scand. Jcdl^ O.E.Scand. kal ^cabbage'; the

compound had then much the same meaning as N.E. dial, plant-toft

a bed for rearing young coleworts or cabbages', and O.W.Scand. kdl-

gardr^ N.E. dial, kalegarth, see further p. 183. The O.Norman place-

name Kaletot was possibly of the same origin; cf. Fabricius, p. 314.
On M.E. cale^ &c., presumably Scand. loan, see above, p. 183.

^ The etymology of the ist mem. is most uncertain, the more so as

the place cannot be identified. The only word that fits in exactly with

the form on record is north. M.E. hape, south. M.E. cape, cope'^3. cope,

cloak with a hood, the special dress of a monk or friar', or its O.W.Scand.
equivalent kdpa. The latter word is assumed by Rygh, N.G. I, to enter

into the O.Norw. place-name Kapokot E.J. — Or, after all, does the

above Cape- stand for ^Cappe- ? Then it might be easily explained

from O.W.Scand. kappi *a warrior, champion', which, besides, occurred

as a surname in Scand. (F. Jonsson, Tilnavne). Whether the M.E.

pers. name Roger Cappe Yo. 1346 Pat. R. contains this word cannot

be determined.
^ I St mem. is gen. of M.E. kynnesman, N.E. "kinsman, here perhaps

employed as a pers. name. It is identical with the late M.E. surname

Kgnnesman, which Bardsley regards as ""an imitative corruption' of

the surname Kyngesman, but the evidence adduced by him in support

is anything but conclusive, and the assumption, in my opinion, quite

unnecessary.
^ I.St mem. may be from O.W.Scand. kippi n., kippa f. "^a sheaf,

bundle', Norw. dial, kippe, Swed. dial, kippe, kippa. Or from O.W.Scand.

kippa f. 'a basket' (kornkippa 'a corn-sieve', Vigf.), or its English cog-

nate O.E. cype, M.E. kype, N.E. dial, (not in the north) kipe ^basket'.

Thirdly it might be from a north. M.E. form of O.E. cipp ^a coulter,

ploughshare', M.E. chyppe, N.E. (obsolete) chip. In this case we have

here a parallel to the name Culteracre, see p. 153 n. 7. — For the

2nd component sic, see p. 72 n. 7.
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Cnapetot Le. DoB.; Knapetoft 1284 F A., Tax. eccl., 1327

Le. Subs. R., 1338 Pat. R.; Knaptoft 14 10 Pat. R., 1428 F.A.;

now Knaptoft.^

Coketoft Li. 13. cent. Selby Ch.; in Eastoft.^

Collingtoft Yo. 1367 Calv. ch.^

Cotemannestoft Yo. Rot. H.; near Scalby?*

Langtoft Li. 806 (!) Thorpe, Dipl., C.S. 365 (8ig), 409 (833),

461 (851), &c. cf. Appendix A; Langetof DoB.; Langetoft Wells'

Vic. book, Rot. H., T.N., 1316 f. F.A., 1316 f. Pat. R.; Langtoft

1302, 1 40 1 F.A., 1412 Pat. R.; now Langtoft.^

Langetou, Langhetou Yo. DoB.; Langetoft 1285 C. Inq.,

Kirkby, No. vill., 1298 f. Yo. doc, 1397, 1410 Pat. R.; Langtofte

1374 Cal. Inq.; now Langtoft.^

Levyngtoft Li„ 1327 Cat.A.D. I; near High Burnham.^

Lewyntoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Asperton.'

Lefhenadtoftes, [Levenethoftekelde, Levetiadtoftkelde] Yo 13.

cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Ormesby.^

Lothu Wistoft Suff. DoB.; Lodeivustoft 1229 Ch. R.; Lo-

ivystoft Tax. eccl., 1334 Pat. R.; IjO ivis toft ^ot. H.; Loystoft 1303

Pat. R.; Lowys-, Loustoft 1305 Suff. fines; Loistoft 1308 Ch. R.;

Louwystoft 1333 Pat. R.; Loivys-, Leystof 1341, Lewestoft 1342

CI. R.; Leistoft 1344 ib., 1352 f. Pat. R.; Laystoft 1353, 1401

Pat. R.: Leystoft 1348 f., 1400 Pat. R., 1353 CI. R.; Lotvys-, Lo-

^ From O.W.Scand. knapi (O.Swed. knape, Dan. kndbe) ^a servant

boy, the valet of a king or great man^, or M.E. cnape (O.E. cnapa)

'a boy'.

^ From O.E., M.E. coc 'cock' (not the rare O.W.Scand. kokr? cf.

this word in Fritzner), or from the M.E. surname Cok, Cocus f cook')

which was of frequent occurrence in that part of the country, being

well exemplified in the nomenclature of Selby Ch.
^ I St mem. can be from O.W.Scand. "^KolUngr, a patronymic de-

rivative of the man's name Kollr (found in O.E. as Coll; see Bjorkman,
Personennamen), Kolli; or from the (native?) late O.E. Colling, pers. name.

* M.E. cotman 'the tenant of a cot or cottage, a cottager' (N.E.D.).

^ O.W.Scand. langr, O.Swed. langer, O.Dan, lang, or M.E. lang

'long'. Cf. Langetot in Normandy, Fabricius p. 314. — Peter of Lang-

toft, the well-known 13th century chronicler, was born in the York-

shire village of Langtoft, from which he derived his name.
^ Perhaps from O.Dan. *Lewing, a patronymic derivative of the

man's name *Leiv, Lewi. Cf. Leveshi, &c. above, p. 70. Or from

M.E. *Leving < O.E. Leofing.

M.E. Lewin < O.E. Leofwine, a common pers. name.
* From the M.E. man's name Levenath, recorded in Guisbrough

Ch. from the neighbourhood of Ormesby. O.E. Leofnod, Leofenod.
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ives-^ Leivystoft 1435 Pat. R.; Loestofte 1444-55, Lotuystoft 1458-

T477 Ipswich wills; now Lowestoft.^

Mortofft Norf. DoB.; now lost. In Heydon.^

Nortot North. DoB.; Nortoft Surv. Hen. L, 1175-76 Pipe R.,

T.N., 1409 Cat.A.D.; Norhtoft i26g C. Inq.; Northtoftes 13 14

CI. R.; Northtoft 13 13 C. Inq., 1387 Cal. Inq., 1393 Br.Mus.; now
Nortoft in Guilsborough.'^

Northtoft Li. 13. cent. Selby Ch.; in Stallingborough.^

Offrichestoft Norf. see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his

Introd. to Ped. fin. Norf.^

^ The ist mem. is somewhat puzzling, and the singular early spell-

ings may invite various conjectures as to the etymology. On the presump-

tion that the true original form is fairly accurately reproduced in DoB.
— apart from the breaking up of the form — we might derive it from

an early representative of the present pers. name Louis, Lewis. Then it

is hardly the native O.E. name, considering that this is only recorded

once, from Kent: Hlodeicig portgerefa C.S. 12 12 (968). It most likely

embodies the more common O.W.Scand. equivalent Hlodver^ in the gen.

case *Hlodvis (inflected like an a- or ia-stem, see Noreen, Altisl. Gram.

§ 350 Anm. 4, on the formal development ib. § 107, 2) as in the

O.Norw. place-name j Loduissoetre D.N. 2 (13 14). OHG. Hlodowicus

;

an O.French equivalent is found as Lodhuuigs in the French version

of the famous Strassburg oaths, A.D, 842. The ^^-vowel in the next

spelling above, Lodewus-^ may be due to a scribal mistake. With regard

to the subsequent spellings Lotvis-, Lois- with lost interdental spirant,

they are typically French in form and wholly agree with continental

French parallels of about the same date, of which may be cited: Loewis

Ch. de Roland (1. iith^cent.); Lowis Gormund et Isembart, Lorn Alis-

cans (i2th cent.); Loeis, Loeys (disyllabic) Enfance Vivien (13th cent.).

The present English Louis, Lewis, is self-evidently of French origin;

the earliest M.E. instances that I have noted occur in southern Eng-

land towards the end of the 13th century: John Loivis 1278 f., Robert

Lewis, Loivys 1285-88 CI. R. &c.; see further the volumes of the Close

and Patent Rolls. As to the mysterious side-form Lewis cf. the very-

defective material in Bardsley, with references.

^ O.E., M.E. mor 'moor, waste and damp land'. Cf. p. 87
n. I.

^ O.W.Scand. nord- (in compounds), O.Swed. nordhy e. Dan. nord,

or M.E. nord ""north'.

* This is probably a misspelling or misreading for ^''Ossriches-^ gen.

of the common O.E. man's name Osric, — A name "^Off'ric is as yet not

evidenced; if it existed, it should be connected with the well-known

O.E. Offa, and would, like this name, be of ambiguous origin. Cf.

Forstemann under the stem Uf^ Muller in Palaestra IX p. 57, and

Stark, Kosenamen &c. p. 23.
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Oretoftes Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; in Ormesby.^

Osgottoftes Li. 13. cent. (?) Selby Ch.; in Stallingborough.^

Oxintoftes Yo. 13. cent. Guisbrough Ch.; Oxintoftis 1386 Cal.

Inq.; in Ormesby.^

Philiptoft Lane. 1241 Cockers. Ch.; in Garstang.*

Piggestoft Norf. see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his In-

trod. to Ped. fin. Norf.^

Rauentoft Yo. 1468 Ripon Mem.; near Bishop Thornton.*'

Rafnestoft Li. 12. cent. Bullington ch., Mon. VI, 2; in Falding-

worth.^

Raventoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Sandtofte Li. 11 89 (Inspex. 1308) Ch. R.; now Sandtoft in

Belton.^

Sibertod North. DoB.; Sihertoft Surv. Hen. L, 12 14 R. Oblat.,

e. Hen. HL Br.Mus., 1278 Cat.A.D., Rot. H., 1315!. CI. R., 1316

F.A., 1 34 1 Pat. R.; Sijhertoft 1229 Ch. R.; Siher-, Syhretoft izjt,

C. Inq.; Syhertoft, Syherstot Tax. eccl.; Syhercroft 1284 F.A.;

Sihertoft, Siptoft T.N.; Sibertofte 137 i Cal. Inq.; now Sibbertoft.^

Scrapetoft Le. 1043 Thorpe, Dipl.; Scrapentot DoB.; Scrap-

toft Rot. H.; Scrapetoft 1237 Le. doc, T.N., Tax. eccl., 1327

Le. Subs. R., 1303 f. Pat. R.; Scraptofte 1428 F.A.; &c.; now
Scraptoft.^

Skertoftis Wm. c. 1234 Wetherhal Reg.; in Strickland.^"

^
I St mem. is, perhaps, from a M.E. form *0r < O.W.Scand. aurr

'gravel, mud'; cf. Orgrave above, p. 150. — Or is it from O.W.Scand.

or = orir "an alder' ?

^ From M.E. Osgot^ a partly anglicized form of the O.W.Scand.

man's name Asgmitr^ &c. for which see p. 138.
^ From a M.E. gen. plur. oxne (< O.E. oxna) of M.E. oxe (O.E.

oxa) "^an ox'.

* On the common M.E. pers. name Philip see Bardsley.
^ From M.E. pyg, pigge 'pig*, here perhaps used as a surname,

in which function it is quoted by Bardsley from Norf. in the 13 th

century. Cf. above Grisetoft.

^ From M.E. raiien (O.E. hrcefn), or the equivalent O.W.Scand.

hrafn, O.Dan, rafn'a. raven'. Here perhaps pers. name (cf. p. 119 n.

3), as in the O.W.Scand. place-name at Rafntoftum, Hrafnstoptum La.

^ O.W.Scand. sandr^ O.Swed. sander, Dan. sand, or O.E., M.E.

isand "sand'.

^ From M.E. Siherht < O.E. Si^eheorht, pers. name.
^ As for I St mem. compare Scrapthuait, above p. 122.

From O.W.Scand. sker 'a cliff, rock', on land or in the sea

(O.Swed. skdr, Dan. skicer "a skerry, rock in the sea'). Hence M.E.

sker[re], skarfre] 'a projecting rock', and N.E. dial, skerry (Scotl.), and

scar (in several dial., also Win.) 'a precipice, cliff', etc. See E.D.D.
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Smythetoft Li. 13 16 Ch. R.; in Swineshead.^

Stowelangetot, Langetot Suff. e. 13. cent. Br.Mus.; Stoive

Langetot 1265 f. Suff. fines, 1346 F.A.; Stowelangetot 1^42 CI. R.;

StomueJangetot 1368, Stowelangetoft 1369 f. Br.Mus.; Stoivelang-

tot c. 1410-11 ib., 1381 Suff. Poll-tax; Stowe Langetoft 1430-54

Br.Mus.; Stowelangtofte 1453 Suff. Tax. R.; for additional in-

stances see Br.Mus.; now Stowlangtoft.^

Suthtoft Li. 13. cent. Selby Cii.; in Stallingborough."^

Tipetoft Yo. c. 127 1 C. Inq.; Tibbetoft 1334 Rot. Orig.,

[Johannes] Tiptoft 1341 ib.; now lost?^

Tirnetofte, -toste Yo. DoB.; Tkirnetoft Kirkby, 131 7 CI. R.,

&c.; Thorntoft 1304 Ch. R.; Tkyrnetofte 1301 Yo. Subs.; Thirn-

toft No. vill., 1439! Cal. Inq.; Thirnetofte 1336 f. Cal. Inq.; now
Thirntoft, in Ainderby Steeple.^

Udorstoft Norf. .see Rye'.s list of M.E. field-names in his Introd.

to Ped. fin. Norf.^

Ulvestoft Norf. see Rye's list of M.E. field-names in his Introd.

to Ped. fin. Norf.'

Waretoft Le. 1343 Pat. R.; now Wartoft or Wartop (Lodge),

in Castle Donington.^

^ From O.W.Scand. smidja, O.Swed. smipia, e. Dan. smidie '' smithy

,

forge", or the equivalent O.K., M.E. smidde. Or perhaps from O.W.Scand.

smidr &c. 'a smith', - O.E., M.E. smid.

^ I St component is the place-name M.E. Stoive, of native origin

(O.E. stow 'a place'); cf. above, under Langtoft.

^ ist mem. as in Suthdayle^ p. 34.
* The place is near the present Tibthorpe (in Kirkburn), which

name is spelt Tibetorp, Tipetorp DoB., Tibethorp c. 1271 C. Inq.,

Tibthorp Kirkby, Tybbethorp No. vill., Tipthorp 1349 Rot. Orig., and

apparently contains the .same word as ist member. This must be a

M.E. pers. name *Tibe (cf. Edmund Tibi 13 14 C. Inq.), Tibhe < O.E.

Tiba, Tibba, as it seems short forms of O.E. Tidbeald, Tidheorht, or,

according to K. Sunden (Suffix -y, p. 146, cf. p. 148), of O.E. Til-

baeth, TUbeorht, &:c. The late O.Swed. man's name Tibe need not be

taken into account.
^ From O.W.Scand. pyrnir m. or a synonj^mous M.E. *pirne (not

in Stratmann-Bradley) < O.E. pytme 'a thorn-bush', this latter being a

weak -Jow-derivative from the same base as porn *^a thorn, thorn-bush'.

Pyrne is of frequent occurrence in O.E. local names.
^ From the rare O.E. pers. name TJdardus (Searle)? Perhaps

only an inverted spelling of the more common Odard (DoB.).

' i^t mem. is gen. of the M.E. man's name JJlf < O.W.Scand.

Vlfr^ for which compare p. 126 n. 3.

^ Probably from O.W.Scand. vQr (gen. varar) ""a fenced-in landing-

place'; cf. the allied O.E. iver ""a weir, dam'. The place is situated on
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Wibbetoft Warw. 1002 Thorpe, Dipl.; Wihetot DoB. ; Wib-

toft 1270 C. Inq.; Wihytoft 1298, Wibertofte 1369 Cal. Inq.;

Wyhetoft 13 18 Pat. R.; Wihetofte 1340 Cal. Inq.; WyUetoft

1 40 1 Pat. R.; now Wibtoft, in Claybrooke par.*

Wiketoft Li. 1 163-81 (Inspex. 1316) Ch. R.; Wyhetoft, -tot

Rot. H.; Wiketoft 1240 Li. rec, 1316 ¥.A., Rot. H., 1316 Ch. R.,

1335 f- Pat. R.; Wyle-, Wygetoft 1307 Pat. P..; Wygetoft 1327 f.

C. Inq., 1346 F.A., 1349 Br.Mus.; Wyhe-, Wiggetoft 1353 Pat. R.;

Wygtoft 1408, Wyhtoft 14 10 Pat. R.; now Wigtoft.^

Wilegtoft Li. 13 14 Ch. R.; in Thurlby in Bilsby.^

Wilgetot Yo. DoB.; Wiluetoft 1230 Gray's Reg,; Willege-

toft 14. cent. Selby Ch.; Wylghtoft 1302 Feod. mil. Eb.; Wilghe-

toft 1304 Yo. inq., No. vill.; Wyllytoft 1332 C. Inq.; Wilughtofte

1409 Pat. R.; now Willitoft, in Bubwith.^

Werkhustoft Li. c. 1263 Selby Ch.; in Eastoft.^

2) Hobi Yo. DoB., 1166-67 f- Pipe R., 1201 Rot. Cane;

Holy 1230! Ch. R., 1250, 1399, 1433 Pat. R., No. vill; Hohy,

Hahy Rot. H.; Huby 1398 Pat. R.; now Huby.

a stream. There seems to have been in O.Norw. a river-name *Fpr,

^Vara (see Rygh, N.G. V), which might possibly also be taken into

consideration here. Cf. moreover, the comments on the O.Norw. place-

name Vaar in N.G. XI, p. 330.
^ ist mem. might possibly be from an O.Scand. man's name

which has been preserved only in the late O.Swed. Vtbbe (see Lund-
GREN; presumably a hypocoristic form of the same name as O.W.Scand.

Vigbigrn, which is given by Lind). But it is far more likely that we
have here an O.E. man's name *Wihba, like the above-mentioned

Wippa (see p. 216 n. 2) a short form of O.E. Wigheald, Wigheorht.

Cf. O.Dan. Wipi, Wippi (Nielsen), OHG. Wibbo, Wippo (Forste-

MANN^ Personennamen; Stark, Kosenamen (S:c. p. 118). Of O.E. ^Wibha
I have found no perfectly indubitable instance recorded, but some
evidence of its existence is offered by its M.E. continuation : Wihhe

123 1, Adam Wybhe 12-/^ Pat. R., Henry Wybhe 1399, 1466 Cat.

A.D., &:c. Perhaps it enters into the place-name Wibhenbury 1258 Pat.

R., now Wybunbury, Chs. — The above spelling Wibertofte^ if not a

casual misspelling, is due to confusion with the M.E. descendant of

Wigbeorht, the common Wihert, on which, in many cases, the M.E.

Wihbe may have been directly formed.
^ From O.W.Scand. vik (O.Swed. vik, Dan. vig) 'a creek, inlet,

bay'. W. is situated in the Fen country of Lincolnshire. Cf. p. 145 n. i.

^ From M.E. ivilghe, ivilive, wilowe (O.E, wilig^ tvelig) ""willow' (Salix).

* M.E. iverk-hous < O.E. iveorchus Workshop' = O.W.Scand. ^verk-

hus (see Vigf.), and O.Dan, verkhus in the law of Skane.
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ist mem. is from O.W.Scand. /^oV'high' < "^JiouhR < *hauhaz,

Goth. Jiauhs, O.E. heali} The long o-vowel arose at a very earty

period from the O.Scand. diphthong ou (< Teutonic au) before

a subsequently dropped h; see on this Noreen, Altisl. Gram. § 94, 2.

If the original an came to stand in an antevocalic position, it

turned into aiv (afj, as e. g. in the oblique cases of the weak
declension, masc. and neuter *haiva ; after the analogy of such

forms there developed another nominative type lidr (O.Swed.

ha- in place-names; compare o. c. § 55) with oblique cases in

accord. It is possible that a form of the latter kind enters into

the above spelling Halij in the Hundred Rolls; cf. also Hagayl^

p. 56, Hathwait, p. iii, Hahurne &c. p. 180-81, and Hatvic, p.

182. — The same adjective is recorded in

Hobie Le. DoB.; Houhia 1124 Le. Survey; Hutehy 128^

F.A.; Houeby 1326 CI. R.; Hoiihy i^zj Le. Subs. R., 1349 CI. R.,

1407 Pat. R.; Holkehy, Howhy 1428 F.A.; Hohe 1436 Pat. R.;

now Hoby.

The spelling Ho- is to be judged as in the preceding name;

Houe- and Hon- seem to go back to the secondary form hdiva

:

hdr (or lioiva, coined on the nominative hor)} A similar inter-

change of these phonetic variants in the spellings of one and the

same name is also noticeable in O.Norw. place-names: Hofors

D.N. II (1422) but Haucefossce ib. 14 (13 12), Haiiahrelilm ib. 12

(1306) but HabreJiho 8 (1394), j Hauarudi D.N. 2 (13 16), Hah0l(8

and Hohfjlce E.J. etc. Cf. further

Houscales Cumb. see p. 193.

Hothuait Lane, and elsew^here, see above p. iii.

Hotoft Li. see above in this chapter.

That the names now dealt with are to be explained from

O.W.Scand. hor, &c. seems beyond all question, considering the

orthograph}^ of the spellings on record and the unmistakeably

Scand. origin of their last members. But we are on less sure

ground in the case of the places called Hotun in M.E., of which

a considerable number are to be found in, and out of, the Scan-

dinavian counties. The forms of these names do not permit us

to derive them unreservedly from the Scand. hor, since they

may just as well contain O.E. ho (hdh) 'heel, a projecting ridge

of land'; cf. on this word in Ch. 4, p. 137. It is presumable that

some of them, at any rate, are of Scand. descent, as e. g. Hoton

^ 2nd mem. as in Aismunderby, p. 3.
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Colsivayn (see p. 68). Still the bulk of these names in general

are most ambiguous.^ To give an exhaustive survey of them

here would certainly not repay the trouble and, besides, could lead

to no positive result. The reader who desires to enquire into these

names will find not a few instances in Skaife^s Index to his edi-

tion of Kirkby's Inquest for Yo., and in F.A. and Ch. R.

Appendix A.

A fairly large number, comparatively speaking, of Scandi-

navian place-names in England are to be found in the following

charters in Kemble's CD. which pretend to date from the O.E.

period, viz. CD. 233 (A.D. 833), 265 (851), 297 (868), 420 (948),

and 520 (966).- These charters are all inserted in the remarkable

M.E. chronicle called Historia Croylandetisis, or Descriptio com-

pilata per Dominum Ingulphum (Ingulf, abbot of Croyland, + 1109).

Several MSS. ot it are known to have existed and have been

reproduced, more or less completely, in some printed editions,

the latest by Gray Birch, The chronicle of Croyland abbe}^

Wisbech 1883. Birch based his text on a MS. which he believ-

ed to be unique, namely the MS. Arundel 178 (in the British

Museum), a transcript written in a i6th century hand. The
genuineness of the work has long been questioned, but only

the investigations carried out with admirable skill by F. Lieber-

MANN (Ueber ostenglische Geschichtsquellen des 12., 13., 14. Jahr-

hunderts, &c., Gesellsch. ftir alt. deutsche Geschichtskunde, Neues

Archiv 18) have proved conclusively that it is a forgery. As to

the age of the original MS. Birch thinks it must have dated

from the 1 2 th cent, or thereabout. Eiebermann, who enters fully

into what may be learnt from internal diplomatic and historical

evidence, assumes the middle of the 14th cent, as terminus ad

quem for the compilation of the chronicle. Now Birch founds

his opinion exclusivety on the i6th cent, scribe's transcription of

the names of persons and places. With regard to the place-

^ This holds good also of the M.E. name Holand which belongs

to some places in Yorkshire (e. g. Hoyland Swaine, p. 64), and of Hoivald

Yo. II 89 (Inspex. 1308) Ch. R., now Hawold in North Dalton.

^ Also printed bv Gray Birch in C.S., nos. 409, 461, 521,

872, 1178.

LimUvist: Middle-English place-names etc.
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names, with which we are chiefly concerned here, it is most doubt-

ful if their forms are of the age assigned to them by Birch;

as far as can be judged from a comparison with other M.E.

place-names, they would seem to be much later, and rather agree

with the nomenclature of the 14 th centur}^

The bulk of the places referred to are situated in the south-

ern parts of Lincolnshire, in the ancient Fen district, as, e. g.

Holbeach, Spalding, Deeping, Pinchbeck, &c. The mysterious

place-designation in Algare C.S. 872 (948),! 178 (966) cannot be

identical with the present Algarkirk (cf. p. 20 {.), but seems to

relate to the lands otherwise defined as \lomim Algari comitis in

Holheche et in Cappelade, ib. 409 (833), now Holbeach and

Whaplode. — We also find here a few place-names belonging

to Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, and some adjoining counties.

It may be pointed out in this connection that the alleged

O.E. charters in the chronicle are preserved not only in the

Arundel MS., but also in the MS. Otho. B. XIII, of whose exi-

stence Birch does not seem to have been aware. This is un-

fortunately much injured by fire (the Cottonian fire of 1731?),

and in places practically illegible. The date of the hand-writing

is somewhat difficult to fix, but it appears from certain charac-

teristics to be from the end of the 1 4th, or the beginning of the

15th century. The MS. contains at least a considerable portion

of Ingulfs chronicle, and is worth}'^ of a detailed inquir}^; I hope

to return to it and give full particulars elsewhere in the imme-

diate future.



Addenda & Corrigenda.

2, 1. 9 from foot, read: akr 'a piece of tilled or arable land'.

3. Between Acrer and Asmundrebi references should have been

given to Alnerdall, p. XLIX n., and Arusum, p. 169.

II. Chirdiedele. — The late spelling Kijrkodale in Cal. Plead.

must be either a scribal error or a misreading for Kyrkedale.

1 1 . Between Hildertona and Chirchedele a reference should have

been given to Catrehala, p. 186 n.

15, i. 7 from top, read: rugar, gen. of O.W.Scand. rugr

15. Between Rugartorp and Scogerbiid a reference should have

been given to Roimtlnvmjt, p. 120.

43 . Between Ayntre and Foiteshi a reference should have been

given to Eyrichtoftis, p. 214.

46, foot-note 2, 1. 2, read: O.E. grcef.

58, 1. 9 from top, add: Possibly identical with the present

Elloughton, which is written Elgendon DoB., Elgeton Kirkby,

Helgheton No. vill.

O4, 1. 4 from foot, read: native or Scand. (cf. p. 225 n. i)

formation.

79, 1. 13 from top, read: Slaipwath, Slaypewath. — Add, next

line : This must be the place marked on the Ordnance Map
as Slape Wath, on Spa Gill, about two miles E. of Guisbrough.

94, 1. 12 from foot, read: fJurgartun Norf. CD. 785.

101, 1. 12 from foot, read: Dweyt Norf. CD. 785.

102, foot-note 7, 1. 2, read: O.E. ast 'a kiln'.

104, foot-note I, 1. 2, read: M.E. hlahenj.

1 10, foot-note 4, read: M.E. hei *hay'.

112, foot-note 6, 1. 2, read: 'jackdaw'.

119, foot-note 4, 1. 2, delete full stop after 'from'.

127, 1. 6 from top, add: Weyhurthiveyt 1295 CI. R.

127, foot-note 3, 1. 4, read: documentary.

127, foot-note 3, 1. 8, read: 'venatio, piscatio'.

130. At the end of Ch. 2 a reference should have been given to

Wreineshals, p. 197 n.

131, 1. 2 from top, read: see p. 151 n. 3.

139. Between Osgodtorp and Osgotcros a reference should have

been given to Osgottoftes, p. 221.

158, foot-note 1, 1. 7, read: (see p. 174).








